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ABSTRACT
BETSY TOWNS

Wondrous Creatures:
The Paintings of Martin Johnson Heade
(Under the Direction of Carol Mavor)

Art Historians describe Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds in two very different
ways: first, as highly realistic, even scientific, representations of the natural world, and
second, as spiritual, sensual, phantasmagorical explorations suggestive of something
more—in short, of revelations of the artist himself. Foregrounding Heade’s paintings of
hummingbirds, Wondrous Creatures investigates each of these ways of understanding
and what they reveal about Heade and his works.
Beginning in 1862, Heade painted at least 120 pictures of hummingbirds,
glittering birds painted large and close before alluring tropical landscapes. En route,
Heade had painted children in flight, landscapes populated with haystacks and light,
flowers snipped and arranged in decorative vases, and sober portraits. He left a country
rent by civil war, traveling to a land of promise to document the hummingbird, then on to
England where he showed portraits of fairylike birds alongside British paintings of ‘real’
fairies. Each stop along this path shaped the outcome; Wondrous Creatures looks beneath
the glaze of documentary realism to consider their contributions at depth.
Wondrous Creatures triangulates art history, the history of natural science, and
cultural studies to expose the suggestions in Heade’s paintings. The process depends on
identifying the substitutions and transformations evident in Heade’s oeuvre, wherein
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spiritual ornithology becomes naturalistic fantasy, hummingbirds becomes fairies,
orchids becomes animistic giants, children becomes hummingbirds, and landscape
becomes a stage ‘peopled’ with haystacks, humans, or hummingbirds.
The dissertation asserts that, in depicting the hummingbird, Heade rapidly
exceeded the boundaries of natural history painter, becoming also a storyteller, portraitist,
Pre-Raphaelite painter, at times even a fairy painter, his gleaming images describing the
ways that his tiny special pets love deeply, battle furiously, and hum with sexuality even
while varnished with the innocence of the child. Asserting that birds, like all animals,
were emptied of any innate meaning by the end of the eighteenth century to make room
for nostalgia, narrative, and symbolic usage, and considering the works and their subjects
within their historical and cultural context, Wondrous Creatures asserts that Heade
stuffed depictions of natural elements densely with legible, if poetically concealed,
human meanings.
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INTRODUCTION
__________________________________________________________________________________

ALMOST A MONOMANIAC
In 1892, American painter Martin Johnson Heade (1819-1904) published a vivid and
affecting word-picture of his lovesickness for hummingbirds. Under cover of his
longtime penname, Didymus, writing with poetry, passion, and presumption, Heade
looked back over a lifetime lived intimately with miniature birds to reveal:
From early childhood I have been almost a monomaniac on
hummingbirds, and there is probably very little regarding their habits that I
do not know. When a small boy I indulged in a feeling of contempt for the
ignorance of a person who captured a hummingbird and fed it on ‘a paste
made of wine biscuit and sugar’—the nearest approach to their flower
food being simply sugar and water.1
The passage captures Heade far more vividly than his vivid bird subject, which he
handled so much more eloquently in paint. Writing from the perspective of age, Heade
glanced back to reveal that his passion for the tiny creatures battled with his aspiration to
know them for science, and that knowledge fired his temper. Heade offset mania with
information, yet his information proves presumptive, for he did not know everything
about hummingbirds; in fact he propagated and reproduced errors of obstinacy, for he
found it ‘very difficult to change his opinion’ about them once formed, and he did not
stick rigidly to those facts he did have straight.2 Heade, described by art historians as

1
Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade), "Taming Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream, 38, 15 (April
14, 1892), 348.

irritable and curmudgeonly, indulged in contempt remembered back over a lifetime,
contempt triggered by a memory of an excessively poetic hummingbird supper: wine
biscuit and sugar. Yet his own depictions, as Wondrous Creatures scrutinizes, are nearly
always just that: excessively poetic.
Heade’s almost-monomania manifested itself first in childhood observations of
the ruby-throated hummingbird (Archilochus colubris), the only hummingbird that
summers in this native Pennsylvania, and remained in effect throughout his lifetime. In
1862, Heade first captured this species in paint: in a postcard-sized first picture that
freezes the rapid little ruby-throat flat against the picture plane, as he did in dozens of
later works, and partnered it with a diving, trumpeting nasturtium vine, as he did just this
once. (figure 1) Following this image, Heade painted three more images of nesting rubythroats in 1863, and then a resplendent, iridescent plague of hummingbirds over the next
sixty years. We know of forty-eight paintings of mated pairs of mostly-Brazilian
hummingbirds in his first series, dating from 1863-65, and known together as The Gems
of Brazil. He painted approximately seventy pictures of the tiny birds in a second wave
that began in 1870 and continued to the year of his death in 1904, paintings which partner
the birds with significant others in the form of flowers, large and physical blooms like the
original nasturtium.3 The transformed second series comprehended greater narrative
variety, for while he painted eighteen more mated pairs, he also caught eighteen couple of
2

Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “Hummingbird Pets,” Forest and Stream 43,7, Aug 18, 1894)
137. Cited at length Chapter One, footnote 33. For example, Heade regularly paints birds and flowers from
different ecosystems in the same compositions.
3

In his catalogue raisonné, Theodore Stebbins, comprehensive biographer, connoisseur, and
historian of Martin Johnson Heade, shows more than120 paintings of hummingbirds. At least one
additional hummingbird painting has been discovered since that date, and it is likely that many have been
destroyed, and others are yet to be documented. Theodore E. Stebbins, Jr. The Life and Work of Martin
Johnson Heade: A Critical Analysis and Catalogue Raisonné (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000).
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males, twenty-nine bachelor males, two single females, three paintings of hummingbird
threesomes and one magnificent eccentric, the Tropical Landscape with Ten
Hummingbirds, from 1870. Heade traveled three times to the tropics to see the far greater
variety of hummingbird species there, and ended his lifetime almost-mania on
hummingbirds as he had begun it, observing ruby throats from home. For Heade
concluded forty years passed in near-constant migratory travel with twenty years of
‘retirement’ (a retirement spent painting birds, flowers, and landscapes for a living) in
sunny Florida, where he tamed hummingbirds each spring to act as pets to himself and
his wife. As he wrote during that time, “I do not care for any pets but birds, and the
smaller they are the better they please my fancy. My special pet is the hummingbird, and
I never weary of feeding and fussing with that lovely little creature…”4 Heade fed and
fussed over the one hundred twenty known paintings of hummingbirds, coaxing the
lovely creatures to sparkle brilliantly against alluring landscapes, petting them into
glistening perfection with smooth, tiny brushstrokes.
Because of their roots in monomania, because representing animals is always a
matter of investing other bodies with human meaning, the hummingbird paintings pack
human nature and culture and bird nature and culture densely into representations of tiny
brilliant bodies. Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds teem with suggestion as thick as the
humid air of the tropical landscapes they inhabit. Wondrous Creatures ruffles feathers,
looking beneath the glitter of iridescence on the surface and the glaze of perfection in the
paintings to consider hummingbirds carried for the nineteenth century generally and
Heade in particular, at the biographical details that seep onto the palette, and at the
4

Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade), “Humming Birds as Pets,” Forest and Stream, 51, 14 (Oct 1,
1898), 204.
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substitutions and transformations within Heade’s oeuvre on the way to the hummingbird
subject.
In his 1977 essay “Why Look at Animals?” Art Historian John Berger described
the way that the 19th century witnessed the falling away of all traditions mediating the
relationships between man and nature, demonstrating that this rupture rent animals from
the center of human existence, where they had served as “messengers and promises,”
possessed of “magical, tamable and alimentary” properties at once, the nineteenth
century stripped them of this multiplicity to reduce their value to economic,5 or at least to
entirely human value, and to reduce their meaning to contain only those parts of their
meaning relevant to humans.
Berger shows that animals provided us with our first metaphors because “the
essential relation between man and animal was metaphoric.” 6 Wondrous Creatures
considers the hummingbird’s performance as metaphor for Heade personally, for the
nineteenth century, and over time, considering its operation in relation to the function of
other objects Heade embraces in his paintings. Like the child, during the nineteenth
century, Berger writes, “the animal has been emptied of experience and secrets, and this
new invented ‘innocence’ begins to provoke in man a kind of nostalgia.” Berger’s
description of this new innocent emptiness provokes Wondrous Creatures, enabling the
project to ask: What, then fills up these animals, if their own experiences and secrets are
being pressed out? The project finds answers in Heade’s own biography, in the way
Heade uses diverse materials in the same ways throughout his decades as a painter and
5

John Berger, “Why Look at Animals?” from About Looking (New York: Pantheon, 1980) 1-2.

6

Ibid 5
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hundreds of canvases to show that it is not just the hummingbirds that are wondrous, but
also that Heade filled all his objects with a peculiar, and peculiarly similar, breed of
wonder that has to do with his own nostalgic treatment of the objects as much as with any
secrets or messages of their own.
Heade’s hummingbirds whiz about on this boundary: painted from a place of
closeness to their painter, residue of an older age, yet informed by the time he lived in,
with its ever widening lived distance between humans and animals. He painted wild
animals, as such possessed still of their own faculties, yet he insistently tamed them, in
person and in paint. Looking at Heade’s paintings with Berger’s question—why look at
animals?—in mind serves to demonstrate the fledgling vision of animals in which Heade
painted, and to see the way that animals were made to carry a burden of meaning
different from the more reciprocal mode of the prior century.
In Orchid with Two Hummingbirds (1871), for example, Heade constructed a
dramatic rhythm of comparison and contrast that made room in natural elements for his
own meanings. (figure 2) Heade built a stage from a jungle landscape, an atmospheric
landscape of calm, blue sky and golden light finding its way through a furious tropical
rainstorm, that begins a circle around the canvas that continues at bottom to include the
relentless push of foliage, which seems to spread and tendril through space even as we
watch. The stage may be in the background, and may be a very separate layer (a
backdrop), yet the formal relationships between background and fore establish vibrating
connections between the two distinct spaces that activate the canvas against the seeming
stillness—itself unsettling given that the bird subject is defined by its unremitting
rapidity. The upper bird, a male black-eared fairy (Heliothryx aurita), rounds its body
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into a circle that along with its blue-green, black, and white colors marry it to the fickle
tropical sky. The red-tailed comet (Sappho sparganura), also a male, flaunts and forks its
tail to mirror the scarlet veins of the orchid, same in color, action, and violent flirtation,
opposite as a plant, and as stand-in for hummingbird food, prey to its predator. Heade
painted the comet’s orchid twin so large against the foreground that it creates a third
plane, pushing the bird actors to the subtly back in space, even as its giant size and
animistic appearance transforms it to the predator role. Heade made pairs and mirror
images and then rent them apart, producing birds as same as flowers, and then opposite,
partnering hummingbirds with enemies, and then with friends and lovers. Setting a
dramatic, peaceful and furious, abundant and threatening stage and peopling it with
hummingbird and flower actors that reflect the same intensities, Heade largely escaped
the crippling effects of nostalgia but, nonetheless, told us much more about people than
he did about hummingbirds.
Orchid with Two Hummingbirds proffers a generous glimpse of two splendidly
clad hummingbird gentlemen getting to know each other in a formal greeting in the
damp, informal jungle. In the background, the deep green cup of jungle holds a sky full
of threatening clouds, streaks of rain, and promise of sunlight breaking through. The
orchid, Heade’s favorite, a Cattleya labiata, always his animate giant, sloughs dry white
skin from its leaves and wings through space like a slow bird. Sandwiched between these
exotic tropical layers, the hummingbirds become the familiars, acting with gesture and
touch comprehensible to humans. The fairy bows deeply and gently, offering a kiss to the
just-parted bill of the curtseying scarlet comet beneath him. Heade suggested reality with
the carefully delineated detail of feather and form even as he imagines this scene, this
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greeting, this tenderness, for not only do male hummingbirds seldom respond to one
another in these gentle ways, these birds would never have met: the former being a
Brazilian species; the latter native to Ecuador and Colombia.7 Frozen in the compressed
space of the canvas, captivated by each other, the birds ignore these impossibilities as
they ignore the storm threatening in the background, though the gaping orchid that looms
over them seems to veer off course to avoid it—more mobile than its animal companions.
Heade compounded the suggestion by compounding the plant’s animation, by asking it to
mirror the form and action of the tiny birds. Both the orchid and the ordinarily tiny birds
zoom larger than the miniaturized palm trees and other rainforest canopy giants in the
background. So perfect and real, the image constructs a window to a separate realm,
where hummingbirds are giant, time passes differently, and colors are brighter and more
gleaming than in life. Heade painted these two hummingbirds on top of a perfect
landscape rather than in it; the birds are added on as if enameled on in glistening
cloisonné, or as cutout additions in collage, an effect emphasized by Heade’s precise
reiteration of individual birds and blossoms in several canvases.
The hummingbird proves an ideal subject to carry Heade’s particular breed of
doublespeak in its concentration of opposite characterization. This bird blends the come-

7

In addition to many other facts that make the analyses of Wondrous Creatures feasible, Stebbins’
identifies the species Heade depicts in each painting. I have detected no errors in his identifications, and
have found them an indispensable and accurate starting point for sourcing biological information. Stebbins,
2000. Beyond Stebbins, Crawford Greenewalt’s Hummingbirds. Garden City, N.Y: Published for the
American Museum of Natural History by Doubleday,1960, Alexander Skutch’s The Life of the
Hummingbird. New York: Crown, 1973, provide basic scientific information about hummingbirds. In
Heade’s time, John Gould’s three-volume Monograph of the Trochilidae, or Family of Hummingbirds
(London: the author, 1849-1861), was the definitive source, and remains invaluable for its splendid
illustrations and descriptions. For the purposes of this project, resources available online also prove
extremely helpful, including the list of hummingbirds species, with common and scientific names, available
www.wildbirds.com/worldhummers.pdf., and the many collections of hummingbird photographs widely
published on the web.
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hither allure, bejeweled beauty and delicacy of a fairy with the aeronautical technology of
a distant future age, it concentrates friendly curiosity and battle-ready ferocity into a
heady and wondrous cocktail, one served up in a body so tiny it begs the question, posed
by Hector St. John de Crevecoeur in 1782: “Where do passions find room in so
diminutive a body?” Hummingbirds inspired D.H. Lawrence to invent a fantastic history
to explain their impossible concentration of wonder. Emily Dickinson captured their
everyday familiarity and otherworldly exoticism, “Within my Garden, rides a Bird/Upon
a single Wheel --/…He never stops, but slackens/…Till every spice is tasted --/And then
his Fairy Gig/ Reels in remoter atmospheres --.” Hummingbirds capture the starring role
of this project, hovering front and center in the cabinet of wonders that is Wondrous
Creatures. Their manifest wondrousness makes visible the wondrous quality in Heade’s
other subjects.
For Heade painted a related wonder into haystacks, nests, newsboys, orchids,
passionflowers, and, importantly, into the landscapes these beings bejewel. In the
hummingbird paintings, the landscapes work as theatrical backdrop, but also as character
in the story, interrupting our understanding of foreground and back, and star and
supporting actor. The flowers, companion to the hummingbirds, disrupt typical
understandings, for they zoom boldly to the foreground to dominate the drama. Wondrous
Creatures considers the flowers as the most highly animated of Heade’s actors; it looks at
their potential for active life and its potential to achieve uncanny effect. Examination of
the fellow wonders inside Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds make them ready for
comparison to the subjects of his other series of paintings, in particular the children in
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flight in his few genre scenes and the tiny figures, haystacks, and other creatures in his
marsh landscapes.
These comparisons initiate the major devises of Wondrous Creatures,
consideration of transformations and substitutions that take place inside Heade’s work, or
that make sense of Heade’s work. Considering the metonymy and metaphor that shape
Heade’s ‘excessive poetry’ shows the way a child becomes a hummingbird, a
hummingbird glints with human meaning, and a haystack domesticates a golden swamp,
with compositions that create relationships between spaces and characters to make
strange, wondrous and familiar creatures: these creatures are inhabitants of daily life and
stuff of dreams. Wondrous Creatures asserts that Heade’s subjects, hummingbirds,
haystacks, humans, and more, are wondrous because made to contain the strange and
surprising meanings with which Heade invests them, the awe with which he views them,
as well as their own meanings, subjects he understood over a lifetime of watching, living
closely among, and creating. The subjects are creatures, nonetheless because they are the
creations of his mind, not—if there could actually be such a thing—representations of
objects as they exist.

Martin Johnson Heade was born in 1819, the same year as Herman Melville,
John Ruskin, Queen Victoria, fairy painter Richard Dadd, and the year that John Keats
wrote “Ode on a Grecian Urn” which famously defined beauty as truth, and truth as
beauty, an understanding that Ruskin celebrated, and toward which Heade strove across
many beautiful and superficially truthful canvases throughout his lifetime. Heade was
born in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, the eldest child of a gentleman farmer in a county
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known as the seat of many educated, Quaker, gentlemen farmers like his father. Little
evidence exists of Heade’s relationship with his large family; importantly, though, his
father supported his choice to study art, first with Quaker minister and folk painter
Edward Hicks (1780-1849). Hicks, best known for his lengthy series of paintings of
animals signifying human meaning, and often equated with children (The Peaceable
Kingdom series) lent Heade a flat, folk art sensibility that shows up in traces in Heade’s
more illusionistic painting throughout his life. (figure 3) Heade was also influenced by
Hicks’ nephew Thomas Hicks (1823-1890), who demonstrated a more academic style,
and who painted an elegant picture of Heade as a tender and sensitive young man.
Heade’s father supported his son’s travel to Italy, France and England in 1848-49. This
trip that dramatically shaped his artistic sensibility, ‘culturing’ his ‘natural’ folk art roots.
Heade worked both inside and outside the arts mainstream: from 1859-1879, he
sublet a studio at the important Tenth Street Studio Building in New York from his
longtime pen-friend Frederick Church.8 There, such bright stars as Albert Bierstadt,
William Merrit Chase, and Winslow Homer also worked, though Heade does not appear
to have been very close to any but Church.9 Yet he also traveled constantly and
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Stebbins documents Heade’s peripatetic travels in his chronology, Stebbins, 2000, 171-177.
Annette Blaugrund tells the story of the Tenth Street Studio in The Tenth Street Studio Building : artistentrepreneurs from the Hudson River School to the American impressionists. Southampton, NY: Parrish
Art Museum, 1997.
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Heade’s place in the Tenth Street Studio was not secure, and being a subletter, he left the studio whenever
his closest friend arrived. In several letters to Heade, Church notifies him of his imminent arrival to town,
the most amusing of which, written from Hudson, NY, I quote in full:
My dear Mr. Heade
I am coming
Yours sincerely.
F. E. Church
P.S.
On Thursday
Yours
F.E.C.
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peripatetically, painting in not known for their arts, St. Louis, Missouri, Washington,
D.C., in the tropics, and in his final home St. Augustine, Florida, and in centers of the arts
like London and New York. He painted in the style he refined by his forties until the year
of his death, at eighty-five, long after its rigorous naturalism had gone out of style.
During a lifetime of intense work and constant travel, Heade painted well over six
hundred paintings. He began with portraits, for a short time included genre scenes, and
eventually settled into three series that he would improvise on for a lifetime: landscapes,
floral still lifes, and hummingbird paintings. The hummingbird paintings hybridize
landscape, natural history study, still life and even portrait. As such they make Heade a
difficult man to categorize, resulting in a furious cavalcade of attempts: Heade’s first
biographer and historian, the art collector Robert G. McIntyre, compares the Heade
hummingbirds with Audubon’s birds, Americanist John I.H. Baur uses Heade in large
part to describe an entirely new school of American painting, Luminism, retrospectively,
Art Historian Barbara Novak pushes this classification further. Novak also describes him
fairly accurately as showing sensibilities of Gothic, Surrealist and Folk art, and premier
Heade historian, curator Theodore E. Stebbins writes: “There are quite simply no other
paintings like these known in America or elsewhere.” 10 In his hummingbird paintings,
Heade constructed highly personal utopias, which, replete with natural curiosity, suggest
P.P. S.
Unless something prevents.
F. E. C.
Church to Heade, June 13th, 1971. Church’s letters to Heade, available in the Archive of American Art, reel
D5. All further references to Church’s letters are from this source.
10
Robert G. McIntyre, Martin Johnson Heade (New York: Pantheon Press, 1948),44. Baur, John
I. H. “American Luminism.” Perspectives USA 9 (Autumn, 1954) 90-98. Barbara Novak, American
Painting of the Nineteenth Century: Realism, Idealism, and the American Experience (New York: Praeger,
1969), Stebbins, Life and Work of Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven and London: Yale University Press,
1975) 148. Stebbins also writes: “One seeks in vain for direct precedents for these astonishing works within
either American or European art.” Stebbins, Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1999), 8.
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many meanings traditionally eclipsed from scholarly perception by their blinding glint of
beauty and their avian and floral subject. However, as Wondrous Creatures asserts
throughout, they are not without precedent; the search for precedents must simply be
more broadly drawn than has been done, and thus this project expands the borders that
history has drawn to consider Heade’s sources and peers.
As Art Historians have struggled to categorize Heade’s painting, the field has
been of two minds as to the intentions and results of his work. Scholars describe Heade’s
paintings of hummingbirds in two very different ways: first as highly realistic, even
scientific, representations of the natural world, and second, as spiritual, sensual,
phantasmagorical explorations suggestive of something more—in short, of revelations of
the artist himself. McIntyre combines both assessments in one paragraph, writing:
Poet though he was, and lover of natural scenery, with his
imagination stimulated by the strange, wild beauties, the lonely grandeur,
the mysteries of the supernatural… Imagination, however, does play a
part; and in some of his hummingbird pictures, despite their literal truth
and beauty, there is surely a spirit of fantasy… Heade is rather the poet,
and, at times, the philosopher who accepts the obvious facts of nature, but
only as the prelude to his search for underlying and fundamental causes.
Into these causes he searches deeply.11
Stebbins wonders whether the suggestions (he refers to suggestions of sexuality) were
intentional or accidental, writing: “One wonders to what degree Heade knew or sensed
the possibilities of his subject, and whether, in fact, the paintings reflect his own sexual
attitudes.” 12 Timothy Eaton found the fantastic of Heade beyond comprehension. 13 Most
recently, and in a similar vein, Roberta Smith Favis dismisses the possibility of
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understanding the hints in his work, writing: “The most lasting impression of his
paintings, however, is an effect of poetic strangeness rather than scientific pedantry.”14
Most openly, Novak assesses the ‘something more’ in his canvases: “In the best Heades
there is a sense of approaching an unmasking or laying bare. The flower paintings,
particularly the magnolias and orchids, are the unlikely avatars of the most intimate
revelations of one of the 19th century's most mysterious artists.”15 Wondrous Creatures
looks beneath the mask, asking again and again what these revelations reveal about the
artist, his work, and his time.
While moderately respected in his lifetime, after his death Heade fell into
obscurity, where he remained quiet until the 1940’s. Collectors, attuned by modern
developments in art to appreciate his spare and evocative style, ‘rediscovered’ him at that
time. The lengthy silence has meant that interpretation of the man and his work has been
quite separate from the man and his work. The date of the renewed interest in Heade is
important: the intervening years had allowed the constraining lens of popular fashion and
taste, which had hindered Heade’s popularity and limited inquiry, to fall away, and,
importantly, taught critics to engage different interpretive lenses, including those of
psychoanalysis and surrealism, for which interpretive tools the works seemed to many to
lie in wait. These lenses, and others engaged for the first time by Wondrous Creatures
prove useful and problematic in revealing the layers of meaning that feather Heade’s
birds in ways that he may or may not have been aware.
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Despite great interest in and appreciation of the paintings since the 1940’s,
interpretation and analysis of the hummingbird pictures, in particular, has remained
meager and hesitant. As though painted in bird language, Heade’s hummingbird series
escaped interpretation by contemporary critics, and have received little analysis by
twentieth century scholars, with very brief analyses in Stebbins’ 1999 catalogue and in
his 2000 Life and Work of Martin Johnson Heade representing the only historical and
critical analysis beyond brief paragraphs of other critics. Stebbins has searched
exhaustively to construct a picture of Heade’s life, his travels, publications, and works,
gathering them into a thoughtful resource, invaluable to the analyses presented here.
Novak has turned her distinctive interpretive gaze to the hummingbirds in a handful of
provocative and informative paragraphs, scattered among several articles and books since
she first considered Heade in the late 1960’s. Only the briefest nineteenth-century
critique of Heade’s hummingbirds has come to light. What little contemporary criticism
has emerged simply mentions their content— tropical landscapes, flowers, and
hummingbirds— realistically painted; Heade’s contemporaries did not apparently feel
compelled to consider other meaning beyond documentation. More recently, Heade’s
hummingbirds have been described briefly, though rather more frequently, as Darwinian,
sensual, sexual, surrealistic, spiritual, autobiographical, realistic, imaginative, scientific,
poetic, autobiographical: history has clearly seen more than documentation of
hummingbirds, but never plumbed their depths. Curator Eaton sums up the approach to
Heade’s hummingbirds that has remained in place to this day when he writes:
“ultimately, it is more rewarding, if not more historically useful, to behold these artworks
as the unique expression of a totally original artist whose vision of nature, like the
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cosmology of the world itself, is always slightly beyond comprehension.”16 As
comprehending hummingbirds, his favorite companion species, remained always an
thorny task for Heade, separated as he was by his human difference and bound as he was
by his monomaniacal appreciation of the tiny birds, comprehension of the paintings
requires reaching back over time and across the boundary of species, yet analysis of the
pictures, the writings, the iconology and the period proves in fact both highly rewarding
and of significant use. The paintings of hummingbirds are part of and closely related to
the more frequently studied landscape paintings; Wondrous Creatures centers on the
hummingbirds, but looks at them always as part of and in relationship to Heade’s broader
oeuvre.
Wondrous Creatures plumbs the suggestions of the pictures, inviting them to
become more solid than suggestions. While, superficially, Heade paints simple
descriptions of hummingbirds in their native habitats, at depth the pictures intimate a vast
array of stories, telling of: love, romance, procreativity, passion, war, escape, childhood,
adventure, shrinking and growing, dreams, flight and play, magic, friendship, tasting,
devouring, pollination, survival, devotion, bitterness, irritability, calm, storm, science, art,
description, knowing, understanding, owning, and being free: these are the stories, along
with hummingbirds, haystacks, humans, landscapes, and flowers, of Heade’s paintings
and of Wondrous Creatures.

Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds serve as valuable entry point to understanding
in a broad field of study, including art history, the history of natural history, cultural
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studies, particularly the representation of animals and children’s culture. Wondrous
Creatures employs a historical and interdisciplinary method, starting with careful study
of the works, examining the subtle decisions Heade makes in portraying magical and
realistic worlds. The central questions that shape the study have their roots in the objects,
and their relationships to other art objects. At every point, Wondrous Creatures
interrogates still life images of apparently simple subjects to reveal the world of the
nineteenth century artist. Foregrounding the discovery of meaning in the images, the
project accesses the poetical narrative of the works iconographically through formal
analysis and by placing the paintings and their components within their cultural and
historical context. Study of the characters, too, plays a vital role: the iconology of
hummingbirds and their material culture, particularly their nests and companion flowers,
proves revealing throughout. In their own time and over history, these characters had
particular and powerful symbolic values, as well as cultural and material uses, the
analysis of these reveals the works, their painter, and the time.
Historically, interpretation of the works suggests Heade’s immersion in his time,
and therefore reveal that time. Heade traveled to Brazil in 1863, the year that the worst
riot in national history occurred in New York City, fought over the recently implemented
draft. Heade sailed for Brazil in search of fairy birds, and wrote: “affairs begin to assume
a dark aspect,” while the civil war most threatened the northeast. Throughout his lifetime,
he lamented the transformation of the natural landscape. Culturally, the images operate as
markers of a very particular domesticity; one that illuminates the constraining concept of
the family, and one that Heade escaped on hummingbird wings. More broadly, Wondrous
Creatures shows that those wings gave Heade license to imaginings not feasible at the
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time for human subjects. Heade’s work also sheds light on the methods and implications
of taxonomy and the politics of representation, center of a critical debate in today’s
animal culture studies. Scientifically, the paintings dialogue with ornithological and
scientific illustration, leading to investigation of a critical moment in the History of
Science, and to understanding of the problematics of realism in scientific illustration.
Heade’s work in Brazil emerges from a unique confluence in time, place, and concept of
important thinkers Alexander von Humboldt, Charles Darwin, Asa Gray and Louis
Agassiz, and unveils a dense network of change in mid-nineteenth century sciences. And,
Art Historically, as suggested above, Heade’s work calls to question traditional means of
organizing and understanding the history of American Art and its relationship to art of
Europe, especially Dutch and British art, and to the understanding of Art History as a
linear progression. The project thus situates the pictures theoretically, culturally,
historically, biographically, and scientifically in order to look clearly at ways the images
develop complex meaning under a perfected and beautiful façade of oil paint.
The method of Wondrous Creatures is theoretical, as well: because Heade’s
works were received differently in his time than in ours, analysis of these differences
serve to illuminate the works, their painter, and his time, and also demonstrates how the
paintings reveal generously to contemporary ways of seeing. The work of theorists who
wrote after Heade’s death aids understanding the complexity found in his hummingbirds,
a poetic complexity that includes and exceeds their painted subjects. To use a metaphor
from chapter four, we look back on Heade through the wrong end of the telescope of
time. We see his birds in museums, on the covers of books about ecology, on fashion
magazines pages about the return of beauty, and, one after another in an army of beauty,
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in the full-page glossy color reproductions and tiny thumbnails of the catalogue raisonné,
where their repetition makes them enlarge and shrink in importance, making certain
features— the obsession, the uncanny, the view as if through a window to escapist
utopias— visible. Grouped together, we can see Heade’s pictures differently than his
contemporaries did, for there was never, in Heade’s lifetime, a retrospective perspective
such as we can now achieve. The constellation of theorists who shape the practices of
Wondrous Creatures offer points of light in which to see Heade even more brightly.
These theorists emerged for the most part in overlapping or consecutive periods, and
share many ways of seeing. Most published their significant works at least a generation
after Heade’s death: Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962),
Georges Bataille (1897-1962), and Roger Caillois (1913 – 1978)s. A distant star, JeanEtiènne Esquirol (1772-1880) profoundly shaped the understanding of insanity with his
theorization of monomania. Monomania, Heade’s ‘self-diagnosis’ (playfully made), was
a prevalent diagnosis both clinically and popularly following from Esquirol in the
nineteenth century. The monomania for hummingbirds, noted by all of Heade’s recent
critics, but analyzed by none, proves a valuable tool for understanding the paintings and
the man. Freud, from a different scientific generation, sheds further light on Heade’s
obsession, whether taken lightly or seriously. Freud describes the uncanny, which
pervades Heade’s canvases, giving a title to the ‘something else’ that so many critics
have described in them. Heade’s paintings and their objects twine the familiar and the
unfamiliar together, repeatedly, representing exotic but realistic spaces, creatures, and
plants, surprising both in their physicality and their effect on viewers. Freud also shows
how dreams of flight are childish dreams and in so doing, demonstrates how the endless
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representations of tiny fliers connect the hummingbird the fairy, and to the child, and
connect Heade to this chain of beings. Additionally, Freud’s understanding of mania
develops the work of Esquirol, and brings to light other manias which effect Heade.
These analyses depend on Heade’s biography, so little understood, a life comprised by a
few fascinating details that tend to generate diagnoses. The biography helps to fill in
understanding, but because of its sparseness and volatility, Wondrous Creatures handles
it lightly.
Caillois, Bachelard, and Bataille were all influenced by Freud, and worked in
relative physical proximity in 1936-37; their major works were published concurrently
with the ‘rediscovery’ of Heade’s paintings, and the newfound appreciation for his work
may be seen as coming from the same context that gave rise to their work. These three
later theorists share an interest in rethinking the everyday, though they use a panoply of
means to understand their subjects. Interested in looking at the full complexity of ideas
and objects, in the uncanny, the world of suggestion, phantasmagoric extravagance,
surrealism and in the signification of natural objects, these men open up our
understanding of Heade’s hummingbirds, which have been described as suggestive,
surreal, and phantasmagorical. Bataille illuminates Heade’s beautiful but unsettling
canvases in his unwillingness to let the beautiful be just beauty, for, surcharged with
beauty,17 Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds have not been subjected to efforts to pluck
the feathers and petals to reveal what might be hidden inside. Caillois explores the
marvelous, bringing to light the way that certain objects may be excessively endowed
17
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with poetry, and the profound effect these objects have on those who seek to understand
them. The poetic and marvelous hummingbirds, orchids, and passionflowers preclude the
possibility of distance that comprehension typically demands. Bachelard supplies
understanding of the poetics of natural objects, for in Heade, natural objects refuse
simply to document; they always express suggestively as well. In the hummingbird
pictures, Heade creates spaces that are both intimate and intensely separate. Bachelard
offers ways of seeing birds, nests, the poetics of the spaces of Heade’s poetic canvases.
He demonstrates the potential of the magnifying glass, and the way that the space of the
nest expresses childhood. At several points throughout Wondrous Creatures, Bachelard
offers sturdy threads for understanding these spatially and poetically complex works.
This dissertation could be described, too, as the groundwork for a poetics of
Heade’s hummingbirds, in that it seeks to identify the tropes and lyrics in this other,
hummingbird, tongue, poetry provides a key resource to understanding the poetic
evocations of Heade’s hummingbirds. Resonances between Heade and other painters
have proved elusive, particularly in the case of the hummingbird paintings. This is in part
due to the unique nature of their contents: hummingbirds and orchids were seldom
represented in paint. For this reason, too, poetry and literature prove invaluable resources.
It is fitting that Romantic poet/thinker William Wordsworth, who shaped the nineteenth
century conception of poetry in large part through his exploration of the affective
experience of the natural world, should play a key role. His definition of poetry relies on
a return to childhood, a return Wondrous Creatures also makes. Heade’s contemporary
poet/fellow non-joiner Emily Dickinson captured the hummingbird in several poems,
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which reveal the birds’ connection to the fairies.18 Wondrous Creatures turns, too, to
poets popular in Heade’s day but now largely forgotten, in particular Fitz-Green Halleck
and S.G. Goodrich, who also turned to fairy subjects, and to a group of poets that Ruskin
called, not deprecatingly, “Nursery crooners,” whom he described as having contributed
as much to ornithology as gentlemen ornithologists, Wondrous Creatures demonstrates
the ornithological work of Ruth Gordon and, briefly, Robert Louis Stevenson and Alfred
Tennyson.19

PAINTING WONDROUS CREATURES
In 1862, Heade painted the picture that hatched a life’s worth of hummingbird
paintings, the Hummingbird and Nasturtium. (Figure 1) In 1863, he set off across oceans
to document hummingbirds for science. Chapter One, “Painting Portraits of Birds;
Portraits of Painters of Birds,” describes this scientific undertaking, considering the gulf
between Heade and other key ornithological artists, in greatest particular John James
Audubon and John Gould. Heade’s early and most ornithological paintings, the so-called
Gems of Brazil, reveal portraits of individual characters in compelling worlds, strange
beside the others’ flat specimens. Wondrous Creatures asserts that hummingbird itself,
excessively endowed with lyrical potential, acted as an obstacle to Heade’s original
aspirations to paint hummingbirds for science.
18

Though Dickinson did publish seven poems during her lifetime, it is highly unlikely that Heade
would have seen them. She did not publish her hummingbird poems; they did not come into print until after
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Chapter Two, “Advancing on Fairy Wings,” introduces a new comparison. Heade
established his hummingbird series in Britain, at the time of the heyday of fairy painting
there. The quite legible phantasmagoria of fairy paintings serves to make visible the far
less obvious uncanny register of Heade’s painting. Fairy wings gave Victorians license to
paint material too volatile for human subjects. American audiences, however, saw
through the wings and barred fairy culture altogether from American soil. “Advancing on
Fairy Wings” shows that the hummingbird provided a more palatable substitute for
prurient American tastes, and the substitution reveals the fantastic and licentious
maneuvers of Heade’s hummingbirds.
Chapter Three, “The Birds and the Bees,” embraces the supporting characters of
Heade’s hummingbird paintings, the nests and flowers, considering their performance as
the feminine consorts to the masculine hummingbirds, and demonstrating the
metamorphoses Heade imposes on gender throughout the hummingbird series. The
chapter plumbs ‘the birds and the bees,’ the evasive euphemism for sexuality. It looks at
the powerfully reproductive yet welcomingly multiple sexual storylines told passionately
in the paintings, made evident by the voluptuous species Heade chooses. “The Birds and
the Bees” also illuminates the role of obsession, understood in connection to monomania.
Heade wrote more than once that his monomania for hummingbirds started in
childhood. Chapter Four: “The Visionary Gleam” suggests that childhood is the most
likely source for a bird monomania, as childhood and birdhood share many features. This
chapter positions Heade’s three extant images of children as predecessors to his
hummingbirds, thereby revealing his substitution of bird for child. The visionary and
poetic genius of the child, represented with remarkable similarity by such wide-ranging
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thinkers as Heade, Charles Baudelaire, Wordsworth, Bachelard, and Susan Stewart,
comprises a metaphor to tie the special knowingness we assume for birds, despite their
bird brains, to the child.
Ahead of other conclusions, the conclusion to Wondrous Creatures demonstrates
that representations of birds are always representations of people, for they do not paint
birds as they are, but birds as we see them with human eyes. The conclusion relies on
Berger’s insights from “Why Look at Animals” to show the human nature of
representations of animals. Thus their meanings, though covered in feathers—the
scintillating, on-again, off-again, blindingly iridescent feathers of hummingbirds— are
actually available to understanding: the feathers merely mask human bodies and culture.
The substitution of hummingbird bodies into these narratives gives wings to expression
of significant personal, cultural and historical anxieties and dreams, the addition of
feathers makes room for alternative narratives evoked in the poetics of hummingbirds,
rather than bluntly addressed as Heade does in his many publications, like the one in
which he revealed himself ‘almost a monomaniac on hummingbirds.’ The conclusion, “A
Fresh Eye Before a New Object,” brings Heade’s backgrounds to the fore, considering
the similarities between and substitutions among Heade’s hummingbirds and his
landscapes, long considered quite separately from the hummingbirds. The landscapes of
Heade’s first mentor, Hicks, provide an entry point to understanding Heade’s unique
landscape construction.
Heade paints diverse meanings with hummingbirds, but it is more his painted
poetics, than his avian subjects, that complicate interpretation. And the pleasure of
poetry, of course, is reading it, hearing it, looking at it from all angles, the way that it
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changes from iridescent and blinding to manageable and soft. Wondrous Creatures reads
Heade’s painted poetry of hummingbirds, looks at them from all angles, coaxing the
iridescent feathers to glimmer, evoke, and come to light.
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CHAPTER ONE
__________________________________________________________________________________

PAINTING PORTRAITS OF BIRDS, PORTRAITS OF PAINTERS OF BIRDS

In Edmund Dulac’s transfixing illustration, The Entomologist’s Dream (1909), a spidery
lepidopterist— his hair disheveled, face awed— lifts himself from the bed to find the
subjects of his waking study have escaped glass cases to jewel the midnight air of his
chamber with natural magic. (figure 4) Dulac, a prolific and popular French illustrator of
fairies, portraits, and landscapes, was born in 1882, and moved to London in 1906, where
he lived until his death in 1953.1 Painted five years after Martin Johnson Heade’s death,
in the material of natural history (watercolor on paper), The Entomologist’s Dream
pictures the breach in understanding created by the disciplining apart of art and science.
By the end of the nineteenth century, few and fragile fibers held these two hemispheres
together, tenuous links like those that seam the dreaming and waking worlds of a man
who orders dream-like creatures in the daytime and dreams them at night. With bony
fingers, Dulac’s entomologist’s grips the bed as if for dear life, for dear waking life, and
proves the power of natural wonders to fray empirical observation.
Heade makes classification difficult. Like a horde of dream butterflies, his
colorful pictures of landscape, flowers, haystacks, people and hummingbirds fly in the
1

Jeremy Maas, Victorian Fairy Painting, (London: Merrell, 1997), 149. Dulac’s last significant
work was to illustrate Hawthorne’s Tanglewood Tales, including a surprising image of gigantic whooping
cranes eating exotic, colorful, hummingbird-sized human warriors. See analysis of Hawthorne as a
particularly American breed of fairy author in Chapter Two. Nathaniel Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales,
illustrated by Edmond Dulac (London ; New York ; Toronto : Hodder and Stoughton, 1918).

face of those attempts. In the case of the hummingbird paintings, Heade’s realistic,
inventive, cheerful, disturbing, with their tiny and giant, still and animate characters
unsettle the instinct to order. This chapter moves, bird by bird, to see the birds among
birds, to see how their feathers, songs, and behaviors differ by positioning Heade’s first
hummingbird paintings alongside the significant ornithologists he sought to join,
particularly illustrators of American birds Marc Catesby (1682-1849) and John James
Audubon (1785-1851), and the British Ornithologist John Gould (1804-1881).
As scientist, Heade approached the hummingbird both insufficiently and
excessively. His science lacked accuracy, for he depended on his ideas of hummingbirds
as much as his observations of them. His ideas of hummingbirds resulted in
representations of hummingbird characters rather than hummingbird specimens,
characters that acted as Heade wanted them to act, not as he would have observed them
acting. Between Heade and ornithology lay the unwieldy and productive monomania for
hummingbirds, which prevented Heade from achieving the distance expected of the
scientist. The hummingbird’s concentration of lyrical force stirred Heade to see more in
his subject than feathers and flesh. Science depends on specimens, but Heade’s
monomania is one for every aspect of hummingbirds: for their bodies as specimens, for
his own representations of them in paint; for their living selves as inveterate warriors that
he could magically tame into pets; and for his idea of them as devoted, committed friends
and lovers, which real hummingbirds never were. Ornithology typically relied on bird
bodies; its focus on specimen made ornithology a ‘necrology’ to which the monomaniacal
Heade could never commit.
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Heade’s mis-fit as an ornithological illustrator suggests another habitat for his
birds: the quite different discipline of bird art. Heade’s hummingbirds share visual and
poetic facets with European painters of bird art of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, a lineage that continues in American art today. Their relationship to bird art
shows that Heade’s magnificent hummingbirds, for all their interest and individuality, are
not, in fact, ‘unique in the history of art,’ but connect significantly to artist outside the
American context.
The results of Heade’s ornithological intentions serve here to illustrate the
revolution in science of his time. The scientific landscape transformed in the midnineteenth century. In their focus on depictions of the natural systems on which the
period’s revolutionary science depended, Heade’s hummingbirds were very much part of
the science of time, despite or even because of their divergence from the norm of
ornithological illustration. More broadly taken, Heade’s hummingbirds suggest the
problematic nature of disciplinization.

AMID ORNITHOLOGISTS
Heade’s anxiety about his place between science and art emerges dramatically in
his writings. In notes for his planned monograph, Heade apologized for the soft scientific
character of the work, even while asserting its scientific rigor:
Without assuming for this monograph the importance of a scientific
character, it has been the object of the author, by consulting the works of
various Trochilidists, as well as by gleaning all the information possible
relating to the birds in their native country, to make it as reliable in the
little ground it covers … as any work yet published on the Subject.2
2

Martin Johnson Heade, “Monograph Notes,” Martin Johnson Heade Papers, Archive of
American Art, Microfilm reel D5. Trochilidists are ornithologist of hummingbirds; the hummingbird
family is the Trochilidae.
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Heade does cite the significant ornithologists of his day, Alexander Wilson (1714-1786),
Audubon, and Gould and, importantly, his writings on the hummingbird in preparation
for the monograph do quite markedly ‘assume a scientific character,’ following from
these ornithologists and working to document the appearances and behaviors of the
birds.3 Heade keeps up this assumption throughout his life, for publishing late in life in
the outdoor journal Forest and Stream, Heade re-asserts his scientific method with
hummingbirds, expressing irritation with those tending to fantasize about hummingbirds,
rather than basing their knowledge in “observation and experiment.”4 Over the course of
the same forty year period, Heade tells a very different story in the paintings, which
reveal his poetic sensitivity and his idealization of the tiny bird more emphatically than
his scientific investigation. Heade writes that he was never lucky enough to observe
hummingbirds on the nest, yet paints them, again and again, on the nest. 5 In his second
series, he shows birds and plants native to entirely different ecosystems together on the

3
Heade quotes Wilson on the hummingbird: this “gem of the feathered creations… is confined
exclusively to the new world and its adjacent islands.” I cite Heade’s quotation from Audubon and Gould at
greater length below. “Monograph Notes,” Martin Johnson Heade Papers, Archive of American Art,
Microfilm reel D5.
4

Shocked that a serious natural history journal like Forest and Stream would ‘sacrifice truth’,
Heade scolds the editors in a published letter. “One of your brother editors explained to me why so many
funny little Munchausenisms got into print. He says many women and young girls make a little pin-money
by writing for the papers, and when they think of a subject they go to work with the intention of making it
interesting, and if they cannot do it by fair means they do not hesitate to do it by sacrificing truth…I have
lived and studied many weary years, but if there is any truth in this report I have a very great deal to learn
about the ways and means of even my special pets, the hummingbirds…” Didymus “More Hummingbird
Phantasies,” Forest and Stream, 48, 21(May 22, 1897) 405.
5

Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade), “Hummingbird Pets,” Forest and Stream 43,7 (August 18,
1894), 137.
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same canvas.6 Heade’s paintings never made it between the covers of the intended book,
a shortfall attributable to their artistic excesses as much as their scientific limitations.
Heade sailed for South America in 1863, leaving a homeland torn by civil war, to
paint harmonious families of hummingbirds for his intended ornithological monograph
on hummingbirds. 7 His would not have been the first illustrated book dedicated to the
subject: French naturalist R.P. Lesson completed a monograph in 1832, and Gould had
finished issuing folios for a very popular three-volume monograph 1861, marking 1863
as a peculiar time to embark on another.8 Heade intended to innovate by focusing on
Brazilian species, and especially by illustrating hummingbirds observed from life and
within their native habitats. European naturalists had begun to emphasize the importance
of depiction from life by the seventeenth century. Living hummingbirds, however,
because unavailable to European naturalists, elusive even to those who could visit the
tropics, and too tiny and fast to sketch effectively on the wing, had escaped such
documentation. Europeans rarely saw hummingbirds alive, much less in their native
habitat. Gould did not see a living hummingbird until 1857, eighteen years into the

6

The most vivid example of this practice is the 1870 Ten Hummingbirds in a Tropical Landscape,
from 1870, which depicts birds from different parts of South America and from the Caribbean.
7

“It is [Heade’s] intention in Brazil to depict the richest and most brilliant of the hummingbird
family,-- about which he is so great an enthusiast—to prepare in London or Paris a large and elegant Album
on these wonderful little creatures, got up in the highest style of art. He is only fulfilling the dream of his
boyhood in doing so.” Boston Transcript, August 12, 1863, also quoted by Comey, in Theodore Stebbins,
Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 49.
8

R.P. Lesson, Histoire naturelle des colibris, suivie d'un supplement al'histoire naturelle des
oiseaux-mouches, Paris, 1830-32. John Gould, Monograph of the Trochilidae, or Family of Hummingbirds,
1849-1861. In the 1870’s, Rafael Montes de Oca illustrated the 50 species of hummingbirds native to
Mexico, issued serially as "Ensayo ornitológico de la familia Trochilidae o sea de los colibríes o
chupamirtos de México." Interestingly, Montes de Oca also illustrated Mexico’s hummingbirds each on a
page with a Mexican orchid, published in 1963, long after his death. Rafael Montes de Oca, Hummingbirds
and Orchids of Mexico (Editorial Fournier, SA, Mexico. Printed by K.G. Lohse, Frankfurt-am-Main 1963).
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publication of his enormously successful monograph. Heade sought to squeeze his
monograph into the narrow gap in this surfeit of hummingbird information he pried apart
with his firsthand hummingbird knowledge, often asserted.9
Heade sought to create a natural history masterpiece which he titled in his notes
The Gems of Brazil. The challenges of bird-watching in the tropical forest, the poetry
simmering in Heade, his training as a landscapist and portraitist in oil, and his certainty
about their behavior prior to making observations intervened between science and art. As
he wrote in the notes for the intended monograph, he followed “scientific men [who]
have traveled hundreds of miles through the wild, malarious regions of the tropics in their
anxiety to add to the knowledge of this seemingly insignificant but most brilliant and
attractive little creature,”10 revealing that he approached the project with science, not art,
at the front of his mind. As the paintings reveal, dreams, art, wonder and imagination
intervened.
Heade’s Gems are small, about ten inches by twelve, and each depicts an
individual species quite clearly, for documentary purposes. This chapter considers the
sixteen paintings in the Manoogian collection, which, as Theodore Stebbins convincingly
shows in his 2000 monograph of Heade, are most likely Heade’s recreations and
9

One of several themes in Heade’s articles in Forest and Stream is his comprehensive knowledge
of hummingbirds, gained from lifelong observation of living birds. He writes, “there is probably very little
regarding their habits that I don’t know,” and notes that “Mr. Gould, the famous English ornithologist” did
not base his monograph “from personal knowledge of their character and habits” Didymus, “Taming
Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream 38,15 (April 14, 1892)348, “I have studied their habits from boyhood
up,” “Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream, 39,8 (August 25, 1892) 158. He restates this lifelong knowledge
in “Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream, 63,6 (August 6, 1904) 111.
10

As his approach started with science and includes art, his approach also mingled a degree of
distaste for those wild, malarious regions where the birds were to be found with irresistible attraction to the
little creatures, and feet itching to travel, despite his desire for luxury. This blend remains evident
throughout his writings on hummingbirds. Martin Johnson Heade, “Monograph Notes,” Martin Johnson
Heade Papers, Archive of American Art, Microfilm reel D5.
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variations of the original twenty paintings. 11 Hung in sets of four, set inside gilded frames
with mullions between the pictures, they comprise windows into the secret lives of
Heade’s winged treasures. (figure 5) The paintings as a group reveal the hummingbird
life cycle, from courtship to nesting to laying to hatching. In their sixteen little views, the
Gems add up to more realistic effect than the sum of their parts; pane by pane these
windows build the conviction that Heade looked on these sights. Occasionally the scene
continues across the mullion, enhancing the illusion of looking not at a painting but at
nature framed. Heade’s Gems repeat and authenticate the reality of the impossible birds
and his knowledge of them, even while repeating the subject into nonsense, for such full
windows could never be.12
The Gems contain the seeds of the fully bloomed hummingbird and orchid
paintings of the following decades. The earlier images have simpler compositions, but
also many features of the later works: peculiar use of foreground and back and large scale
and miniature, atmospheric depth, climatological intensity, intimate gestures between
birds, and worlds of poetic suggestion. In Masterpieces of Bird Art, historian Roger
Pasquier notes that the Gems “have a more spiritual sense than anything we have seen
before in ornithological illustration.”13 Spiritual sensibility is not indigenous to natural
history illustration, but certainly describes Heade’s Gems. These pictures construct tiny
11

I follow Stebbins in referring to all members of the first series of hummingbird paintings, those
painted between 1864-1865, in a vertical format, and focused on the life cycle of the hummingbird, as
Gems, though technically speaking we can only be certain that Heade referred the original twenty as such.
Theodore E. Stebbins, Jr. The Life and Work of Martin Johnson Heade: A Critical Analysis and Catalogue
Raisonné (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000.70-74.
12

The Manoogian Gems were on loan to Yale Museum of Art in May, 2005, where I studied them.
While lacking a degree of the glossy perfection and colorful seduction of the later hummingbird paintings,
these images describe vividly and intimately the extraordinary in the natural world.
13

Rogier Pasquier and John Farrand, JR. Masterpieces of Bird Art: 700 Years of Ornithological
Illustration (New York: Abbeville Press,1991), 147.
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worlds of harmony and pleasure, worlds where gorgeous loving and sparring couples in
steaming landscapes keep house.
In Two Ruby Topaz Hummingbirds, the phantasmagoria that Heade achieves
again and again in his later works has already appeared, evident in the dramatic color,
animistic flowers, voluptuous fruit, and gestural intensity. The canvas divides into three
layers: the foreground with birds at the center, midground of vigorous, too-vital plants
below, and the deeply receding, atmospheric, tropical mountain landscape at rear. These
three stages each entail separate worlds. Heade allows us to witness the aerial kiss of a
male and female nearing the moment of ripeness that the fruit and flower illustrate: all is
in readiness to lay tiny fertile eggs (for this fruit has been plucked) in the firm downy cup
below. (figure 6) The clouds break for a glimpse of crystal blue sky; a glint as from
diamonds sparks from the gorget of the alluring male; and animated vines, with a giant,
voluptuous fruit and flower engorge the lower foreground. Sensual and tactile,
atmospherically dense, the painting gives us far more than a description of the shape,
size, and color of the Ruby-Topaz: it gives us a chance to spy on newlyweds tenderly and
devotedly consumed with fecund and reproductive love.
In addition to these vivid excesses of content, marked formal differences set
Heade’s pictures apart from other natural history paintings. Heade’s works are saturated
strangers in oil amid pale watercolors, from their very materials they stand apart from the
ornithological illustrations with which they are frequently catalogued. Heade’s
compositions recede to depth with breathable atmosphere, antithetical to the flat pages of
Natural History. Side-by-side, Heade, Gould, Catesby and Audubon ruby-throated
hummingbirds (Archilochus colubris), make manifest the point. (figure 7) Heade fills his
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canvas to bursting, yet their depth provides space for the viewer in ways that the others
do not.14 The white pages of Catesby, Audubon and Gould’s works focus attention on the
formal qualities of the birds themselves: their wing, body, and beak shape, their
silhouette, individualizing colors, and any sexual dimorphism.
Though he describes the important physical features of the ruby-throat in his
version, Ruby-Throat of North America (1865), the focus here is on reconstructing the
experience of discovering a hummingbird just arrived to herald spring after its long flight
north, of watching it settle down and make ready to start a family. (figure 8) Heade
creates a nostalgic memory, not a documentary of bird bodies, a bucolic Pennsylvania
summer scene easily familiar from his childhood, a pair of birds perch upon a blooming
branch, a branch blooming with flowers that have no particular significance for
hummingbirds, other than blooming concurrently with their annual return to these parts.
The strong angles of the leafless branch against the blue sky provide the only evidence of
the powerful graphic component typical of the natural history form. As Catesby,
Audubon, and Gould show us, natural history illustration foregrounds graphic precision
and excludes (supposedly) distracting habitat.
Ornithologists before and after Heade knew that the job of the bird illustrator in
the nineteenth century was to name birds and the parts of birds, as Heade intended to do
in this his first trip to the tropics. English naturalist and self-taught artist Marc Catesby
(1682-1849) had similar intentions, and indeed made his mark thus, as intrepid first
14
Among his contemporaries, Heade is the only well-known artist to paint birds in oil. Heade’s
work in oil separates him from bird illustrators and natural historians just as it joins him to fine artists.
Heade’s is one of three oil paintings among the hundreds of illustrations in Pasquier and Farrand’s book,
and the only one from his era. Again and again, Heade’s paintings of birds jump out from their companions
in any work on natural history illustration, wildlife painting, bird art, as the only works of their time to
show the subject as worthy of painting in oil.
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documentarian of American nature, publishing Natural history of Carolina, Florida, and
the Bahamas, the result of extensive fieldwork, between 1731-1743. Catesby painted
birds with an appealing awkwardness, describing specimens that barely fit onto their
pages, with feet that stab out at uncomfortable angles and claws that scrabble stiffly onto
branches, defying gravity. The marvel of Catesby is the artistry that composed shapes and
spaces to vivify the page, not the bird, with unexpected angles. The open beak of
Catesby’s Blew Jay [sic] speaks its harsh cry almost audibly. (figure 9) The smilax vine
twines across the page, pushing to get out just as it presses its way through the Carolina
woodlands Catesby explored long ago. Where Heade’s paintings continue into and over
the edges of the page, the flatness of Catesby’s page contains all, the call of the jay, the
twining vines, the crowded purple berries.
Catesby, in fact, calls quite literally for flat depictions in his introduction to The
Natural History of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama Islands, in a phrase that serves as
both his artist’s apology and, more generally, as definition of natural history illustration.
He writes: “As I was not bred a painter, I hope some faults in Perspective, and other
Niceties, may be more readily excused, for I humbly conceive Plants, and other Things
done in a Flat, tho’ exact manner, may serve the Purpose of Natural history, better in
some Measure than in a more bold and Painter like Way.”15 While Heade was not bred a
painter, and received his training from another self-taught artist, he found perspective,
painter-like manner, and all the niceties of paint irresistible. Catesby’s definition offers
15
Mark Catesby, The Natural History of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama Islands: Containing
the Figures of Birds, Beasts, Fishes, Serpents, Insects and Plants: Particularly the Forest-Trees, Shrubs,
and Other Plants, Not Hitherto Described, or Very Incorrectly Figured by Authors; Together with Their
Descriptions in English and French; to Which, Are Added Observations on the Air, Soil, and Waters: with
Remarks upon Agriculture, Grain, Pulse, Roots, etc.; to the Whole is Prefixed a New and Correct Map of
the Countries Treated of, 2 Volumes (London: 1731-1743),1:138.
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solid evidence for Heade’s difficulty in serving natural history as he aspires to do.
Niceties provide one of several blocks obstructing that way. 16
Heading to Brazil, Heade would have sought to position himself somewhat like
Audubon, who had used the craft of ornithological illustration to transcend to the status
of artist. Heade, not ‘bred an artist,’ but living among celebrated artists in the Tenth
Street Studio Building; friend to Frederick Church, who had achieved great fame through
his own paintings of tropical subjects; and conscious guardian of his status of artist, could
not have left the realm of art for ‘mere’ illustration lightly. Audubon had grown his own
success from relatively simple roots, inventing and living an irresistible biography and
body of work. “Audubon successfully represented himself as an adventuring frontiersman
of science”17 manufacturing biographical details, and revealing genius not only at
painting birds, but also at constructing success. Audubon claimed to have studied with
Jacques-Louis David, and showed himself in portraits as that adventuring frontiersman of

16

Many of the same arguments for Catesby hold for Scottish-born American ornithologist
Alexander Wilson, whom Heade cites in his monograph notes, for Wilson’s images are flat, and exact, and
lack many niceties of paint. Wilson, though, does seem to aspire to many of the niceties of paint.
Interestingly, Wilson’s suggestive ornithological pictures share aspects with folk art, and in particular the
unusual animal poetics of Edward Hicks, Heade’s first teacher. Catesby enforced the rule of flatness: the
pictures of Alexander Wilson (1766-1813), Scottish expatriate to America and ‘father of American
ornithology’ demonstrate the folk art of natural history. His birds appear in perfect outline, colored
silhouettes against white sky. At times, he ventures into the world of ‘art’, as historian Rogier Pasquier
describes in his extraordinary image of scavengers: “Wilson ornaments this lugubrious scene… with a
landscape of crags, gnarled and leaning trees, and distant peaks, with a sensibility almost like that of
Claude Lorrain or Nicolas Poussin.” Pasquier continues the narrative with his typical nonchalant
description of the extreme: “the sheep is entirely out of scale; none of the birds in fact grows as large as a
lamb.” Pasquier does not comment on the ghost heads of scavengers above in the clouds, tool of
identification that also works to undo the connection to painterly sensibility, for these flat heads scavenge
any conviction of realism in the scene. Heade, far more than Wilson, achieves a painterly sensibility like
Lorrain or Poussin. A more apt comparison ties Wilson’s lugubrious, unpeaceable kingdom of scavengers
to the Peaceable Kingdoms, with their oddly scaled birds, children, and lions, of Heade’s first teacher,
Edward Hicks. Pasquier and Farrand, 99.
17

Laura Rigal, in Amy R. W. Meyers, Art and Science in America: Issues of Representation (San
Fransisco: Huntington Library Press, 1998), 70.
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science. Rarely is he depicted without the tools of his trade near to hand (at least four
portraits include his rifle).

THE VISUAL POETICS OF NATURAL HISTORY
Heade’s position as a natural historian may be described through analysis of his
ornithological poetics. Heade paints Narrative Poetry distinct from Audubon’s or
Gould’s, which in their elegant reductiveness may be described in terms of Lyric Poetry.
In The Poetics of Natural History, Christoph Irmscher provides informative analysis of
the poetic range of the writing of natural history. In an unexpected omission, he leaves
the titular term, poetics, unplumbed. Irmscher writes only that his study seeks to do for
natural history what Bachelard did for space in The Poetics of Space.18 In fact, though,
Irmscher deals with poetics in a much more literal way than Bachelard. Irmscher, in
practice, adheres to a traditional, even Aristotelian, conception of poetics, that is, “a
systematic doctrine of poetry,”19 for he analyzes the poetical use of language in the
(usually prose) writing of natural historians from John Bartram to William James.
Bachelard wove philosophy together with lived experience, storytelling, visual
analysis, collaging quotations from every walk of life and emphasizing above all the
impact of the image in the moment. Appropriately, Bachelard’s career starts from a
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Christoph Irmscher, The Poetics of Natural History: from John Bartram to William James
(Rutgers University Press: New Brunswick, NJ, 1999), 3.
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Preminger, Alex. Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, (Tenton: Princeton University
Press, 1974), 636. Aristotle opens his lecture on poetics, c. 360-355 b.c.e., by explaining the matters of
poetics: “The art of poetic composition in general and its various species, the function and effect of each of
them; how many other component elements are involved in the process, and of what kind; and similarly all
the other questions that fall under this same branch of inquiry—these are the problems that we shall
discuss; let us begin in the right and natural way, with basic principles.” Aristotle, Poetics, translated and
with an introduction by Gerald F. Else (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1967), 15.
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background in the philosophy of science, from a position of attempted objectivity, and
shifts to investigation of the poetic imagination with awareness of the insufficiencies of
objectivity. He emphasized the poetry-like effects of image-experiences outside of
poetry, writing, “if there be a philosophy of poetry, it must appear and re-appear… in the
very ecstasy of the newness of the image. The poetic image is a sudden salience on the
surface of the psyche, the lesser psychological causes of which have not been sufficiently
investigated.”20 Bachelard transforms our understanding of everyday things like houses,
or fire, or dreaming, by bringing to light their effects on those experiencing them, and in
so doing suggests a practice antithetical to the usual meaning of poetics. Bachelard
writes: “The idea of principle or ‘basis’ in this case would be disastrous, for it would
interfere with the essential psychic actuality, the essential novelty of the poem.”21
Irmscher, on the other hand, brings to light the poetical use of language in those
experiencing the natural world and describing those experiences. In translating the idea of
poetics to natural history illustration, particularly ornithological illustration, this chapter
relies on vocabulary derived from systematic doctrines of poetry but aims to express the
phenomenological impact of Heade paintings of birds. In other words, “Portraits of
Birds” engages more concretely than Bachelard with the traditional tools of poetics to
gain access to the experience of Heade’s poetry.
Irmscher describes Audubon’s ‘visual poetics,’ by which he meant the visual
aspects of Audubon’s writing. At stake here are the poetic aspects of ornithological
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Bachelard, Poetics of Space, xi.
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visuals.22 In the case of natural history illustration, a poetics can be described using the
terms of the governing principals of poetry, applied to expression in paint, in the tradition
of poetics launched by Aristotle that deals with the formal qualities of poetry. More
typically, if unexpectedly, when ‘poetic’ is used to refer to visual art, the word
comprehends an almost opposite meaning, indicating the ungovernable aspects of
painting—the expressive, beautiful, emotional aspects that exceed literal meaning and
ready understanding.23 In other words, as regards poetry, poetics is the rules; as regards
painting, poetics indicates those elements beyond the rules. So it is with Heade:
describing Heade, the concept of poetic expressiveness is used to suggest that meaning
outside the typical meaning of natural history, indeed, outside the range of
comprehension. Ornithological illustration, on the other hand, lends itself to description
in terms of a principled, systematic poetics. The discipline depends on detailed
description within a careful form allied to poetic meter, and in its endless repetition and
variation, comprises a visual corollary to rhyming. The visual elegance native to natural
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In his careful analysis of Audubon’s prose, Irmscher notes that it was carefully edited to reduce
poetic excesses, reflecting “the professionalization of a discipline, the same professionalization that would
exclude Heade’s painted excesses. Irmscher usefully describes the editing process imposed on Audubon’s
work, using this chapter on the ruby-throat from his Ornithological Biography as his case in point. He
writes that Audubon’s editors sought to clarify and correct Audubon’s texts, but also to rid them of poetic
excess. Nonetheless Audubon reserves a high emotional and lyrical pitch for the hummingbird. He shows
that editor William MacGillivray actually transformed Audubon’s description of the ‘lovely feathered
miniature’ (MacGillivray ‘lovely little creature’) to be not ‘a richly clad diminutive Seraph of the feathery
tribe” to become the infinitely familiar “Glittering fragment of the rainbow.” While Irmscher sees this as a
diminishment of Audubon’s poetry in service of clarity, the world has seen otherwise and, along with
Heade, quoted the ‘glittering fragment of the rainbow’ ad infinitum. Irmscher, 199.
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Baur provides an ideal example. Describing Heade and Fitz H. Lane generally, he writes: “Quite
apart from their atmospheric studies they are also notable for transforming realism into a poetic instrument
that depends relatively little on the usual expressive elements of design and color. This quality in their work
is difficult to define. It is a kind of intensity of feeling, which is imparted to the spectator by the equal
intensity of the artist’s observation, the infinite care with which every aspect of the scene has been analyzed
and affectionately preserved. Such paintings, at their best, suggest an almost mystical identification of the
artist with his subject, a losing of self in the enveloping moods of nature. They are hypnotic, trance-like – a
moment of poetic insight immaculately preserved. John I.H. Baur, American Painting in the Nineteenth
Century: Main Trends and Movements (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1953), 10.
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history results from a simplification of setting, behavior, and form to aid identification
that results in microscopic attention to line, composition, color. These are graphic, not
descriptive elements, which correlate to the design, not content, of language. Governed
by these principles, individual artists express the birds differently.
Audubon’s paintings exemplify the visual poetics of natural history. Within that
genres typical rhyme, repetition, and graphical elegance, Audubon extemporizes to
comprise his own visual poetics of extenuation, contortion, and compositional
contrivance. Audubon wired dead specimens into highly unnatural, elegant and surprising
forms. With larger birds, fitting specimens depicted to scale on the page necessitated
peculiar poses. With the smaller specimens, these poses served composition as much as
showing the birds’ distinctive features. In his Ruby throated Humming-Bird, (c.1825),
one tiny bird swings gently on a tiny branch, two more feed from the trumpet blooms of
the coral honeysuckle (Lonicera sempervirens), another preens a tiny outstretched wing:
all activities familiar to observers of the species, and from those in descriptions by
ornithologists. (figure 10) Yet: another bird seems to fall through space at left, possibly
entering a dive, but aeronautically unconvincing. Most peculiarly, a bird hangs upside
down, wings forming a cross, presumably ready to feed at the open mouth of the most
prominent trumpet. This tiny bird completes a neat compositional feat, a tondo of birds,
circling like numerals on the face of a clock, a circle of birds all facing the center, a circle
difficult to finish without an upside-down bird, so Audubon includes just such an
unlikely, upside-down bird.24 This clock demonstrates in an instant the hummingbird’s
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The hummingbird can fly upside-down, but does so rarely, and only for brief instants. This bird
hanging in the picture frozen upside-down reads much more as a compositional necessity than descriptive
accuracy. Crawford Greenewalt, Hummingbirds (New York: Doubleday, 1960), illustration, 233.
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ability to be everywhere at once at all hours of the day, showing us that one frozen
moment they will perch, in another feed, in another twist and spin and hang upside down,
and from all angles they will surprise with their hum, their intrepidity, and with the
occasional, brilliant flash of iridescence.
Audubon’s poetics, then, deploys vivid and unexpected images, lyrical and
provocative, within the poetic system of natural history, governed by the overall task of
description of physical features. Audubon demonstrates that the poetics of natural history
have everything to do with form: like lyric poems his images are vivid, song-like,
compressed and elegant, they choose and deploy their vocabulary of gesture,
composition, line and shape with infinite care, expressive, but without depth. As
Audubon shot hundreds of birds in his gathering trips, he painted hundreds of playful
elegiac stanzas as if in mourning of their death at his hands. Audubon does not paint
extended, imaginative stories set in believable realms, or give individual life to bird
characters.
Gould’s work underscores the point: the poetics of natural history is lyrical, brief,
and expressive of the spirit of the bird but not its life story, rapid and fleeting like birds
on the wing. Though lavish beyond the needs of description, the paintings in Gould’s
books do not stretch their poetical wings as Audubon does. The well-over three hundred
prints in his hummingbird monograph exemplify the ‘flat, but exact’ poetics of
ornithology, where a consistent and descriptive army of beauty marches past page by
page like little Sapphic stanzas, regularly metered, bird by bird, none achieving
individual biography or surplus attention. Importantly, to compare Audubon and Heade
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to Gould requires one massive caveat: Gould was not an artist.25 In the Monograph on the
Trochilidae, the majority of illustrations are painted by H.E. Richter (1821-1902) under
the very close artistic direction of Gould, and none were painted by Gould, who was not a
sufficiently skilled artist. 26 The illustrations in Gould have strong compositions,
remarkable, if unrealistic positioning of birds, but the images always retain a flatness of
affect in addition to the ‘flat, but exact’ manner of natural history, perhaps because
executed by an artist directed by another. Unlike Audubon’s birds, which comprise his
personality as well as the birds’: with their fierce, elegant, acting at all costs, Gould’s
pictures are less full or personal tension and personality. Despite their successes Gould’s
works reveal illustrates the crippling effect of systems on poetry even while he shows
their stabilizing effects on scientific illustration: Gould’s paintings do have a lyricism of
rhythmical depiction of species after species, but this systematic dedication to
documentation demonstrates Gould’s loyalty to science.
In Gould/Richter’s Lazuline Sabre-wing, Campylopterus lazulus, for example,
which is portrayed with Cattleya guttata, Gould describes a bird in the documentary

25

Gould sketched birds fairly clumsily in the field to designate their distinctive features, but did
not make images for publication, and never learned to draw on stone as his lithographs required. For these
tasks, Gould relied first on his wife, Elizabeth Coxen Gould, and after her death, Gould kept a series of
artists working busily. Unavoidably, in comparing Gould to Heade and Audubon, we are comparing apples
and oranges, to some extent, though the comparison provokes valuable questions as regards the subject of
this chapter: irruption of poetry in science. Sitwell’s “Note on John Gould” 1804-1881 describe him as son
of a Royal Gardner at Windsor castle, “Taxidermist to newly formed zoological society of London…it
must be understood that Gould was but a poor artist himself; he had to rely upon the labours of Mrs Gould,
Edward Lear, H.C. Richter, and William Hart…” John Gould, Tropical Birds: from plates by John Gould,
introduction and notes by Sacheverell Sitwell. London: B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1948), 12.
26
Gould published his hummingbirds from 1849-1861, to great success. Heade criticized Gould’s
lack of contact with the birds, but admired Gould’s documentation of species In “Taming Hummingbirds,”
written long after he abandoned the monograph project, Heade noted the reliability of Gould’s “great work
on hummingbirds,” with the caveat that it “was not made up from personal knowledge of their character
and habits, but gathered from travelers and explorers.” Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade), “Taming
Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream 38, 15 (April 14, 1892), 348.
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manner of ornithological illustration. (figure 11) The cattleya plant, carefully drawn, has
none of the fleshiness of the living Cattleya’s leaves, none of the fruity pseudotubers that
Heade describes. The blossoms are graceful but not surprising—they lack the shocking
fleshy presence of Heade’s cattleyas, just as their hummingbirds withhold the stories of
relationships that Heade puts at center. This Cattleya has been cleaned of its orchid
nature; animated characterizations are not Gould’s goal. Meanwhile, Gould shows us that
he had certainly never witnessed the upside-down flight of hummingbirds. His poor male
bird falls into a somersault, heels-over-head through a thin peachy watercolor field, with
no atmosphere to support him. Upon first seeing the hummingbird in flight, Gould noted
that its manner of flight “was exactly the opposite of what I had expected.”27 He decided
to continue his course, depicting the features of the hummingbird for, as Alfred Newton
commented, “representations of them in that attitude are of especial use to the
ornithologist” and, as Tree clarifies, ‘it was clear where Gould’s loyalties lie” – that is,
with the ornithology and science generally, flaws in the rendering of their manner were
acceptable inadequacies. The images have other artistic successes. The hand-colored
lithographs glitter against the white page with a jewel-like beauty. These are large, spare,
elegant white pages, the artwork at center with the species announced in the classic
double all caps font of natural history monographs. 28

27

John Gould, “Introduction,” Monograph on the Family of Trochilidae, in five large volumes
(London: published by the author, 1861.), II: 272.
28
The natural history monograph was not without its artistic excesses, either, but they were less
Heade’s excesses of narrative and imagination, and more excesses of quality and beauty (which Heade
shared). Historian of Science David M. Knight summarizes the matter effectively: “In illustrations of
natural history, science and fine art inosculate; but when the illustrations are coloured and large, and the
paper and binding of the book containing them are worthy of works of fine art, then economics also enters
in and we have the eternal triangle. The most sumptuous works of natural history have always been too
expensive for the majority of men of science to buy… [and thus] have often played rather a small role in
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Heade’s methods from the very beginning were poles apart from Gould’s. While
Heade did employ the practices of the natural history illustrator: seeking birds in the
field, shooting them, collecting skins, and, unique to Heade, watching them on the wing,
he also worked from a place of monomania for hummingbirds, not for documentation and
classification. Heade was unable to distance himself from the personal allure of the bird.
Heade captures the mystery of the hummingbird by creating for it a mysterious and
separate world in which to act, rather than caging it behind glass and freezing its actions
in place with tiny wires.29
Heade’s narrative suggestions go too far for natural history. For all the lyricism of
the form, ornithological illustrations do not decline to narrative poetry, to depicting
relationships between individualized characters, not describing of events over time, or
involving their viewers in tale. As Art Historian Michael Gaudio writes, “natural history
is always at loggerheads with ‘depth,’ whether this depth is understood to be the
projection of political ideology, psychological interiority, or simply theories about the
organization of the natural world.”30 Particularizing Heade’s poetics of birds, as distinct

the development of science.” Natural history illustration could undo the purposes of science with artistic
excess, by pricing out scientific communities. Knight, Science in the romantic era 1998, 173.
29

Ornithological illustrators most often worked from specimens. In the case of Audubon, he killed
most of his own specimens, and prepared them himself, with the help of his sons. Audubon’s concern with
composition is evident in his collection and illustration practice: he wired the birds into elegant poses, often
highly unlikely poses, not apparently afraid to break bones to achieve balletic maneuverings, and like
Heade, criticized Gould for painting only from dead birds. Gould, too, worked in the field. His trip to
Australia proved him a tireless, even merciless collector. Yet he appears throughout Tree’s biography to be
equally pleased with skins he acquired as with those sent to him by assistants, and showed no compunction
about describing birds he had never come near alive. For more on the subject, see Isabella Tree, The Bird
Man: The Extraordinary Story of John Gould (London: Ebury Press, 2004), Sue Ann Prince, Stuffing Birds,
Pressing plants, shaping knowledge : natural history in North America, 1730-1860 (Philadelphia, Pa. :
American Philosophical Society), 2003, and Paul Lawrence Farber, Finding order in nature : the naturalist
tradition from Linnaeus to E.O. Wilson. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000).
30

Gaudio, in Prince, 56.
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from the more systematic and lyrical poetics typical to ornithological illustration, serves
to open up understanding the depths of the surplus signification in Heade’s
hummingbirds, expressed by scholars in ways that suggests their poetic nature.31
Heade’s approximately fifty earliest hummingbird paintings write and re-write a
particular and singular story of domesticity. Together with his written resistance to
alternative narratives of hummingbird family life, the painted narrative contributes to the
unraveling of their scientific aspirations, insisting instead upon a domestic life culturally
appropriate to humans, though foreign to hummingbirds and, for that matter, to Heade
himself. The sixteen paintings in the Manoogian collection give a representative selection
of Heade’s first hummingbird series. The pictures demonstrate that Heade failed in his
intention to paint hummingbirds from life practically from the beginning. Though Heade
follows the ornithological illustrator’s technique of depicting birds in whatever
unexpected pose works to reveal each of their distinguishing features; though he showed
male and female of each species for the purposes of identification, and did achieve
depiction of likely-looking habitats; Heade never saw the scenes he paints, for

31

In several different forms, scholars have described the suggestiveness of Heade’s paintings,
sometimes directly as ‘poetic’, more often suggesting the poetics, too with words like spiritual, suggestive,
expressive…. I discuss these passages individually throughout this chapter and elsewhere in Wondrous
Creatures. McIntyre writes: “Poet though he was, and lover of natural scenery, with his imagination
stimulated by the strange, wild beauties, the lonely grandeur, the mysteries of the supernatural…
Imagination, however, does play a part; and in some of his hummingbird pictures, despite their literal truth
and beauty, there is surely a spirit of fantasy… Heade is rather the poet, and, at times, the philosopher who
accepts the obvious facts of nature, but only as the prelude to his search for underlying and fundamental
causes. Into these causes he searches deeply.” Robert G. McIntyre, Martin Johnson Heade (New York:
Pantheon Press, 1948),46.Roger Pasquier notes that the Gems “have a more spiritual sense than anything
we have seen before in ornithological illustration.” Pasquier and Farrand, 147. McIntyre: “Even in his
hummingbird-and-orchid pictures, one finds, with all their ornithological and botanical accuracy, the same
enchanting, fleeting softness; and feels, as well, a primeval and impressive loneliness,-- as before the
coming of man.” McIntyre, 42. “The most lasting impression of his paintings, however, is an effect of
poetic strangeness rather than scientific pedantry.” Favis, 35 “ultimately, it is more rewarding, if not more
historically useful, to behold these artworks as the unique expression of a totally original artist whose
vision of nature, like the cosmology of the world itself, is always slightly beyond comprehension.” Eaton,
in Novak, Martin Johnson Heade: A Survey 1840-1900 (Florida: Eaton Fine, 1996), 44.
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hummingbirds do not play these domestic roles. The Gems depict a life cycle, but not the
life cycle hummingbirds live.
Heade’s Gems of Brazil narrate a fairytale fantasy of hummingbird family life.
(figure 12) In this story, hummingbirds meet, flirt, get to know each other, build a nest
and congratulate one another with a kiss, protect and are protected, tend their eggs and
swell with pride at what they have done, helping each other to raise baby twins. Perhaps
it is fortunate that Heade’s monograph was never published, for as ornithology, the
paintings are all wrong. Hummingbird males leave practically as soon as they meet their
mate, for they court, have sex (hummingbird intercourse has a duration of between two
and five seconds) and are long since departed by the requisite one to two days before the
female lays her eggs; far from that sweet congratulatory kiss from the male, “the female
will not tolerate the male in her nesting territory.”32 Though Heade paints it otherwise,
hummingbirds males and females are distinctly uncooperative members of the bird
family.33
Of the Gems, Heade’s Fork-Tailed Woodnymph foreshadows particularly strongly
his future with hummingbirds. (figure 13) The painting is bathed in a warm golden light
that reflects on the leaves, birds, and foliage throughout the canvas. Great drooping pairs
32

Melanie Votaw, Hummingbirds, Jewels on Air (Philadelphia: Courage Books, 2003), 37.
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Though Heade cites the most empirical study available, that of Mr. Torrey, he remains ‘inclined
to believe’ that hummingbird husbands are dutiful and devoted, despite no empirical evidence to back it up.
“Hummingbirds are so closely watched by ornithologists that, apparently, the only important question still
unsettled is in relation to the domestic character of the male. Audubon and Wilson could hardly find words
to express their admiration for him as a dutiful and devoted husband, but lately their opinions have been
challenged and Mr. Torrey (I think) has even had relays of watchers at a nest for weeks, and asserts,
positively, that he shows no affection for his mate after the termination of his courtship. Now, this question
I must leave...” for he never found a nest but retains his belief in Audubon and Wilson…” He captured a
male and female who played together in a rapture of delight… a crazy lover… I never witnessed such
gallantry and affection, and it is very difficult to change the opinion I then conceived of him as a
husband…” Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “Hummingbird Pets,43,7 “ Forest and Stream, Aug 18,
1894) 137.
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of pink trumpet blooms challenge the tiny birds for the leading role; Heade garlands the
scene with a network of vines, leaves, and flowers woven across jungle mist, and the
walnut-sized nest hangs quietly with its precious cargo uncharacteristically still and quiet:
two chins rest together upon the nest wall. While the soft nest tucks in to the branches
slightly more than is typical of Heade, it does so far less than an actual hummingbird
nest, which would be tucked deeply into protective branches: these nestlings, like the
other baby gems Heade illustrates, will surely float away when the storm clouds taking
over in the ground area get to work.34 The male stops in freeze frame in the natural
historian’s trick, one mastered most balletically by Audubon, of displaying as many
distinctive points as possible in one frame: he shows off his green and purple iridescence,
the fan-shape of his open tail, his short, slightly curved beak. These wings do not look
ready for flight, but stretch out to mimic the curve of the heart shaped leaves, to crown
over the more demure female, her back turned to show her characteristic white tail points.
Heade’s choices in representing the specimens reveal greater interest in composition than
description. The partnerships, always prominent in Heade, are particularly even and
symmetrical here, two pairs of twin blooms, of flower buds, of well-matched parents and
identical babies, a pair of bright red berries, the single perfect butterfly must double
himself by spreading his twin wings: in a flash of brilliance Heade condenses an account
of a proud, fierce, loving and nurturing family enjoying the glorious bounty of the
rainforest, and presents it with irresistibly glossy surface and brilliant colors, decorative,
descriptive, and utterly fantastic. He shows us, too, that representing animals is always
34

Heade never saw hummingbirds on the nest: he writes “I have never been lucky enough to find a
nest that I could watch” (“Hummingbird Pets,” Forest and Stream 43, 7 (Aug. 18, 1894) 137. In his BrazilLondon Journal, however, he describes the nests themselves in some detail, implying that he may have
beheld collected nests, though he could describe only from images.
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representing people, for the mind of the artist presses assumptions onto the creatures he
observes.
Heade’s hummingbirds act out stories that are legible at several depths. Despite
the layered glazing of narrative poetics of metonymy (hummingbird bodies replace
human), synecdoche (tropical landscape stands for nature untouched) metaphor
(instantaneous images condense stories), and myth (in the sense of expressing “deeplying aspects of human and transhuman existence”35), Heade’s expression through
hummingbirds of love, passion, argument, battle, family, nesting and more conveys
human experience. These tropes and their related depths exceed the poetics typical to
natural history also present, complicating legibility and enhancing ‘reading’ pleasure. In
his stories, Heade makes room for symbolic signification, the visionary, and the exotic.
For Heade, hummingbirds provided a subject for science, but they were also subjects of
love, special pets, subject of a monomania. His attachment to them as individual
personalities caused Heade to paint bird portraits, not illustrations. He could not submit to
the governing poetics of natural history; his birds to ‘appear and re-appear in the ecstasy
of the newness of the image.’

MONOMANIA, NOT NECROLOGY
The fictional narrative in Heade’s Fork-Tailed Woodnymph demonstrates that it was not
painted from life. Nonetheless it illustrates that Heade’s monomania is one for living
birds, though highly idealized, for it endows them with personality, individuality, and
space and time in which to act. Quite differently, Gould spent his later years in passion

35

Preminger, 538.
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for hummingbirds not far off monomania, yet his was a passion for their bodies more
than their souls. Despite not seeing a hummingbird alive until late in his life, well into
completion of the monograph, he collected over five thousand of their dead bodies. A
painting by Pre-Raphaelite master John Everette Millais illustrates the difference between
Heade’s and Gould’s passion for hummingbirds, pointing to Heade’s difference in
passion from the typical ornithologist.
Pre-Raphaelite master John Everette Millais (1829-1896) captured the
ornithologist’s preoccupation with the specimen in an 1885 canvas. The artist visited
Gould and his stuffed bird companions at home in 1880. Millais turned the visit into a
painting, not a portrait of Gould, but of an idea of Gould, as great ornithologist, infinitely
passionate about birds’ bodies. The painting, known first as Ruling Passion and later The
Ornithologist, shows casual, familial, playful appreciation for the subject of Gould’s
obsession, as well as an intimate cohabitation with dead birds. (figure 14) Sharing a
palette with Heade’s golden wood nymphs, Millais punctuates this warm, dreamy, tender
picture, like Heade does, with the brilliant spots of colored birds. The painting is as
staged and imaginary as Heade’s pictures of hummingbirds, and with Millais’ lovely
young children serving as models, is far more abundant in sentimental nectar than
Heade’s works. In this picture, adoring faces circle the center of the family, the
ornithologist, as Audubon’s ruby-throats circled their flower food (While there are no
upside-down children here, as there were birds in Audubon’s picture, an upside-down
great blue heron does take position at five o’clock, a European starling six, and what
looks like a bird of paradise or resplendent quetzal, nests aboard the bored eldest
daughter’s lap, at seven.) In its first title, it gets at Gould’s character, which by all
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accounts was ruled by his passion, though his was a passion for success more than for
birds. In Gould’s life, the drive to discover and document left little time for play with the
children, and he expected hard working participation from them and especially, from his
wife.36
Describing the hatching of this painting, Millais’ son John Guille Millais wrote
that Gould, who had invited the painter, “’sat propped on his couch surrounded by
accoutrements of his profession. J.E. Millais ‘was delighted with all that he saw, and on
our way home he told me, ‘That’s a fine subject. I shall paint it when I have time,” but
the subject died in 1881, before he could sit for the picture.37 Millais sat a substitute in
Gould’s stead, and depended on substitution for his characterization, as well. Gould did
collect thousands and thousands of specimens of birds, and lived surrounded by these and
other ornithological accoutrements. This picture, however, is one of domestic harmony,
and, like the similar fictions Heade tells through hummingbirds is just that, a fiction, for
while Gould lived close to his family, their life, by all accounts, was laborious and
stressful.
Novelist, naturalist, and South American explorer W.H. Hudson also visited
Gould’s house and saw the enormous collection of specimens, leaving repulsed by the
scene. His description provides a key to envisioning the difference between Heade and
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Tree tells the remarkable story of Millais’ visit to John Gould. Joined by his son, John Guille
Millais, later himself an ornithological painter, the two men were struck by Gould’s pathetic and
unconvincing effort to convince them of his ability as a painter. Tree quotes JG Millais’ description of
Gould’s sketch of a hummingbird, done in front of the two Millais’, “an object such as never was seen on
land or see” not recognizable as a hummingbird. Tree, The Bird Man, 284-287. Tree quotes from JG
Millais, The Life and Letters of John Everett Millais (Methuen & co., 1899.) The painting turned out to be
an albatross around the artist’s neck; Millais, also struggling for success, ended up having a terrible time
selling the large picture.
37

G.H. Fleming, John Everett Millais: A Biography (London: Constable, 1998), 261-2.
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other ornithologists. Though Hudson, like Heade, was also a collector of bird
specimens,38 he was shocked by the scale of Gould’s obsession, and by the departure of
magic from the hummingbird skins:
I had just left tropical nature behind me across the Atlantic, and the
unexpected meeting with a transcript of it in a dusty room in Bedford Square
gave me a distinct shock. Those pellets of dead feathers, which had long
ceased to sparkle and shine, stuck with wires—not invisible—over
blossoming cloth and tinsel bushes, how melancholy they made me feel!39
Hudson goes on to criticize Gould for his view of natural history as a “science of dead
animals—a necrology.” And indeed, reading Gould’s letters from his travels in South
America, reading Audubon’s descriptions of his research trips, the slaughter and
subsequent transformation of thousands and thousands of sparkling and shining birds into
‘pellets of dead feathers’ can startle and dismay many readers. 40 Good natural history, of
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Many historians have commented on the apparent dichotomy in the practices of farming,
hunting, and ornithological relationships to animals. In “Animals and Ideology” Kathleen Kete lays out the
split between hunting and animal cruelty in nineteenth-century ideology. Kete shows that petkeeping
offered an antidote to abundant anxieties of nineteenth-century France, and that petkeeping practices help
us to understand these anxieties. Kete in Nigel Rothfels, Representing Animals (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2002),25-27. Keith Thomas Considers the same matters in Man and the Natural World, .
New York: Pantheon, 1983. One of the markers of American ornithologist is this double ability to destroy
and love birds. This is also a feature of nineteenth century life with animals more generally, where you can
care for Bessie and have her for supper, but with American ornithology, there are many instances of quite
pure slaughter, as the Carolina Parakeet most clearly demonstrates. Reading Audubon’s journal, the
numbers of birds killed shocks me again and again. For a comprehensive summary of the scholarship on
these relationships, see also Adrian Franklin, Animals and modern cultures : a sociology of human-animal
relations in modernity (London: Sage Publications, 1999).
39

W.H. Hudson, from Idle Days in Patagonia (NY: Dutton, 1917) 180, quoted in Tree 228.
Naturalist and novelist Hudson’s odd ‘eco-drama’ Green Mansions, published the year Heade died, helped
describe for me the tropical rainforests approximately as Heade would have experienced them in the
nineteenth century.
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Heade’s contemporary, the naturalist John Burroughs, was shocked by the excess slaughter of
birds, as is Heade himself, who reveals his naturalist leanings in many letters to Forest and Stream.
Burroughs’s writing, as in Birds and Poets, or this passage from Birds and Bees, Sharp Eyes and other
papers… is always vivid, metaphorical and intensely opinionated. He writes: Among the worst enemies of
our birds are the so-called "collectors," men who plunder nests and murder their owners in the name of
science. Not the genuine ornithologist, for no one is more careful of squandering bird life than he; but the
sham ornithologist, the man whose vanity or affectation happens to take an ornithological turn. He is seized
with an itching for a collection of eggs and birds because it happens to be the fashion, or because it gives
him the air of a man of science. But in the majority of cases the motive is a mercenary one; the collector
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course, depended on killing birds and studying their bodies, and naturalists like Audubon
and Heade were comfortable with killing birds to further their study even while detesting
the traffic in plume birds. However, different ornithologists were troubled by different
degrees of destruction; Heade shot birds for supper, and shot individual hummingbirds
who destroyed his observation of a special pet, Audubon shot hundreds of individual
species at a time, at times, and Gould sent collectors around the globe to gather bird
bodies for him. Millais’ depiction glosses over questionable aspects of these practices
apparent in his time (as evidenced by Hudson) and even more so in our own. In Millais’
picture, the bird specimens still retain a power to shock via their glittering, brilliant,
lifelike colors contrasting with their stiff, solid, stuffed forms.
More broadly than in the field of natural history, hummingbirds were subjected to
necrophilia in the nineteenth century, for many other than Gould loved their bodies. Since
their ‘discovery’ by Europe shortly after Columbus’ ‘discovery’ of America,41
hummingbirds, inhabitants of the ‘New World’ exclusively, had captured the imagination
of the ‘Old World’.42 Gould also collected thousands of bird specimens and with them

expects to sell these spoils of the groves and orchards. Robbing the nests and killing birds becomes a
business with him. He goes about it systematically, and becomes expert in circumventing and slaying our
songsters… Their professional term for a nest of eggs is "a clutch," a word that well expresses the work of
their grasping, murderous fingers. They clutch and destroy in the germ the life and music of the
woodlands. Certain of our natural history journals are mainly organs of communication between these
human weasels.” Burroughs, Birds and Poets, 18
41

Columbus wrote about hummingbirds in his journal, and a hummingbird skin was sent to Pope
Leo X in the early sixteenth century. Linneaus documented seventeen species of hummingbirds in 1758,
and the birds gained attention and popularity as time went on.
42
The hummingbird may have insinuated itself in the European psyche closer to the dawn of time.
As Robert Kates writes, the discovery in 2004of a hummingbird fossil in Europe (2004) shows that perhaps
hummingbirds did live in Europe millennia before Heade painted. He writes: “The hummingbird outside
my window, a southern migrant from as far away as Central America, may have been an invasive
multimillions of years ago. At least that is a speculation from the recent exciting finding of a 30-millionyear-old hummingbird fossil in Europe, so unexpected that it gets the name of Eurotrochilus inexpectatus.
[Unexpected European hummingbird]. Today there are no hummingbirds in Europe but so many in the
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staged an elaborate display of their jeweled magic in jewel cases for the Great Exhibition
of 1851, an exhibit that was so popular that Gould built a new building in the Zoological
Gardens at his own expense to continue the exhibit after the Great Exhibition Closed. At
the time of Gould’s death in 1881 he had an amazing 5,378 hummingbirds specimens in
his personal collection.43 In Paris, the Duke de Rivoli, namesake of the Rivoli
Hummingbird, collected thousands of hummingbird skins, many of which he later sold to
the Museum of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, in 1847 (at which time Heade was in
Philadelphia, and the skins were likely on display). 44 Hummingbirds suffered
spectacularly from the popularity of their bodies. Historian Paul Lawrence Farber writes
that “Many a Victorian home had a case of stuffed hummingbirds,”45 and hundreds of
thousands of hummingbird skins were sold each year at mid-century, for their iridescent
feathers were irresistible to milliners, who used them in part and in whole to decorate
hats.46

Americas that I am able to see them flitting outside my window.” (Invasive alien species: musings on a
spring morning, Environment, July-August, 2004 by Robert W. Kates, referring to G. Mayr, "Old World
Fossil Record of Modern-Type Hummingbirds." Science, 7 May 2004, 861-64.)
43
Australian Museum Gould website:
http://www.amonline.net.au/exhibitions/gould/entrepreneur/hummingbirds.htm Leone Lemmer confirmed
this information in an email dated Feb. 22, 2005, citing Anne Datta. John Gould in Australia: Letters and
drawings, The Miegunyah Press,1997. I thank Ms. Lemmer for this and other useful information.
44

250 of the Duke of Rivoli’s collection of hummingbird skins were purchased by the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences in 1846. Heade moved back to Philadelphia for in 1847. In a February 24,
2005 email to me Nathan Rice, Ornithology Collection Manager of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural
Sciences wrote “I suspect that at least some of this series was on display in Philadelphia at the time of the
purchase. Many of the specimens came to the Academy as taxidermy mounts and so would have been very
easy to display. Sometime in the late 1800's, the majority of the Rivoli collection were relaxed into more
traditional museum specimens (round skins) and are now incorporated into our regular series.”
45

Paul Lawrence Farber, Finding Order in Nature (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,

2000), 34.
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Tree summarizes these mass slaughters: “By the middle of the century rare birds were regarded
as collectors items, to be shown off like a woman parading her jewels. Less than 40 years later the trade in
humming-birds reached its peak; millions of the tiny birds were slaughtered for the sake of fashion. In one
week in 1888, 400,000 were sold at auction; 12,000 in a single public sale in London on 21 March.” Tree,
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Heade embodied the split relationship of the scientist to his object one sees
abundant evidence of in the nineteenth century. Though Heade could shoot hummingbird
invaders of his special pets’ territory, though he dissected and inspected their tiny insides
with microscopic precision, and was an avid hunter, he deplored the mass slaughter of
birds for the plume bird trade, and revealed throughout his life that his passion is for the
living birds, his pets. Heade collected specimens of hummingbirds, and loved his painted
representations of them such that he wrote: “an offer of 10,000 dollars would not induce
me to sell the birds.”47 Heade’s difference as an ornithological artist occurs even before
he puts paint on canvas, it begins with his feelings for his subject themselves, their
nature, behavior, even their bodies, feelings that may be described as a passion that lasted
throughout his life. Heade’s passion for the hummingbird appears to have differed
significantly from the passions of collectors like Gould and Rivoli. Heade greatly
esteemed individual birds as beloved pets, proudly shy, even, about his love for them as
live beings.48 Heade had a personal relationship with hummingbirds and a scientific
distance, able to collect and prize skins, and to collect and coddle and protect live bird
pets, a multiple monomania.

234. The mere numbers of people involved in collecting these specimens and their transformed labor to do
so is staggering, much less the environmental impact.
47

Heade, Brasil-London Journal, Jan. 11, 1864. Gould revealed a similar and to me bizarre,
devotion to his stuffed birds,” He was at the time a confirmed invalid and confined to his couch, and when a
drawer-full of birds was placed in his lap he would slowly and solemnly lift the lid and handle his
specimens with fingers trembling with emotion.” Tree, quoting J.G. Millais, 284-85.
48

“I inclose you a photograph of my wife’s pet hummingbird—probably the first live one ever
photographed… I tame them nearly every summer for my wife’s entertainment, though I confess to as great
a weakness for the little pets as she has….” 9sic) Didymus, “A Pet Hummingbird” Forest and Stream,
41,7 (Aug. 19, 1893) 141. (Heade’s 74th birthday). Having pets a female occupation; Heade confesses his
weakness.
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Gould and Audubon competed head to head for maximum ornithological fame
with a single-minded directness Heade never achieved.49 Like Audubon, Gould was
skilled at manufacturing success.50 As described by Heade, British ornithologist and
nonsense-writer Edward Lear, and many others, Gould had “stolen or received assistance
form every one who has ever paid the slightest attention” to his subject in his
determination to ascend in the ornithological world.51 Heade possessed neither the focus,
pioneering spirit, determination or ruthlessness that these men had in various proportion,
giving his pictures multiplicity and his pocketbook meagerness. His difference from the
other men and from their work, too, doomed his prospects as an ornithologist.
Gould and Audubon both reveled in the active, masculine sport of capturing
species after species against nature: battling discomfort and difficulty to achieve over
nature. Heade did not take on these battles, and while he did have a woodsman’s
childhood, his biography shows steady progress toward gentlemanly reserve. Certainly,
he went out on his bicycle in the quiet retirement of St. Augustine to paint the marshes,
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Tree writes that Audubon envied Gould’s position as a member of the zoological society, which
provided him with innumerable useful contacts and status (25); Audubon criticizes Gould (as Heade does)
for publishing from ‘stuffed skins’ (83), and calls Audubon Gould’s ‘arch-rival’ (235).
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Gould sought a path in natural history fairly early in his life. Tree opens her biography with the
captivating story of Gould claiming his fame in the scientific community by taking on the uncommon task
of stuffing King George IV’s prized pet, England’s first giraffe, upon the creature’s death in 1829. From
there, Gould left his roots as a gardener’s son, and entered the scientific community laboring tirelessly, and
demanding the same labor from those around him. Gould sought fame with birds first as a closet naturalist
then in the field over several continents.
51

Heade, in a letter to John Russell Bartlett Sept. 16, 1864, quoted in Stebbins, 2000, 69. Tree
acknowledges these practices, too, in her generally quite favorable biography of Gould. Tree, 43-63,
Providing another potential place for criticizing Gould: he’s accused of stealing the technique from William
Baily, a hummingbird specialist from Philadelphia, who described the technique in detail to Gould in
letters, but received no recognition, and never completed his own proposed monograph. Tree explains the
correspondence between Gould and Baily, which gives weight to Heade and Lear’s claim that Gould was
always willing to take help, but seldom or never to give it. Tree, 221-226. The conflict between Gould and
Lear is clearly documented in Lear’s notes and letters, summarized in his biography by Vivien Noakes,
Edward Lear: The Life of a Wanderer (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company), 1969.
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but he returned when tired to sit at home on the veranda, a bottle of nectar tied to his
finger with a small pretty ribbon, seducing his pets, the hummingbirds. (figure 15) Heade
never left behind his constant and intense love of nature, but he also never acquired love
of adventure to accompany it. Unlike Audubon, whose sons John Woodhouse Audubon
and Victor Gifford Audubon painted a portrait of their father in 1841, later made into a
print to aid in the marketing of Birds of America abroad, Heade did not enjoy roughing it.
In his Brasil-London Journal he deplores the lack of decent food and civilized company
in Brazil. Audubon settles on a rock, trusty rifle to hand, relaxed in nature and ready to
tame it, as he has his steed and dog. (figure 16) As the young Audubons painted their
father, so he painted himself, part of and conqueror of the natural scene. Heade was no
hero; rather, like Dulac’s overawed dreamer, Heade was more artist than adventurous
documentarian: he dressed in pressed wool, not buckskin. Gould suffered for his books,
and made his employees and family suffer with him, Audubon adventured for his books,
taking his sturdy sons frontiering with him, Heade worked diligently, traveled far, and
repeated and re-invented known formulae. He retired to Florida, rode his bike, read
nature magazines on the veranda while taming hummingbirds. The field ornithologist
looked like Audubon: equipped with gun, horse, and dog, roughly dressed and vigorous.
The closet ornithologist looked like Millais’ idea of Gould, surrounded by specimens,
notes, tools of measurement: singularly focused on documenting. Heade looked different:
he was not ornithological material.

POETRY INTERFERES: THE LYRICAL FORCE OF THE HUMMINGBIRD
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Previous accounts have attributed the failure of Heade’s ornithological project to two
pragmatic and credible interferences, to which this paper adds a third. First, Heade’s
paintings, subtly detailed in oil, did not translate as readily to lithograph as their more
graphic companions in watercolor on paper did.52 The prints, though retouched in oil,
flatten between press and stone to acquire a cartoon-like character, whereby their
convincing tropical habitats become unconvincing jungle caricature. 53 Natural history
watercolors, always documentary of characteristics, not character, retain more of their
original character in print. Heade would have seen the realistic depth and mystery—the
key features of his work— fall away from his worlds in oil when transferred to the flat
presses of natural history. Scholars have also shown that Heade could not muster
sufficient subscribers to complete the expensive project, despite his having obtained the
sixty signatures in Brazil including the Emperor’s and those of other important figures.54
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Examining the lithographs of the Gems, this weakness is apparent, for the prints surely lack the
depth and rich color of oil. The lithographs show precise paintings of particular species, as any superior
nineteenth-century natural history illustrator would do, but subtract from their precision with distracting
extras: immersive habitat makes identification more difficult—as it does in the field, the ‘spiritual
sensibility’ exceeds scientific bounds, and the paintings, too, are surcharged with a beauty that undermines
their intended empiricism. Their very beauty comprises one of the major excesses, and was partly
comprised by their materials.
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In a letter to John Russell Bartlett, he wrote: “to tell you the truth I am not at all satisfied that it
is yet on the right track. The two completed are very well when re-touched by hand, but I want to get rid of
the necessity of that. I told Day (the printer) that it was useless to think of having the book printed & bound
if all the plates must be retouched.” May 24, 1864, Heade to J. R. Bartlett, John Russell Bartlett Papers,
John Carter Brown Library, Brown University, Providence, R. I. Quoted in Janet Comey, “The Gems of
Brazil,” in Stebbins, Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999) 77, n.10.
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“Although Heade had secured some fifty subscribers in Brazil, he had a more difficult time in
England.” Janet Comey, “The Gems of Brazil,” in Stebbins, Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1999) 77, n.10 Heade never proved an agile self-promoter, and his work worked against
the grain of expectation in his various fields: just as Church’s massive and sublime tropical landscapes
were selling for unprecedented tens of thousands, even as Heade’s smaller, more evocative than dramatic
pictures procured mere hundreds of dollars; Gould’s airily graceful, elegantly asymmetrical and doctrinally
correct and vigorously marketed parade of folios, and Audubon’s elephant folios of extenuated necks and
theatrical choreography garnered a rich harvest of subscribers, while Heade’s project languished. The work
of the natural historian, which records an experience of close looking, which uses a page as a place to
register knowledge, does not make room for the reverie and unsystematic poetics that Heade’s pictures
comprise.
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The hummingbird itself, and Heade’s lifelong passion for it, prove a third
obstacle. The hummingbird exhibits a particular poetic power that makes it, as a route to
science, “a route of evanescence.”55 The words of French philosopher and sociologist,
sometime-Surrealist and member of the Minotaur group, Roger Caillois, serve
clarification from an unexpected source, written decades later and in a different context.
In the 1930’s, Caillois showed that certain privileged objects and creatures embody
excessive poetic possibility. Caillois points to flaws in the 19th century’s idea that science,
art, poetry and emotion could be separated. Caillois depended on the praying mantis to
show the potential of an apparently hybrid creature, blending insect with automaton, an
insect whose scale and anthropomorphic features and behaviors unsettled its observer
poetically and emotionally. Caillois called the mantis as ‘dangerous object’ to one
seeking science, for its hybridity disturbed the scientists working on it. In his theorization
of the mantis, Caillois reached into and blurred disciplines of poetry, science, the ‘natural
fantastic’ and more and offers a gesture toward theorizing the multiple valences of
Heade’s poetic, scientific, ‘natural fantastic’ paintings of hummingbirds.56
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John Burroughs would not have known Emily Dickinson’s work when he wrote in 1877, in The
Birds and Poets: “The first swallow that comes twittering up the southern valley, laughing a gleeful,
childish laugh, and awakening such memories in the heart, who has put him in a poem? So the
hummingbird, too, escapes through the finest meshes of rhyme.” PAGE NUMBER
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Art Historian Donna Roberts describes Caillois’ exceeding of disciplines, “Spanning the
domains of literature, ethnography, mythography, social theory, and science, Caillois’ writings could be
said to outshine even Bataille and Leiris as examples of the multidisciplinary achievements in the evolution
of surrealist thought.” Donna Roberts, review of The Edge of Surrealism, in Papers of Surrealism Issue 2
summer 2004. Caillois is interesting in his bridging of disciplines, but also in his existence on the ‘edge of
surrealism,’ Caillois was not a surrealist proper, as in a member of André Breton’s group. Caillois broke
with Breton in an argument over Mexican jumping beans, as French Scholar Jeffrey Mehlman describes.
Like Heade, Caillois also spent war years in South America away from the war. Caillois went to Buenos
Aires during World War II, though to study literature, not hummingbirds. Jeffrey Mehlman “Six Degrees of
Separation,” Bookforum, fall, 2003, http://www.bookforum.com/archive/fall_03/mehlman.html As cofounder of The College of Sociology, Caillois ran parallel to the Surrealist School. Mehlman also reveals
Caillois’ position of tension between poetry and science, writing, “he whose glacial contempt–based
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The hummingbird, like the praying mantis is a hybrid and therefore intriguing
creature. Known in French as oiseaux mouches, or ‘fly-bird’ (fly as in the insect):
hummingbirds were believed upon discovery by the new world to be insects, not birds.
Their apparent similarity to the moths of the Sphingidae family (hummingbird sphinx
moths and hummingbird hawk moths) exacerbated this confusion. Their mechanical
flight gave them appearance of machines rather than birds. Their iridescent color ties
them to an even less animate object, gemstones, in many 19th century descriptions
including the title of Heade’s proposed natural history: The Gems of Brazil.
Hummingbirds initiate comparisons to rainbows, gems and insects; Native American
legends first captured these comparisons and European and European Americans
continued these metaphorical understandings.57
Describing Caillois’ project in her recent anthology, scholar of French Literature
Claudine Frank writes that his project sought to make Surrealism more scientific, yet he “
radically undermines science by describing a very dangerous object, one that transgresses
its boundaries” (the praying mantis), and finds that another such excessive and hybrid
creature, the bat, provided as Caillois wrote “a kind of privileged basis for the image, for

morality disdained nothing so much as what he called the ‘impostures of poetry’ ended up writing
manifestos for a poetics of science.” ibid.
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Melanie Voltaw summarizes the major Native American myths demystifying hummingbirds:
Mayans explained the hummingbirds’ brilliant colors by indicating that they were the last birds created,
made from the scraps leftover when other birds were made, and later the sun disguised itself as a
hummingbird to court the moon Voltaw, 75, “ancient Mexican’s tied stuffed hummingbirds around their
necks to attract love and even ground the dried heart of the bird into an aphrodisiac”(76), the Mojave
believed that the hummingbird led them out of the dark underworld to the land of the sun (76), the Aztecs
said the souls of warriors became hummingbirds, and the Hopi and Zunis believed the hummingbirds were
responsible for convincing the Gods to send rain (77), and the Pueblo explained the hummingbird’s
gorgeous gorget by saying it flew through the rainbow (78). Kim Long describes many of these legends,
and many others, including an Amazonian myth describes the fate of lost children: “they change into
humming birds, flying away to become stars in the sky.” Kim Long, Hummingbirds: a Wildlife Handbook,
Boulder: Johnson Books, 1997.
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the imagination, and hence, for poetry.”58 Caillois worked to make Surrealism more
scientific, and Heade sought to bring close and accurate scientific observation to
nineteenth century painting. However, the hummingbird proves for him a similarly
dangerous object for the imagination, which exceeded realistic depiction with poetical
signification.
In his short article on the praying mantis, Caillois operates in two directions. He
seeks to enhance the scientific observation of surrealist investigations, yet at several
points sneers at the assumed coolness of scientists, who miss whole worlds of poetical
signification which decidedly color our capacity to understand them, and therefore must
be taken into account. Caillois seems to seek a science informed by its inevitable
emotional persuasion, and an art informed by science. He writes that the ‘lovemaking
habits’ of the mantis:
are so well-designed to disturb human beings that scientists for once, to
their credit, have abandoned their professional dryness. For example, in
his recent monograph, La Vie de la mante religieuse, Léon Binet,
professor of physiology at the Faculté de Médecine in Paris, seems visibly
affected by them. In any event, it is quite surprising to see him briefly
foreswear his scientific detachment to call the female a kind of ‘murderous
mistress,’ while venturing a most alarming literary quotation in this
regard.59
Deeply effected by the hummingbird, Heade, too, forswears that scientific detachment
that he has sought to try on in both his monograph and in his later articles for Forest and
Stream.
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Roger Caillois, quoted by Frank, “Introduction” to “Praying Mantis”, The Edge of Surrealism:
A Roger Caillois Reader, Claudine Frank, Editor, Camille Naish, Translator, (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2003), 67.
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Caillois, 78. Italics mine.
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Addressing potential readers of his proposed monograph, Heade describes the
overabundant affective potential of the tiny bird. Heade, self-described monomaniac for
hummingbirds, reveals incredulity at the very possibility of immunity to that power: “For
one in the least degree attuned to poetic feeling, [hummingbirds] have a singularly
fascinating power, which the subtlest mind is unable to explain, but which all who have
studied them must acknowledge to have felt,” reiterating Audubon’s assertion of the
universally stirring and inspirational experience of observing the hummingbird.60
Hummingbirds, with their place between bird and insect, real bird and imaginary being,
their positioning singularly in the ‘new world’, their extraordinarily small size, their
brilliance and speed of flying and living, their capacity to turn on and off their spectacular
iridescence, apparently combine magic, science, and poetry. Heade suggests his own
attunement to poetic feeling, stirred by the hummingbird, and its inexplicable power, that
turns up in his paintings and in descriptions of them after Heade’s death.
The hummingbird causes Heade to see more than the visible. Heade wrote that
hummingbirds have a singularly fascinating power over those with any poetic feeling;
Caillois wrote in a similar vein that “Certain objects and images are endowed with a
comparatively high degree of lyrical force because their form or content is especially
significant. This force effects many, if not all, people.”61 The hummingbird is a powerful
object in form (its tininess) iridescence, color, and speed, and in content (violent
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In the same passage, Heade quoted Audubon, who wrote: Where is the person who, on seeing
this lovely little creature moving on humming winglets through the air, flitting from one flower to another
with motions as graceful as they are light and airy, pursuing its course & yielding new delights whenever it
is seen: where is the person, I ask, who on observing this glittering fragment of the rainbow, would not
pause, admire, and turn his mind with reverence toward the Almighty Creator, the wonders of whose hand
we at every step discover and of whose Sublime and beautiful conceptions we everywhere observe the
manifestations in his admirable system of creation. “Martin Johnson Heade Papers,” Archive of American
Art, reel d5.
61

Caillois, 69.
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personality, rapidity, aeronautical wizardry), and its lyrical force insinuates itself into
Heade’s efforts at scientific dryness, and saturates his paintings with poetic, surrealistic,
human material. While Heade seeks to designate species, habitat, distinctive features and
behaviors, Heade never acquires scientific dryness, for his lush paintings fill up with
interactions, relationships, and suggestions that distract from the documentary purposes
he purports.
By the 1864-65 painting Amethyst Woodstar, the subversive potential of the
hummingbird has already appeared. (Figure 17) The Woodstar, one of Heade’s most
singularly ornithological works. Heade positions male and female as to show key features
for identification: the male’s purple gorget with white band underneath, the relatively
short bills, the swallow tail positioned on the male to show its fork in flight and demurely
folded together on the perching female. But even here, Heade gives us much more than is
needed to convey the birds’ particularities. Heade provides an alluring, fully developed
setting that draws the viewer inside this family drama, and constructs in it a human
family drama. The sharp mountain and pale sky in the background become a stage on
which to see the challenges the tiny creatures face tenderly and valiantly. Heade pastes
his ideas of the hummingbirds’ character across the foreground of the canvas, more
prominent that the physical description. The male stretches his wings, ready to battle for
the female, toward whom he reaches to give a tender kiss.62 The twinned babes in the nest
peak out with fragile heads, comfortably unaware of their tenuous bond to a tiny branch
of the tree. Throughout the loving scene, heart-shaped leaves vine and twist. The central
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In Portuguese, hummingbirds are known as beija flor or flower kisser, in Mexico, they are
called chuparosa or rose sucker, rose kisser. Long, 14. They are not known, however, for kissing other
birds, as Heade so often paints them.
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leaf, largest object in the frame, is the heart of the canvas and its strong, pliant veins
seems to have the fleshy character of a mammal’s circulatory system rather than a leaf’s
veinous armature; its two sides evoke the two chambers of a human heart. The leaves are
paired like the steadfastly paired mating couple: as long as these hearts beat they shall
remain twisted together. Heade’s sensitivity to the hummingbird’s poetic potential makes
even his most direct images of birds convey much more than dry science even while their
subtlety and suggestion protect them from saccharine sentimentality.
Six years later, Heade retains realistically depicted natural elements but no other
accoutrements of ornithological or scientific representation. In Cattleya Orchid with
Three Brazilian Hummingbirds, 1871, Heade paints the landscape in two ways: perfect
smooth, soft atmospheric background, and thickly daubed details in the foreground—the
lichens and mosses have the physical tactile texture of lichens and mosses. He describes
the overall ground colors of green and brown, adding touches of the brilliance
everywhere which blooms in the petals and feathers. Heade constructs a scene of mystery
and intrigue, where a splendid scarlet interloper discovers alongside the viewer a lucky
nest of eggs. (Figure 18) Despite the title, Heade paints two Brazilian hummingbirds, the
male and female amethyst woodstars (Calliphlox amethystina), together with male retailed comet (Sappho sparganura) which inhabits Ecuador and Colombia but not Brazil.
The birds are framed by foliage, garlanded with dead branches and Spanish moss, and
accompanied by a giant Cattleya labiata orchid. Unusually, Heade included three birds
and one bloom; more typically he illustrated a pair of each.
The pairings in this canvas shift and disintegrate. For a moment, Heade partnered
this orchid with the duplicitous female woodstar: their ‘wings’ and ‘flight’ mirror each
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other, orchid’s lip and hummingbird bill dipping down at opposite angles. For this dance,
the males pair, glancing back at each other over the twin eggs, their two forked tales
pointing down toward each other as the ‘feminine’ pair’s mouths point away. In another
glimpse, the male woodstar, too, joins the orchid, his orchid-colored throat a perfect
partner to the flower’s gaping throat. The woodstar female, in this vision, attacks the
comet, her behavior aggressive, masculine, opposite to her momentarily demure
‘husband.’ This is a story of an intrusion, ours and the comet’s, of males’ interest and
female’s irritation, of a meeting that would never have occurred. As Heade shed the
intention of ‘scientific dryness’, he shed the singular storyline of the first fifty paintings,
which had pictured married heterosexual pairs of same species hummingbirds in a reproductive family scene. Now, he shows the birds considering other relationships. Heade
gathers wonders in a balanced scene. The surplus of wonders gathered here take Heade
once and for all outside of ornithology.

DREAMING ORNITHOLOGY
Despite his intentions to join that field, Heade’s hummingbird paintings differed from
other gems of ornithology in form and content as much as Heade differed from both field
and closet ornithologists in personality and practice. Heade’s singular ornithological
focus on the ‘dangerous’ hummingbird contributed to ornithology’s inaccessibility to
him. The narrative poetics of his canvases, his insistence on spatial depth, individualistic
portraiture of birds, and fantasy ties him to another lineage of representation of birds.
Heade has posed a conundrum for art historians seeking to classify him among his peers
in American Art. Connections between Heade and other bird artists elucidate the
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challenge Heade has presented to art historians seeking to place Heade in time, for to art
history, his work represents a kind of convergent evolution: where bird art emerges
separately from the conditions of certain places and times; in 17th century Holland,
France, 18th century England, and 19th and 21st century America.
Just as Heade’s hummingbirds refuse the systematic poetics of natural history, his
works more broadly defy conventional categories of art history as considered over time.
Art historian Novak’s catalogue of Heade as: Luminist, gothic, surrealist and folk artist in
sensibility, cited in the introduction to Wondrous Creatures, indicates the range of
influences and currents in his work. Heade’s training started under a pastoral folk artist,
took him to Europe for an artists’ tour experienced individualistically,63 where his work
was seasoned by study of old masters, and then on his return home, his work matured,
again individualistically, but under significant influence of his friend Frederick Church.
Heade sets out to paint hummingbirds as his work reached its mature style and technique,
just about 1860: he headed toward the flat pages of the natural history monograph just as
he became skilled at painting the convincing depths he would seek for the rest of his long
career.
If there was no room for Heade on these flat pages, the field of bird art was more
fantastically open. The scientific realism and fantastic evocations evident in his
hummingbirds, in particular, position the works inside a lineage of paintings of birds
including precursors and descendents long outside his own time. In a genre prolific and
popular in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in Europe, artists painted birds
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Heade spent two years in Rome (he arrived there at least by Jan 1848 and left about July of 1849
by way of England and France) but “there is no evidence that he joined in the festivities carried on by the
congenial colony [of American artists in Rome] and he goes entirely unmentioned in their Roman diaries
and journals.” Stebbins, 2000, 11-12.
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realistically and decoratively, not scientifically. A current generation of American artists
reveals strong connection to Heade and to this earlier European lineage. Formally, bird
art may be described as comprising convincing portraits of groups of birds in apparently
realistic habitats. The individual species, however, may have little or no connection to
each other or that detailed setting, and their juxtaposition with luxurious manmade
objects underscores their decorative, rather than documentary, purposes. Conceptually,
bird art may be described antithetically to the documentation of superficial truths of field
and feather. For bird art is marked by the space it makes for poetry: narrative,
mythopoeic, metaphorical, synecdochic and metonymic poetry like Heade’s, that gives
birds characters and relationships demonstrative of human characters and relationships.
In his introduction to Roger Pasquier and John Farrand’s Masterpieces of Bird
Art, the 20th century’s best know bird illustrator (never bird artist) Roger Tory Peterson
(1908-1996) writes: “Although a picture may be ‘worth a thousand words,’ why is it that
most bird artists get second billing on the books they illustrate. It seems hardly fair. And
how do we separate ‘bird art’ from ‘bird illustration’, or can we?”64 Anxiously inhabiting
a genre of low status, Peterson seeks to grapple his way up through the hierarchy of
genres from bird illustration to bird art, which itself falls low in the academic hierarchy of
history painting, genre, portrait, and landscape, as a subset of the lowly still-life. Peterson
need not have felt insecure. Anyone who has even dabbled in bird-watching knows
Peterson’s illustrations, omnipresent in the twentieth-century’s humble version of the bird
book: the field guide. Classification appears a direct route to anxiety, and the rampant
classifying of the nineteenth century left its mark for Peterson to feel.
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Roger Tory Peterson, “Foreword” in Pasquier and Farrand, 15.
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Contemporary artist Mark Robinson uses Peterson to demonstrate the
impenetrable nonsense of the field guide, and its component illustrations, calling the bluff
of this tool to civilize the world of nature. A detail of Robinson’s multimedia installation
Confusing Fall Warbler (2005) shows a page of Peterson’s Field Guide to Eastern Birds
transformed to ash, and transformed from bird illustration to bird art. (figure 19)
Robinson’s project reveals the poetics of taxonomy: repetitive, list-obsessed; he
ironically points out the impracticability of ordering the wild, of elevating apparently
insignificant connections and details. Peterson seeks to show us how to distinguish
between those ‘confusing fall warblers.’ Peterson’s illustrations convince every specimen
to line up facing west, males to the left, females to right, similar species stacked above
and below so that no birdwatcher errs in labeling any sighting. Of course, such an order
never occurs in the natural world, where birds bend and move, blur and fade into the page
of nature, as they do in Robinson’s ash drawing.
Pasquier notes: “Peterson’s innovation was to indicate the diagnostic marks with
arrows, so the observer could see at a glance what to look for.”65 Peterson’s small
innovation, so succinctly and equably pointed out by Pasquier, is a scientific and
illustrative one: no one would accuse those arrows of excess poetry. As such, Peterson is
heir to John Gould as a scientist of birds, with barely a drop of Heade’s bird artist blood
(Peterson’s water color paintings, those that seek to enter the ‘bird art’ realm, feature
clumsy, lifeless birds). Peterson serves to show the battle Heade waged in uncovering his
own character as artist of birds, unable to banish story and suggestion. Peterson shows,
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Rogier Pasquier and John Farrand, JR. Masterpieces of Bird Art: 700 Years of Ornithological
Illustration (New York: Abbeville Press,1991) 218.
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too, the way the divide between bird art and bird illustration had finalized by the
twentieth century, with beauty and poetics banished—except the poetics of nonsense that
lines birds up with so much carefully contrived, excessive, order.66
Christine Jackson, librarian and historian of bird art, also worked vigilantly to
distinguish between bird art and bird illustration, with the former relevant to the art
world, the latter to the scientific. Jackson opens the question of separation of art and
science in a way that compounds the issue in the case of bird art and science. She writes:
“By far the greatest influence on those draughtsman who painted newly discovered birds
was the demands made on them by scientists. The tradition of providing an imaginary
Italianate landscape for birds assembled from South America, Africa, Asia and Europe
became unacceptable.” 67 Bird illustration did away with or diminished the background,
approaching each specimen with intention of emphasizing its key features for use in
distinguishing it from other similar species, and depicted specimens on white paper
sheets, but it did not do away entirely with the bird artist. Heade continued this pedigree,
retaining landscape and naturalistic effects of light, shade, composition, perspective: the
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The same battle is evident in Audubon, who claimed (though evidence suggests otherwise) to
have studied briefly with Jacques-Louis David. Audubon’s paintings, despite remarkable acrobatics of
composition and expression, remain in the category of illustration. Historian of natural history Laura Rigal
seeks to determine an exact degree of fellowship with art and with science in Audubon, and to determine
what rung on the hierarchy of art Audubon achieved: “His great birds have been viewed as a place where
Romantic art meets natural science, where history painting meets book illustration, and even where artistic
genius on a grand scale came into contact with the (supposedly mechanical truth of) particular detail,
elevating these illustrations almost—but often, crucially, not quite—to the level of high art.” Laura Rigal,
in Amy R.W. Meyers, Art and Science in America, (San Fransisco: Huntington Library Press, 1998), 70.
While we have little evidence of Heade’s personal struggle with the matter of hierarchy, his paintings of
birds reveal some of the same intersections Rigal found in Audubon, with the final question—that of
elevation to fine art—answered differently. Audubon, who achieved the highest levels of success and
reverence both in his lifetime and afterward, was in genre ranked below Heade, who struggled to retain his
grip on status and income in his lifetime, was forgotten afterward, and only relatively recently achieved
significant acclaim, though Heade, painter of landscapes in oil, was quite inside the level of high art.
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Christine E. Jackson, Bird Painting: the Eighteenth Century, (London: Antique Collectors Club,

1994) 13.
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niceties of the painter in oils, and retained too the fantastic suggestive story-telling
through birds.68
Bird Art flourished in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries particularly in
Italy, Holland, and Britain. Formally, as Heade’s pictures stood out glaringly amid
ornithological illustrators he sought to join in the 1860’s, they nest comfortably with their
distant relatives in bird art. In a brief assessment of the relevance of bird art to Heade’s
hummingbirds, Stebbins notes that Heade may have seen Dutch and Flemish bird
specialists in London, writing that like these European birds, Heade’s Tropical
Landscape with Ten Hummingbirds (figure 20) “has an artificial, arranged quality; it
looks as if the painter couldn’t decide whether his subject was the birds or the landscape,”
which, indeed, is one of the puzzles for art historians posed by the hummingbird: are they
landscape paintings, or are they bird portraits?69 Stebbins leaves the comparison there,
between this unique painting in Heade’s oeuvre and the Dutch and Flemish artists, but the
comparison holds throughout Heade’s later series, and merits expanding, because, of
course, Heade’s paintings, like the bird artists’, are both landscape and bird paintings.
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In her introduction to Ella Foshay’s history of flower painting in the United States, Barbara
Novak suggests a connection between American flower painting and seventeenth century Dutch flower
painting, a line does not travel straight. Her words do, certainly, describe Heade’s wet, appetizing jungle
works, as they do Dutch paintings. Heade’s pictures clearly establish their own kingdoms, kingdoms rich in
his unique breed of frozen sensation, closer kin to the Dutch before him as the ornithological illustrators
around him. Novak Introduction to Foshay. Reflections of Nature: Flowers in American Art (New York:
Knopf, 1984) xv.
69

Stebbins mentions Jan Weenix, Jan van Kessel and Melchior de Hondecoeter; there are many
other interesting possibilities, including Reinagle, discussed here, and the great French bird specialists
Alexandre Francois Desportes (1661-1743) and Jean Baptiste Oudry (1686-1755), who painted birds dead
and alive with vivid poetry. Stebbins gives just a paragraph to the question of relationship to earlier bird art.
Stebbins, 2000, 87. German Art Historian Sybille Ebert-Schifferer’s brief description of Cattleya Orchid
and Three Brazilian Hummingbirds, she describes his work as a “distinctly American version of the
biotope, or habitat picture,” hearkening back to van Schriek’s ‘menacing phantasmagoria’s,’ in one of the
rare other connections of Heade’s hummingbirds to their Netherlands precursors. Sybille Ebert-Schifferer
Still Life: A History, translated by Russell Stockman (NY” Harry N. Abrams, 1999) 260.
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Works by bird artists share: lush landscape settings, perfected oil surfaces,
individual personalities, and imaginative interactions between species. Their subject, as
much as any other, is the exotic nature of these species, distant, unknowable, others.
Curator Karen Quinn mentions Philip Reinagle’s Hummingbirds,(figure 21) from about
1786, as a possible influence on Heade’s Ten Hummingbirds in a Tropical Landscape, a
unique painting in Heade’s oeuvre and one so closely connected to Reinagle’s picture
that the influence is difficult to doubt. One wonders if Heade, in London and fresh from
his project to paint hummingbirds realistically and from life and would have seen and
been horrified as well as inspired by Reinagle’s hummingbirds, which fly heavily,
looking like plump doves, with no indication of the ‘revolving wheel’ that describes the
hummingbird’s unique flight.70 Reinagle, (1749-1833), a Scottish born artist who painted
in London from 1769, painted birds of all scales, with only the two birds in the lower left
having the miniature size of hummingbirds; two birds perching at center, too, look more
like doves at rest than hummingbirds; two perching at top resemble canaries. In Tropical
Landscape with Ten Hummingbirds, Heade recreates Reinagle’s vision, with ten
sparkling gems and ten scarlet passionflowers garlanding a tropical backdrop. Heade’s
landscape and his birds are painted in far more convincing detail; while Quinn cites the
owner of Reinagle’s painting to say that “the landscape has traditionally been identified
70

In both of her poems about the hummingbird, Dickinson describes it as a wheel. I quote “Within
my Garden” in full Chapter two, and “A Route of Evanescence” more briefly, above, and here, in full.
A Route of Evanescence
With a revolving Wheel -A Resonance of Emerald -A Rush of Cochineal -And every Blossom on the Bush
Adjusts its tumbled Head -The mail from Tunis, probably,
An easy Morning's Ride --
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as that of South America,”71 there is nothing beyond Quinn’s quotation to suggest it, for
the botanical and landscape details are more suggestive than literal.
Reinagle shares sensibility with Heade, in other contexts, too, having painted a
range of subjects, many with the striking similarity to Heade in their shared uncommon
feature of dramatic divide between foreground and back. Stebbins notes that Heade may
have known Reinagle’s magnificent illustrations for The Temple of Flora,72 a unique and
sumptuous book illustrating the sexual classification on plants, and featuring flowers as
animate and menacing as Heade’s later orchids.
Reinagle’s birds provide a valuable comparison, illustrating several key points.73
In A Secretary Bird, Nicobar Pigeon and Other Birds in a Tropical forest, (c.1800)
Reinagle collects birds of quite different feathers (gathered, as Jackson shows, from the
Himalayas, China, Nicobar, in the Indian Ocean, East Africa, Brazil and more74) to join
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Quinn, in Stebbins, 1999.
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Stebbins, 2000, 101. The Temple of Flora, interestingly, was a splendid hybrid of poetry and
science, with sections for the sexual characteristics, sexual system for classification, and beautiful pictures
of these plants. Visually, the Reinagle prints in Thornton books have more in common with Heade’s
paintings than any other images, placing massive, animate flowers before detailed landscapes. Like the
bird children I discuss below, Reinagle’s pictures blur the lines between plant and person as few others do.
Robert John Thornton, Temple of Flora, (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1981).
73
Like Heade, Reinagle painted a wide range of subjects. Like Heade, he started his career as a
portraitist but later painted extraordinary flowers in landscapes. These last were made for Robert John
Thornton’s Temple of Flora, a botanical volume far in excess of the norm. As with Heade’s proposed
hummingbird monograph, Thornton’s Temple of Flora was too grand to succeed as a book. Despite
Thornton’s greater ability at and dedication to advertising, sales for the Temple of Flora were
disappointing, and Thornton died destitute. Reinagle pictured flowers as animate, hungry—as sensual as
Heade’s orchids, but in far greater species variety; Stebbins sums them up effectively: “Thornton’s flowers,
like Heade’s suggest an almost animistic vitality, while at the same time creating a mood of foreboding.”
Stebbins, 2000, 101. Reinagle painted ships at sea with storms Heade would have surely admired; many
dogs, particularly hunting dogs, but also a piano-playing cocker spaniel; and also, the images of concern
here, the tropical scenes with ‘parliaments of fowl.’ Reinagle painted in both oil and watercolor, and
worked as ‘ bird artist’ and ‘botanical illustrator’ of an extremely artistic book.
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Christine E. Jackson, Bird Painting: the Eighteenth Century (London: Antique Collectors Club,
1994), 106.
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ranks in a paradisal tropical landscape. (figure 22) Reinagle’s birds are slightly out-ofscale to their carefully depicted landscape, and his landscape lacks the conviction of
Heade’s, for in Reinagle, the landscape comes in and out of focus, at times quite flat and
unspecific, at times dimensional and detailed. Just gathering this host of birds together
opens a narrative, for as in Chaucer’s poem, “The Parliament of Fowl,” the birds in
Reinagle’s painting come together unnaturally to parley, suggesting spiritual and human
interactions, for purely avian behavior would not operate thus. Their unexpected
interactions have anthropomorphizing effect.75 While Heade does not gather such diverse
groups of birds together, his birds visually echo Chaucer’s theme of love, where birds
come to an orderly, hierarchical convention to find love. Heade’s Gems, in their gentle
and familial storylines, write also such spiritual, human and passionate bird stories.
As Jackson writes, gatherings of birds like these “are all based on the observation
that many birds are highly sociable and, because they sing, and also otherwise
communicate by chattering, whistling, and calling, they, like us, will occasionally gather
together for a discussion.”76 Reinagle painted smooth, brilliantly dimensional birds with
individual personalities, in impossible yet realistically rendered situations to convey
symbolic, suggestive, narratival meaning rather than to describe feathers and scale.
Realistic, sensual, and attentive to detail, bird art is ancestor to the Pre-Raphaelite Art,
which wove realism and fantasy inextricably together, showing the fantasy of science and
representational capacity of nature. Bird art can stand as a model to Ruskin’s command to
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Geoffrey Chaucer’s Parliament of Fowls (c.1383) is a dream poem that gathers birds of all
feather to a conference in order for each to choose a partner. Like Bird Art, it operates on several levels:
decorative and entertaining picture/verse, telling playful stories of bird love, song, and wisdom, and
political commentary on the foibles and conquests of humans.
76

Jackson, Bird Art, 41.
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his contemporaries to take the still life subject back to the natural world, to paint
sensuously and realistically the small details in nature.77 Bird art gives precedent for the
fully described world for birds that appear later in Heade, and it gives precedent for the
fantasy/realism hybrids that Heade’s hummingbirds become in the second series.
Heade not only recovers landscape for natural history, he celebrates the unity of
plant, bird, and landscape. Like Reinagle, he shows that fantasy may have greater truth to
life than the flat, but exact realism of natural history. In point of fact, had Heade’s
empiricism been faultless, his pictures would have possessed far more truth than
Peterson’s lined up birds and definitive arrows, for Heade sought to paint them “their true
habitat,”78 more true despite its poetics, or even because of its poetic evidence of the
affective experience of hummingbirds, which considers their habitat and acknowledges
the artist’s presence, rather than depicting dead specimens flat on white pages.
Visually, the connection between Heade and Reinagle (and by extension Heade
and other bird artists) far exceeds those between Heade and ornithological illustrators.
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Stebbins convincingly summarizes the possible impact of Ruskin and his followers on the
‘natural setting still life.’ Stebbins, 2000, 101. In Modern Painters and Art of England, Ruskin lectures
tirelessly on the importance of realistic representation of natural elements; in Love’s Meinie, considered in
some detail in Chapter Four of this project, he chastises painters for inadequately capturing the bird.
78

From Heade’s introduction to his monograph on hummingbirds, emphasis Heade’s. I cite Heade
somewhat out of context, for he is speaking about his attempt to use exclusively Brazilian birds, and the
difficulty in knowing for certain whether he does. In so writing, however, Heade reveals: his reliance on
specimens like other ornithologists, as opposed to his own observations, as he claims, his willingness to
include the most brilliant specimens, regardless of habitat accuracies, as well as his emphasis, which I cite
here, on understanding of true habitats. Heade writes: “Many Specimins [sic] are obtained from regions so
remote from civilization as to render it improbable that a great deal can be positively known of them, while
our information concerning the habits of others must depend upon the Indians and negroes employed by
naturalists in their capture. Of the number have described it may be said that some cannot be strictly called
Brasilian Humming Birds, as their true habitat my be the borders of Bolivia, or the Northern states upon
[illegible] confined of Brasil, but as those that may possibly be the subject of dispute have all been found to
range from Potosi to Carraccas, it will not affect the Author’s purpose to make the small collection
Exclusively Brasilian, while it admits of his including some of the most brilliant specimens yet
discovered.” Heade monograph notes, Martin Johnson Heade papers, Archives of American Art, reel 5.
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Heade’s writings even more than his paintings tie his hummingbirds to natural history, in
his intention of creating a monograph, his assumption of scientific character, and in his
quite rigorous decision to study hummingbirds from life in their native habitat. His
paintings, notably, never connect with their intended, ornithological, realm, the major
productive habitat for them in the nineteenth century art of birds. As Jackson described,
the influence of “the demands made on [painters of birds] by scientists” precluded the
imaginative spaces of bird art. At depth, the similarity of interest in bird character of
Heade and earlier bird artists reveals an abiding interest in the secret lives of birds, in
their parliaments, their poetry, their personalities. At both surface and depth, Heade’s
visible and conceptual relationship to bird art hinges him to that family of bird painters
that nearly went extinct in the nineteenth century.
If it nearly went extinct in his time, bird art came back from the brink at the turn
of the twenty-first century. As Heade’s paintings found company in the bird painters of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they also join with a convergence of bird
painters of today, sharing visual vocabulary, technique, and a blurring of human and bird
realities with simultaneous understanding of bird otherness.
By endowing his birds with personalities fierce, tender, and serene as he does in
Cattleya Orchid with Three Brazilian Hummingbirds, Heade elevates the bird as a subject
to a human subjectivity, representing bird individuals inside loving and difficult and
always intense relationships with other bird individuals. (figure 18) This way of
conceiving birds is evident in a convergence of contemporary artists who similarly show
how birds, human character, and still-life objects can come to self-hood in paint. Works
by artists like Brad Durham, Jacqueline Bishop, and, especially, David Kroll, depict
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interest in the shared culture of birds and humans, and emphasizes the spiritual life of
birds. Durham’s birds, silhouetted against landscapes and frozen in time, share Heade’s
understanding of the evocative potential for stilling of rapid creatures. (figure 23) Bishop
alludes to Heade directly in her gorgeous baby shoes, painted with animistic orchids,
hummingbirds, and saturated evidence of the tropical natural world cultured onto tiny
leather slippers. (figure 24) Kroll, whose paintings of birds are filled with life, curiosity,
and stillness, show an affection for bird minds that reflects both Heade and Reinagle, and
grants vivid personality to these animal others. (figure 24)
Kroll shows his viewers that as we admire birds, borrowing their innate
decorativeness to beautify our worlds, birds appreciate our nature. His birds inhabit a
foreground divided from the elaborate landscapes behind them, as in Heade, though Kroll
makes sense of this foregrounding differently, by incorporating spatial organizers like
tables, shelves, or other hard ground planes, thereby acknowledging the human
intervention within the bird’s separate reality. The inclusion of highly decorative humanmade objects equates the bird with the object, pointing to our desire to collect birds, to
own them as we do a pristine blue and white Chinese bowl, or a hand painted French
vase. In Blue Vase and Oranges, 2005, the bird, oranges, nest push against the picture
plane, lined up not-too-neatly. The American goldfinch looks over his shoulder from his
elegant perch, aware but unconcerned of our presence, knowing that at first threat, he can
fly away, in his fast, dipping flight. Kroll’s birds often show curiosity about or at least
awareness of humans, which turns the objectification off kilter, and the birds are thus
always their own subjects, too, speculative observers and critics of human craft that
brought them to painted life. Kroll’s more literal avian empiricism, wherein he collects
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their living bodies for beautiful compositions, combines with his gesture toward
understanding the bird perspective, to illuminate the same gestures in Heade. For though
more subtly, Heade certainly painted gorgeous, vivacious specimens of birds so that
middle-class collectors could own their beauty, even while he endowed them with
individual character that made them their own masters.

THE BATTLEFIELD OF SCIENCE
Though Heade never fit into the context he intended when setting out to paint
hummingbirds, he does turn his eye on hummingbirds in ways that reflect his engagement
with the science of his time, a fierce moment in the history of science. Heade sailed for
South America with scientific aspirations in 1863, four years after the publication of
Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859), which was published the same year as the death of
Alexander von Humboldt “the world’s most famous and influential intellectual,” a
thinker highly esteemed by Heade’s friend Frederick Church.79 Heade sailed with some
incentive from Louis Agassiz, foremost of American anti-Darwinists, who had requested
that Heade collect specimens for him during his South American travels. 80 Agassiz
debated Asa Gray famously and publicly at Harvard on the subject of Darwin’s theories
79

Heade, either directly or through his mentor and friend Frederick Church, was certainly
influenced by Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859), the most widely known scientific mind of the time,
Humboldt traveled extensively in Latin America, and wrote the remarkable Kosmos, an encyclopedic work
that sought to reveal the unity of nature. As Stephen Jay Gould points out: In 1859, “Humboldt was
probably the world’s most famous and influential intellectual… No one did more to change and enhance
science in the first half of the nineteenth century than Alexander von Humboldt.” Stephen Jay Gould,
“Church, Humboldt, and Darwin: The Tension and Harmony of Art and Science.” in Franklin Kelly,
Frederic Edwin Church (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989), 96.
80

“When I was about starting on one of my visits to South America, Prof. Agassiz requested me to
procure for him from 50 to 100 eggs of humming birds, to be used for scientific purposes,’ but added that
Agassiz was ‘apparently ignorant of the fact that one of their nests is seldom found, even in South
America.’” Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “Taming Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream 38, 15 (April
14, 1892), 348.
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in 1860, just weeks or months before Heade returned to Boston from New York.81 Given
his projects, connections, and interests, Heade could not be unaware of the thinking of
Humboldt, Darwin and Agassiz. In short, Heade sought science during absolutely critical
intersections of conflicting scientific theories that shape our understanding of species to
this day.82
As Heade’s paintings share features with pictures ranging widely in time, art
historians have used them as visual evidence dichotomous and temporally distinct
scientific visions. Using Heade, historians have explained the effect of such diverse
authors as Humboldt, Darwin, and Agassiz, and have used these opposing thinkers to
explain Heade’s hummingbird project. In her comprehensive study of nineteenth-century
American imaging of the tropics, Tropical Renaissance, Katherine Manthorne hints at the
ways that Heade draws from Humboldt,83 a view supported obliquely by Stephen Jay
Gould in his description of Church’s Humboldtian aspirations. Manthorne reveals more
directly and specifically and, given the paucity of evidence, less convincingly, the
connection to Agassiz in Heade’s work.84 Art Historian Ella Foshay, supported by Novak,
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Stebbins, 2000, chronology,172.
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See Stebbins, 2000, 76-77, for additional summary of Heade’s contact with some of these

scientists.
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Manthorne does not tie Heade directly to Humboldt, yet it is the affective evocation of nature for
which Darwin praised Humboldt that Heade achieves most successfully. In this arena, Heade’s relationship
to Humboldt comes to light, for both men succeed best at conveying the sense of the tropics: in Heade, one
finds the magnificence of tiny birds, giant flowers, trees growing both tiny and giant and dripping with
epiphytes, ferns, and mosses: growth upon growth and variety on variety. Gould writes that Humboldt was
“the cardinal inspiration for men as diverse as Charles Darwin, Alfred Russell Wallace, Louis Agassiz
(whom Humboldt financed at a crucial time), and Frederic Edwin Church.” Gould, 96. Humboldt’s diverse
practices, his interest in the unification of science and art, his extensive tropical travels, and his struggle to
find his way in science all link him to Heade. Gould wrote that: “Humboldt’s theory of aesthetics is rooted
in this idea of mutual reinforcement. A great painter must also be a scientist, or at least committed to the
detailed and accurate observation, and to the knowledge of causes, that motivate a professional scientist.”
Gould, in Kelly, 99.
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states quite directly in Reflections of Nature that it is Darwin who influenced Heade’s
hummingbirds, in an argument that, too, depends on insufficient evidence to convince.85
If Heade intended to support one side of the battle or another, his argument, too, is
remarkably unsuccessful. It proves more illuminating to consider the way that Heade
intriguingly represents the intersection of these diverging views: that is, their mutual
interest in systems. Heade assumed a scientific character just as one of the fiercest battles
in the history of science began, a battle that amazingly continues to today. For his entire
life, Heade thought about the science we now call ecology, as well as the ways of
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Agassiz is lost from historical prominence due to his vocal resistance to Darwinism, which of
course held sway over his own ideas over time. Agassiz’ quest in South America was for specific proof of a
great geological event that might explain changes in species as an alternative to Darwin’s theories, and
Heade painted more open narratives. Manthorne paints the relationship vividly, however, writing: “When
Agassiz advised his students to look for ‘the fundamental relations among animals… relations to each other
and the physical conditions under which they live,’ he might have given Heade’s marvelous pictures of
hummingbirds as examples, so closely did the artist’s renderings of these tiny birds against the background
of their forest habitat fulfill his objectives. Katherine Manthorne, Tropical Renaissance: North American
Artists Exploring Latin America, 1839–1879 (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, 1989) 118, quoting
Agassiz, Journey in Brazil, 8. Manthorne writes: “Every aspect of these images demonstrates ,Heade’s preoccupation with the life cycles of the hummingbirds, and therefore with the origin of their species.”
Atypically, Manthorne concludes with no uncertainty but no clear evidence that this aspect demonstrates
his tie to Agassiz. Manthorne writes that Agassiz’s “Tropical explorations, along with those of Martin
Heade, must therefore be seen as direct responses to Darwin’s challenges.” Manthorne, 113. Yet
Manthorne musters no evidence to show that Heade disputed or favored Darwin’s view of the origin of
species and, however preoccupied Heade was with life cycles, his constant dependence on his ideas of
these life cycles, rather than empirical evidence of them, unravels any use of Heade as evidence of a
singular theory.
85
Foshay writes that there is no doubt that Heade was influenced by Darwin, and abundant
evidence supports this point. More specifically, and less convincingly, she argues that Heade’s depiction of
fighting hummingbirds represent Darwin’s influence, and this assertion is less convincing, given the
variety of plots in Heade’s natural dramas. Foshay, 51-57. Though he revered Humboldt, Darwin’s view of
the natural world as made up of antagonistic parts battling one another for survival may be described as the
ultimate opposite of Humboldt’s interest in the unity of the natural world and all its elements. Darwin’s The
Origin of Species differed from Humboldt’s Kosmos in every way, though upon reading Kosmos, Darwin
had written; “I formerly admired Humboldt, now I almost adore him… I shall never forget that my whole
course of life is due to having read and re-read as a youth [Humboldt’s] Personal Narrative.” (Letter from
C. Darwin To J.S. Henslow. Rio de Janeiro, May 18, 1832, The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin. New
York, D. Appleton & Co., 1905.) Humboldt’s encyclopedic Kosmos: A Sketch of the Physical Description
of the Universe, is in five volumes, published between 1845 and 1861. Darwin regarded himself, however,
as emerging from Humboldt, in that it was seeing natural systems that let him see selection happening. As
Manthorne’s description of Heade as Agassiz’ man falls short, so does Foshay’s contrary description of
Heade as painter of natural selection.
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hummingbirds, and abraded away at the troubling disparity between hummingbird
fantasy and fact. At all points, Heade depicted natural systems, though with questionable
accuracy. This focus contrasts sharply with Heade’s contemporary Gould, for example,
who always foregrounded practices of classification and description, which worked
against the spirit of Humboldtian science, which preferred finding connections over
finding new specimens. Gould found and named many species, while not a single species
takes its name from Heade. Heade’s paintings describe natural systems in ways that
reflect the thinking of Humboldt, Agassiz, and Darwin, underscoring the similar
dependence on natural systems that underpinned these very different thinkers’ works.
Heade’s paintings of birds were informed by the increasing significance of science to his
time, and his anxiety to achieve scientific character.
As he depicted an intersection between antagonistic scientists, Heade’s work also
denotes the end time for the union— presumed or actual— of science and art.86 In his
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The matter of unity of science and art may have to remain an open question. Historians of
science point to a time a time, prior to Bacon (1561-1626), when science and art were similar and related
disciplines—not particularly disciplined, that is. In 1859, C.P. Snow delivered a now famous lecture to a
large audience at Cambridge. Snow recounts in “The Two Cultures: A Second Look,” the lecture received
extraordinary response, for he expressed ideas that had been slowly condensing into a storm cloud over the
decades—if not centuries, before he coined the phrase. Snow described as ‘The Two Cultures’ the divide
between natural scientists and literary intellectuals, which, had appeared at the turn of the nineteenth
century with the romantics, and grown into a source of cultural anxiety by the mid-nineteenth century. In
his introduction to a recent edition of the lecture, Stefan Collini notes that this divide was marked by
“profound mutual suspicion incomprehension and suspicion” on each side. (Stefan Collini, “Introduction,”
in C.P. Snow, The Two Cultures (London: Cambridge University Press, 1998) viii.) Reading Snow, the
development of this division by the nineteenth century seems entirely convincing. And other thinkers agree:
E.O. Wilson’s in Consilience and Stephen Jay Gould, who writes that science was disciplined away from
art by then end of the nineteenth century. (Gould, in Kelly, 94) Others argue that there was never a time of
true unity of knowledge across disciplines. The disciplines were not as disciplined, prior to the nineteenth
century, yet we have long had artist/scientists, scientist/poets, etc. The tension felt in Heade’s paintings and
evident in his writings suggests that such a tension would not have been entirely retrospective in the midnineteenth century. Yet Bachelard makes a convincing case for the possibility that science and the arts have
always been opposed and antagonistic. In The Psychoanalysis of Fire, he began his move out of the history
of science and into a new and unique mode of thought combining literature, science, analysis, imagination.
There, he wrote: “The axes of poetry and of science are opposed to one another from the outset. All that
philosophy can hope to accomplish is to make poetry and science complementary, to unite them as two
well-defined opposites. We must oppose, then, to the enthusiastic, poetic mind the taciturn, scientific mind,
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work, the two fields co-exist both harmoniously and anxiously. Heade creates
hummingbird paintings for forty years, long beyond the period when the interest in
realism— realism described as employment of botanical, ornithological, geographical,
and atmospheric precision— in which they emerged, had passed. Heade’s paintings of
hummingbirds bring to sharp focus the changing place of science, the disciplinization of
knowledge, and the effort in the nineteenth century to shift away from poetic to scientific
representation of animals. At the moment that natural history both ascended in popularity
and disciplined itself into non-existence, replaced by less historical, more scientific subfields of ornithology, geology, ichthyology, etc., Heade made works that recall the
moment when natural history concerned itself as much with the story of nature as with
‘the facts of nature’ visible to the eye.
By the nineteenth century, as Katherine Manthorne writes, “science and
archaeology had become more specialized and professional. The end of Humboldt’s era
had come. Never again would a single man or even a group of men attempt to embrace
the totality of a continent.”87 Humboldt’s studies centered on South America as a place
where knowledge could grow by leaps, with understanding of connections between
plants, animals, people and places traced with fresh attention. At the same time that
Humboldt’s era ended, Manthorne continues:
A unified pictorial consciousness of Latin America emerged in the United
States in the decades around 1859 in direct response to a lacuna of
knowledge. Its image as a land of scientific wonders, golden riches, and
and for the scientific mind an attitude of preliminary antipathy is a healthy precaution.” (Bachelard, The
Psychoanalysis of Fire, 2.) Bachelard points to the fallacy of the idea that science and poetry have ever
been allied: while the fields were less disciplined, and drew more on one another’s methods and materials
prior to the modern era, and paints a picture of Heade’s divided mind.
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Manthorne, 60.
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edenic innocence could be maintained only so long as accurate
information and direct experience were at a minimum, but these
conceptions remained until late in the century.88
For all his very real experience of the tropics as a place of heat, discomfort, poor
manners, and worse food, Heade manages to describe in paint an idealized image of the
tropics, continuing to depict edenic innocence—at least at surface.
In “Surface and Depth: The Art of Early American Natural History,” Gaudio
quotes Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626) by way of describing the movement in natural
history already evident in the seventeenth century from a visual science to a newly
objective, ocular science. Focus on the observable is evident in the ascendance of the
Linnaean system of classification, the increasing specialization of the sciences, and the
triumph of ornithological illustration over the more imaginative bird art prevalent in the
seventeenth and eighteenth century, a movement all but completed by the mid-nineteenth
century. In Great Instauration (1620), Bacon wrote: “All depends on keeping the eye
steadily fixed upon the facts of nature and so receiving their images simply as they are.
For God forbid that we should give out a dream of our own imagination for a pattern of
the world.”89 French semiotician Roland Barthes unravels the usefulness of the ‘fixed
gaze’ in The Pleasure of the Text, describing its effect in terms precisely opposite from
Bacon’s.90 Barthes celebrates the potential for the fixed eye to generate a wandering,
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ibid, 60-61.
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Michael Gaudio quotes this passage from Bacon in his very insightful essay on the resistance of
natural history to meaning. “Surface and Depth: the Art of Early American Natural History,” in Stuffing
Birds, Pressing Plants, Shaping Knowledge, Sue Anne Prince, Ed. (Philadelphia: American Philosophical
Society, 2003), 55.
90

“Thus, what I enjoy in a narrative is not directly its content or even its structure, but rather the
abrasions I impose upon the fine surface: I read on, I skip, I look up, I did in again.” Roland Barthes, The
Pleasure of the Text, trans. Richard Miller (New York: Hill and Wang, 1997) 13.
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dreaming mind, which can achieve more than the original goal, that is, it can pattern the
world with a dream of our own imagination. Modern science sees that the individual
imagination is always present in our efforts at understanding, and strives to be conscious
of that work.
In other words, even precise and careful observation of the natural world cannot
always act as a shield against dreams. It clearly had little effect on Dulac’s dreaming
entomologist, or on Heade’s dreamy birdscapes. Nor can precise and careful observation
hope to tell us the whole story. Heade clearly felt the scientists’ ‘anxiety to add to the
knowledge… of this little creature,’91 but his ‘own imagination’ patterned his
representations of the same in multicolored brilliance. In the struggle between his artistic
imagination and his anxiety to add to knowledge, Heade differed markedly from the
imminent ornithologists he sought to follow in designating the facts of nature, men who
kept their eyes steadily fixed on the bodies of birds, but who show nonetheless the
shortcomings and excesses of understanding species by collecting pellets of feathers,
gazing fixedly, and representing specimens. Heade’s case also reveals the potential of
imagination to understand something more.92
In this anxiety about the certitude of science and about his inability to achieve a
fixed gaze, Heade anticipates the work of future scientists and theorists. Describing the
Victorian tension over the shifting scientific foundations of their time, historian Cynthia
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Quoted above, footnote 10. Martin Johnson Heade, “Monograph Notes,” Martin Johnson Heade
Papers, Archive of American Art, Microfilm reel D5.
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In a similar vein, Irmscher shows that “Linneaus had hammered into the minds of aspiring
naturalists the world over that the study of natural history, ‘simple, beautiful and instructive,’ should
consist mainly in the ‘collection, arrangement, and exhibition of the various productions of the earth.’”
Heade could not follow this injunction, led, perhaps by his passion for the little birds alive, to desire to find
them thus in their ‘true habitats.’ Irmscher, 2.
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Eagle Russet writes: “Victorian science had never doubted that beneath flux lay order, an
order which men could, little by little, apprehend.” Heade’s frequent preference for poetic
suggestion over order reveals a phenomenological clarity about the disorderly experience
of nature. Russet shows how physicists like Einstein, Heisenberg, and Planck, in the early
twentieth century, “replaced ultimate certainty with ultimate uncertainty… the new
science forfeited its claim to laying hold of reality: the concepts of science… were
conveniences rather than absolute truths. Even order… might originate not in nature, but
in the minds of men.”93 Heade’s paintings are disorderly, they muddle facts, yet they
condense a truth of their own, that of the effect of the rainforest and its magical birds, an
effect we can glimpse, but not know.
Dulac’s watercolor entomologist revealed the fragility of the idea of imposing
order and understanding on the world, and the inevitability of the influence of the
individual mind. Heade’s refusal to box each of his precious pets into representative and
orderly pellets of feathers may have signified a more scientific gesture than apparent on
the surface. As butterflies are the gems of entomology, the stuff of dreams,
hummingbirds are ornithological jewels that tempted Victorian tastes irresistibly, to the
birds’ ill luck. Heade’s early hummingbirds (and his one butterfly, the iridescent and
irresistible blue morpho94), like Dulac’s butterflies, are stuffed with the material of
dreams, and showed that for Heade, the hummingbird proved a route to ornithology made
up of evanescence. While, at surface, Heade’s paintings do not result from reverie like
93

Russet, 20.
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In the Manoogian Gems of Brazil, there are two eccentrics among the hummingbirds, the blue
morpho, eccentric in species, and the ruby-throated hummingbird, which lives no where near Brazil, it
winters in Latin America and spends summers in the eastern US, orbiting eccentrically in a book on
Brazilian birds. These eccentricities are only the most literal of the eccentricities that keep Heade’s pictures
from success in their intended realm.
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Dulac’s dreamscape— indeed by contrast they appear as if observed empirically— at
depth, Heade’s passion for the hummingbird interfered, and flooded the canvases with
surplus suggestion.
In Dulac’s illustration, a drove of butterflies swarms to life around a man
obsessed in his waking hours with dead butterflies. The illustration paints the struggle
between the scientist’s desire to understand nature, and the artist’s desire to imagine its
possibilities, projects that Heade, too, undertakes, and projects that can aid one another’s
functions. Defying chloroform, shattering glass, opening the locked drawers of a
secretary, the butterflies wing into the entomologist’s sleeping hours, and out of his
understanding. Defying logic, the insects overturn chairs and vases with papery wings,
and decorate the somber blue dream world with their polychrome commotion. The image
discloses the supernatural peculiarities of the excessively splendid butterfly, peculiarities
it shares with hummingbirds. Dulac illustrates the desire to capture the magnificence of
nature in carefully catalogued boxes, and the desire to possess their symbolic potential,
and shows the kinship of the two tasks, when observing the splendid in nature.95
The scientist in Dulac’s drawing bears an uncanny resemblance to Heade as the
artist approached his period as a scientist. In an 1860 photo, Heade, like Dulac’s
entomologist, has a high, balding pate, a shock of hair at each side of his head, and a
long, lean body. (figures 4 and 26) Both men wear knee-length suitcoats over high collars
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Foshay reveals that flowers themselves experienced a dual role in the nineteenth century: “Since
flowers were seen to have a dual nature, the natural scientist who sought to understand their physical
structure and the artist who endeavored to capture their symbolic beauty were joined in a single goal: the
spiritual comprehension of natural perfection. In their unchanging perfection of design and God-given
beauty, flowers were facts of nature that held out moral and spiritual rewards to those who sought to
understand and display them.” She points to HT Tuckerman’s regret that “flowers were generally perceived
either ‘through the microscopic lens of mere curiosity, or according to the fanciful and hackneyed alphabet
of Floral Dictionaries.’” Foshay, 36.
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and cravats, the entomologist’s disheveled. The photo cuts Heade’s legs off at the ankles,
leaving the question: Did he wear elegant alligator boots like this scientist, or something
more subdued to go with his expression? Both men look out from oval faces with long,
straight noses and rather narrow mouths, Heade looks quite somber; the entomologist,
overrun by tumult, registers shock. Were Heade to wake up suddenly in a dream, with his
hands tense and eyes distraught, he could easily be sitting for Dulac’s entomologist.
Heade’s hummingbird paintings paint a man, in part, overpowered by the lyrical force of
hummingbirds, dreaming of his special pets against his intentions to capture them for
science.
Comparisons to ornithological illustrations reveal the surplus in Heade’s ‘natural
histories,’ and serve to describe what Heade is not— ornithologist, scientist, unswerving,
singular, natural historian, salesman— though he strives to be all these things. It
describes a man divided, in one mind an artist, in another attempting science, a man at
middle age becoming himself as a painter. Heade sought the documentary approach of
the modern ornithological illustrator, but his result was closer to a historical form of
natural history, which had up to modern times seamlessly blended natural science and
storytelling.96 As a painter of hummingbirds, Heade is part narrative poet, part
ornithologist, part intrepid explorer, part staid domestic, part artist and, in small part,
illustrator. Heade’s direct observation of hummingbirds in the wild did not protect him
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Early natural history hybridized fable and empiricism, for the field emerges from the medieval
bestiaries, which documents real and imagined creatures, their observable features, their uses to humans,
and their symbolic meanings. As Nicolas Jardine and Emma Spary summarize: Through the seventeenth
century, “it was commonplace for natural objects to be used as symbols for particular human qualities. A
century later, however, such readings had little place in learned writings.” Jardine, J.A. Secord and Spary,
eds., Cultures of Natural History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 3. By the nineteenth
century, natural history had rejected the hybridity and shed what aspects of fiction it could. Yet throughout
the discipline, human attributes, emotions, and desires culture the story of nature.
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from painting far more in his pictures than he could have seen. Around the characters of
Heade’s carefully staged images, so intensely loved by him, stories emerge; the
specimens become active subjects, operating with ‘lyrical force’ on Heade’s desire to
understand. Superficially, Heade paints descriptive works of actual tropical scenes, yet
beneath this skin, the paintings seethe with suggestion: of passion, sexuality, domestic
bliss, classifying power, imperialism, secrecy, innocence, natural excess, beauty,
knowledge, danger, escape, stories that become the material of subsequent chapters of
Wondrous Creatures.
In several articles for outdoor life journal Forest and Stream, Heade expresses his
distaste for the world of magic, fantasy, and dream. He describes a nightmare, brought on
by what he says is an impossible story told by a “gifted author-ess” in a previous issue,
wherein she describes watching a hummingbird drag her partner to the bath by his leg.
Heade writes: “I wake up twenty times a night in a dazed condition, only to see that
villainous little brat of a bird dragging [her] companion across the room by his leg, with
his feathers rumpled and torn out till he looks like a bit of mussed-up rag, etc.”97 In this
and several other articles, Heade shows skepticism of creative, esp. female naturalists, for
dreams, for the magic of hummingbirds, and for fantastic imaginings of any kind. He
97

In “’Didymus’ and his Nightmare, ”Heade shows disgust at fictionalizing stories in the name of
natural history, which he of course is guilty to a lesser degree. He is particularly suspect of this sort of
storytelling from women. “Some scribbles seem to think that if they haven’t sound material to build a story
with they are privileged to manufacture what they need to make it interesting, and this innocent lying is
indulged in so freely that I imagine there must be much pleasure in it. Some time ago I was wicked enough
to chuckle over a bit of work in the Natural History column of Forest and Stream, wherein it was stated
that a pair of tame hummingbirds had a little disagreement about bathing, and that the bather would take the
other by the hindleg and drag him into the saucer of water! If inventing it gave the writer as much pleasure
as the story gave me I do not blame her in the least for writing it, though as an instructor in natural history I
hardly think she’s ‘in it.’” Hummingbirds in the Window,” Forest and Stream,” 365. Many of Heade’s
articles show this style (cranky, ironical, exaggerated) and many show this tendency to doubt the assertions
of other. In this case, I agree with him. A hummingbird dragging another into the drink by its leg doesn’t
ring true, if for no other reason than that hummingbirds don’t stand well at all: for many years they were
believe unable to stand, or even without feet. “’Didymus’ and his Nightmare,” Forest and Stream 40, 26
(June 1, 1893), 471.
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asserts his own work as a naturalist at several other points. Like Dulac’s figure, Heade
works carefully in daytime hours to observe fairy-like, excessively beautiful creatures
with a scientist’s empirical eyes. And yet, at every point his paintings direct us to his
childhood obsession for the birds, his enthusiasm for peculiarities, and to evidence of his
hopes that their character will be more human than it is. They also reveal his clinging to
onto a kind of magic in his way of relating to his “special pet,”98 the hummingbird, a
magic abundantly captured in his paintings.
In the nineteenth century, science raced forward, explaining many of the
mysteries of the natural world, solving the mystery of the hummingbird. Monographs like
Gould’s showed that, however magnificent, the bird was not, in fact, part bee, moth,
dragonfly, or other insect, that it did in fact exist, and that its myriad species could be
captured, wired into beautiful poses in jewelcases with competitively flamboyant tropical
flowers, and, species by species, submitted to description against white paper containers,
each distinctive feature made clear. Against this rush of understanding, in Heade’s hands,
hummingbirds flitted forwards and back, right out of the vise-like white page, to hover
momentarily in magical, otherworldly landscapes Heade created for them. The singularly
fascinating power of the subject itself on the poetically sensitive Heade led to the demise
of his monograph, shattered like so many glass cases, and to the birth of his unique dream
worlds of hummingbird phantasy, where painted birds and orchids spring to life like
chloroformed butterflies, but with far more substantial life.
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In several articles for Forest and Stream, Heade refers to hummingbirds as his special pets, and
suggests that none know them as well as he. Unexpectedly (because he most often repeats himself, and this
statement occurs just once), in one article, he refers to “the beautiful and fascinating oriole” as his special
pet and says the same, “I doubt whether any one has studied his habits more closely” “Orioles and Bird
Shot,” Forest and Stream, 44, 13 (Sept 28, 1895) p. 270.
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CHAPTER TWO
__________________________________________________________________________________

ADVANCING ON FAIRY WINGS
No sooner has the returning sun again introduced the vernal season, and caused millions of plants to expand
their leaves and blossoms to his genial beams, than the little Humming-bird is seen advancing on fairy
wings, carefully visiting every opening flower-cup, and, like a curious florist, removing from each the
injurious insects that otherwise would ere long cause their beauteous petals to droop and decay. Poised in
the air, it is observed peeping cautiously, and with sparkling eye, into their innermost recesses, whilst the
ethereal motions of its pinions, so rapid and so light, appear to fan and cool the flower, without injuring its
fragile texture, and produce a delightful murmuring sound, well adapted for lulling the insects to repose.
Then is the moment for the Humming-bird to secure them.
John James Audubon, Ornithological Biography

Heade traveled to Brazil in 1863 to observe and paint hummingbirds, continuing
on to Britain to develop the series into the intended monograph on hummingbirds, The
Gems of Brazil. As that project crumbled, he was achieving success selling and showing
the works at the same venues with Pre-Raphaelite painters and, importantly, fairy
painters. Heade’s hummingbirds bear a resemblance to their contemporaries in Victorian
Fairy Painting, a prolific and popular genre that blended nature and culture, real and
imaginary, innocence and eroticism: similar components in different proportions than
Heade’s hummingbird formula. Comparison to fairy paintings helps to articulate
subtleties of Heade’s hummingbirds, for the tiny winged bodies of fairies serve as
intermediaries between Heade’s birds and their human painter and interpreter. The fairy,
bolder and clearer in its assertions about humans, helps make these characteristics
apparent. Heade established his hummingbird series in close proximity to fairy paintings,
showing his tropical landscapes in the same venues with painters of this prolific and

popular genre, and working through the successes and failures of his first hummingbird
series en route to the mature series, which envisioned a fairyland of hummingbirds.1
Presenting them here alongside British fairies, in greatest particular with the paintings of
John Anster ‘Fairy’ Fitzgerald (1832-1906) puts the suggestions of Heade’s paintings
into context, and enhances the legibility of his hummingbird fairy tales.
Heade’s approach to the hummingbird by way of natural science constitutes an
unexpected first of several significant links between his hummingbird paintings and their
contemporaries in British fairy painting. For the British, fairyland relieved the
unremitting understanding that science imposed on the world around, providing access to
the world of wonder that science relentlessly depleted. Too, fairyland gave vent to the
taut surface of propriety characteristic of the era. Fairy paintings depicted cruelty,
sexuality, passion, incivility and mystery under cover of wings, helping to describe the
presence of these themes hidden more fully beneath the feathers of Heade’s
hummingbirds.
Even as Britain unleashed scores of fairies and their kin in paintings, theatrical
performances, and literature, America, the land of the free, closed its borders to fairies,
which key literary figures like John Greenleaf Whittier, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Edgar
Allen Poe make plain. Yet Americans presumably had the same need for magic and
wonder and for a vent to suppressed passions as their British contemporaries. Tiny,
brilliantly colored, and seemingly fantastic, hummingbirds took the place of fairies in the
imagination of several American poets; this chapter considers in particular the evocative
1

Jeremy Maas writes that the Golden Age of fairy painting was between 1840 and 1870. Heade
painted his first flush of hummingbirds in South America, reproduced, varied and developed them in
London, and began his second series after a five year break in the United States. While in London in 186464, Heade showed at the Royal Academy and British Institution, where many fairy painters were also
represented, as I demonstrate below. Jeremy Maas, Victorian Fairy Painting, (London: Merrell, 1997), 11.
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wonder of the hummingbird that Emily Dickinson achieved, and describes a corporeal
metamorphosis that the American climate triggered from fairy to hummingbird in a
narrative poem by S. G. Goodrich. As painting fairies allowed the Victorians to broach
subjects prohibited without wings, with the hummingbird, Heade escaped interpretation
altogether. Fairies made room for genders to bend, for loving and violent miscegenation
and hybridization between orders of creatures, for magic and wonder to remain alive in a
world that was daily better understood, and for life to be lived close to nature. Fairies
make visible similar, though far more subtle, allowances in Heade’s hummingbird bodies.
Dickinson and Goodrich offer a precedent for the embodiment of fairies in
hummingbirds in American culture.2 In his notes for his proposed natural history
monograph of hummingbirds, The Gems of Brazil, Heade quoted at great length from
America’s eminent ornithologist, John James Audubon. Heade closed his quotation
before Audubon’s anthropomorphizing fairy-tale— cited as the epigraph to this essay—
which gives a genial character to the sun and a fairy character to the hummingbird, that
curious caretaker to the flowers, its humming wings designed to lullaby insects to
unsuspicious sleep. Audubon’s French upbringing may have made fairy comparisons
amiable despite his adopted American frontier ruggedness. Heade, child of a New
England farmer, does not admit fairies to his understanding of hummingbirds in print; his

2

Naturalist John Burroughs offers a comparison between hummingbirds and fairies in a somewhat
more empirical volume, writing: The hummer makes short work of everything: with a flash and a hum it is
gone. This one seemed to be exploring the dry twigs for nesting material, either spiders’ webs or bits of
lichen. For a brief moment it perched on a twig a few yards from me. My ardent wish could not hold it any
longer. Truly a fairy bird, appearing and vanishing like a thought, familiar with the heart of all the flowers
and taking no food grosser than their nectar, the winged jewel of the poets, the surprise and delight of all
beholders— it came like a burnished meteor into my leafy alcove and was gone as quickly.” Burroughs,
“Near Views of Wild Life,” from Under the Maples in The Complete Nature Writings of John Burroughs,
New York: Wm.H. Wise, 1921.
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painted hummingbirds, however, give plenty of room for fairylike imaginings.3 In several
ways, hummingbirds fill this role in Heade’s paintings, for his hummingbirds manifest
many of the same often duplicitous passions and certainly many of the physical features
of their supernatural kin, the fairies. Fairy paintings, because comprising more legible
narratives, help to decode the more restrained effects of Heade’s compositions.
“Advancing on Fairy Wings” addresses the first of these in showing the uncanny dramas
of intimacy and violence the hummingbirds paint.
Critics have described the unsettling effects of Heade’s paintings of orchids and
hummingbirds, again hinting at their content beyond realistic depiction of specimens. For
example, Heade’s first biographer, Robert McIntyre, wrote: “in his hummingbird-andorchid pictures, one finds, with all their ornithological and botanical accuracy, the same
enchanting, fleeting softness; and feels, as well, a primeval and impressive loneliness,-as before the coming of man.”4 Heade’s hummingbirds achieve an uncanny register made
visible by the fairy paintings. Freud’s 1919 essay, “The Uncanny,” directs understanding
of this effect here.

3

Heade did twice mention the fairy-like aspect of the hummingbird, in his Brasil-London journal,
Heade writes, “Not only is this diminutive creature one of the most fairy-like in form, but it is favored by
nature in brilliancy of color.” While it is of course difficult to know what fairly-like meant to Heade, he
remains quite formal in his usage, indicating the small, neat size of the bird complemented by its brilliant
color. In his two paintings of the woodstar, he paints closer to the fairy tale that Audubon creates with the
hummingbird subject, for in his paintings, he shows the woodstar as fairylike in its multiplicity: fierce,
tender, socially-oriented, and in a world of their own. In a second instance, one of several where he scorns
the use of fantasy in connection to hummingbirds, Heade writes: I can understand an ambitious young lady
who is anxious to see herself in print taking up a fairy-like subject which she supposes involves some
mystery. Then I can imagine her getting lost and appealing to her imagination to help her out by supplying
a lot of inconceivable nonsense…” writing as Didymus, in the last year of his life. “Hummingbirds” Forest
and Stream, 63, 6 (Aug 6. 1904), 111.
4

Robert G. McIntyre, Martin Johnson Heade (New York: Pantheon Press, 1948),42.
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THE FAIRYLAND OF SCIENCE, THE SCIENCE OF FAIRYLAND
Severally linked, the subjects of natural science and fairy lore wound together in the
nineteenth century. At that time, science solved theretofore unsolvable mysteries, and
mysteries were retained to take the sting out of too much understanding. Reacting to the
unrelenting comprehension to which scientific knowledge subjected all aspects of the
world, Victorians saw fairies everywhere. Victorianist Nicola Bown explains “The fairy
and fairyland, then, were widely used as metaphors for anxieties about the progress and
implications of science. But these metaphors were equally current in scientific writing
which, far from banishing the supernatural, seems deliberately to invoke it.”5 Fairy magic
infected scientists, as the Dulac watercolor of the entomologist illustrated so vividly,
(figure 4) and science provided the armature for study of fairies, providing legitimacy to
many practitioners of a national obsession. The tools and methods of scientific and
scholarly understanding were applied to fairyland; yet understanding would of course
murder the very unexplained it sought to grasp.6

5

Nicola Bown, Fairies in Nineteenth Century Art and Literature, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001),105.
6

The rigors of science were applied to other disciplines, and the rigors of other disciplines applied
to fairyland, as well. In 1878, Thomas Keightley updated his book The Fairy Mythology: Illustrative of the
Romance and Superstition of Various Countries. He prefaces the text by allying this book to histories he
completed on Mythologies of ancient Greece and Rome, and on the history of Greece, Rome, India, The
Crusaders, etc., taking one step toward elevating his subject to the level of history, though he does not
assume the character of science-- even while debasing this history to myth. Keightly provides another
instance of fairyland appropriating the tools of a sophisticated and factual discipline even while operating
as antidote to that discipline. His introduction concludes by disciplining and undisciplining this history of
fairies: “It cannot be expected that our classifications should vie in accuracy and determinateness with
those of natural science. The human imagination, of which these beings are the offspring, works not, at
least that we can discover, like nature, by fixed and invariable laws, and it would be hard indeed to exact
from the Fairy historian the rigid distinction of classes and orders which we expect from the botanist or
chemist. The various species so run into and are confounded with one another; the actions and attributes of
one kind are so frequently ascribed to another, that scarcely have we begun to erect our system, when we
find the foundation crumbling under our feet. Indeed it could not well be otherwise, when we recollect that
all these beings once formed parts of ancient and exploded systems of religion.” (Thomas Keightley, The
Fairy Mythology: Illustrative of the Romance and Superstition of various Countries (London: George Bell
& sons, York Street, Covent Garden, 1878) 13.) In his Fairy history, Keightly confounds the language at
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Fairies provided a talisman against the fear that scientific understanding would
obliterate the poetics of the natural world, and against the idea that scientific
understanding of the world lacked poetry. Arabella Buckley’s 1879 paean to the pleasure
of scientific understanding, The Fairy-land of Science, exhorted children to see the
fantastic nature of the physics of the world as every bit as exciting as fairy tales.
I have promised to introduce you today to the fairy-land of science - a
somewhat bold promise, seeing that most of you probably look upon
science as a bundle of dry facts, while fairy-land is all that is beautiful, and
full of poetry and imagination. But … science is full of beautiful pictures,
of real poetry, and of wonder-working fairies; and what is more, I promise
you they shall be true fairies, whom you will love just as much when you
are old and greyheaded as when you are young; for you will be able to call
them up wherever you wander by land or by sea, through meadow or
through wood, through water or through air; and though they themselves
will always remain invisible, yet you will see their wonderful poetry at
work everywhere around you.7
Buckley allows fairy folk to take responsibility for the freezing and thawing of water,
though she explains the rudimentary physics of the process; Buckley describes ‘forces
among us’ that she calls fairies, in order to retain wonder for the rapid, invisible, or
otherwise unexplainable processes of the world while showing that they are in fact
caused by explainable forces. Forces, it appears, are the strong cousins of fairies, and like
hummingbirds, are real fairies, for they exist, but have a magical existence.
Fairies managed to keep a wingtip inside the carefully ordered cabinets of the
natural history world. These fantastic creatures lured scientists and documentarians to

least of history writing with a subject from untamable human imagination, building up and crumbling his
argument at once. As such he performs exactly the same double maneuver that Heade used by assuming a
scientific character even while writing that he did not seek to assume such a character. 6 These apologies
describe both the importance of scientific character to the period and the opposition of the imagination to
that character.
7

The text of Buckley’s book is available online from Project Gutenberg,
http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/etext04/frlsc10.txt. Originally published as Buckley, A.B., The Fairy-Land
of Science, London: E. Stanford, 1887 (written in 1878 and first published in 1879).
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seek to understand them—and to see them even as natural history, once a space where the
fabulous—unicorns, cameleopards, and griffins— shared the page with everyday—
crows, cod and cornflowers—came to exclude the poetic and mysterious, unless they
could be seen or, as Buckley showed, transformed into true fairies or real poetry. Just as
it was for bird illustrators, for fairy hunters, seeing is the ultimate end. In nineteenthcentury England everyone, it seemed, wanted to see fairies, and so subjected them, even
if for most it was only in the minds’ eye, to the same manner of scrutiny as were the
bodies of fishes, birds, and flowers.8
New naturalists frowned upon monsters and fabulous animals that had been part
of natural history since its origin in Aristotle.9 Their banishment contributes in large part
to the hummingbird’s resonance in the nineteenth century—like the orchid and the
passionflower, the hummingbird retains magic even after explored: monsters like the
hummingbird, which were both real (for they existed) and not quite real (for their
existence was so startling, and their lives lived at such great distance from their
documentarians that the truth about them was elusive), held great appeal, and lent
8

The visual demands of fairy study, and their relationship to photography, are featured in popular
and academic sources. In Heade’s hummingbird paintings, interplay between science and art crescendos.
Heade’s monomania for hummingbirds and its concomitant lyrical force intervene between his observer’s
lens and his painter’s brush, begging the question of which details he observed and which he dreamed. As
Nick Willing’s 1996 film Photographing Fairies, (based on the appalling novel by Steve Szilagyi) shows
lightheartedly, as the involvement of such important, scientifically-minded figures as Arthur Conan Doyle
in the search for fairies shows more soberly, the quest to capture fairies realistically engaged the tools of
both science and art. Doyle, imaginative writer of deductively reasoned stories, came to the support of
fairy-believers in the Cottingly Fairy event, his Uncle Richard (Dickie) Doyle and his father Charles
Altamont Doyle’s were both well-known fairy illustrators. In other words, Arthur Conan Doyle blurred
scientific method and occult practice. Art Historian Carol Mavor explains the relationship between the
modern conception of childhood, fairyland, and the new science/art of photography which developed
together in the early nineteenth century. Mavor demonstrates that it took the scientific and empirical art of
photography to make Conan Doyle and Theosophist leader Edward L. Gardner speak out in support of
fairies. Carol Mavor,“ Photographs are Fairyish,” Archive 1 (February, 2004) 24-29.
9

See Aristotle, Historia Animalium, Vol. 1, Books I-X, (Cambridge: Cambridge Classical Texts
and Commentaries, No. 38)
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credence to fairyland: if hummingbirds existed, if more new and peculiar specimens were
constantly discovered, fairies could be discovered, too. In the eighteenth century,
scientists had “gradually rejected the man-centered symbolism which had been so central
to earlier natural history,” 10 historian Keith Thomas explains the detachment of the poetic
history of creatures from their scientific history. No longer could the major goal of
natural history be to describe the symbolic or poetic uses of plants and animals to
humans. Yet “traces of the old attitude survived in their work, as in that of their
successors. But the breach with the allegorical tradition was to prove decisive. The new
science was totally hostile to symbolic thinking.”11 In Heade, a century later, these traces
remain. The hummingbird paintings allow their characters to retain the magical nature
native to the species even while designating each feather with an accuracy that insists
upon its empirical truth. In Heade’s fairy pictures of real birds, science, nature, and art
concatenate, enriching one another.12
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Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), 67.

11

ibid.
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Hummingbirds, the most fairy-like of birds, infected the scientists engaged in the dry process of
classifying and naming with fairy magic. Hummingbird names evoke Shakespearean fairy ballets more
than modern taxonomics. A list of hummingbird names includes: white-whiskered hermits, violet-tailed
sylph, scale-throated hermits, and sooty-capped hermits; tufted, dot-eared, frilled and dusky coquettes;
violet-crowned and emerald-bellied wood nymphs; green-throated mountain-gems; orange-throated
sunangels. This hyphenated hoard gives way to others, still more like the names of Shakespeare’s fairies:
Blossomcrown, Shining Sunbeam, Rainbow Starfrontlet, Glowing and Colorful Puffleg. Hummingbirds
were subjected to a naming frenzy in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Caillois, excited when
scientists lose their professional detachment to an overflow of poetic imagination (Caillois, The Edge of
Surrealism, 78) would have thrilled to hear the names scientists appended to the tiny fairy birds discovered
one after another from the eighteenth century. Sachaverell Sitwell writes “Gould’s prodigious work on the
humming birds is his masterpiece, and no new reader tempted to wander into that world of beauty will
regret this mere evocation of their names…” he writes, apologizing for indulging in a lengthy catalogue of
their poetic names. Tropical Birds: from plates by John Gould, introduction and notes by Sacheverell
Sitwell (London: B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1948), 12. Surprisingly, only two of these birds, ceaselessly described
as fairy-like, were actually named fairy: the purple-crowned and black-eared fairies: Heliothryx barroti and
Heliothryx aurita; the other hummingbirds—hermits and coquettes and nymphs— character fairyland
alongside the actual fairies. The black-eared fairy was one of Heade’s favorites; he knew them as ‘Brazilian
Fairies, and depicted them in thirteen known works.
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Heade approached hummingbirds with scientific aspirations, hoping to document
Brazilian hummingbirds realistically in their native habitat. He ended this quest in
London, in 1865, when he decided to drop the monograph project, and where he showed
realistic and imagined tropical visions in the same venues as many realistically painted
imaginary creatures, the fairies, at the Royal Academy and British Institution. Heade’s
time in Britain coincided with the height of fairy painting popularity. Leaving Britain,
Heade left the hummingbird subject, too, to return to it five years later it with enhanced
magic, imagination, and vivid description: key ingredients of fairyland. Heade looked for
and looked at hummingbirds, imagined them, and painted them again and again and
again, just as fairy painters like Fitzgerald used the vocabulary of fairies in many similar
canvases to tell simple narratives with complicated suggestion. Both artists emphasized
looking and truth to nature; to very different degrees, both artists ended up in a world of
the imaginary.
While in Brazil and London, he painted at least forty-three images of South
American hummingbirds, funding his stay in London in large part with hummingbird

Caillois illuminates the way that these names themselves matter. Beguiled by hummingbirds’ fairy
nature, those supposedly dry somber scientists who named hummingbirds in the seventeenth through
nineteenth centuries, did not name hummingbirds like other species, after the discoverer’s own name, or
after the location of discovery. Even the finch family, so colorful and appealing as cage birds, are generally
named after their discoverer, color or location: African Silverbill, Lady Gouldian Finch, Blue-faced Parrot
Finch, vivid names, surely, but not fantastic, magical, or purely and simply lyrical. Again, Caillois reveals
the poetic significance of scientific practice, writing: “This nomenclature is anything but superfluous. The
least one can say is that it contains relatively few epithets with technical terms designating the varieties
characteristics. Apart from the Madagascan mantis, not a single name indicates where the insect is most
abundant or refers to the entomologist who discovered it (as often occurs in natural sciences). There is no
doubt about it: these terms, on the whole, are purely and simply lyrical.” Roger Caillois, The Edge of
Surrealism, 74, writing about praying mantis nomenclature. With the hummingbird: Fairy, Sylph, Gem,
Hermit, Ruby, Emerald, the lyrical potential of nomenclature peaks, impossible to overlook. These names,
too, are purely and simply lyrical. Like the mantis, the hummingbird escapes technical naming (excepting
their colors, which are rarely mere color-words but evocative jewel tones) in a riot of lyricism.
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revenues.13 After returning to the United States, he tried a slightly different hummingbird
formula, a transition from the Gems format in its presentation of birds of three birds, of
two different species, and then left the subject behind again until a trip to Columbia,
Panama, and Jamaica, seems to have re-awakened interest in hummingbirds. About 1870,
at the time of those travels, Heade returned to the subject of hummingbirds with ferocity,
portraying them in more than seventy pictures over the last thirty-four years of his life.
In this second series, Heade’s depiction of hummingbirds transformed from
spiritual ornithology to highly individual naturalistic fantasy. The addition of the flowers,
usually Cattleya orchids, heightened their sensuality. The images became more
particularized in their detail, specifying individual plant species with unremitting
exactitude; additionally, the content grew to reflect Heade’s own choices, reflected in the
bird species and genders represented, as he was no longer guided by the demands of the
natural history form. The paintings became more elaborate, and more jewel-like in their
surface and color. At this period, Heade replaced the golden yellows and browns that had
joined the rich greens and blues in many of the Gems series with pink, red and purple,
pale blue, familiar to the palette of fairy painting. In Hummingbirds Perched near
Passion Flowers, (1870-1883), animated passionflowers don lilac ball gowns, but are not
sufficient company for the single male Honduran snowcap, who gazes off the page as if
waiting for his date. (figure 27) As this storyline suggests, simultaneous with their
adoption of a pastel palette, Heade’s hummingbird paintings had opened their wings to
admit more varied narratives—not just the singular story of nesting that took place again

13

Theodore E. Stebbins, Jr. The Life and Work of Martin Johnson Heade: A Critical Analysis and
Catalogue Raisonné (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000),74. In the same period, he also painted
thirteen Brazilian landscapes, and no known portraits or still lifes.
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and again in the first fifty pictures, but now a telling tales of love, debate, argument,
marriage, battle, flirtation, individual pleasure and fight for life. The second series of
hummingbirds are those that scholars have called suggestive, unabashedly sensual,
unique and incomprehensible, and that are most relevant to fairy painting both visually
and in their content.14 Heade’s experience of the less constrained imaginative realm of
English painting, together with the failure of his ornithological aspirations, may have
sensitized Heade to the possibilities offered by hummingbirds for exploring subjects not
otherwise open to a New England painter.
Heade went to Britain at not just at a highpoint in fairy painting popularity, but
also at a high point in its quality. As pictures in the genre had increased in quantity earlier
in the century, they had also made room for low quality work. Novelist Alan Wall puts it
most bluntly:
The recent exhibition of fairy paintings at the Royal Academy displayed
the tremendous popularity of that genre, and displayed too how easily it
can slide into kitsch. Lachrymose confections, set up to permit the loving
delineations of pre-pubescent nudity, with the excuse of a pair of glued-on
gossamer wings to introduce the designation ‘fairy,’ can cloy remarkably
swiftly. But nothing in Dadd is like that, at least partly because his world
of enchantment is always a world of menace at the same time.15
14

These suggestions are a central theme of chapter three, where I take up the critics responses here
more closely. McIntyre, quoted above, wrote: “in his hummingbird-and-orchid pictures, one finds, with all
their ornithological and botanical accuracy, the same enchanting, fleeting softness; and feels, as well, a
primeval and impressive loneliness,-- as before the coming of man.” (42). Smith writes: “With all the
hummingbirds flirting with one another and buzzing about their nests and the implicitly female flowers, it's
hard not to think of procreation, and not just for the survival of the species. Roberta Smith, “Nature
Caressed by a Hummingbird,” New York Times, (March 13, 2000) Novak writes: “The sexuality of the
orchid paintings is doubled in that the flowers themselves are suggestively configured and painted with a
variety of strokings and touches. Few floral artists, before or after him, have so eloquently grasped the
inner life of the flower, its living being, so to speak, partaking as much of basic organic laws as our own
bodies.” Novak, 1996, 13. Steven May describes the hummingbird and orchid paintings thusly:
“Overflowing with sensuality and emotion, these unique compositions feature vivid, englarged blooms and
delicate birds.”
15

Wall describes the alluring and wholly unexpected pictures of Richard Dadd, replete with tiny
figures, natural wonders, and twists of scale and meaning. The title refers to the fact that Dadd painted his
most famous canvases inside the mental institution to which he was sentenced for the murder of his father.
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Bown explores the sentiment at greater length and more academically, showing that the
moment of Heade’s extended stay saw naturalism joined a heightened degree of literary
license in fairy painting to produce the masterpieces of the genre, which glow with jewellike colors, bright lights, and naturalistic detail, and place beauty beside grotesque in
vital, active scenes. 16 By mid-century, painters like Richard Dadd had brought intensity
of subject matter and precision of painting, and others like Fitzgerald had heightened the
naturalism and thereby decreased the potential for excess sentimentality.
British contemporaries in Fairy painting and in Pre-Raphaelite painting, of which
fairy paintings comprised, for a time, a subset, shed light on Heade’s experiences in
London at the time that he was developing these works. 17 During his second trip to

Alan Wall, Writing “Richard Dadd in Bedlam” from The online journal Fantastic Metropolis May 31,
2003 http://www.fantasticmetropolis.com/i/writingdadd/. I treat Wall unfairly, here, as he seems to include
works like Fitzgerald’s in his condemnation; Bown suggests that Fitzgerald, Paton, and others of his
generation painted well enough and evocatively enough to join Wall’s designation of Dadd, not that of
‘lachrymose confections,” and I lean to Bown’s side, though certainly Dadd’s vision was more complex
than the other painters in the R.A. exhibition of 1997-98.
16

Bown, 109-112.

17

Numerous Pre-Raphaelite painters tried their hand at fairy subjects, and the combination of
imaginative storyline with naturalistic detail speaks of Pre-Raphaelite principles. Fairy painting had a
history prior to Pre-Raphaelitism, however, and continued long into the twentieth century. The heyday of
fairy painting coincided with Pre-Raphaelitism, however, and this coincidence is consistent with the
increase in naturalism that improved the quality of fairy painting at that time. In English Pre-Raphaelitism,
Casteras describes the multiple ways that Pre-Raphaelitism may have permeated Heade’s own composite
style. (Susan Casteras, English Pre-Raphaelitism and Its Reception in America in the Nineteenth Century.
(Rutherford, etc.: Associated University Presses, 1990) 185-188. ) She notes that Heade showed a painting
at the Royal Academy in 1866; MacIntyre writes that this is a Salt Meadow; he also shows a Brazilian
Forest Scene (Stebbins cat. 123) at the British Institution, both in 1866. She suggests that he would have
been familiar with both American and English Pre-Raphaelite paintings at just the time that he achieved his
mature style. Casteras’ suggestion that Heade would have been familiar with Pre-Raphaelite painting may
be taken fairly literally, given his exhibition alongside these artists, and his close proximity to the 1857-8
Pre-Raphaelite exhibition. Casteras, 186. Casteras explains: “Initially, then, a number of American artists
were attracted by the extreme detail and finish of Pre-Raphaelite paintings and by the quasi-scientific
botanical and geological specificity of such landscapes and their expressive qualities of light.” These
emphases worked their way into American painting briefly, “But such obsession, whether phrased in a
Luminist vocabulary or not, proved fleeting as well as hard to sustain, and remains elusive to analyze even
today.” (ibid). Casteras demonstrates that by the mid-1860’s, Pre-Raphaelitism had lost critical ground in
the US, and Heade’s sustained interest in its tenets in part explains his difficulty in reaching a broad
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London, Heade certainly saw Pre-Raphaelite paintings that combine portrait and
landscape, and that freeze action as with a high-speed lens, as well as fairy paintings that
combine fantasy and escape with intensive attention to detail. Heade exhibited at the
Royal Academy in 1865, where Fitzgerald, as well as John Everett Millais, Daniel
Maclise, Francis Danby, and numerous other Pre-Raphaelite and fairy painters were also
exhibiting both fairy paintings and other subjects.
A mixed set of artists painted fairy subjects either exclusively or occasionally in
the nineteenth century. Elevated masters like Joseph William Mallord Turner, Sir Joseph
Noël Paton, animal specialist Edwin Landseer, and pre-Raphaelite stars like Millais
broached the fairy subject,18 and many painters inside the academic community, like
Dadd and Robert Huskisson, devoted themselves almost exclusively to fairy subjects,
which they showed extensively at the Royal Academy and British Institution. The subject
also made the careers of popular illustrators like Richard ‘Dicky’ Doyle and Charles
Altamont Doyle (Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s uncle and father, respectively), Edmund
Dulac, and Arthur Rackham.

audience or achieving wider success of the sort that Church and others, who chose more grandiose subjects
and broader, more painterly, and more distinctly American style enjoyed. Yet in the hummingbird
paintings, the features of Pre-Raphaelite style remain in effect, retained, repeated, and intense until the time
of Heade’s death.
18

Ruskin found that “it is extremely rare to find a good painter… contending with” what he called
the “playfully supernatural elements of fairy land,” and found Joseph Noel Paton to be the only artist who
had applied sufficient skill to fairy subjects. Ruskin, continuing to call for realistic and detailed description
in this 1884 lecture, was very specific about the applications of Fairy Land. He abhorred the practice of
explaining science via fairies (126-7) and explained that entirely insufficient attention had been turned to
“true account of the life of animals” (133). He finds satisfaction in the nursery illustrations of children
themselves, particularly those of Kate Greenaway. depiction of animals in children’s tales, and of course,
wrote his own fairy tales. It seems that, dealing with the natural world, Heade preferred to stick with the
real. John Ruskin, “Fairy-land,” The Art of England, (Kent: George Allen:1884), 140-152.
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THE LAND FAIRY FREE
The proliferation of fairies in Great Britain throws America’s aversion to fairies into
sharp relief: neither in literature or painting did the fairy find secure purchase in this
country, and certainly did not inspire the proliferation and obsession that they created in
Britain. Beyond describing Heade, the comparison between fairy paintings and Heade’s
hummingbirds illustrates an unexpected aspect of the puritanical in American culture—its
suppression of fairies— and the way the hummingbird allowed Heade to slip through this
restraint. The writings of John Greenleaf Whittier, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Edgar Allen
Poe (who, like Ruskin, vilified aspects of fairy subject) show American antagonism to
fairies quite literally.
In the United States, fairies themselves might as well have been a taboo subject,
not to mention the transgressive material they allowed British painters and storytellers to
explore. The very sight of fairy paintings may have been a shock and a revelation to
Heade, the serious painter and momentary natural historian who could not escape the
fairy magic of the hummingbird from childhood to old age. Americans did not have a
well-developed fairy lore as did their ancestors in Britain and on the continent, those
“fairy tales” that developed in the United States had, like many folk tales, no fairies at
all.19 It is unlikely that Heade would have seen fairy paintings in America. While fairies
took Britain by storm, in the United States they were caught at the borders and kept out of
the mainstream.

19

A recent collection gathered by Neil Philip and Alison Lurie, American Fairy Tales, 1996
contains not a single fairy. They are called fairy tales simply to tie them to the tradition of hausmärchen, or
folk tales, typically labeled generally as fairy tales in English whether or not they had fairy characters.
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In his seminal study of fantasy in American literature, Americanist Brian Attebery
reveals the American antagonism to fairies. Attebery writes: “John Greenleaf Whittier, 20
in the collection of curiosities he called The Supernaturalism of New England, recounts
the story of a family of Irish immigrants in New Hampshire, proprietors of a disastrously
unsuccessful tavern… their trade suddenly took a turn for the better when a company of
Irish fairies took up residence and began holding conversation in the parlor.” 21 For a
time, these tavern fairies’ exotic presence improved the quality of the inn as well as its
success, but the improvement could not be sustained. Attebery continues, quoting
Whittier, “Had the place been traversed by a ghost, or disturbed by a witch, they could
have acquiesced in it very quietly, but this outlandish belief in fairies was altogether an
overtask for Yankee credulity… the fairies, ‘unable to breathe in an atmosphere of doubt
and suspicion’ promptly departed for greener shores.” 22 Whittier’s summary reveals
Americans’ unwillingness to believe in fairies, and fairies’ absence from American
literature—even from American fairy tales, underscores this refusal. Witches and ghosts
are allowed into America and its arts, so are tricksters and giants, but, as Attebery writes,
“American storytellers have dropped the fairies from their repertoires, with the result that
fairyland—that is, the entire realm of Faërie or enchantment—has become distant and

20

John Greenleaf Whittier spent a summer vacation near Heade’s home in Bucks County, and
apparently, effected Heade significantly. Upon completing research on Heade at the Bucks County
historical society in 1944, Daniel Garber wrote Robert MacIntyre, Heade’s first historian, “I have just read
some of [Heade’s] poems. He and other notable fellows were seriously affected by Whittier’s short stay
here. They all began to write poetry…” Whittier lived from 1807-1892, Heade’s close contemporary.
MacIntyre, Martin Johnson Heade, 4. See also Stebbins, 2000, 6.
21

Attebery,13.

22

ibid.
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abstract, no longer the glittering hall under the next mountain.”23 Heade had to travel
oversees to find a location friendly to fairies.
For Heade, the tropics provided a fairy setting, and London could well have given
him fairy method and content. Another of his close contemporaries, Nathaniel Hawthorne
(1804-1864), described having to leave Puritan New England, more severe even than its
Quaker neighborhoods where Heade grew up, to find space to create a fairy tale.
Hawthorne underscores America’s aversion to fairies in his preface to The Marble Faun
(1858), his most romantic novel, and one of very few known books in Heade’s library.24
Referring to himself in the third person, Hawthorne writes: “Italy, as the site of his
Romance, was chiefly valuable to him as affording a sort of poetic or fairy precinct,
where actualities would not be so terribly insisted upon, as they are, and must needs be,
in America.”25 This book that Hawthorne must exile himself to fairy precinct to write is
not even about fairies—those tiny, gorgeous, nectar-sweet and iridescent creatures— but
about a sturdy if wild curly-haired faun/man,26 denizen, like the fairy, of the forest, with a
nature that blended animal, child, and adult in more coarse than innocent proportions than
the fairy, and built on a larger scale.

23

24

Attebery, 23.
Stebbins, 2000, 36.

25

Hawthorne writes about himself here in the third person, in a rhetorical trope familiar to his age
but ringing odd to ours. Marble Faun, NY: Penguin Classic Edition, 3.
26

Umberto Eco describes the faun in his recent, beautiful book about beauty. At the dawn of the
world, the Fauns sprang from the ancient shepherds, and they populated the land upon which Rome was
later founded. The poets sang and wrote of Fauns. Today, Fauns are born from worms that form between
the bark and the wood of trees, then they creep down to the ground, where they sprout wings and then
finally lose them. Then they transform themselves into wild men: and it was about these [creatures] that the
poets composed so many verses. Unknown thirteenth century author, quoted in Umberto Eco’s History of
Beauty (New York: Rizzoli, 2002),139. The faun is of the earth as the fairy is of the air; yet in spite of its
native Earthiness, Hawthorne perceived its wildness and hybridity, too, as too excessive to take root in
American soil.
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In his introduction to The Marble Faun, Americanist Richard Brodhead wrote of
Hawthorne’s faun: “Donatello is a kind of missing link between the civilized and natural
orders, a civilized fantasy of a precivilized form of life in which the human is still in
touch with its ‘animal nature’ and not condemned to sacrifice instinctual spontaneity to
the rule of abstract principle.”27 Brodhead’s civilized fantasy readily translates to fairy
paintings, which celebrated the possibility that humans could be more fully integrated
into the natural world, could live a life in contact with animals and plants (for fairies
hybridize rampantly), but also with other races (fairies come in different shapes and sizes,
yet cavort at the same gatherings) and, importantly, with each other (fairies cluster and
touch, their naked or transparently-clad bodies always in contact) and with less regard for
gender (fairies often have in-between genders, and do their clustering and touching in
diverse pairings and groups). Heade’s paintings of the tropics work slightly differently:
they provide a link between civilized and natural orders by giving human attributes to
birds, but, importantly, let the birds dally with similar license to the fairies.
Also, and perhaps more importantly, Hawthorne links the poetic and fairy orders
in that apparently simple line of his preface, ‘…a sort of poetic or fairy precinct, where
actualities would not be so terribly insisted upon...’ Hawthorne makes the space of fairy
and poetry interchangeable, they become metonymically the same: a place where fantasy
can come to the front, where the imagination, ideas, suggestions, and subtleties take
precedence over facts and actualities. Henry James criticized The Marble Faun as lacking
Hawthorne’s greatest talent, that of contriving to make “the cold, bright air of New
England seem to blow through his pages,” and one could level the same criticism at
27

Richard Brodhead, Introduction, The Marble Faun, (NY: Penguin Classic Edition ), xviii.
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Heade.28 Heade’s seascapes and marsh landscapes may offer greater realistic potency in
their representation of places more intimately familiar to him, yet his tropics, experienced
with the intense brevity of the tourist, have always the surplus gleam of the new. In both
The Marble Faun and in Heade’s hummingbird paintings, one finds the freedom of the
faraway to put the poetic first, and therefore a fantastic poetry blows through their pages.
James concedes that Marble Faun contains some of Hawthorne’s best passages, and
assuredly the hummingbirds provide some of Heade’s hummingbirds most vivid
moments. As Hawthorne found that precinct in Italy, Heade found it on the wing in South
America.29

28
In his revelatory and gratifying essay on Hawthorne, Henry James explains Hawthorne’s
marriage of fairy romance and realism, which James finds a faulty mix, writing that, “Like all of
Hawthorne's things, it contains a great many light threads of symbolism, which shimmer in the texture of
the tale, but which are apt to break and remain in our fingers if we attempt to handle them. These things are
part of Hawthorne's very manner--almost, as one might say, of his vocabulary; they belong much more to
the surface of his work than to its stronger interest. The fault of Transformation [The Marble Faun was
published in Britain as Transformation] is that the element of the unreal is pushed too far, and that the book
is neither positively of one category nor of another. His "moonshiny romance," he calls it in a letter; and, in
truth, the lunar element is a little too pervasive. The action wavers between the streets of Rome, whose
literal features the author perpetually sketches, and a vague realm of fancy, in which quite a different
verisimilitude prevails. This is the trouble with Donatello [the faun] himself. His companions are intended
to be real--if they fail to be so, it is not for want of intention; whereas he is intended to be real or not, as you
please. He is of a different substance from them; it is as if a painter, in composing a picture, should try to
give you an impression of one of his figures by a strain of music. ” Henry James, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
1879. http://xroads.virginia.edu/~DRBR/james_1.html
29

Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849), of whom I write below, also linked poetry to fairydom, though in
a more visibly complicated way. In a lengthy critique of American fairy poets, he nonetheless suggests that
it is the very fairy-like multiplicity (airy and enormous, tiny and huge) that makes poetry. Poe writes:
“What is Poetry?–Poetry! that Proteus–like idea, with as many appellations as the nine–titled Corcyra! Give
me, I demanded of a scholar some time ago, give me a definition of poetry. "Tres-volontiers"; and he
proceeded to his library, brought me a Dr. Johnson, and overwhelmed me with a definition. Shade of the
immortal Shakespeare! I imagine to myself the scowl of your spiritual eye upon the profanity of the
scurrilous Ursa Major. Think of poetry, dear of all that is airy and fairy-like, and then of all that is hideous
and unwieldy, think of his huge bulk, the Elephant! and then–and then think of the Tempest–the
Midsummer Night's Dream–Prospero–Oberon- and Titania!” For Poe, as for Ruskin, fairy-land is fraught.
Poe also steps into the territory of the Chapter One of Wondrous Creatures by defining poetry and
science in opposition to one another, again putting Heade in an airy and fairy-like place between two
orders. “A poem, in my opinion, is opposed to a work of science by having, for its immediate object,
pleasure, not truth; to romance, by having for its object, an indefinite instead of a definite pleasure, being a
poem only so far as this object is attained; romance presenting perceptible images with definite poetry with
indefinite sensations, to which end music is an essential, since the comprehension of sweet sound is our
most indefinite conception. Music, when combined with a pleasurable idea, is poetry–music, without the
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Brazil, of course, provided an ideal setting for Heade to begin a series of paintings
that both contained the hummingbird in tiny, manageable windows and provided them
with excessive flower companions and fairy landscapes. Heade located his ‘fairy
precinct’ in the tropics, which the nineteenth century contained in particularized windows
of understanding: exotic, jungle, new world; even as the tropics provided a blank slate to
write imaginatively upon. Heade described Brazil as paradise without angels, as dirty and
uncivilized, and as spectacularly beautiful and untamed.30 He traveled to an ‘uncivilized’
place only to seek out ‘civilized’ company there with assiduity, and found freedom there
to colonize little birds with his own conceptions of them even while endowing them with
boundless passion. Brazil proffered a model locale in which to set these paradoxical
paintings of containment and excess, innocence and sexuality, nature and culture; the
paintings and the place pose the great paradox of scientific colonizing: by capturing and
understanding the place and its nature, the very mystery and natural excess that gave the
place allure is destroyed. Heade, sensitive to the destruction of nature, but hungry for
civilization, monomaniac for hummingbirds as specimens, wild creatures, and pets,
painted both sides of this paradox, at once in the multiplictous fairy precinct of Brazil.
Mark Twain, traveling to South America in 1866, wrote letters back to U.S.
newspaper that describe what Heade, too, sought to convey, magical kingdoms created by
nature. Twain owned one of Heade’s tropical landscapes, and himself used fantastic
metaphors to describe the wonder of the tropics, wonder Heade captured in paint.
Stebbins quotes from these letters: “Everywhere these vine-robed terraces were

idea, is simply music; the idea, without the music, is prose, from its very definitiveness.”
http://eserver.org/books/poe/criticism.html
30

See Chapter Four of this project, “The Visionary Gleam.”
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charming fairy-harbors fringed with swinging garlands.”31 Twain offers evidence to
suggest that the tropics were associated with fairies; W. H. Hudson’s Green Mansions
makes a subtler case, showing the penetrating magic of the rainforest, a magic, like fairymagic, which mingled generosity and danger. In the nineteenth century imagination, the
tropics remained untamed, replete with mystery real and imagined, a young,
unconquered, child-world, a fairy-precinct, even while, as Manthorne described, a unified
pictorial conscious emerged to describe Latin America.32
Heade traveled to a far mountain— glittering, specific, concrete and convincingly
real— to find a fairy realm to paint. He revealed the realm, and shows us the most fairylike of creatures and many of the accoutrements of fairydom. Yet by painting his tales
with birds but not fairies, Heade kept a wing firmly in an American reality. Heade,
trained in New England by a Quaker painter, did not overtask Yankee credulity with
outlandish creatures. Rather than painting fairies, which are lazy, sexy, playful, childlike,
impish and unreal, Heade painted hummingbirds, which are hardworking, sensual,
playful, childlike, impish and real.
When fairies did appear on the American scene, imaginative writer Edgar Allen
Poe went at them with talons drawn. Criticizing men he refers to as the two most highly
31

Stebbins, 2000, 80. Twain letters for the Alta California published in Mark Twains travels with
Mr Brown, p. 239. Twain’s letters cover his extensive travels to South America and Europe in 1866-67 and
make excellent reading; Stebbins does not cite the extraordinary passage where Twain build an
architectural metaphor to describe the rainforest’s structure. In The Poetics of Natural History, Christoph
Irmscher quotes William James, describing a night on the deck of the steamer that carried him as apprentice
to Louis Agassiz in Brazil, “I well remember the night, as we all swung in our hammocks in the fairy-like
moonlight…” Irmscher, 281. Brazil’s dense nature lent itself, apparently to fairy metaphor.
32
As quoted in the previous chapter, “A unified pictorial consciousness of Latin America emerged
in the United States in the decades around 1859 in direct response to a lacuna of knowledge. Its image as a
land of scientific wonders, golden riches, and edenic innocence could be maintained only so long as
accurate information and direct experience were at a minimum, but these conceptions remained until late in
the century.” Katherine Manthorne, Tropical Renaissance: North American Artists Exploring Latin
America, 1839–1879 (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, 1989), 60-61.
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esteemed American poets of his time, Poe wrote that Joseph Rodman Drake and FitzGreene Halleck subjected their audiences to fairy trivialities that cannot be compared to
those imaginative poets of England: “Yet such are the puerilities we daily find ourselves
called upon to admire, as among the loftiest efforts of the human mind, and which not to
assign a rank with the proud trophies of the matured and vigorous genius of England, is
to prove ourselves at once a fool; a maligner, and no patriot.”33 Poe, who could stretch
reality to encompass talking ravens, story-telling hearts, and “innumerable butterflies,
that might have been mistaken for tulips with wings”34 could not admire fairy poems,
indeed could not tolerate them.

HUMMINGBIRD FAIRIES
Perhaps, as the new world, with its vast expanses of terrain unconquered by
European science, America did not need to invent magical creatures: America had not
had time to drive all the magic out of its real creatures by explaining them. America,
inhospitable to fairies, may not have needed to invent their own fairydom because
America had fairies: hummingbirds. This chapter enlists literary examples because the
world of paint provides no examples. In the world of painting, Heade’s hummingbirds are
as close as American artists get to tiny, secretive, winged mysteries.
33

Poe, Criticism, available online, including at http://eserver.org/books/poe/criticism.html Poe
here criticizes works by Joseph Rodman Drake, Fitz-Greene Halleck, whose own lives took a fairyish turn
when Halleck fell for Drake, making him, as Michael Moon wrote to me in one of his extremely helpful
notes on this project: “the object of the best-known male-male crush (an intense one, apparently) in the
early history of American literature.” December 18, 2004 As such, Poe’s ferocious attack is also prescient
of American opposition to the other form of fairies, in its deployment as slang for homosexual men.
34

From Poe’s “The Island of the Fay” 1850 where the last of the fairy race dies again and again
before the narrators eyes. http://eserver.org/books/poe/island_of_the_fay.html Poe actually writes a poem
called “Fairy-land” (1831) which amazingly, never mentions fairies, but only the fairy-like moonlight and
butterflies, another natural wonder.
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The fairy metaphor has been deployed constantly in print to explain the wonder of
the hummingbird. With her typical spare, rapid, elusive verse, Emily Dickinson (18301886) paints a picture of the hummingbirds’ natural place as American fairy.35 Dickinson
saw the fairy-like, magical, impossible nature of the hummingbird and showed it to us in
her mid-century homage to the tiny creature. Her poem describes the whirlwind,
mechanical movement of the hummingbird, his unremitting here and then gone activity,
his access to fairy realms inaccessible to humans, dogs, and other earthly creatures:
Within my Garden, rides a Bird
Upon a single Wheel -Whose spokes a dizzy Music make
As 'twere a travelling Mill -He never stops, but slackens
Above the Ripest Rose -Partakes without alighting
And praises as he goes,
Till every spice is tasted -And then his Fairy Gig
Reels in remoter atmospheres -And I rejoin my Dog,
And He and I, perplex us,
If positive, 'twere we -Or bore the Garden in the Brain
35
British poet, novelist and radical Charlotte Smith (1749- 1806) also classified the hummingbird
as fairy, which opens with these two popular stanzas (I first saw them sandblasted into concrete in a public
garden dedicated to birds.

THE HUMMING-BIRD
MINUTEST of the feather'd kind,
Possessing every charm combin'd;
Nature, in forming thee, design'd
That thou should'st be
A proof within how little space,
She can comprise such perfect grace,
Rendering thy lovely fairy race,
Beauty's epitome.
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This Curiosity -But He, the best Logician,
Refers my clumsy eye -To just vibrating Blossoms!
An Exquisite Reply!
In her first stanza, Dickinson captures the hummingbird’s proximity to daily living, its
mechanistic flight, and its humming music. 36 She described its extraordinarily persistent
activity, and through the perennial hummingbird fairy metaphor, she showed how
it—unlike humans and our permanent, grounded canine companions—has access to
remoter atmospheres. This is a fairy access to a different and presumably magical space.
The speaker recognizes her canine companion’s earthly wisdom in his turn to the
visible—the vibrating blossom— for evidence. Dickinson, among her carefully cultivated
flowers and domesticated pet, also shows her understanding of this evanescent fairy

36

American poet Edgar Fawcett’s 1878 poem, hummingbird, also ends with a question, based in
more solid stuff. Dickinson’s poem was written before but published after Fawcett’s so their similarities of
metaphor may only be part of the collective unconsciousness about hummingbirds. Fawcett also reveals the
eerie connection between hummingbird and mechanical wheel this time not a fairy wheel but an elfin one.:
"When the mild gold stars flow’r out,
As the summer gloaming goes,
A dim shape quivers about
Some sweet rich heart of a rose.
If your watch its fluttering poise,
From palpitant wings will steal
A hum like the eerie noise
Of an elfin spinning-wheel!
And then, from the shape’s vague sheen,
Quick lustres of blue will float,
That melt in luminous green
Round a glimmer of ruby throat!
*

*

*

Then you, by thoughts of it stirred,
Will dreamily question them:
Is it a gem, half-bird,
Or is it a bird, half-gem?"
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species that Heade so desired to tame, to transform into his pet. Dickinson pointed to its
access to remote atmospheres while Heade tried to capture it.37
Popular poet S.G. Goodrich (1793-1860) made the connection between
hummingbirds and fairies with unswerving (and hence debilitating) literalism. Goodrich’s
“Birth Night of the Humming Birds” (1851), shows that in the United States,
hummingbirds once were fairies. Goodrich unleashes a cheerful barrage of rhymed
iambic pentameter lines interrupted regularly by stanzas of loose trimeter rhymes that
flutter down the page with the boggling whirl of hummingbird wings. (How they flirted
with bubbles/That danced on the wave,/ Or listened to mermaids/That sang from the
cave.) Goodrich’s poem describes how the fairies once inhabited the ‘new world’, where
the Indian’s eye was ‘too dark’ to ‘suspect or spy’ and thus destroy these ‘gossamer
sprites.’38 Before the Spanish arrived in the Americas with their educated eyes (“Not yet
had those vessels from Palos been here,/ To turn the bright gem to the blood-mingled

37

In a later poem, more precise, evocative, sharp, Dickinson again describes the hummingbird, in
one of her rare titled poems. Here she compares the bird not to fairies but to harder materials: jewels
(another common comparison), and even evokes the machine-like nature of their flight in her use of the
wheel as a descriptor, one she uses in both poems.
The Humming-Bird
A route of evanescence
With a revolving wheel;
A resonance of emerald,
A rush of cochineal;
And every blossom on the bush
Adjusts its tumbled head The mail from Tunis, probably,
An easy morning's ride!
Emily Dickinson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, Thomas H. Johnson, ed., Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1961) poem 1463, page 561.
38

S.G. Goodrich, “The Birth night of the Humming Bird” from Poems (originally published NY:
G.P. Putnam, 1851.) accessible at: http://www.gutenberg.org/files/11558/11558-h/11558-h.htm
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tear”), fairies gamboled about just as freely in the new world as they had in the old, and
hummingbirds were not yet born.
Goodrich described the elaborate preparations the fairies make to ready
themselves for the ball. They sought from Peru to the north for the rarest of gems and
brightest of flowers to adorn themselves for the fairy ball. Attached to fairy bodies, the
ornaments are enlivened by them rather than the reverse (“…lighted with souls by the
playful elves,/The brilliants and blossoms seemed dancing themselves”). In a Cinderella
story, however, the fairies find themselves dancing past dawn and, in danger of being
seen by humans, they transform into hummingbirds:
The Indian marked with a worshipping eye,
The HUMMING BIRDS, all unknown before,
Glancing like thoughts from flower to flower,
And seeming as if earth's loveliest things,
The brilliants and blossoms, had taken wings
Goodrich shows us how hummingbirds were born of the three elements which they are
so-often comprised in poetic, scientific, and artistic nomenclature: fairies, gems, and
flowers. Become ‘real’ the fairy turned hummingbird is now visible even to the ‘dark
eye’ of the Indian, retaining nonetheless some of the magic of their fairy heritage
(apparently visible only to the select of the old world), as ephemeral as a thought and
comprised of gems and flowers. The bodies of fairies are visible to very particular eyes:
the ‘dark eyes’ of the Native American are in Goodrich’s perspective too uncivilized to
see their beautiful forms, and the Puritanical eyes of the colonists refused to see their
promiscuous forms. Goodrich does not address the important fact that hummingbirds,
unlike their predecessors in the old world, are hard workers, their glancing about is in
service of the world: they are fairies, perhaps, but fairy florists battling insects and caring
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for the beauties of the world. Their occupation and their reality team to make them
palatable to diligent new world appetites, and visible to all eyes, whether indigenous or
conquering.

HEADE AMONG THE FAIRIES
Juxtaposing Heade’s hummingbird paintings with fairy paintings illuminates both. Both
feature: splendid, brilliantly colored birds, micro- and macro- worlds interspersed, natural
landscapes so saturated with nature as to appear supernatural, obsessive style, liberating
wings, extreme decorativeness, and content that hums back and forth between the tender
and violent, scientific and imaginative. Hummingbirds themselves connect closely to
fairies in many aspects, as well. Fairies owe their hovering flight to hummingbirds—Walt
Disney animated this heritage in his version of Tinkerbell, who is here and then gone,
flies forward and back, up and down. Also fairy-like is the birds’ high-pitched
piping—not so much song as sped-up talk.39 Both live lives in exotic though natural
realms and, of course, both sparkle with iridescence in rainbow hues that allows them to
transform moment to moment, appearing and disappearing, dressed up and dressed down.
While the works of many fairy painters share attributes with Heade’s
hummingbirds, Fitzgerald illustrates the point thoroughly. Other painters, John George
Naish with his fairies and children in flight and giant, vivid flowers, Francis Danby with
his emphasis on landscape, and many others could also serve as window to meaning in
39
Duke University neurobiologist Erich Jarvis studies hummingbird vocal learning, finding that
along with only two other very different orders of birds, parrots and songbirds, hummingbirds learn song
throughout their lives, unlike all other birds who are genetically programmed to do so. In the mammalian
order, only whales, dolphins, bats, and humans possess language learning capacity. Erich D. Jarvis, et al,
“Behaviorally driven gene expression reveals song nuclei in hummingbird brains,” Nature 406 (August 10,
2000), 628-632.
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Heade’s hummingbirds. Fitzgerald’s paintings prove particularly illuminating in
connection to Heade, with their constant focus on the gems of the bird world. Fitzgerald
demonstrates again and again that the bird world is always close to the fairy world; he
also links to Heade in his preference for jewel tones, natural settings, generous flowers,
and the space he leaves for multiple interpretations.
“Fairy” Fitzgerald (as he was known) exhibited at the Royal Academy from
1845-1902; like Heade, he was long-lived and long-working. In 1865, when Heade
showed a Brazilian Forest Scene at the academy, Fitzgerald hung two paintings; he also
hung The Fairy’s Funeral in 1864 at the British institution where Heade showed a
painting called Salt Meadow in America in 1865. Heade was in London from May of
1864. Heade may or may not have seen Fitzgerald’s fairies, but it is unlikely that he did
not have some knowledge of Fitzgerald’s paintings, or that he did not see some fairy
paintings, given their proliferation in the same venues where Heade showed. Like many
of Heade’s paintings, Fitzgerald’s Who Killed Cock Robin (c.1860) depicts a scene as if
stumbled upon, where we observe as voyeurs through draping tropical-looking jasmine
and convolvulus (morning glory), and orchid-like sweet peas.40 (Figure 28) All of these
are twisting, vining flowers that insinuate into the space of the fairies just as the orchids
do with the hummingbirds in Heade’s works. The fairies, dumbfounded, concerned, in
charge, in love, beautiful and hideous, provide a catalogue of small beings just as the

40

Fitzgerald painted several images developed from the nursery rhyme “Who Killed Cock Robin,”
and Robins were associated with fairies in their mutual antipathy. For Robins were kind and sympathetic to
humans, while fairies felt quite the opposite. For reproductions and information on John Anster Fitzgerald,
see Maas and Wood, op. cit.
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source poem provided a catalogue of common creatures to aide with the burial of the redbreasted bird.41
Unlike Heade’s pictures, with their wide-open spaces, Fitzgerald’s image teems
with fairy figures, and lacks the great depth-of field that Heade paintings feature. Heade’s
images abhor the horror vacuii that seems native to fairy painting, participating instead in
an American landscapist’s love of wide-open spaces, and the love affair with atmosphere
that labeled Heade a Luminist after-the-fact. Indeed, this factor has the potential to
overwhelm the usefulness of the comparison for, on first site, the atmosphere of Heade
and compression of Fitzgerald dominate our vision. Looking further, however, through
this dramatic difference, proves illuminating.
Heade framed ‘Luminist’ landscape paintings of the tropics in his backgrounds
with a tangle of fairy material: the sparkling birds, giant flowers, and minutely painted

41

Who killed Cock Robin?
I, said the Sparrow,
with my bow and arrow,
I killed Cock Robin.
Who saw him die?
I, said the Fly,
with my little eye,
I saw him die.
Who caught his blood?
I, said the Fish,
with my little dish,
I caught his blood.
Who'll make the shroud?
I, said the Beetle,
with my thread and needle,
I'll make the shroud.
Who'll dig his grave?
I, said the Owl,
with my pick and shovel,
I'll dig his grave.
Who'll be the parson?
I, said the Rook,
with my little book,
I'll be the parson….
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and fecund vegetation he paints on top of his pictures, as if in a separate layer frame his
scenes. Heade frames an 1875 painting in this way. (figure 29) In Two Fighting
Hummingbirds with Two Orchids, (private collection) a Peruvian sheartail (Thaumastura
cora) spars with a tufted coquette (Lophornis ornate), a pairing impossible in nature.
These two birds would never have seen one another except in fairy fantasy, the first being
a Peruvian species, the second, like the orchid Cattleya labiata behind it, is Brazilian.
Though composed entirely of minutely observed natural elements, Two Fighting
Hummingbirds with Two Orchids adds up to culture, not nature. The two brilliantly
colored and ornamented hummingbirds spar from two sides of a branch arching in the
near foreground, encircled by an enticing and alarming scene, dual aspects that echo the
many instances of doubling. Heade’s love of pairs comes sharply to light. Two orchid
buds nod together in a sinuous dance, two in full bloom turn their backs upon one another
in question mark form and unuttered answer. A hillock of jungle trees on the left in the
mid-ground partners the more angular mountain in the far background, ever divided by a
valley, as are the two blossoms, the two birds, and the fore and background areas. On a
horizontal axis, the painting splits, too, into an upper area with a two-humped cloud
divided from a lower area with a two humped mountain and hillock.
The picture is duplicitous as well as doubling, with many impossible opposites.
Rain freezes in this tropical clime, forming permanent streaks across a forbidding sky
through which one may glimpse a sunlit valley, drenched in rainbow light. Parasitic
mosses, bromeliads, orchids, all of which should remain anchored immobile to their
hosts, appear more active in their weighty hanging and luxuriant upward growing than
does the rain itself, even more than the hummingbirds, who seem frozen, as Novak
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describes: “Heade’s smooth surfaces embalm his subjects in crystalline time.”42
Enormous flowers contrast with minute trees, foreground leaps out against inviting,
subtle background. Animate elements trade places with inanimate, giant with tiny,
forbidding rain gives room for sparkling sunlight and splendid, tiny, decorated birds
battle with dainty, balletic moves.
Though the overall compositions differ markedly, the hummingbirds share
conceptual and formal features with fairy painting. The division between minute
observation of reality and fantastic content situates the hummingbird pictures in the realm
of fairy painting. Both Heade and Fitzgerald paint scenes as windows to other worlds that
feature gaping, giant flowers; oversized birds in diminutive landscapes; mossy beds;
replete natural landscapes that grow onto the characters’ bodies, glittering jewel colors, a
fusion of tender love and cruel battle enacted right at the foreground. Like the Heade
pictures in their minute detail, Who Killed Cock Robin reveals more and more as one
gazes on. Fitzgerald shows the fairies in their bright colors, like Heade’s hummingbirds,
and like Heade he freezes them for an instant, as if a lucky human has surprised them in
the act and captured them in a snapshot. While Fitzgerald’s narrative reads with more
clarity than the stories Heade tells, there are similar suggestions and gestures that
complicate the scene. In the center, a fairy and a goblin grotesque inspect the victim as if
for clues to the question posed by the title. Other goblins appear dazed and embattled in
the foreground amid broken brambles, a fairy girl has fallen faint or injured behind sweet
pea blossoms at left, a crumpled feather falls through the air to alight on the fatherless

42

Novak, Nature and Culture, American Landscape and Painting 1825- 75 (New York: Oxford
University Press,1995),122. In his aspect of vivifying nature while freezing figures in time, Heade again
resembles the Pre-Raphaelites, in so many of whose pictures dramatic gestures, expressions, and touches
are recorded as if stopped forever by a camera’s lens.
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eggs; glittering fairy courtiers cling and embrace at center, luminous, confronting the
viewer with placid challenge. The central act of judgment after aggression is readily
legible, even though it deviates from the literary source, but subplots of violence,
tenderness, intimacy, reproduction, death, fragility and sorrow abound.43 Fitzgerald
crowds all of these suggestions into one canvas, filling every inch with a rainbow of
emotion, dramatically played. This concentration of drama makes the similar but sparser
gestural dramas played by hummingbirds, in Heade, come to light. Heade stages the
same emotional dramas, but directs his bird and flower actors to play them in series, not
at once. Fitzgerald’s fairies’ headdresses might have been taken from a collection of
hummingbird feathers; they provide coquettish tufts beneath which the fairies gaze
outward, upward, down and into one another’s eyes.44 Like the tufted coquette
hummingbird in Heade’s work, (figure 29) these strange winged creatures are decorated
with ornaments dangling from stiff supports; both bird and fairies seem to have decked
themselves out for an elaborate party—like the party dresses described by Goodrich, with
ornate lures of flower and feather.
In sum, the pictures share: oddities of scale (flowers loom and gape, leaves and
petals are drawn with every detail visible, yet the key players measure mere inches);
intensity of atmosphere (light fragments into rainbow hues); extraordinary costumes; a
fairy palette of purple, pink, and baby blue; and the overwhelming presence of a looming
threat (the storm, the presence of a murderer). Fitzgerald’s picture, for all its dramatic
43

Bown shows that Fitzgerald differed from his fairy-painting predecessors in painting pictures
that shared more with natural history painting than with history painting, in part in his departure from great
literary fairy subjects for stories that were partly his own and partly drawn from folk tale and legend.
Bown, 115. In this case, Fitzgerald puts fairies into a story that historically only housed birds, but birds
behaving fairy-like, duplicitously.
44

Ladies’ hats were a major threat to hummingbirds, who were applied whole and in fragments as
decorative elements. See reproductions from Harper’s Bazaar and other sources in Long, 157-160.
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content, takes place in the calm after the storm: Cock Robin is already dead, and the
courtroom drama will apparently take place in patience. Heade’s story transpires in the
calm before the storm: these two fighting hummingbirds seem ready to fight to the death.
In a generous, excessive potlatch of giving and borrowing, Fitzgerald’s fairies
may have taken their ornaments, iridescence and glimmer from hummingbirds, while
hummingbirds took their names and characterizations from fairies. Shakespeare (who
would never have seen a live hummingbird) shows how fairies look like hummingbirds in
a passage—with no actual hummingbirds— from Merry Wives of Windsor
In emerald tufts, flowers purple, blue, and white;
Like sapphire, pearl, and rich embroidery,
Buckled below fair knighthood’s bending knee:
Fairies use flowers for their charactery45
The passage puts to work the main fibers of metaphorical material constantly traded
between the fairies and hummingbirds so directly in Goodrich’s poem, gems and flowers,
the last of which provides bird and fairy with ambrosial sustenance and a fairy florist
occupation. Fairies use flowers for their charactery, hummingbirds use fairies for theirs.
Fitzgerald’s fairy world and Heade’s hummingbird world share many other
materials, as well. Fitzgerald’s painted robin’s nest, with its vulnerable eggs, is a fairy
nest woven with silken down and soft golden mosses, fibers that are always present in
fairyland, and that hummingbirds use to build their homes. As in Heade’s pictures, the
light is more intense in the background than in the fore; here, rainbow light emanates
from the fairies themselves, and a minute fairy landscape just peeps through the jasmine
bower. The female fairies cling tenderly to one another, with still, formal gestures like
those of Heade’s hummingbirds and, from the center, gaze out with directness that
45

William Shakespeare, The Merry Wives of Windsor (5.5.48-51)
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acknowledges the viewer’s access to and judgment of this troubled scene. Fitzgerald’s
fairies, like most Victorian fairies, possess dual natures, both beautiful and horrible. The
fairy queen with her lustrous wings tenderly embraces another gorgeous fairy maid, both
with glittering iridescent wings, ballerina gowns, and splendid decorative crests. These
fairies are exceedingly feminine, with tiny, pointed (birdlike) faces, glittering clothes, and
intimate touches. For all their delicacy and beauty, they are not tied to human customs,
which protect the robin, for fairies were often cruel to robins.46 They also reveal the
cruelty of human customs, for example, in The Chase of the White Mice, from 1864,
wherein fairies team up to slaughter a trophy-creature, their illuminated royalty aboard a
bird with a crest like a tufted coquette. (figure 30) Here, unlike in most Fitzgerald’s, a
male fairy is visible, and lassoes the quarry with a cruel rope of flowers; more often
Heade casts the masculine roles in the bodies of Bosch-like grotesques like those in
Fitzgerald , dazed, knocked out, presumably from battle with the dead bird, their ducklike hands and feet scrabbling for escape. The leader of the goblin set perches atop Cock
Robin’s rigid claw, pointing up the remarkably tiny scale of those who inhabit fairyland.
And of course, that tiny scale is what makes the hummingbird the marvel it is. As is
discussed more fully in subsequent chapters, Heade divides gender roles peculiarly, too,
sometimes playing a male bird and a female, sometimes making both sexes of birds play
male to female flowers. While Fitzgerald’s works do not teem with sexuality or spell out
violence in the way that fairies by Paton or Husskinson do, they do show a world of
license, touch, miscegenation, homoeroticism, and, importantly, secrecy. “Fitzgerald’s

46

Robins were considered close to humans, both in life and lore. Maas writes: It was very unlucky
either to keep or kill a robin-redbreast because these birds were believed to bury the bodies of people who
died or were murdered in the woods. This liaison with humans gave the fairies ambivalent feelings toward
them, and Fitzgerald often shows fairies and robins in conflict.” Maas, 123.
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pictures present a soft target for those who are looking for erotic symbolism.”47 His
transparently-clad fairies cling to and touch each other, their bodies accessible and
natural as other landscape features.
Fitzgerald’s pictures joined the real to the imaginary, the visible to the secret and
suggested feelings to legible storylines. Heade’s paintings, too, joined these pairs and
doubles, yet Heade always emphasized the first term: real, visible, suggested. This
emphasis concealed the imaginary, the secret, and the narrative begins to reveal the
uncanny aspect of the hummingbirds, which the more overt fairies make visible.

FAMILIAR FAIRIES, UNCANNY PICTURES
In his 1919 essay, “The Uncanny,” Freud achieved an uncanny effect in his
paradoxical engagement with familiar and strange, science and art, analytical and
personal. Such paradoxes define the idea of the uncanny in German from its etymological
origins. The English word uncanny captures in part the untranslatable unheimlich, which
Freud demonstrates is itself an uncanny word, in that its meaning gradually modulates
into its opposite, heimlich. Heimlich describes a wide range of entities: a familiar
household or household object, a tame animal (which is of course always unfamiliar,
because not human48) the heimlich arts are the magic arts (like a witch’s familiar, the
magic arts are not familiar to non-magical beings), and also clandestine and secret
(secreted between the walls of a house). Freud defines unheimlich at length as not exactly
the opposite of heimlich, or homely, familiar, for the unheimlich is not just the unfamiliar,
47

Maas, 18.

48

With typical directness, John Berger describes the animal/human uncanny: “They are both like
and unlike.” John Berger, About Looking, (New York: Pantheon, 1980), 2.
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but is an unsettling combination of the familiar and the strange, which makes the strange
familiar and the familiar strange. Unheimlich does not reverse these meanings, for though
it always has a connotation of eerie and gruesome, the two ‘opposite’ words also share a
particular meanings with each other, that of secretive and clandestine, for example. Freud
concludes that unheimlich is rather a subcategory of heimlich.49 The uncanny, over time,
has been tightly tied to the Gothic (practically defined Charlotte Brontë). This attribution
can make the Uncanny becomes in many ways invisible in other contexts. Yet Freud’s
own definition has much to offer toward understanding the Uncanny—itself sometimes
connected to the Gothic—in Heade.
Freud shows that the very legibility of fantasy in the world of fairy tales, which
“abandons the basis of reality right from the start and openly commits itself to the
acceptance of animistic beliefs...” can produce no uncanny effect… a sense of the
uncanny can arise only if there is a conflict of judgment as to whether what has been
surmounted and merits no further credence may not, after all, be possible in real life.”50 In
fairy tales, the incredible is admitted from the outset. The world of the fairy tale therefore
comprises many of the features of the uncanny without its effect, precisely because they
admit their fantastic nature from the start and because they include “supernatural
entities…” and thus “forfeit any uncanny quality.”51 Fairy painting, with its insistence on
naturalism, inches closer to the uncanny. Describing aspects of fairy paintings which are

49

Sigmund Freud, The Uncanny, translated by David McClintock with Introduction by Hugh
Houghton (London: Penguin, 2003) 24-34.
50

Freud explained that: “Fairy tales quite frankly adopt the animistic standpoint of the
omnipotence of thoughts and wishes, and yet I cannot think of any genuine fairy story which has anything
uncanny about it.” Freud, “The Uncanny,” 156.
51

Freud, “The Uncanny,” 156.
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shared by Heade’s hummingbirds, Casteras hints at this approach to uncanny territory:
“The excesses of stylistic exactitude were paralleled by exaggerated behavior, boundaries
between real and unreal could be so unclear, even surreal, that this too allowed an illusion
of visual possession and knowledge of this bewitched domain. ”52 The hummingbirds
keep their magic covert, secret, at home: Heimlich; indeed Heade paints at least portions
of the hummingbirds’ magic unaware, by clinging to and painting false beliefs about
hummingbirds. Thus approaching a heimlich secrecy about their fantasy, the
hummingbirds are in their first way unheimlich: they inhabit naturalistic worlds and
ornithologically correct bodies, keeping their hints of the imaginary carefully wrapped in
feathers. 53 In Heade’s hummingbirds, features of the uncanny are disguised by
naturalism, and as such, produce uncanny effect; this effect is made legible by their
similarities to the transparently fantastic narratives of fairy painting.
In certain ways, the uncanny is always a part of representation, for the creation of
a double in paint, literature, or stage, for example, sets into motion the effect of the
uncanny, of concatenating real and imaginary, familiar and novel, opposite and same,
which Freud says creates the feeling of the uncanny. Freud opens his essay by explaining
that the study of aesthetic objects comprises the best means to understanding the
uncanny. He specifies that by aesthetics he means the theory of the quality of feeling, as
much as the theory of beauty, and works toward understanding of the quality of feeling
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Casteras, 1990,129.
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Brian Attebery lends further support to the requirement that fantasy blend everyday with
wondrous. He writes, “Fantasy invokes wonder by making the impossible seem familiar and the familiar
seem new and strange. When you put a unicorn in a garden, the unicorn gains solidity and the garden takes
on enchantment.” Brian Attebery, The Fantasy Tradition in American Literature From Irving to LeGuin,
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980), 3.
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the uncanny via extended literary analysis of E.T.A. Hoffman’s story, “The Sandman” to
access the production of this feeling through literature.
Heade’s hummingbird paintings illustrate the Freudian uncanny in several further
ways, beyond their concatenation of real and fantastic, some of which they share with
fairy painting. Fairy paintings and especially Heade’s hummingbirds operate as uncanny
through their concealment or blurring of distinctions between animate and inanimate
objects. Describing the unsettling effects of unexplained animation, lifelessness, and
external control of actions, Freud cites Jentsch, writing, “Jentsch has taken as a very good
instance ‘doubts whether an apparently animate being is really alive; or conversely,
whether a lifeless object might not be in fact animate.”54 Many critics have noted the
stillness that characterizes Heade’s hummingbird paintings, Novak even calls it “furious
motionlessness”55 an unexpected quality in pictures depicting the fastest of birds. Heade
observed living hummingbirds throughout his life, but also painted from specimens and
from his own sketches, reproducing the same birds again and again. The vividly painted
birds are always stopped in time. But the paintings are not entirely still, for, again
unexpectedly, uncannily, the vines and flowers seem endowed with animistic capability
far beyond that of the hummingbirds. Moreover, the viewer understands that
hummingbirds, whirring wheels, fly-birds, appear to blend bird with automaton, with
insect, complicating our understanding of them within the familiar and strange realm of
birds.56 In Two Fighting Hummingbirds and Two Orchids, for example, the petals of the
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Freud, 135.
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Novak, 1996, 13. Novak, 1995, 122. Of course, critics have noted this aspect in all of Heade’s
paintings, not just the hummingbirds. Roberta Smith describes one of Heade’s landscapes: “The stillness of
the image is beyond natural” in “Nature Caressed by a Hummingbird,” New York Times, (March 13, 2000).
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orchid are enlivened as if by wind in the still air before—or is it after—the threatening
storm. The orchid blossom that faces us, so giant, is vitally active in its arching up and
over the ferocious battle, the orchid’s bloom ‘body’ echoes the body of the tufted
coquette hummingbird below, its frilled lips become the tufted head, two upper petals the
wings, the tail indicated by its slender lower petals. This orchid’s mouth is so active it
must surely either speak up like an irritable mother to scold the little birds, or will suck
them right into its body, snapping shut as it appears the unopened buds at right have
already done. For those buds nod together, consorting like the heads of herons, or swans,
or carnivorous plants clamped tightly on their prey—in which vision the petals in the
lower left bud become victim, not imminent bloom, caught in the mouth of the bird or of
the animistically uncanny carnivorous plants. In their active flowers, fleshy pseudotubers,
and vining, twining stems, the plants achieve a quality of animistic life. Novak again
states it strongly: “Few floral artists, before or after him, have so eloquently grasped the
inner life of the flower… partaking as much of basic organic laws as our own body.”57
Frozen, robotic, hybrid bird specimens, dangerous, motile, giant flowers: among many
other orders, Heade destabilizes the classes of animate and inanimate.
Further, Heade’s constant depiction of twins doubles the effect of the of uncanny.
Freud suggests that the “invention of such doubling as a defense against annihilation”
transforms after the subject surmounts primary narcissism. At that point, “the meaning of
the ‘double’ changes: having been an assurance of immortality, it becomes the uncanny
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harbinger of death.”58 Heade, the monomaniac for hummingbirds, endlessly paints pairs
and doubles—not obviously doubles for himself— but doubles for each painted element
that allow a flower to become a bird as in the winged orchid blossom; or a female bird to
become a male, as in the shifting of emphasis from mated pairs to more diverse pairs over
the course of Heade’s hummingbird series; for a bud to become a flower, or a spent
blossom, in which views the depiction of these stages suggests transformation over time;
of for a bud to become the head of a bird, or a carnivorous plant. Heade’s pairs allow
giant to become miniature—the palm trees soft and tiny in the background twin with
similarly shaped, though in life far smaller, epiphytic plants, which cling to trees in the
foreground. The pairs tell procreative narratives that themselves assure immortality, even
as the fragile and fleeting elements that pair procreatively and unproductively signal
death. Twins are always uncanny, for they are the same but different, connected but
individual, the twin dispels loneliness but seems to divide the self. And of course, the
constant doubles invoke the mirror in all its complex psychological resonances.
Many of these features come to light because of Heade’s ceaseless repetition of
the same elements. “And finally,” Freud writes, “there is the constant recurrence of the
same thing - the repetition of the same features or character-traits or vicissitudes.” As
individuals, Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds and flowers can be seen as just what the
contemporary critics described: realistic and beautiful depictions of the tropics.59 Yet
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Heade painted seventy known paintings in the hummingbird and orchid format, and as a
group, their beauty transforms into menace (like the double that moved from amulet to
harbinger of death); the storms, giant flowers, and parasitic vines mount abundance into
threat. Freud writes:
In the unconscious mind we can recognize the dominance of a compulsion
to repeat which proceeds from instinctual impulses. This compulsion
probably depends on the essential nature of the drives themselves. It is
strong enough to override the pleasure principle and lend a demonic
character to certain aspects of mental life; it is still clearly manifest in the
impulses of small children and dominates part of the course taken by the
psychoanalysis of victims of neurosis. The foregoing discussions have all
prepared us for the fact that anything that can remind us of this inner
compulsion to repeat is perceived as uncanny.60
Heade’s constant repetition of the same subjects, certainly, unnerves the contemporary
viewer, who can flip through the pages of a catalogue to see not one marsh landscape,
one hummingbird, and one magnolia, but dozens, if not hundreds, of each. Printed in
books, the uncanny potential of the hummingbird paintings is made manifest, and
provides another reason it glares today, while it may have evaded contemporary eyes. In
retrospect, the monomaniacal repetition of hummingbirds looks very much like a
compulsion.
Perhaps unexpectedly, one of Freud’s key examples of the uncanny returns us to
the beginning of the present essay, where the investigation of and by natural science shed
light on the land of fairies, and tied them to the natural fairies, the hummingbird. Freud
describes that ancient, ‘animistic’ beliefs about the natural world have an uncanny effect:
The analysis of cases of the uncanny has led us back to the old
animistic view of the universe, a view characterized by the idea that the
mist in the background. Quinn, in Stebbins, Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1999), 113.
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world was peopled with human spirits, by the narcissistic overvaluation of
one’s own mental processes; by the omnipotence of thoughts and the
technique of magic that relied on it; by the attribution to various outside
persons and things of carefully graded magical powers (mana) to alien
persons and things, and by all the inventions with which the unbounded
narcissism of that period of development sought to defend itself against
the unmistakable sanctions of reality. It appears that we have all, in the
course of our individual development, been through a phase corresponding
to the animistic phase in the development of primitive peoples, that this
phase did not pass without leaving behind in us residual traces that can
still make themselves felt, and that everything we now find ‘uncanny’
meets the criterion that it is linked with these remnants of animistic mental
activity and prompts them to express themselves.61
Freud finds evidence of the uncanny in conceptions of the world wherein unexplained
powers and human spirits had control over natural events. The use of fairies to explain
science, as in Buckley’s Fairy-Land of Science, and of science to explain fairies, as in the
investigation of the Cottingly Fairy photographs as evidence of the existence of fairies,
describes exactly such an animistic view of the world, and positions the nineteenthcentury conception of fairyland inside the realm of the uncanny. In their reliance on
science and imagination, in their depiction of human thoughts and behaviors through
non-human bodies, Heade’s hummingbirds tie again to the uncanny.
Heade’s hummingbird paintings mount realistic detail upon realistic detail, such
that the unrealistic whole, which gathers characters who would not coexist together, and
paints narratives that do not occur in nature, convinces the viewer; he or she cannot
separate from the apparent realism of the scene. As described by Freud, the uncanny, like
the hummingbird, requires connection to both real and imaginative realms. Heade selects
a world of representation that both coincides with and departs from the realities of the
world, and, as with the science fiction writer, keeps most elements familiar. Heade shifts
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reality in one but only one register, and thereby luring the viewer into a conviction of
truth. From this slight shift emerges the uncanny, the eerie or supernatural imaginative
‘something more’ that seeps out between absorbing beauty, representational truth,
glittering surface, and biological representation in Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds.
Heade’s paintings share this feature with fairy paintings. They reason with us. Fairy
pictures made use of carefully— even overly—described details to provide a heightened
sense of possibility and reality to subjects quite impossible: in The Chase of the White
Mice, the blackberries, persistent in their realistic detail, make the birdlike fairy man
beneath them seem convincing. Like fairy pictures, Heade’s provide a carefully described
realm, every detail in place, and thereby appear natural: the convincing description of
Spanish Moss draped across a branch makes it seem that fairy birds can exist, which,
magically, they do, making Heade’s description of a male acting the nurturing parent, or
battling with a bird he never saw, convincing and uncanny like the picture as a whole.
Maas writes that “fairy pictures drew so close to the visible world that to go through and
beyond its visible surface, like Alice through the looking-glass, seemed perfectly
natural.”62 They show us worlds that almost could be, so nearly coherent that they leave
room for the extraordinary to slip in before we even notice. A giant flower, nearly
animate, but drawn in coherent detail; a lovely princess, whose cape turns out to be
shimmering wings. A painter like Fitzgerald could do as Heade did in painting exacting
representations of flowers, nests, mosses, and atmospheres, but, given the more
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welcoming climate in Britain, Fitzgerald could also add precisely rendered fairy bodies
exploring violence, nature, tenderness, and decoration.63
Fairy painters, by painting with such precision and detail, convinced viewers that
they had seen the domain of fairies. Heade uses the same precision to depict
hummingbird life on the nest, creating compelling appearance of truth, and blurring the
real and impossible. Their persistent specificity sets Heade’s hummingbirds apart from
natural history, positions them inside fairyland. In other words, the same factor that gave
them too little truth for natural history put them inside an uncanny, fantastic fairy tale.
Heade’s hummingbird paintings provide a different remedy, working, like Buckley’s
Fairy-Land of Science, to show the fairy magic of the real world. Instead of
demonstrating with naturalistic, accurate detail the possibility that a magical world exists,
Heade allows the natural world to contain poetry, magic and fairy story.

FAIRY TRANSGRESSION
Their match to Freud’s uncanny helps to explain Heade’s hummingbirds’ unsettling
effects on their viewers, especially viewers of many of the images together. The
connection also helps to reveal the way that fairy paintings and hummingbird paintings
combine fairly neutral with intensively charged content. On an American compelled to
render fairy-like creatures with utmost precision, a painter who showed at the same
venues as the most popular fairy painters, the fairies may have had some influence.
Heade’s hummingbird formula changed dramatically after his visit to Britain, becoming
far less documentary and far more uncanny, suggestive, and unique and multiple. Like
63
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other Victorians describing alternative possibilities with fairy bodies, Heade may well
have sought in hummingbird form: escape from daily hardship (Heade’s worked
constantly and diligently through an extraordinarily long career, always making ends
meet with his painting, but never achieving the relief of great success), upwelling
sexuality (Heade’s letters demonstrate his flirtatious interest in women, but not its
fulfillment), passion for unknown (a peripatetic traveler, Heade sought to understand
hummingbirds, tropical landscapes, orchids, passionflowers), interest in science tempered
by distaste for and distrust of its findings, and a return to childhood wanderings in and
observations of nature with a wild boy’s eyes. In his paintings of hummingbirds, traces of
such pursuits are made visible via their fairy kin.
The fairy helps to open these meanings, because fairy paintings operated more
openly than the hummingbirds, increasing their legibility even as it decreased their
uncanniness. Victorian art historian Jeremy Maas describes the way that these works
allow access to material typically prohibited, and provide expression of subjects bubbling
beneath the surface, writing:
Fairy painting was close to the centre of the Victorian subconscious. No
other type of painting concentrates so many of the opposing elements of
the Victorian psyche: the desire to escape the drear hardships of daily
existence; the stirrings of new attitudes toward sex, stifled by religious
dogma; a passion for the unseen; the birth of psychoanalysis; the latent
revulsion against the exactitude of the new invention of photography.64
Twentieth century critics have shown that fairy painters gave vent to a range of Victorian
repressions, and, like Heade’s hummingbirds, went unanalyzed in their time thanks to the
subtle addition of wings. For fairies allowed artists to depict a range of human subjects
with relative impunity or even, apparently, notice. Art Historian Charlotte Gere explains:
64
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“Fairy painting is the visual evidence of a spectrum of mid-nineteenth century
preoccupations: nationalism, antiquarianism, exploration, anthropology, the dismantling
of religious belief and, crucially, the emergence of spiritualism.”65 Gere finds evidence of
wide-ranging materials painted onto fairies, Heade invests his tiny creatures with
similarly human meanings that have remained ‘repressed,’ unlike their fairy
contemporaries which were outed in the twentieth century.
Also like Heade’s paintings, fairy pictures tended to evade careful analysis as to
sexual meaning. As Gere explains, “Modern interpretation has produced such an
extensive catalogue of sexual acts and innuendo in these works… contemporary critics
appear not to have noticed the teasing and allusive signs of sexual activity that strike us
so glaringly.”66 Painting fairies allowed artists to explore sexual, violent, and otherwise
transgressive activities to a degree that would be unacceptable without the wings.67
Contemporary critics make this point again and again: Christopher Wood echoes the
point in his monograph on the fairy painting, describing how fairy subjects allowed
exploration of taboo subjects, “sex, nudity, violence, even drugs—beneath the cloak of
art” at a time of great restraint- at least superficial restraint.68 In the same vein, Casteras
writes that “Victorian fairy paintings and illustrations provide a revealing pre-Freudian
index of contemporary repressions, anxieties, and desires, with fairyland a rich site of
65
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inquiry.”69 Heade’s hummingbird pictures, though providing nothing like the clarity of an
index, offer clues into contemporary repressions, anxieties, and desires.
Heade takes a step further than fairy paintings away from the human and toward
the natural, a step that takes him toward both license and repression, in that he paints
entirely non-human creatures engaged in sex, violence, and fantasy. (Hummingbirds
engaged in these activities are more ‘normal’ than fairies, more innocent, despite their
carnal knowledge). Fairy wings gave Victorians license; Heade’s hummingbirds were
even successful at slipping beneath the radar, being not just a separate race of beings, like
the fairies, but a separate species entirely, that little more has been written about their
suggestion than that it exists. Covered with feathers, their courting and battling activities
freeze-frame sexuality and violence without shocking audiences. Not only does Heade
escape charges of transgression, as the fairy painters did, he escapes charges of content,
beyond the most superficial description.
Heade’s works lead the viewer into a fantastic landscape, one ‘peopled’ with
bejeweled, glittering, energetic birds engaged in highly impassioned encounters, and
orchids which burst with over-ripe sexuality. The images toy with scale, distance, and
point-of-view, transforming their apparently simple natural history subject into something
more. Rather than giving us a description of hummingbirds and orchids in their natural
setting, as many have said Heade set out to do, these pictures offer invitation to fantasy
and dream—uncanny realms. They suggest the possibilities of escape not just to the
tropics, but also to miniature realms of domesticity, violence, courtship, and plenty.
While contemporary critics looked at fairy paintings as simple delightful fancies, later
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scholars have seen evidence of political and cultural critique inside the folds of iridescent
wings. Such critique exists, too, in Heade’s fairy bird realms.70
In Orchid and Hummingbirds by a Mountain Lake (1880), Heade tells a tale of
other-worldly magic. (figure 31) Here, it is as if he vividly illustrated a version of the tale
that Audubon wrote of tiny birds on fairy wings playing the role of curious florists, that
story Heade had refused in print. Amid blooms and leaves variously waiting, opening,
flowering gloriously, or decaying, the hummingbirds are frozen, as if by the fast shutter
of a twentieth century camera. For all its unique magic, this is a tale he tells again and
again, for each of his second series of hummingbird stories describes mysterious, playful,
loving, tender and violent scenes, set in damp jungles garlanded with parasitic mosses
and guarded by monstrous and beautiful blossoms. The mountain backdrop, equal parts
mâché model of a stage set and rocky geological reality, shares the blending of
realistically natural and theatrically manmade with the living characters.
In this scene, the players are male and female black-eared fairies (Heade knew
these birds, Heliothryx aurita, as Brazilian fairies). Poised in the air, the feathered players
flirt and kiss, bow and curtsey, freeze and jab, beguile and attack, cavorting marvelously
against a fairy landscape glittering in an impossibly distant land that in its fairy scale
could be tucked beneath a nearby stump. Heade enhances the mystery of the scene, the
compelling aspects of this human story of family, paradise, battle and love by setting it in
a private eden to which he generously gives us privileged access. Heade paints
convincing pseudotuberous orchids, hovering threat of rain, and vivid and precise blackeared fairies with tiny, almost invisible brushstrokes that disguise a carefully constructed
70
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culture just as they efface the artist’s hand, for Heade paints an invented picture of a
domestic world in the vocabulary of his day: strong vigilant father, adoring mother, ready
to work together to line a cozy nest. Each realistic detail, stroked in with Heade’s careful
brush, inoculates the mythical whole with the eminence of truth.71
Heade’s Orchid and Two Hummingbirds, painted in 1872, features sparring males
of two distinct species (horned sungem and black-eared fairy). (figure 32)Just as in the
last image, Heade paints the birds poised in the air; the feathered players also flirt and
kiss, bow and curtsey, freeze and jab, beguile and attack, cavorting marvelously against a
fairy landscape just as the loving pair in the previous painting did. Their gestures are
familiar not only from the other painting, but they have familiar human particularities and
direct hummingbird intensity, for in their simple contact, they convey interest, affection,
contrivance, and sustained relationships. Here, the bird at left curtseys even more deeply
than the female in Mountain Lake, his breast thrust proudly out, a slightly greater gap
separates their bills; this kiss is tentative, like the kiss Fitzgerald paints across species in
his watercolor, The Birds’ Nest (n.d. 1850-1870). (figure 33) Encounters between male
hummingbirds are typically territorial spats; Heade’s hummingbirds, which seem to share
the same emotions as his mated pair in degree and kind, must then spar in the formal style
of the dual, its gestures as elegant as a dance, and its gestures identical to the kiss
71
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between the pair he painted, above, as mated.
Heade paints stories with glittering bird characters, but, like everything in a
hummingbird’s life, the stories are very short. Two birds fly rapidly into the frame, they
share an intense moment of formally constrained passion—either passionate love or
passionate argument—and based on the nature of the bird, which ‘never stops but
slackens,’ as Emily Dickinson describes, and fly separately out of the frame. Heade’s
“Speech” in telling these stories, is “like the Push of numerous Humming Birds at
once.”72 In a subtle, but persistent whisper, the paintings repeat the speech so endlessly
that the susurrations mount to audible level, telling us that Heade sees that hummingbirds
love, hate and spar just like we do, in complex relation to emotion, to gender, and to each
other.
In short, Heade began to paint hummingbirds in an unrelenting, staccato tirade on
productive family life, with husbands playfully courting and winning wives, settling
down together, having two children and protecting and rearing them diligently together.
One almost thinks he was trying to convince himself. After his stay in Britain, Heade
returns to the United states, travels twice more to the tropics, and begins a second series
of paintings, also insistently repetitive but the insistent dogma has lifted to be replaced
with more varied family values: now, single birds—thirty-two bachelor males and two
singles presumed female — sit in tranquility in calm forests; mated pairs continue to tend
nests; eighteen pairs of males engage each other passionately sometimes in tenderness
and violence; and three trios greet and spar. The second series allows hummingbird
characters to substitute into the drama quite loosely for one another, male for female, the
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paintings allow bachelors peace, and allow intense and passionate interactions that tell of
more than the singular reproductive bliss. Heade lets hummingbird males and females
trade places in his pictures, he lets fighting trade places with courting, and lets fighting
blend into to courting, and trades animation with immobility. He repeats and duplicates
images and ideas, burning the intensity of the passions he depicts even while freezing
them against silent canvases. He describes secret lives in fecund landscapes Added up
into a series, Heade’s pictures show the sameness of the passions, depicting menace and
enchantment, love and bitterness, hetero and homo social and sexual relationships, all in
the same intense, quiet, still, and beautiful tenor. 73
Adjusting to the failure of his scientific project, Heade found himself in a country
of fairy lovers, and showing paintings of wonders in tropical forest alongside intemperate
fairies in temperate forests, each rich in convincing detail, naturalistic setting, and
suppressed meaning, all apparently equally true. Heade, insistent in print on his aversion
to fantasy and imagination, may have needed subtler access to fairyland than fairies. The
hummingbird, American fairy for poets and ornithologists, gives Heade a body with
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which perform some of the same work as fairy paintings: entrée to unacceptable material
like magic, transgressive sexuality, brutality, temper, and escape. As painted by Heade,
the hummingbird took up a place—shared with the fairy—between animal and human,
natural and cultivated, protector and attacker. The fairy world presents a site of hybrid
vigor related to the natural monster, the hummingbird, and as such helps to reveal its
qualities and operations. Following his abandonment of his ornithological project and his
poetry writings, Heade’s poetry amassed in hummingbird paintings, and the fairy-like
nature—duplicitous, sexually multiple, violent, tender, secretive, exhibitionist, natural,
cultured—of his hummingbirds mounted. Turning the intimate lens of science on
hummingbird bodies, Heade shows the problems of looking at animals, how it is always
looking at humans, too. Lifting up the feathers of his hummingbirds shows that Heade
saw the human passions as intense, dramatic, and overlapping, exactly what the word
passion indicates.
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CHAPTER THREE
__________________________________________________________________________________

THE BIRDS AND THE BEES; THE SORDID TUFT
Where do passions find room in so diminutive a body?
-Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, on the hummingbird

Under cover of colorful feathers and petals, beneath the glitter of the jewels of the
natural world, Heade made room for a range of passions bright to sinister, describing:
sensuality, threat, tenderness, anger, desire, love, friendship, loneliness and sexuality that
glimmer from his glistening canvases. Consideration of the ‘feminine significance’ of
flowers and nests, the two companions Heade gives hummingbirds, further articulates
these sentiments, discernible despite the language of birds and flowers in which they are
told. First, and in most detail, this essay shows how the flowers, particularly the orchids,
which loom over Heade’s hummingbirds in well over fifty known canvases, comprise a
site of concentrated cultural signification. The meaning of flowers blossoms grotesquely
viewed here through the unflinching lens of George Bataille’s “Language of Flowers,”
which parses more and thornier material than the usual romantic sentiments from the
‘speech’ of flowers.
This chapter opens by unraveling the eponymous floral cliché of erotic evasion:
“the birds and the bees.” Together with Heade, this chapter gives flowers back their
voice. The expression “the birds and the bees” describes floral procreation—which
admits widely varied and wholly sexual family values. The sexually spectacular orchid

fairly bellows this message, and as such makes the modestly humming little
hummingbird immodest, opening its animal sexuality, and animal sexuality generally, to
investigation.
This chapter shows that in Heade’s second series of hummingbirds, flowers
replaced the nests, which had been the usual companion to hummingbirds in Heade’s first
fifty hummingbird paintings. Seen as a substitution, the flower helps to reveal the
signification of the nest. Bachelard’s experience of the nest indicates that it, too,
communicates feminine significance. Disclosing the feminine significance of flowers and
nests complicates the already complicated gender roles of Heade’s hummingbirds;
closely considering the fairy magic of the hummingbird’s tiny nest and the highly
physical, animistic, even bodily flowers that Heade chooses: the voluptuous orchid and
the complexly symbolic passionflower helps to remedy this complication.
Critics have found in the hummingbird paintings, especially those with orchids,
evidence of sexual passion, even suggesting that Heade’s own sexuality was sublimated
in painting flowers.1 Perhaps his sexuality was sublimated into paint; perhaps it was
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not—late marriage does not necessarily equate to sexual sublimation. Wondrous
Creatures finds at every point that the narratives in Heade are more open and varied than
singular, and the singular narrative of sublimation limits interpretation of these poetically
abundant works. Perhaps, as Stebbins speculated in 1975, “ The poetry of [Heade’s]
existence was clearly his own sexuality, however expressed. And to judge from his art,
this poetry diminished only at the very end of a long life.”2 With singularity that again
results in dubious interpretation, Stebbins reduces the poetry of Heade’s existence is his
own sexuality, which would certainly paint a clear picture of the birds and the bees in his
paintings of birds. However, Heade’s passions are far more varied than exclusively
sexual, and the poetry of his existence more complex, than simply sexual passion and
poetry, such a diagnosis strips poetry of its chief asset, its concentrated and layered
meaning. The single most provoking detail of Heade’s biography, on which historians
base the suggestion of sublimation and repression does, certainly, pose questions. Heade
traveled constantly and widely for sixty-four years with no known sexual relationships
beyond flirtation, and then marries and retires to Florida where he remains for the last
twenty years of his life, begging the question: how does the immoderate nomad become
so extravagantly settled? The question itself informs Wondrous Creatures, which keeps it
as an open question among many about Heade’s life, and it is one of several biographical
gallery, beginning with the marine paintings and ending with the magnolia still lifes. As it progresses, it
gets weirder and weirder. With all the hummingbirds flirting with one another and buzzing about their nests
and the implicitly female flowers, it's hard not to think of procreation, and not just for the survival of the
species. By the final gallery the reclining magnolia blossoms, whose petals fall this way and that, seem to
exude an aura of postcoital dishabille.” Roberta Smith, “Nature Caressed by a Hummingbird,” New York
Times, (March 13, 2000)
2

Stebbins drew this conclusion because Heade connected his statement about poetry with the
comment about love and passion, but whereas Heade’s description of passion is open-ended and embraces
passions rather generally, Stebbins closes it off. Stebbins withdrew this concept from his second edition,
but as I stated about McIntyre’s sometimes extreme statements, the suggestions people find upon looking at
Heade play an important role in understanding the paintings. Stebbins, 1975, 143.
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details that point to Heade’s intense experience of emotion in a wide range, that
illuminate the passion he crowded into small canvases. The very extremes of his
wandering and settledness shed light on Heade’s character. In this essay, Heade’s
passionate flowers serve to explain this more diverse relationship to passion—for they are
threatening, pessimistic, overt, suggestive, voluptuous, abundant, celebratory, romantic,
innocent, and more. As reflection on the orchids opens the hummingbirds to sexual
interpretation, consideration of the flowers also shows that in Heade’s hands, the
hummingbird can express diverse, dichotomous, even contradictory passions that the
paintings suggest.
While historians have been divided in their understanding of Heade’s character,
evidence clearly supports a judgment of Heade as passionate, a way of being Heade
himself privileges. This essay considers Heade’s passions in relationship to the origin and
meaning of the word and the diagnosis monomaniac, which Heade used to describe his
relationship to hummingbirds, and which came into popular and medical usage as the
result of significant works by Jean Etienne Dominique Esquirol (1772-1840). Heade’s
monomaniacal devotion to hummingbirds broadened in the 1870’s to include a similar,
long-lived devotion to orchids. This chapter argues that the monomania invests the
pictures with the intensity that modern critics, one after another, have seen. Esquirol
defined monomania as an illness of the passions. The pictures speak of longing for very
widely ranging intimacies. Heade looks at hummingbirds through the eyes of a
monomaniac, and through these eyes, crazed to some degree by mania, he finds
representations of intimacy: downy love nests, intense sparring matches that evoke fierce
chatter between men, and quiet bachelorhood celebrated in connection to nature. As
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Stebbins writes, “Heade summarizes the tropical experience—the heat, the alluring
sensuality, the mesmerizing beauty—in compositions of modest size” from here it is a
short leap to show that Heade paints modest compositions with immodest desires.3 In
concluding, “The Birds and the Bees” turns its sting to Heade himself, considering the
ways he uses the language of birds and flowers to paint a personal story, one of polymania for hummingbirds, repetition, doubt, orchids, sparring, and, above all, for passion.

THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS
Dispensed to children to explain sexuality without explaining sexuality, the cliché
‘the birds and the bees” neatly erases the object of the sexual act it purportedly explains:
the flower. By giving the active subjects wings, the expression distances them from
humans, and thereby further masks their sexuality, as the wings of fairies provided cover
for fairy painters. ‘The Birds and the Bees’ thus dissembles in its deployment as a
Victorian tool to escape direct talk about sex, and hedges even further in its more literal
content. For as a pair, birds and bees only relate to sexuality when joined with the idiom’s
absent object. By the mid-nineteenth century, “the birds and the bees” had come into
popular use as a way for adults to talk about sex without talking about sex—though its
etymology, too, proves evasive.
The phrase appears to have been extracted from Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s poem
“Work Without Hope: Lines Composed 21st February 1825.” Coleridge wrote: “The bees
are stirring—birds are on the wing—/ …and I the while, the sole unbusy thing,/ nor

3

Theodore Stebbins, Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 8
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honey make, nor pair, nor build, nor sing.” 4 Coleridge skirted the topic of sex in service
of poetics and the pleasure of evoking rather than spelling out desire, desire to: ‘get
busy,’ to pair as everything in Coleridge’s springtime and in Heade’s paintings pairs.
Very differently, with ‘the birds and the bees,’ centuries of parents evade poetically in
service of uprightness, of avoiding too much pleasure. By displacing erotics onto
hummingbirds and orchids, Heade, like Coleridge, suggests a world of human meaning
poetically, while remaining inside the ‘innocent’ garden.
Floriography, or the language of flowers, comprised a major craze in France,
Britain, and the United States from about the late 1820s to mid-1860’s. Like ‘the birds
and the bees’, floriography spoke evasive sentiments of love and friendship through
metaphors of flowers.5 Dozens of Floral Lexicons were published and served largely as
gift books, and usually combined brief ‘definitions’ of symbolic meanings of flowers
with pretty illustrations (Kate Greenaway illustrated the popular The Language of
Flowers in 1884, which remains in print today, demonstrating the sustained appeal of the
4

“Work Without Hope: Lines Composed 21st February 1825”
All Nature seems at work. Slugs leave their lair—
The bees are stirring—birds are on the wing—
And Winter, slumbering in the open air,
Wears on his smiling face a dream of Spring!
And I, the while, the sole unbusy thing,
Nor honey make, nor pair, nor build, nor sing.
Yet well I ken the banks where amaranths blow,
Have traced the fount whence streams of nectar flow.
Bloom, O ye amaranths! bloom for whom ye may,
For me ye bloom not! Glide, rich streams, away!
With lips unbrighten'd, wreathless brow, I stroll:
And would you learn the spells that drowse my soul?
Work without Hope draws nectar in a sieve,
And Hope without an object cannot live.

5

The craze began in France, with the translation of Floral Dictionaries from Turkish or Persian
selam, or mnemonic rhyming devices, in such books as the 1810 Abecedaire du Flore ou Langage des
Fleurs by B. Delachenaye and moving through Britain to the United States. The popularity of florigraphy is
described in Beverly Seaton, The Language of Flowers: A History (Charlottesville, VA: University Press of
Virginia), 1995.
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form). Floral dictionaries were neither literal nor strictly uniform. Most sources agree that
these were not used as a universal language, that is, sending a gift of pansies did not
necessarily translate directly to the specific message of ‘you are in my thoughts’ though
many flowers, like the pansy, had widely known and standard symbolic meanings since
Elizabethan times, from such well-known uses as Shakespeare’s invocation of
floriography in Ophelia’s famous catalogue of flowers in Hamlet. The Victorian period
did, however, codify this language to a fairly strict standard and unleash it upon the
popular conscience as quaint, poetic, and ubiquitous.6
French philosopher, sometime-Surrealist, and librarian Georges Bataille (18971962) shows that, like the natural history subject, like the flower-dependent phrase, ‘the
birds and the bees,’ the language of flowers also deploys evasive maneuvers: though
always already about sex, the language of flowers excludes sex. As he does so often,
Bataille refuses to leave any secret unexposed. Writing his own meaning into the popular
title in his 1929 essay “The Language of Flowers,” Bataille emphasizes the sexuality of
flowers that floriography usually erases, writing: “Men have linked the brilliance of
flowers to their amorous emotions because on either side, it is a question of phenomena
that precede fertilization…. Among other things, the value given to pointed or hollowedout objects is fairly well known.”7 Bataille shows that the flower’s form operates as a
substitution: the beautiful outer petals of the flower provide the gift that we associate with
love, but it is the ‘useful organs’ inside that actually represent the desire. “If one
6
Stebbins notes the extreme proliferation of Language of Flowers dictionaries in the midnineteenth century. He questions how seriously painters would have taken these works, but notes that
Heade’s generation “spoke of sexuality primarily through metaphor,” and that Heade was in close
proximity to many literary examples of floral metaphors for sexuality, Stebbins, 2000, 35-36
7

Georges Bataille, “The Language of Flowers” from Visions of Excess, trans. Alan Stoekl
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1985), 11.
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expresses love with the aid of a flower, it is the corolla, rather than the useful organs, that
becomes the sign of desire.”8 Bataille peels off the petals to show the penetrating work of
the language of flowers in signifying desire. He finds the beauty of flowers to be skin
deep, a cover of love masking lust inside. “Even the most beautiful flowers are spoiled in
their centers by hairy sexual organs. Thus the interior of a rose does not at all correspond
to its exterior beauty; if one tears off all the corolla’s petals, all that remains is a rather
sordid tuft.”9 Bataille’s ‘sordid tuft’ captures with vivid and unpleasant directness the
varied hairy sexual organs of flowers, often elegantly arranged upon the flower stem, but
without the demure loveliness that the cover of petals provides.
The orchid leads Bataille to dismantle our comfortable understanding of the
flower as innocent object of beauty and sign of love even further. He incriminates the
orchid in an active role demonstrative of not just sexuality but human perversion,
especially in the case of “certain kinds of fat orchids, plants so shady that one is tempted
to attribute to them the most troubling of human perversions.” 10 In Bataille, in legend
and lore, and in its scientific nomenclature and natural behavior, the orchid is always
close to excessive and transgressive sexuality; opening our eyes to that aspect of all
flowers, and showing how they are deployed as tools to disclose and conceal human
sexuality.

8

Bataille, 11.

9

ibid, 12.

10

What Bataille, means by ‘fat orchids’(12) I cannot guess, though the Cattleya labiata is the
fattest orchid I know, its flower, pseudotubers and leaves all fleshy and substantial. Perhaps Bataille is
influenced by Proust’s writing on this flower (Proust’s Swann’s Way published in 1913, Bataille’s
“Language of Flowers” in 1928.)
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FAT ORCHIDS
Heade’s orchids, giant, fleshy, and gaping, inspire highly physical and sensual
interpretations. Describing Heade’s orchids generally, Novak evokes their sensual power
and fantastic nature:
The sexuality of the orchid paintings is doubled in that the flowers
themselves are suggestively configured and painted with a variety of
strokings and touches. The fimbriated petals flutter with vitality; their
buds, fatly brimming with imminent blossoms, pose beside mature
cousins. The leaves, springing from sinuous stems winding resolutely with
a strange, even frightening calligraphic agitation, are filled with sap that
would ooze if we could prick them. Few floral artists, before or after him,
have so eloquently grasped the inner life of the flower, its living being, so
to speak, partaking as much of basic organic laws as our own bodies.11
Novak indicates the oozing fleshiness of the orchids’ stems and leaves, the vitality and
sexual maturity of the open blossoms, the connection between orchid bodies and human.
More than any others, Heade’s images of Cattleya labiata suggest human sexuality. In
Study of an Orchid, from 1872, Heade paints two mature blooms of this orchid, with two
male hummingbirds vying for and receiving—wide mouthed—their attention. (figure 34)
The formal tie between the purples of the two males’ gorgets and the gaping purple of the
orchids’ labellums brings the significance of the pointed hummingbird bills and hollowed
out orchid mouths together. While the hummingbirds flirt and spar, the orchids loom,
hungry for fertilization.
Freed from the conventions of art historical discipline (citations, evidence,
precision), American man of letters John Updike describes the meaning Heade’s flowers
without apology:
11

Novak, 1996, 13.
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His many studies of orchids, roses, and magnolias, some of them
recumbent like petalled odalisques, form his original contribution to the
American art of the still life. They contain a social, if not a political,
statement: these enlarged flowers [the orchids], with their accompanying
pairs of hummingbirds, were Heade’s way of painting sex. Orchids are
notoriously an erotic flower; their name derives from orchis, the Latin for
‘testicle’ (based on the shape of their roots) and their petals, leading into a
deep cavity, are strikingly vaginal.12
Their perceptible desire may explain why orchids are typically left out language of
flower books-- not Bataille’s essay, but those it works against. A few dictionaries
mention it, and write: Orchid - Love; beauty. They occasionally include the Cattleya,
calling it: “Mature charm” but, most often, they simply read, “orchis—a belle.”13 Orchids
say too much to be included in these popular books for ladies, and so are either granted
the most abbreviated meaning or left out entirely. A more explicit language of orchids
exists in their storied life in legend and literature.14

12

John Updike, Still Looking: Essays on American Art, (New York: Knopf, 2005), 55.

13
Collier's Cyclopedia of Commercial and Social Information and Treasury of Useful and
Entertaining Knowledge, compiled by Nugent Robinson. P.F. Collier, 1882. The orchid is not listed in Mrs.
F. W. Wirt, Flora’s Dictionary (Baltimore: Fielding Lucas, 1837), or in Robert Tyas, Language of
Flowers, London: Routledge, 1869, or Laura Greenwood’s The Rural Wreath, or Life Among the Flowers,
(Boston: Wentworth, 1857.) It is listed as “a Belle” in Sarah Joseph Hale, Flora’s Interpreter (Boston:
Sandborn Carter Basin, 1856.) Shakespeare’s famous catalogue spoken by Ophelia, William Shakespeare,
Hamlet, Act IV, scene v, 174ff, and her end, garlanded with ‘long purples, that liberal shepherds call a
grosser name’ Act IV, scene vii, 169-170. The long purple is another sensual, this time temperate, orchid
family member.
14

Luigi Berliocchi tells of the legend of Orchis, first record of the Orchid in myth, who attempted
to rape a priestess, and ‘”The organs of Orchis’s undoing were transformed into the plant’s nether regions,
its tubers. These are fashioned to resemble the very parts of his anatomy that had Orchis to grief.” (16), In
Roman mythology, the lady slipper orchid grew from Venus’ slipper, left aside when she sheltered from
rain with her beloved Adonis,” (17) in Sri Lanka, a story tells of a prince suffering from unrequited love
with his half sister. When he tasted the tubers of the terrestrial orchid Ipsea speciosa, he was driven mad
(presumably with desire) and killed his sister (19-20), Dioscorides suggested the ingestion of orchid roots
to enhance potency and fertility (34). Luigi Berliocchi, The Orchid in Lore and Legend translated by
Lenore Rosenberg and Anita Weston, (Portland, OR: Timber Press, 1996) Mark Griffiths adds to this story,
citing Martha Hoffman Lewis “Other literary greats, too, embraced or eschewed the orchid because of its
sexual excesses, as Martha Hoffman Lewis writes in “Power and Passion: The Orchid in Literature”,
“Proust equated the plants with harlots and homosexuals, George Bernard Shaw compared them to
courtesans, and John Ruskin, repelled by the blatant sexuality of the flowers, considered orchids to be
‘prurient apparitions’. In Western civilization, the rose may bespeak courtly love, and the lily purity, but
orchids say something else, and bluntly — sex. The paired spherical tubers of Europe’s native orchids have
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As an adult, Heade’s childhood mania for hummingbirds twinned to include
orchids. In his pictures, the many orchids— objects of sexuality left out of ‘the birds and
the bees’— create a blooming eroticism. The orchids, most often Heade’s favorite the
Cattleya labiata, refuse the status of silent, passive object and in their activity they
enhance the ardor. This orchid is not only vividly sexual, it is also multiply sexual, at
least from the moment of its entry into western language. The word Orchid derives from
the Greek for testicle. The Cattleya labiata produces large, heavy-lipped pink and purple
flowers. Labiata, of course, refers to the labia or outer lips of the vulva, and combines
with the word orchid/testicle to compose a gender-bending flower name, which as
Updike states is also readily evident in their testicular roots (he should have said Pseudotubers) and ‘strikingly vaginal’ flowers.
Between the orchid-testicle and labiata-labia of this particular species,
Orchidaceae Cattleya labiata, there lies a Cattleya. Vladmir Nabokov noted that this was
“the genus called thus after William Cattley, a solemn British botanist.”15 Cattley was the
first man to seduce them into blooming outside their native habitat, and performed this
prompted their use as aphrodisiacs since ancient times. It was the father of botany, Theophrastus (371-287
BC), who first recorded the name orkis for these plants, derived from the Greek for testicle. So lurid is his
account of the supposed effects of orkis on humans and other animals that the relevant passage in the Loeb
edition of Enquiry into Plants was excised until recently to protect scholarly sensibilities. In Satyricon
Petronius has a brew made from orchid tubers doled out in brothels as a safeguard against flagging spirits.
In Hamlet Queen Gertrude cannot bring herself to say the “grosser name” that “liberal shepherds” give to
Orchis mascula, one of the flowers Ophelia picks before taking the plunge.… The Picture of Dorian Gray
contains orchids “as effective as the seven deadly sins”. So marked was the connection that John Ruskin
proposed changing the very name “orchid” to remove its “unclean or debasing association”. Mark Griffiths,
“Orchid orgy is fertile ground for sexual intrigue” Times Online (March 12, 2003)
15

In his essay on Proust, Nabokov writes that “ Cattleya labiata (the genus called thus after
William Cattley, a solemn British botanist), an orchid, which today, in this country, regularly adorns the
bosoms of matrons at club festivities. This orchid in the nineties of the last century in Paris was a very rare
and expensive flower. It adorns Swann’s lovemaking in a famous but not very convincing scene.” 241.
Nabokov is an alluring road not taken in this project, as a artist/naturalist. A well-respected lepidopterist,
Nabokov tragically lost three hard-gathered butterfly collections during various emigrations. Vladimir
Nabokov, “The Walk by Swann’s Place,” Lectures on Literature (New York: Harvest Books, 2002), 207250.
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feat in 1818. The solemn Cattley would not have known that his name, too, would be
brought under the covers by its association with this powerfully sensual plant. The
Cattleya exuded sexuality to such a heady degree that it became the chosen euphemism
for sex in the famous love affair between Monsieur Swann and his courtesan turned wife
Odette in Swann’s Way (Un Amour du Swann, 1913), the first volume of Marcel Proust’s
A la Recherche du Temps Perdue. Heade, too, seems to have recognized the erotic
decadence of this flower that inspired Proust’s turn of phrase.16
Proust added substantially to the Cattleya’s legendary presence. In his poetic
history of the orchid Luigi Berliocchi unravels Proust’s use of the flower:
If orchids had not existed, one feels Marcel Proust (1871-1922)
would have had to invent them. Their ephemeral sensuality, carnal but
coy, coupled with their flamboyant but fragile beauty provided him with
the perfect symbol for his characters’ contemplative decadence. His
favored species seems to have been Cattleya labiata, the leitmotiv of
Odette de Crécy in Un Amour de Swann. Orchids are worn in her hair,
tormented by her fingers, burst from her cleavage, and cover her with their
petals…. [the Cattleya] becomes the emblem of their intimacy. Replete
with sexual subterfuge and elaborate courtship rituals, Darwin’s account
of orchid pollination fired Proust’s imagination. Orchids provided him
with ideal ciphers for his subtle narrative games… Such parallels between
human affairs and natural phenomena are one of Proust’s favorite
narrative devices. In this case, they enable Proust to examine this passion
dispassionately and with a naturalist’s eye. By appropriating science,
Proust frees himself from moral judgments.17
Comparison between Proust and Heade is not an obvious one, however one aspect is
quite revealing: both men were tuned to fine details of the natural world, Proust turned
those details, as Berliocchi eloquently states, to human affairs, while Heade’s at least
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Seeing Heade’s desire for sexual fulfillment through orchid paintings, Stebbins speculated that
Heade painted very few of the Cattleya dowiana because it lacked the “warm sexual resonance of his
renderings of the Cattleya labiata.” Stebbins, 2000, 96.
17

Berliocchi, 91-2.
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superficially remain seated in the study of nature. Proust serves to make visible the
inevitable human ‘message’ in Heade’s paintings, that the glances, movements, and
intricate steps of amorous encounters in the natural world may link to human passions
more closely than always evident. Most germanely, Heade and Proust connect in their
appropriation of science to free themselves from moral judgments. Only when made
appropriate by science were orchids acceptable: Darwin published On the Various
Contrivances by Which British and Foreign Orchids Are Fertilised by Insects in 1862;
Heade painted his first orchid in approximately 1870. Heade himself questioned the
hummingbirds’ suitability for pollinating cup-shaped orchids, suggesting his own theories
along the lines of co-evolution of birds and flowers.18
Americanist William Gerdts is the only art historian who considered at all the way
orchids, in particular, may have meant to Heade’s time:
Heade’s pictures of orchids are unusual in the eyes of today’s
viewers. They must have been exceptionally strange in the artist’s own time,
for tradition as far back as antiquity associated the orchid with sex and
lust—forbidden subjects, even by implication, in the Victorian period. The
orchid, for instance, does not figure in the language of flower literature; this
18

It is supposed by some Trochilidists that the bill of that singular bird, the “Sickle-bill” Eutoceres
Aquila, is thus strangely formed for the purpose of reaching insects at the bottom of certain cup-shaped
orchids , and that the bill of another genus—the “Sword bill”—which is nearly four inches in length and
curved slightly upward, is so formed to reach the minute occupants of the gigantic pendant “Datura.” They
even advance these two peculiarities as proof of their insectivorous character; but if they may be taken as
evidence either way, they bear much stronger on the other side, if the sickle shaped bill of the former is
evidently intended by Nature for the purpose [illegible] reaching the bottom of cup shaped orchids for the
purpose named (as it could not be applied to any other) but the bird must necessarily be in such a position,
that it could not see the bottom of the flower which, would not be necessary in extracting honey, while it
would be in securing insects.
Moreover, with regard to the latter:-- If Nature intended that the bird should live on insects, she
must also have intended to confine its depredations to the flower in question, as such a formation would
make it a very inconvenient instrument for capturing the?? In ordinary places, while in the other hand, the
flower might yield the bird exclusive sustenance in honey, as all the species are denied participation of its
sweets by the peculiar construction of its deep corolla.
It would be unreasonable not to Yield to the testimony of microscopic investigation that insects
are often found in them, and I have also found them, but as these investigations have always resulted in
finding them very small, and few in number. The evidence is not sufficient to admit as proof that insects
form their principal support. Martin Johnson Heade “Monograph Notes.”
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bloom dared not speak. Not only the orchid’s tradition, but its name… its
vaginal shape, and its gynandrous nature all would mitigate the popularity of
such imagery.19
While Gerdts oversimplifies the Victorian relationship to sex and lust, his point is solid:
while actual orchid plants became wildly popular in the mid-nineteenth century, grown in
great numbers in Victorian hothouses, representations of orchids or their suggestive
potential remained rare. This fact alone proves Novak’s description of Heade doubling
the sexuality of the plants, which can be excused as ‘natural,’ but in paint become
obscene. Novak wrote, as quoted above, “The sexuality of the orchid paintings is doubled
in that the flowers themselves are suggestively configured and painted with a variety of
strokings and touches.” Gerdts writes ‘this bloom dared not speak.’ When it spoke, it
uttered Proust’s language of ‘doing a Cattleya.’20 Stroked and touched onto Heade’s
canvas, the double dose of sexuality does not speak, it shouts.
These tender subjects speak to a significant problem in the accomplishment of
natural history. The gynandrous orchid—which carries its stamens and pistil on the same
stalk and is therefore of doubtful gender— seamed together too many forbidden
territories: sensual presence, male and female parts, subject and object in sexual
performances, and erotic in legend and behavior, to make it available to conventional
natural history study. In the nineteenth century, natural history comprised an important
subject of intimate study between upper- and middle-class mothers and children, yet the
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William H. Gerdts, Painters of the Humble Truth: Masterpieces of American Still Life 18011939 (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 1981) 126.
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In yet another instance of evasion of what she calls the “great sensual and emotional power”
(110) of Heade’s orchid and hummingbird paintings, the MFA’s Karen Quinn writes that “Orchids were
associated with sexuality, which may account for the scant notice Heade’s paintings of them elicited during
his lifetime. Karen Quinn in Ted Stebbins, Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1999) 109.
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scientific language of natural history was off-limits to these practitioners, as sexuallyinformed and therefore fully inside the realm of adult men.21 The study of natural history
works doubly, like the cliché the birds and the bees, both direct in its depiction of flower
sex and evasive in its constant reference to human sexuality. Cage-bird mothers and
nestling children indulged in impropriety if they entered the scientific side of the soft
science of natural history. In The Orchid Thief, popular journalist Susan Orlean writes
that women were not even meant to collect orchids in the nineteenth century, as the parts
of orchids were too suggestive.22
The language of natural history is highly explicit and ties again and again to
human sexuality, as Londa Schiebinger, Stanford historian of gender in science,
demonstrates. Schiebinger describes how even the great natural historian Maria Sibylla
Marien, who traveled the world documenting insect species, presented only her
observations, leaving classification to her male colleagues.”23 Schiebinger describes how
“Linneaus, the greatest taxonomist of his age, imagined that plants have vaginas and
penises and reproduce on marriage beds.”24 Heade’s language of hummingbird
‘husbands’, so poetic and non-scientific to modern ears, has clear precedent in biology.
21

Lynn Barber’s The Heyday of Natural History 1820-1870 (New York: Doubleday, 1980) 15.
Susan Orlean describes that women not really supposed to collect orchids, their parts were too suggestive,
Susan Orlean, The Orchid Thief, (New York: Ballentine, 2000), 75.
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Orlean, 75.
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Schiebinger in Jardine, 163-4
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ibid, 163. Schiebinger continues: “Linneaus, in his Praeludia sponsalia plantarum, (‘Preludes to
the Betrothals of Plants’), related the terms of comparison: in the male, the filaments of the stamens are the
vas deferens, the anthers are the testes, the pollen that falls from them when they are ripe is the seminal
fluid; in the female, the stigma is the vulva, the style becomes the Fallopian tube, the pericarp is the
impregnated ovary, and the seeds are the eggs. Julien de la Mettrie, along with other naturalists, even
claimed that the honey reservoir found in the nectary is equivalent to mother’s milk in humans.”
(Schiebinger in Jardine 165-6) “The notion that plants and animals reproduce within marital relations
persisted into the nineteenth century.” Schiebinger, in Jardine, 168.
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Studying birds and bees meant studying ‘the birds and the bees,’ making the practice
another shared space of innocence and experience, where children and birds cohabit in
downy fairy nests.
More recent discoveries about the natural history of orchids, and of the
relationship between hummingbirds and orchids, suggests further reason that children
were kept out of the room when discussing the birds, bees, and flowers. So far, this essay
has portrayed the flower has appeared as the absent ‘object’ of the expression, ‘the birds
and the bees.’ As object, the flower is obviously passive, weakened, and as such
appropriate in a union including an animate and inanimate partner. Recent scholarship,
however, reveals the error here. Amherst biologists Ethan J. Temeles and Paul W. Ewald
have shown that hummingbird bills and flowers may not evolve so mutually
cooperatively as previously thought. In fact, the movement of flowers during the act of
pollination plays a significant role in the success of the union for the flower, to the
detriment of the bird. They write:
Portrayals of pollination are often Disneyesque: Animals visit
beautiful, showy flowers and are rewarded with a sweet treat. Returning
the favor, the visitors carry pollen on to the next flower. But sometimes
relationships between flowers and their pollinators seem more like
something out of a movie by the Italian master of the bizarre, Federico
Fellini…. Hummingbird pollination seems a more straightforward affair,
as simple as--according to one popular ornithology textbook--inserting a
"straight or curved blade into a scabbard…. Our videos showed that
jewelweed takes an active role in its own pollination. Visited by a
hummingbird, the flower does not stand still; it glides rhythmically back
and forth along the bird's bill and, at the end of each glide cycle, rams into
the bird's forehead.”25
25

This article is supported largely with evidence from orchids. Ewald and Temeles go on to
describe the relationship of flower lips to bird pollinators, continuing with their anthropomorphizing
suggestion and language of initial floral resistance to pollinator seduction: “So, like the guides of bee
flowers, lips of hummingbird flowers act as nectar guides and benefit hummingbirds by reducing errors.
Likewise, lips benefit hummingbird flowers by enhancing the amount of pollen deposited onto birds. But it
turns out that there is a manipulative side to this story. Once a bird's bill enters a Monarda flower, the lower
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While this study is only a few years old, the flowers themselves, and the ways these
flowers were understood in the mid-nineteenth century, may have led Heade to
understand a measure of the active role of orchids, and to make his orchids
correspondingly animistic, intense. The language deployed here and, it appears, Temeles
and Ewald’s as well, intends the innuendo of ‘human sexuality’, even ‘human perversion’
that Bataille saw in the orchid’s potential arsenal of contrivance. Approaching the orchid
through Heade’s depiction, rather than in the rainforest or the greenhouse, one
immediately finds in the painted blooms’ non-Disneyesque animation suggestion of
human sexuality. If one considers the not-just cross species, but cross-kingdom nature of
this sex act—between birds and flowers— as well as the multiplicity of the gender
relationships, some may find human perversion apt as a descriptor. Yet, this is the
metaphor—the birds and the bees— we impose on ‘innocent’ children.
Darwin published his well-known study of orchids the year before Heade’s first
trip to the tropics; Heade began painting orchids on his second trip, where Jamaican
orchids may have captured his imagination.26 One finds the same suggestion in Heade’s
pictures and, legibly in Darwin’s study—indeed we read the vivacious nature of orchids
from the title: On the various contrivances by which British and foreign orchids are
lip greatly increases the amount of time the bird spends feeding. This increase in feeding time at lipped
flowers once the bill enters the flower is approximately five times greater than the time savings due to
making less errors at lipped flowers. The reason for this increase is that the lip acts like a crash barrier that
causes the bird to hold back from the flower. Because its bill tip is farther from the nectar, it takes longer
for the bird to feed. Moreover, by causing the bird to hold back, the lower lip keeps the bird positioned
under the flower's anthers for a longer period of time, thereby doubling the amount of pollen deposited onto
the bird. So, even though both the flower and bird benefit, the flower benefits even more at the bird's
expense. Ethan J. Temeles and Paul W. Ewald, "Fitting the Bill?—hummingbird pollination of plants,"
Natural History, 108(5): 52-55 May, 1999.
26

The first known Heade drawings of orchids are from his 1870 Jamaican sketchbook, in the
archives of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. He depicts a cattleya there.
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fertilised by insects.” Darwin was referring to genetic and mutational contrivances, not
the far more direct indications of Temeles and Ewald’s “it glides rhythmically back and
forth along the bird's bill and, at the end of each glide cycle, rams into the bird's
forehead,” or of the suggestive work of the jewelweed’s lips, ‘holding back, holding back
increasing the duration and ramming,’ that intimates animal sex; indeed that encroaches
on the language of pornography, not natural science. From his very title, Darwin had
suggested an active sexual activity on the part of the flowers. No nice lady should employ
‘contrivances’ to achieve ‘pollination.’27 As Bataille wrote: “the value given to pointed or
hollowed-out objects is fairly well known;” so well known that Heade could not have
missed them. The active role of the hollowed-out objects, however, seldom received the
attention that natural history gives the orchid—it is erased from the birds and bees. The
tender strokes with which Heade paints orchids, and the Cattleya labiata’s sensuality
provide a large degree of the sexual suggestion in these pictures.
Darwin already understood the active role of the orchid, and dealt
straightforwardly with the crookedness of floral sex roles. He cited the work of the ridges
of the orchid’s labellum to “guide any flexible body, like a fine bristle of hair, into the
minute and rounded orifice of the nectary,”28 He also describes the movement of the
pollinia to ready themselves for penetration into the receiving bloom, which points to the
queer potential of the expression ‘the birds and the bees.’ In floral sex, birds and bees
take the traditionally male role—there is no female in the expression. However, in the
27

Darwin explains his purpose in writing the book, to more amply prove the suggestion he made
in On the Origin of Species that” no hermaphrodite fertilizes itself for a perpetuity of generations…”
Contrivances details the complicated evolutionary machinations by which orchids have made their
pollination by insects successful.
28

Darwin, On the various contrivances by which British and foreign orchids are fertilised by
insects, (London, John Murray, 1862), 25.
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case of the bees, the actors playing the pointed objects are all actually female; in birds,
male and female equally divided take the male role. Many of the flowers, playing the
female lead, have both male and female parts (sometimes one of each, sometimes two or
three or twenty of mixed gender), sometimes they self-pollinate androgynously, or
pollinate several different flowers polyandrously, or are tidily divided, individually male
and female like their pollinating birds, and all the flowers playing the female roles may
be less passive than the cliché indicates.29 We sometimes allow plants and animals to
have sexuality and passionate relationships between our usual categories, yet, in the
scientific language of flowers, we use the moderating language of marriage to describe
immoderate flower sexuality.30 By coupling them with orchids ripe with reproductive
potential together with hummingbirds that feed on the reproductive desires of flowers,
Heade amplifies the humming desires of hummingbirds to audible range.
Heade’s painted orchids loom: too big, too vaginal, too potently active. They have
a great truth, for they capture the active seduction that is the purpose of these ‘useful
organs.’ Whether courting or battling, Heade’s hummingbirds always have a giant plant
29

Recent studies also reveal the active role of the human female’s body during sex to aid
fertilization. Quoting from the remarkably ugly writing of Michael Wiederman, “During female orgasm the
woman's cervix dips and the opening to the cervix gapes open, much like an elephant's trunk while taking
in water. If a seminal pool is present in the vagina at that point, a significant number of sperm will be
helped along by this "up-suck" phenomenon. So, to maximize conception, a woman should experience an
orgasm immediately after a man ejaculates. If the woman experiences orgasm when a seminal pool is not
present, vaginal secretions are likely to be "sucked up," thereby increasing the acidity of the cervical
environment. Accordingly, female orgasm prior to male ejaculation strengthens the cervical filter and
reduces the likelihood of fertilization.” “Review of Sperm Wars: The Science of Sex.” In Journal of Sex
Research, Feb, 1998 by Michael W. Wiederman.
30

In “Gender and Natural History” Schiebinger describes the history of the image of the ‘marriage
bed’ in biology, showing how the metaphors Bachelard pokes fun at have precedent not only in our
idealizing of human relationships, but also of plant and animal ‘relationships.’ “One of the most striking
elements in Linnaeus’ system is that plant sexuality takes place almost exclusively within the bonds of
marriage. His text is filled with tender embraces of duly wedded couples: ‘The flowers’ leaves…serves as
bridal beds which the Creator has so gloriously arranged, adorned with such noble bed curtains, and
perfumed with so many soft scents that the bridegroom with his bride might there celebrate their nuptials
with so much the greater solemnity. When now the bed is so prepared, it is time for the bridegroom to
embrace his beloved bride and offer her his gifts.’” Schiebinger, in Jardine, 167.
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sex organ—a flower— looming, blooming, in company; again, if they were human
dramas, we’d call them perverse. When looking at a Cattleya in the flesh, just as when
reading Proust on ‘doing a Cattleya’, looking at Georgia O’Keefe’s or Robert
Mapplethorpe’s extremely human-looking plant organs, when looking at a Judy Chicago
place setting, the ‘strikingly vaginal’ imagery shouts rather than silences the active role of
these hollowed out objects. Heade’s orchids navigate a place between threatening vagina
dentate and celebratory/delicate female sensuality, blending overt eroticism with the
metaphorically subtle romantic language of flowers. In short, Heade uses orchids to paint
unexpected pictures of female sexuality. 31
The voluptuous femininity of Heade’s flowers ties him to certain – far
later—painters in the American still-life tradition. Orchids, Novak describes, are
dangerously voluptuous and ambiguous; she (like others, for example Gerdts, in Painters
of Humble Truth) suggests that Heade’s flowers share unabashed sensuality with
O’Keefe’s. And certainly, their peculiarities of scale and focus on flower openings and
animism do tie them to O’Keefe. Yet, as Edward Lucie-Smith points out, making an as
31

The vaginal imagery in Heade provides ties it further to the uncanny. Freud writes: “To
conclude this collection of examples, which is certainly not exhaustive, I will mention an experience culled
from psycho-analytic experience; which, unless it rests on pure coincidence, supplies the most pleasing
confirmation of our conception of the uncanny. It often happens that neurotic men state that to them there is
something uncanny about the female genitals. But what they find uncanny is actually the entrance to man’s
old ‘home,’ the place where everyone once lived. A jocular saying has it that love is a longing for home,’
and if someone dreams of a certain place or a certain landscape and, while dreaming, thinks to himself, ‘I
know this place, I’ve been here before,’ this place can be interpreted as representing his mother’s genitals
or her womb. Here too, then the uncanny [unhomely] is what was once familiar [homely, homey]. The
negative prefix un- is the indicator of repression” Freud, 151. The giant insistent genitals in Heade’s
paintings, in form of Cattleya labiata, underscore the uncanny contents of Heade’s pictures, and also tie the
nest to the flower. Stebbins and Novak both suggest that Heade saw female genitals in flowers. (Well, they
are hard to miss.) “Is there a clue to Heade, the man, if we assume that the opulent flower paintings enact a
metaphorical fusion of Heade's desire and woman's body -- a fusion which, once accomplished, leaves
Heade free to gracefully retreat into anonymity? “Novak, 1996, 12 Novak describes Stebbins focus on sin,
women, and flower imagery, writing that: “Heade’s flowers certainly have a sinuous, sensual and exotic
energy, and if they do associate with women and with evil, they are a rare instance of pessimism—of, we
might say, floral pessimism—in American art.” Novak, Nature and Culture, 112.
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unexpected and more apt comparison between Heade and Audrey Flack (1931-) “Their
sensual presence makes them very different from Georgia O’Keefe’s enlarged paintings
of flowers, which often have a curiously flat quality—heraldic and emblematic rather
than realized in all their sensual richness.”32 Another comparison would be between
Heade and Robert Mapplethorpe’s thoroughly sensual flower-photographs, flat and
smooth as is hallmark of their medium, nonetheless, like Heade and Flack, Mapplethorpe
gives us fleshy, dimensional, lush flowers.33 Mapplethorpe’s images remain in the realm
of the real (unlike O’Keefe’s flat, graphic, abstracted images) even while endowing the
flowers with animistic sensuality. Heade’s images outdo other floral and natural history
illustrations in their fraught abundance, and share visual and poetical aspects with Flack
and Mapplethorpe.

HEADE, THE ORCHID
At least in name, Heade made himself an orchid. Heade was clearly sensitive to the
power of nomenclature. As a young man, at least by 1846, on the cusp of becoming a
professional artist, he changed the spelling of his own name from Heed to Heade (writing
that this was a return to the original family name, which pointed up his own origins in
England).34 To heed, of course, means to pay close attention, to notice, to consider, all of

32

Edward Lucie-Smith, American Realism (London: Thames and Hudson, 1994) 201. LucieSmith’s comparison with Flack marks another moment that Heade’s relevance to 20th century artists
emerges. The unabashed sensuality of Heade’s flowers makes them stand out in their own era.
33

Peter Schultz unravels the problematic nature of assigning or not assigning sexual meaning to
Mapplethorpe’s flower photographs, and also resurrects the potential for flowers to represent male genitals,
male sexuality, and male homosexuality. Peter Schultz, “Robert Mapplethorpe’s Flowers,” History of
Photography 22,2 (Summer, 1998), 84-88.
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which are important devices of the artist, particularly the artist painting the natural world.
By taking on the more English name, Heade adopts a connection to a more established art
tradition, one that he appears throughout his lifetime, rejecting artistic progress in the
form of the more painterly style that became common during his lifetime.35 He distances
himself from his gentleman farmer family, and adds another convincing example of
characterization of him by previous scholars as something of a loner.
By 1845, very close to the time as the change from Heed, Heade took on a
pseudonym, Didymus, and with it took on a personality. Such accoutrements tend to go
with a name. Like the subjects of this chapter, the word didymus teems with suggestion,
and has three main meanings, each of which signifies for this chapter. Heade signs both
his early poems and travel letters, and later articles in Forest and Stream with the
penname, which Stebbins notes confidently he chose after the apostle Thomas, implying
a doubting approach.36 Indeed, many of Heade’s articles for Forest and Stream have a
strong character of doubt, though his early poetry, sentimental and fairly mediocre, does
not suggest this character, or give any clues to his choice of the nickname.37 In Forest and

34

Heade changed his name about 1846, writing to Bartlett: “I always believed that, as my
ancestors were from England, the name had been changed from Heade; & happening to mention it one day
before my grandfather, he told me that such was the fact—that his father did it—so I at once resolved to
change the spelling.” Also quoted in Stebbins, 2000, 7.
35

An 1879 reviewer wrote: “there are scores of people who look at and admire Mr. Heade’s
pictures while comparatively few either look at or admire Mr. [John Singer] Sargent’s picture hung just
beneath it.” quoted in Stebbins (1999), 144. Stebbins writes, “This struck the critic as ludicrous, given that
Heade’s Tropical Flowers, though ‘carefully painted,’ was in his view ‘not a work of art.’” Stebbins,
quoting Clarence Cook, “Academy of Design: Fifty-fourth Annual Exhibition,” New York Daily Tribune,
April 26, 1879, p. 5. In Stebbins, 1999, 144. Before long, others would see eye to eye with Clarence Cook.
36

Stebbins, 2000, 6. McIntyre deploys the tools of phrenology to read Heade’s personality from
his portraits, and also describes his insistence on proof, seeing him as: “kindly yet challenging—all things
must first be proved;-- high forehead, massive, intellectual, but, also, uncompromising.” McIntyre 32-33
37

Stebbins cites Heade’s article titled ‘The Doubting Didymus’ as proof. I read it as proof that he
thought of Doubting Thomas, but admit the full resonance of the name, beyond its connection to Thomas,
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Stream, Heade questions the insights of many other authors, expresses strong distaste for
fancy and ‘phantasy,’ (Heade’s spelling) and reveals a curmudgeonly style resonant of
Mark Twain (1835-1910) whose more famous pen name—in use in place of Samuel
Clemens by 1863— denoted the call of riverboater meaning ‘Two Fathoms’.38
In each of its definitions, didymus has a strongly physical or bodily connotation.
As with the bodily/religious nature of the language of the passionflower described below,
even this first definition it connects to the physical senses. Doubting Didymus, the
apostle, believes in Christ’s resurrection only after he puts his finger into Christ’s wound
in a well-known scene (John 20:27), seeking tangible evidence of the wound and the
resurrection. Caravaggio’s Incredulity of St. Thomas (1601-1602) represents this moment
in all of its passionate potential, and captures the legend of St Thomas in its shocking
physicality. (figure 35) Heade, who sought to observe the hummingbird in its true habitat,
who lamented never seeing nesting hummingbirds, and doubted what other observers told
him, himself sought sensual relief of doubt throughout his life.
Freud demonstrates that the tendency to doubt can become a disease. Heade does
reveal a compulsion to test, not far from a doubting mania, as Freud calls it, in his articles
for Forest and Stream, the overwhelming majority of which seem penned in response to
rankling doubt about another’s claims, and take every opportunity to question and prove.
Freud indicates that this mania may provide a means for the subject to master obsessional
due to Heade’s choice of the name long before publishing these doubting letters—indeed he first used it for
love poetry, as well as his careful consideration of names and his several connections to the several
meanings of that name. Stebbins, 2000, 166.
38

Twain owned painting by Heade, and Heade mentioned Twain’s style of humor in two articles
in Forest and Stream, including the article Stebbins cites, “The Doubting Didymus,” as well as
“Ransacker’s Bees,” where he gives a rare peak at his wife. “I have a wife who enjoys a streak of real wit
as an epicure does an oyster, but who can wade through the funny things (so called) of Twain without so
much as a loud smile affecting her stoical face.”
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ideas, providing protection against them.39 The irascible Heade may have found it
difficult to connect with others in his passionate need to test what they said, as is
considered in more detail below.
The word Didymus suggests far more than doubting, and while the other
meanings are less common in popular usage, they connect severally to Heade, his
paintings, and writings. Didymus also means ‘twin,’ and Heade often reveals
dichotomous, even duplicitous nature.40 In “Taming Hummingbirds,” he describes at
length the process he uses to patiently train hummingbirds to drink from his hand over a
course of weeks until they will eventually pay visits to his table, where they “come in and
take a seat with us—on one of our fingers” (‘our’ indicates himself and his wife). Yet
hummingbirds are also “inveterate little warriors”, and when a “stranger has attempted to
drive [my pet] off and take possession, I have come to his rescue and shot the aggressor.
It is impossible to have more than one tame at a time.” Heade can love and protect
hummingbirds, and also shoot them “on more than one occasion.”41 He travels
peripatetically, but hates the discomforts of travel; he paints subjects obsessively, but has
multiple obsessions; he strives ceaselessly for success but shrinks from his best chances
at attaining it.42 The twin works as his alter-ego of letters: Heade paints beautiful
pictures, Didymus writes grumbling letters (and sentimental poems).

39

Freud, “Further Remarks on the Neuro-Psychoses of Defense” Complete Psychological Works,
Volume III: 173.
40
Coincidentally, Mark Twain, admired by and admirer of Heade, also chose a nickname that
meant ‘twin’ as in couple or a duplicitous space between as in ‘never the twain shall meet.’ Heade often
seems to be not twain but on either side of between.
41

Martin Johnson Heade, writing as Didymus, “Taming Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream,
April 14, 1892.
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If frequently duplicitous, Heade also show a fervent proclivity for pairs, twins and
doubles in his paintings of natural subjects, substantiating the application of didymus’
second meaning, twin. Heade paints two newsboys together twice, two owls once (and
never one or three or more of either) a pair of children on a swing; his marsh landscapes
often feature a pair of horses, ducks, cattle, or sailboats, or pair of hunters, haymakers, or
fishers; and he nearly always pairs his hummingbirds and his orchids (though the orchids
sometimes partner not with a twin but with a younger or older bloom, and one sometimes
trades partners to couple with a bird). Novak brings these last and most favorite two twins
together, writing: “Into Heade’s smaller, intense vistas, his twin obsessions, orchids and
hummingbirds, are repeatedly compressed.” 43 Novak twines the orchid and hummingbird
into the idea of obsession; the twin should be twined there, too.
Thirdly, and deriving from the second meaning, twin, Didymus also means
testicle, and is used as such medical terminology, along with the synonym orchis, that is,
orchid. Didymus and orchis both indicate both testicle and plants with testicular shapes.
Though not likely, it is possible that from his study of orchids Heade might have learned
at some point that orchid, testis, and didymus were synonyms. Heade takes on the name
Didymus and becomes an orchid, but takes on the name without spelling out its meaning.
The range of meanings of the word matter because they underscore the many connections
between orchids, Heade, and the sensual body. While Heade may not have known all of

42

McIntyre reveals his practice of quitting at the first sight of challenge; he quitting the
monograph project when he met resistance, and dropping chance of retrospective show near end of his
career when an owner refused a loan. McIntyre, 30-31.
43

Novak, 1996, 13.
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the word’s meanings, he was one to heed names, and the subtleties of the word may not
have been lost on him.44

PASSION & PASSIONFLOWERS
Heade painted ten known pictures containing passionflowers, compared to fiftysix known canvases with orchids.45 The splendid Passion Flowers and Hummingbirds
(1870-3) at the Museum of Fine Arts mesmerizes with its glossy perfection (figure 36),
comfortable in the company of sparsely placed period furniture, murmuring voices,
canvases by Church, Lane, Kensett and (particularly good company for Heade with its
tiny mysterious figures in intricate landscapes) Cole. Heade paints the passion flowers in
relief, thickly worked with the palette knife to appear as if iced on, but with minute
perfection. Though their history in legend may speak differently, Heade paints them as
true fairy flowers, each petal a delicious swathe of scarlet, the whole a delightful balletic
creature. In the hands of young girls, these petals would float back, just as Heade paints
them, to become dainty skirts for a fairy ball; the stamens become headdresses above
tight waists and chest made of the golden fringed corolla. In Heade’s painted dance-on44

In his Brasil/London journal, Heade does refer to the hummingbird as a oiseau mouche—the
French for hummingbird translates literally as ‘fly bird’—and he certainly read ornithological books, and
may have read botanical texts. Stebbins writes that Heade took on the name Didymus in 1846 (Stebbins,
2000, 6), some twenty-four years before he begins to paint orchids. Stebbins also almost gets at this
meaning of Didymus in monograph of 1975, through of juxtaposed ideas; he does quite get there, and
withdraws the hint from the 2000 edition. Heade’s orchids of the seventies have an essentially sexual
duality: still lifes yet also landscapes, impossibly remote and exotic, they represent an element in the
mainstream of American culture—that of Adam finding himself in the Garden—and are both masculine
and feminine. In fact, these orchids are gynandrous (Heade’s pen-name, as already noted, was
Didymus—“the Twin” ). Stebbins almost connects didymus to the orchid; he positions discussion of
didymus to the orchid’s twin form. Stebbins, 1975, 143.
45

Heade also paints the early hummingbirds, the Gems of Brazil, without particular companion
flowers, a ruby throat with a red rose, and three ruby throats with apple blossoms in North American
settings. Despite his lifelong affection for the rubythroat, he does not paint the bird or its familiar habitat
with anything like the obsession he turns on the orchid.
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the-wing, the flower partners step away from each other while the hummingbirds bow.
The tiny, plentiful foliage performs below the main stage, like planted fireworks, echoing
the bright colors of the flowers with the bright dots. Two pairs of passionflower
wallflowers are also there: a pair of spent bud crones at the lower left, and two new buds,
not yet out in society, float lightly into frame at top. Heade’s passion vines stand out
fleshily like his orchids, in this painting, they criss-cross the murky sky in a cursive x,
seeking to write despite the limiting illiteracy of the floral kind.
Passionflower plants vine voluntarily from poor soil, sending lengthy tendrils to
grasp and tangle onto other plants with animistic liveliness that would have appealed to
Heade. Darwin considered them briefly in his essay on the habits of tendril-forming
plants, the 1865 “The Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants” (Heade first painted
passionflowers in about 1870), as Darwin also took up ‘Heade’s’ subjects of
hummingbirds and orchids shortly prior to Heade’s interest. Darwin’s experiments on
climbing plants begin to explain the way the passion vines wrap here and there, elastic
and apparently indecisive, deceptive in their origins, and tenacious in their hold,
suggesting their secret menace, far more subtle than the orchids.’ Darwin describes the
tendrils of the passionflower as they respond to various types of stimulus beneath a belljar in his study: he touches them repeatedly with a twig and sees that they begin to react
within about 30 seconds, he describes as ‘irritability’ their readiness to react to such
stimulus, as ‘exhaustion’ their immunity to such stimulus after repeated efforts; he
‘flirted’ and ‘syringed’ water at the plants to no reaction.46 The passion vine responds to
specific kinds of touch, even while ignoring the touch of water, or the trickery of man.
46

…as ‘exhaustion’ their immunity to such stimulus after repeated efforts (155); he ‘flirted’ and
‘syringed’ water at the plants to no reaction Darwin, “Climbing Plants,” 156.
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Darwin saw animistic potential in the passionvine; Heade crystallized the vision in his
paintings.
In addition to sharing tropical origins, remarkable structure, and twining,
animistic forms, orchids and passionflowers share arresting legendary histories that may
have provoked Heade along with their extraordinary forms. Their meaning in literature
and legend is strikingly different, though in both cases intensely bodily. Art historian
Celia Fisher summarizes the significant symbolism that named the species for science:
“the passion first associated with passiflora when the Spanish missionaries brought the
plants back from America in the sixteenth century was the passion of Christ; the three
stigmas represented nails; the five stamens wounds; the corona the crown of thorns or the
halo; the leaves and tendrils the hands and whips of Christ's persecutors.”47 The
passionflower stood for ‘religious superstition’ in Language of Flower books, and as
Fisher continues, the bodily, violent imagery associated with the passionflower did not
appeal to English protestants or Pre-Raphaelites (however the passionflower features
prominently in Charles Alston Collins’ (1828-1873) Convent Thoughts.) Heade’s
paintings combine the light, playful work of the plants themselves with the pernicious
vining strength. His study of passionflower plant in the St. Augustine Historical Society
shows his absolute mastery of twigs, sticks, and stems. (figure 37) The stems come to
life, to dimension, they curve so eloquently. The leaves, too studied, are flat and
overworked, and he struggles with their leaves in his finished paintings, as well. What
47
Fisher continues, showing the way the Pre-Raphaelites may have transformed the meaning from
religious devotion to human love.: “English herbalists such as John Parkinson, who described these
wondrous new flowers early in the seventeenth century, rejected the Jesuitical deductions with Protestant
disgust - "all true as the sea burns" - and this dislike of religious superstition may be a reason why
passiflora seldom appeared in flowerpieces. But for the Pre-Raphaelite movement… the passionflower
represented human love.” Celia Fisher: “Retrospective: A look at plants in Pre-Raphaelite paintings”
Hortus no. 60, Winter 2001
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Heade felt about the literal ‘reading’ of the passionflower’s parts by Spanish missionaries
is unknown, as he never mentions the flower, but he paints the flowers with a visceral
animation, and twines them to the birds, whose passions he describes in great detail.
Few of Heade’s passionflowers achieve the degree of pessimism, menace, or
perversity of the orchid, but they are certainly odd flowers, with their frilled and painted
corolla/crown of thorns, and their wandering vines and tendrils. Infrequently, Heade did
describe in paint the macabre potential of the passionflower. In White Orchid and
Hummingbird (1875-90), a single passionflower, fully opened, dominates the lower
portion of the canvas. (figure 38) The painting depicts an orchid Laelia purpurata, a large
species like the Cattleya, but with its more slender, distinct petals, it conveys less
transgressive potential. Here, the passionflower plays the transgressive role, for the
bloom with its cascading corolla and trailing petals transgresses plant boundaries; it has
transformed into an animate creature of the sea, a jellyfish or anemone. Heade’s palette in
this canvas, too, is unusually grim, dominated by yellowing grays, and a gloomy cloud
cover over all of the evening sky. In the similar Orchids, Passionflowers, and a
Hummingbird, Heade again depicts a single male ruby-throated hummingbird, and this
time a Cattleya labiata, and now paints two passionflowers, again jellyfish-like, indeed
more so for their translucency, echoed in the thin, almost-unfinished, passion vine leaf.
(figure 39) Their relationship to creatures of the sea comes to light via an illustration by
English naturalist Philip H. Gosse, whose Birds of Jamaica Heade cites in his
hummingbird monograph notes. Gosse’s 1860 painting of sea anemones resonates with
Heade’s passionflowers, both his decorative scarlet dancers and his transparent
anemone/jellyfish. (figure 40) In the upper right corner, the scarlet anemone Sagartia
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liguarta itself transgresses to passionflower effect, and certainly seems as closely related
to tropical flowers as British sea life. Themselves transgressing plant and animal lines,
these anemones achieve an uncanny effect, just as the scarlet passionflowers achieve
fairy-like delight, showing how Heade chooses, again and again, to select natural subjects
with unnatural habits, and to encourage his subjects to perform transformations between
orders, plant and animal, just as they unreservedly trade genders.

THE LANGUAGE OF NESTS
Queen Mab hath been with you.
She is the fairies’ midwife…
Her wagon-spokes made of long spiders’ legs,
The cover of the wings of grasshoppers,
The traces of the smallest spider’s web,
The collars of the moonshine’s watery beams,
Her whip of cricket’s bone, the lash of film,
Her wagoner a small grey-coated gnat…
Her chariot is an empty hazel-nut
Made by the joiner squirrel or old grub,
Time out o’ mind the fairies’ coachmakers.
-Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet48

The nest of the hummingbird is a magical thing. Though not as small as a hazel-nut, like
Mab’s carriage, it is minute, not bigger than a walnut. Its opening will admit the first joint
of a finger to its downy interior, but no more.49 The hummingbird, which has no down of
its own to pluck to make a nest, gathers soft plant fibers to line the tiny cradle, lays tiny
eggs, which hatch into nestlings the size of bees. The outside of the nest is made of small

48

The works of Shakespeare provided primary inspiration to fairy painters of the mid-nineteenth
century. His description, voiced by Mercutio in the opening scenes of the tragedy, of the Fairy Queen
Mab’s coach, which she rode through dream land to land on dreamer’s noses, evokes the fairy construction
techniques and materials of hummingbird architecture.
49

John Burroughs, too, sees the hummingbird’s superiority as an architect: “The woods hold not
such another gem as the nest of the hummingbird. The finding of one is an event to date from.” (italics
mine) John Burroughs, Wake Robin, The Complete Nature Writings of John Burroughs (New York: WM.
H. Wise, 1904), 126.
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grasses and leaves, which the female hummingbird sews together with the smallest spider
webs. Though usually far less brilliantly-colored than her husband, the hummingbird wife
has a developed sense of beauty (according to Darwin) and decorates on the outside with
a marvelous skin of greygreen and gold lichens. 50 Description in the coarse medium of
words cannot convey exactly how securely the hummingbirds’ nest fits in the world of
fairies in its size, perfection, and materials.
Nor do Martin Johnson Heade’s many painted nests manage to convey the
magical realm the nests and his birds inhabit in life, for Heade’s nests, which seldom
appear in his later hummingbird pictures, look firm and unpleasantly solid, not pliant and
tender like the actual nests; his appear mechanically made, not pressed into shape with
the mother’s tiny breast, its fast-beating heart holding still for a rare moment, sewn
together by her beak and toes. In the Manoogian Ruby-Throated Hummingbird, (1864-5),
for example, Heade’s nest is unconvincing. (figure 41) It is not woven securely onto the
branch, as ruby-throats do, making their abodes part of the supporting tree, but instead it
sits against the branch, a firm, perfectly-circular opening, rather than soft and organically
shaped and pliant hole the hummingbird weaves. This firm cup, one fears, will soon catch
a human-sized mouthful of water, enough to drown the newborns, for not a leaf shelters
them from the impending storm. Heade wrote in his journal: “It would be interesting to
know the working of their tiny minds where building their fragile habitations.”51 In print,
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In The Descent of Man, Darwin describes the hummingbird’s tendency to decorate its little nest,
quoting John Gould: “Mr Gould states that certain humming-birds decorate the outsides of their nests ‘with
the utmost taste; they instinctively fasten thereon beautiful pieces of flat lichen, the larger pieces in the
middle, and the smaller on the part attached to the branch. Now and then a pretty feather is intertwined or
fastened to the outer sides, the stem being always so placed, that the feather stands out beyond the surface’.
Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man, Works Volume 22 (1877), 428.
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Martin Johnson Heade, Brasil-London Journal, 1864-5. Museum of Fine Art Archives. Because
he quotes at length from different sources in these notes, it is difficult to tell whether he speaks from
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Heade described their nests as fragile and random, and imagined accessing their tiny
minds. He cannot quite comprehend the wonder of the nest, and never saw one inhabited,
though he so often painted them thus. Heade captured the fragility of the hummingbird
life, though not the fragile beauty of their nest in his painting of two Sappho Comets, Two
Hummingbirds with their Young, from 1864-5.52 (figure 42) In the painting, the twin
babies line up perfectly together, and have the same ghostly transparency as the animistic
lilac passionflowers discussed above. Their nest, once again dangerously exposed to the
elements, and hung from the tiny twigs of a dead branch, may be cozy, but it does not
look safe. Hummingbird nests are usually tucked covertly into thick leaves, secure from
sight, though Heade paints them as wide open and exposed. The tiny birds live threatened
lives.
Heade avoided the comparison between hummingbirds and fairies, and he never
observed hummingbirds on the nest but just heard their nesting described—in coarse
words—by others. In another disbelieving article in Forest and Stream, he offered— with
humor—to pay a lady $100 for one she claimed was sewn by the hummer onto her parlor

observation of nests, or from reading others. In his notebook, he writes: “Certain rules are in a measure
adhered to by each species, but in some instances the structures seem to have defied all precedent. I have
seen a soft, diminutive nest pasted flat upon the surface of a large leaf, & in another case the builder had
taken advantage of the ready made walls of a curled up leaf, but whether these leaves were green or dead at
the time is a matter for conjecture. double nests. In building their nests it would seem as if the first particles
of material are gathered and the building commenced on any twig when she happened to alight…as they
are formed in the most singular and unaccountable positions.”(Brasil-London Journal, last pages, in which
Heade begins his notes for his hummingbird monograph.) Heade’s nests appear at the very top of rainforest
canopy, never tucked safely into the crook of a branch, never umbrella’d by leaves. Heade’s nests are
perfectly round, and sit atop branches of trees: they look like cups ready to be filled by rainforest showers.
In nature, hummingbird nests are seldom quite round, rather they are oblong, with flattened bottoms, and
take much of their form from the branch on which they are built. They hide amongst branches, often tight
in the crook of a branch where they will be sheltered by leaves. Heade does occasionally paint a nest that
appears integrated in a branch, and is not perfectly round, but his are never sheltered from the elements. His
fairy nests are meant to be seen, unlike the nests of the hummingbird.
52

Stebbins determines that Heade probably painted here from skins, as it is a Bolivian species that
Heade would not have seen alive. Stebbins, 200, 285.
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drapes.53 He demanded physical evidence of this nest- to put his finger inside its
body—in order to believe it, yet he painted dozens of hummingbirds on the nest, though
he never once saw one.
Bachelard explains the phenomenology of the wonder and mystery of all nests,
demonstrating that the space of a nest is a dream space. One need not speculate to
conclude that Heade dreamed of settled life, of primitive comfort, of courtship, marriage,
pleasure, of “the downy coverlet,” dreamed it for hummingbird’s; his own apparent ease
and comfort in such a life (minus the nestlings) late in life makes room for speculation
that such domesticity may have been part of his ambition for himself. In the later
hummingbirds, though, these domestic narratives alternate with imagined or real
sparrings, suggested by images that depict gestures of thrust and withdrawal, pointed bill
driving toward parted bill, and the sharp temper in his late articles, like his wrath toward
the drape-lady and her ‘phantasy’ nest.
Heade clung to quite particular desires for hummingbird families. Despite
evidence to the contrary, Heade sought to maintain the belief that hummingbirds
practiced a devoted family life. He writes:

53
“Hummingbirds in the Window,” Forest and Stream, 47, 19 (Nov 7, 1896), 365 He writes: If
she had taken her scissors and cut the piece of curtain with the nest attached she might have sold the
curiosity at almost any price. It may be that she has preserved it, and if so I hereby offer to contribute $100
to the ‘Society for the Promotion of Lying’ if she will merely let me feast my eyes with a look at it. He also
describes in several occasions that female writers are not to be trusted. “One of your brother editors
explained to me why so many funny little Münchausenisms got into print. He says many women and young
girls make a little pin-money by writing for the papers, and when they think of a subject they go to work
with the intention of making it interesting, and if they cannot do it by fair means they do not hesitate to do
it by sacrificing truth. Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “More Hummingbird Phantasies,” Forest and
Stream, 48, 21 (May 22, 1897), 405. Didymus’ tone is always playful, always mocking, but when it comes
to writing about women he approaches offensive. There is always the suspicion of lies, phantasies,
embroidery, elements he tries, though not always successfully, to avoid himself, even in jest. Yet he, too,
engages in dreaming in talking of hummingbirds. When he talks about his wife, he is fairly straightforward.
(“Ransacker’s Bees,” for example.) But when he describes their different methods of feeding the birds: she
lets them sit on the ribbon, he makes them light on his finger, there is a subtle suggestion of superiority.
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Hummingbirds are so closely watched by ornithologists that,
apparently, the only important question still unsettled is in relation to the
domestic character of the male. Audubon and Wilson could hardly find
words to express their admiration for him as a dutiful and devoted husband
but lately their opinions have been challenged, and Mr. Torrey (I think)
has even had relays of watchers at a nest for weeks, and asserts, positively,
that he shows no affection for his mate after the termination of his
courtship. Now, this question I must leave for others to decide, for
although I am, probably, the only one in the country who tames
hummingbirds regularly every summer, I have never been lucky enough to
find a nest that I could watch, though I have always been inclined to agree
with Audubon and Wilson.54
On this matter, Heade would rather follow his inclination than the facts that present
themselves to him. He so desires for hummingbirds to have a married life, a sustained
and cooperative life on the love nest, that he remains with his inclination, and with the
observations he made of a courting pair he had briefly in captivity, the observation of the
male’s “rapture of delight,” his behavior like a “crazy lover” the “gallantry and affection”
he showed in allowing his paramour to drink first at the nectar made him form a
conception of the hummingbird “as a husband.”55 In nature, this rapture of delight would
last only instants beyond copulation. Heade’s unnatural subjects engage most often in
what looks like human marriage, with hummingbird “husbands” (as Heade, and Darwin,
and Linneaus referred to the males) and wives in the process of courtship and
childrearing. In his early paintings, where hummingbird couples are all heterosexual, and
where flowers play occasional parts, as nests do in the second series, the nest plays the
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Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “Hummingbird Pets,” Forest and Stream, 43,7 (August 19,
1894) 137. Didymus publishes the same point again in his last published article, “An enthusiast set himself
at work to settle the one disputed question as to whether ruby-throat is, or is not, a devoted husband, in
which case the verdict was against him, but I believe the point is not considered settled yet, though this man
had a nest watched during every hour of daylight from the time of incubation till the young left the night.”
Didymus, “Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream, 63,6 (August 6, 1904) 111. Heade died a month later,
September 4th, 1904, presumably still believing in the hummingbird husband’s devotion.
55

Ibid, Didymus, “Hummingbird Pets,” 137.
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feminine role. In these early narratives, the feminine role is always a domestic, retiring,
and passive object, unlike the animistic orchids and passionflowers that play the role in
the second series. Similarly, the storylines of these early paintings are domestic, retiring,
and singular, with reproduction the plot.
Bachelard shows that humans like to withdraw into their own corner; images of
the nest represent this desire and the physical pleasure associated with it.56 Bachelard
describes the image “of the baby bird in its downy coverlet—this human image” as one
that depends entirely on human expectations of animal relationships. He writes:
The ridiculous nature of this image would become evident if the cozy
‘little nest,’ the warm ‘little nest’ that lovers promise each other, were
actually compared with the real nest, lost in the foliage. Among birds,
need I recall, love is a strictly extra-curricular affair, and the nest is not
built until later, when the mad love-chase across the fields is over.57
As Bataille revealed the sordid tuft beneath so many love-gifts of flowers, Bachelard
disenchants us of our long-lived metaphor of the nest, showing that it has little place in
the field. Heade is unwilling to let go of enchantment in the matter of hummingbird
relationships. He will shoot an intruding bird, even while adoring hummingbirds; he will
rant against the weak ‘author-esses’ who resort to fiction in description of hummingbirds,
yet he will engage throughout his lifetime with the fantasy of the honorable hummingbird
husband, and the ‘warm little nest that lovers promise each other.’ Doubting Didymus,
who never found that ‘real nest, lost in the foliage,’ exposed his erroneous and long-held
idea of hummingbird love in a forest room to doubt, as well as to rainstorms.
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Bachelard, Poetics of Space, 91
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ibid, 93.
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Had Heade found a hummingbird’s nest to treasure, he might have come to see
the feminine significance of the nest. Bachelard quotes Fernand Lequenne: “I had just
discovered the feminine significance of a nest set in the fork of two branches. The thicket
took on such a human quality that I called out: ‘Don’t touch it, above all, don’t touch
it!’”58 Lequenne can’t bear to allow his wife contact with the ‘soft moss’ of the nest, its
tender opening set inside a furry boundary in the crotch of a branch. Despite Heade’s
depictions of hummingbird nests in wide open space, protruding obviously from their
supporting branch, hummingbird nests are often woven clandestinely into the fork of two
slim legs of a tree branch, such that they are so much part of that branch as to become one
anatomy, making manifest their feminine significance.59 (figure 43)
Bachelard gains understanding from Lequenne of the feminine significance of a
feminine architecture; through this understanding, The Poetics of Space again points to
the gender-bending humans perform through the bird. Bachelard describes the few pages
Jules Michelet devotes to bird architecture his beautiful book, The Bird. ‘“In Reality’
Michelet writes, ‘a bird’s tool is its own body, that is, its breast, with which it presses and
tightens its materials until they have become absolutely pliant, well-blended, and adapted
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Bachelard, Poetics of Space, 96. John Burroughs contradicts and supports this point, suggesting
that the tininess, the tenderness, the fragility and the privacy of the hummingbird nest make it a place only a
woman may put her finger into, writing: “The other nest I discovered in a dense forest on the side of a
mountain. The sitting bird was disturbed as I passed beneath her. The whirring of her wings arrested my
attention, when, after a short pause, I had the good luck to see, through an opening in the leaves, the bird
return to her nest, which appeared like a mere wart or excrescence an a small branch. The hummingbird,
unlike all others, does not alight upon the nest, but flies into it. She enters it as quick as a flash, but as light
as any feather. Two eggs are the complement. They are perfectly white, and so frail that only a woman's
fingers may touch them. Incubation lasts about ten days. In a week, the young have flown. John Burroughs,
Wake Robin, in The Complete Nature Writings of John Burroughs, Volume I. (New York: WM. H. Wise,
1904), 127.
59

Burroughs found a hummingbird nest once by accident, and described its appearance like a
‘excrescence’ “It was saddled on the limb as nicely as if it had been a grown part of it.” Locusts and Wild
Honey in The Complete Nature Writings of John Burroughs, Volume V. New York: WM. H. Wise, 1904.
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to the general plan… the female, like a living tower, hollows out the house…’”60 Again,
the nest becomes a place of femininity, but one in which gender multiplies queerly. The
female is the ‘living tower,’ she creates of her body a phallus that itself creates a downy
feminine nest in the fork of two branches. This image recalls the opening of Marcel
Proust’s Á la recherche du temps perdu, whose young (mother-centered, sensual,
sensitive) narrator describes his work of building a nest with his own body.61 Again and
again, the images Heade chooses (birds, passionflowers, orchids, nests, tropical forests)
are images that conflate feminine and masculine, innocent and experienced, child and
adult, real and imagined, tender and violent, loving and battling.

THE LANGUAGE OF PSYCHOLOGY: MONOMANIA, OBSESSION, REPETITION
Yet by some object ev'ry brain is stirr'd; The dull may waken to a humming-bird.
Alexander Pope, Dunciad, IV. 446, 1742

In 1805, Jean-Etienne-Dominique Esquirol (1772-1840) published his essay “Des
Passions considérées comme causes, symptômes et moyens curatifs de l'aliénation
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Bachelard 100-101. Burroughs echoes the sentiment: “The repeated spiteful dartings of the bird
past my ears, as I stood under the tree, caused me to suspect that I was intruding upon some one's privacy;
and, following it with my eye, I soon saw the nest, which was in process of construction. Adopting my
usual tactics of secreting myself near by, I had the satisfaction of seeing the tiny artist at work. It was the
female, unassisted by her mate. At intervals of two or three minutes she would appear with a small tuft of
some cottony substance in her beak, and alighting quickly in the nest, arrange the material she had brought,
using her breast as a model.” John Burroughs, The Complete Nature Writings of John Burroughs, New
York: WM. H. Wise, 1904.
61

In the first volume of his great novel, Proust describes his narrator’s child-pleasure in nesting,
underscoring Bachelard’s conception of the nest as ‘always childish’, considered in Chapter Four. Proust
writes, “…rooms in winter, where on going to bed I would at once bury my head in a nest woven out of the
most diverse materials—the corner of my pillow, the top of my blankets, a piece of a shawl, the edge of my
bed, and a copy of a children-s-paper—which I had contrived to cement together, bird-fashion, by dint of
continuous pressure; rooms where, in freezing weather, I would enjoy the satisfaction of being shut in from
the outer world (like the sea-swallow which builds at the end of a dark tunnel and is kept warm by the
surrounding earth)… Marcel Proust, Swann’s Way, In Search of Lost Time, Volume I, Translated by C.K.
Moncrieff and Terence Kilmartin (New York: Modern Library, 1998), 7.
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mentale” ['The passions considered as causes, symptoms and means of cure in cases of
insanity'], which hypothesized that the ‘passions of the soul’ caused insanity and,
importantly, that insanity did not indicate irremediable loss of reason.62 In other words,
Esquirol stressed potential for cure, and as such was a pioneer of modern thinking about
psychiatric treatment.
Three years later, Esquirol proposed the related diagnosis of monomania as a
useful alternative to diagnosing melancholia, in understanding the motives of the
criminally insane. Esquirol defined monomania as "the disease of going to extremes, of
singularization, of one-sidedness."63 Listing the causes of monomania, Esquirol stressed
the role of the passions in all their breadth, writing:
Monomania is essentially a disease of the sensibility. It reposes
altogether upon the affections, and its study is inseparable from a knowledge
of the passions. Its seat is in the heart of man, and it is there that we must
search for it, in order to possess ourselves of all its peculiarities. How many
are the cases of monomania caused by thwarted love, by fear, vanity,
wounded self-love, or disappointed ambition. (1808?)64
Esquirol’s term, monomania, gained great currency in psychiatric circles, giving the
word monomania a strong presence in the nineteenth century, both in medical and
popular usage, in both of which cases the terms monomania/ monomaniac are closely
linked to obsession: as the Oxford English Dictionary explains, “Many cases of
monomania would now be considered examples of obsessive compulsive disorder,” and
the subjects of these manias may be called obsessions. 65 In popular usage, the two terms
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Gauchet & Swain, Madness and Democracy, (Trenton, NJ: Princeton University Press,

1999),19.
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Esquirol, Etienne. Mental maladies; a treatise on insanity. With an introduction by Raymond de
Saussure (New York: Hafner Pub. Co., 1965).
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ibid
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were practically interchangeable, though monomania more often hints at a fixation on a
desired object, and obsession a fixation on a little-loved object, though there are many
exceptions to this matter of choice.
Herman Melville, born the same year as Heade and, like him, in New England,
wrote in 1851 the ultimate tale of an animal-monomaniac, Moby Dick, wherein he wrote:
“The White Whale swam before him as the monomaniac incarnation of all those
malicious agencies which some deep men feel eating them, till they are left living on with
half a heart and half a lung.”66 Heade’s monomania does not destroy him, nor cause him
to seek medical attention; he treats it lightly, and critics have treated it more lightly still,
citing the monomania without analyzing it. The evidence of hummingbirds, however,
piles up to signify more than light interest, for he does have a lifelong connection to the
little birds, his pets, whom he immortalizes in more than ten dozen paintings.
The Victorian Period is known for its innumerable examples of obsessions; many
topics of this chapter achieved obsessional status at the time. Innumerable examples, too,
pepper Heade’s narrower world, and add up to more than a word. Monomania connects
65

The OED gives psychiatric and extended uses, which read, begin by describing “a form of
mental illness characterized by a single pattern of repetitive and intrusive thoughts or actions.” And as such
what we would now consider obsessive compulsive disorder; and ranging to a medical term which
“captured the lay imagination and acquired the status of a general cultural category.” In extended use,
monomania indicates: “an exaggerated or fanatical enthusiasm for or devotion to one subject; an obsession,
a craze” after about the mid 1830’s.
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Herman Melville, Moby Dick or, The Whale (New York: W.W. Norton and Co, 1976), Chapter
41, 183. Melville suggests that monomania requires the simmering heat of time, just as Heade’s
hummingbird mania simmered over a lifetime, writing “It is not probably that this monomania in him took
its instant rise at the precise time of his bodily dismemberment. Then, in darting at the monster, knife in
hand, he had but given loose to a sudden, passionate, corporal animosity…. Yet when by this collision
forced to turn towards home, and for long months of days and weeks, Ahab and anguish lay stretched
together in one hammock… then it was that his torn body and gashed should bled into one another; and so
interfusing, made him mad….” 184. This novel is famously dedicated to Nathaniel Hawthorne, whose most
famous novel (The Scarlet Letter 1850) also featured a monomaniacal central character, Chillingworth,
destroyed, like Ahab, by his obsession, in his case an obsession for discovering the site of impurity in his
wife. Graeme Tytler has read Emily Brontë’s novel Wuthering Heights rather literally through the lens of
Esquirol’s diagnosis of monomania, Graeme Tytler, "Heathcliff's Monomania: An Anachronism in
Wuthering Heights," BST 20, 6 (1992): 331–43. 4.
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Heade, hummingbirds, orchids, the language of flowers, Proust, Hawthorne, Nabokov,
sexuality and many other threads here, all of which are subject of or subject to
monomanias. (In Wondrous Creatures as a whole, the thread continues as if the project
tracked Victorian Obsessions: fairies, travel documentation, classification, natural
history, childhood innocence, the exotic, the tropics.) Hummingbird pelts went to the
auction block by the hundreds of thousands to supply a millinery trade obsessed with
their sparkling bodies. Proust, of course, was obsessed with his novel that crowded out
everything else in his life and resulted in thousands of pages of carefully written, rewritten and re-written careful sentences. Known for yet another ultimate novel of
monomania, Lolita, which takes the object of the mania as the title, Nabokov (who
helped explain Proust’s linguistic use of the orchid) himself was obsessed with butterflies
(and was a respected lepidopterist) who lost three collections of butterfly bodies in
escaping three different political conflicts, and yet recollected them. And the orchid
spawned an obsession of such proportion that dozens of men went to their death seeking
orchids to fill glass houses built to house them.
The orchid held a special power over the ‘hearts of men,’ causing monomania in
many who loved her. In her pleasurable evocation of serial monomaniac John Laroche,
The Orchid Thief, Susan Orlean writes that “orchidelerium” was “the name the Victorians
gave to the condition of obsession with orchids.”67 This condition sent many collectors,
generally relatively poor men working for monomaniacal aristocrats, to their death, as
Orlean and also Eric Hansen in Orchid Fever fascinatingly detail.68 As hummingbird
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Orlean, cover material.
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Orlean describes several orchid expeditions like this one: “In 1901 eight orchid hunters went on
an expedition to the Philippines. Within a month one of them had been eaten by a tiger, another had been
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species went extinct to decorate hats, thousands of orchids met their extinction in the
orchid trade, shipped from country to country to fill hothouses and fulfill desires. As
hummingbirds are one of the largest bird species, orchids are the largest plant species.
Yet of the orchids, Heade obsessively painted one, the Cattleya labiata.69 Telling the
story of the Cattleya labiata, Orlean writes: “when William Cattley stuck it in a pot and
waited for it to bloom he started the orchid craze.”70 The big, lascivious Cattleya
awakened the attention of many to orchidelerious result.
As Alexander Pope wrote a century before the hummingbird or orchid craze
struck Europe, ‘the hummingbird wakens even the dull;’ in the clever, it could spur
monomania. The clever Heade paints hummingbirds again and again and again; his ‘brain
was stirred’ by the hummingbird, and remained aroused by it for his whole life. The
repetition of these busy, vital, irrepressible creatures with the uncontainable, rootless,
hypersexual flowers documents Heade’s obsession. This repetition has not been

drenched with oil and burned alive; five had vanished into thin air; and one managed to stay alive and walk
out of the woods carrying forty-seven thousand Phalaenopsis plants…” Orleans, 56 “At the peak of
Victorian orchid fever,” Orlean writes, “there were scores of orchid hunters crisscrossing the world for
different growers. In 1863 [three separate missions] were heading for exactly the same part of the Andes,
looking for exactly the same Peruvian odontoglossums” Orlean, 57-58.
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In the second series, Heade paints cattleya labiata in 48 paintings, passionflower in 8, apple
blossom in two, cattleya doweana in 3 , and leilea purpurata five times. Plus additional smaller orchids in a
few of these canvases. The orchid is one of largest plant species, with between 10 and 30 thousand species,
plus 110 thousand cultivars so to paint one species 48 times, and about six species altogether, is quite a
sharp and narrow focus. Similarly, the hummingbird is the second largest bird group, with well over 300
species, and Heade painted only 28. In two thirds of his portraits of birds, he paints the same 6 species.
70

Orlean, 69. Orlean does not footnote the story, but Merle A. Reinikka tells it in the more
scholarly source on orchids: “The most significant event influencing the orchid enthusiasm of English
horticulturalists was the first blooming of Cattleya labiata in cultivation… The plants had been collected
by Mr. William Swainson in 1818… in the vicinity of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Obviously the plants were not
in bloom, and Swainson must not have considered them of botanical interest… for he used them as packing
material around other tropical plants…Cattley… devised some method of growing them.” Reinikka, A
History of the Orchid, (Portland, OR: Timber Press, 1995) 23. Berliocchi describes the story more simply,
writing that it was sent to him by Swainson from Brazil, and when it blossomed for the first time in his
stove garden he described it as “The most splendid, perhaps, of all Orchidaceous plants.” Berliocchi, 132.
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considered at depth. Heade’s monomania for hummingbirds is quoted in virtually every
writing about the hummingbird paintings.71 In an article published in Forest and Stream,
also quoted in the Introduction to Wondrous Creatures, Heade writes:
From early childhood I have been almost a monomaniac on
hummingbirds, and there is probably very little regarding their habits that I
do not know. When a small boy, I indulged in a feeling of contempt for
the ignorance of a person who captured a hummingbird and fed it on ‘a
paste made of wine biscuit and sugar’—the nearest approach to their
flower food being simply sugar and water.72
In this oft-quoted passage, Heade shows quirks of his personality: first, the blend of
science and art described in chapter one. Even as a boy, he felt fiercely the vital need for
precision on the subject of hummingbirds. Second, his conceit regarding his own
knowledge of them. And third, the awareness of the monomania and indulgence
demanded by intensely derisive contempt.
Twelve years later, a month before his death, Heade published the sentiment’s
almost-identical twin, restating his lifelong obsession in quite similar terms: “A few years
after my first appearance in this breathing world I was attacked by the all-absorbing
hummingbird craze, and it has never left me since; with the natural result that what is
known about them I know, and what I don’t know about them others do—or think they
do.” Again, the passion started in childhood, it took the form of a craze, this craze had a
natural result: comprehensive understanding (so natural, in fact, that Heade will not alter
it given evidence of error) and resulted, too, of contempt of others who might presume to
know something this hummingbird-lunatic does not. In 1893, Heade wrote, responding to
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Stebbins, 2000, 61. Novak, 1996, 11. Foshay, 184, footnote 9. Manthorne, 125. McIntyre,
quotes the similar sentiment, “I was attacked by the all-absorbing hummingbird craze,” quoted below.
McIntyre, 10-11. Mullan, 151. Kelly, 116. Allen, 39. etc.
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“Taming Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream, 38, 15, (April 14, 1892), 348.
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what he believed to be false claims by a female scribbler, who said she saw a
hummingbird trying to drag its mate to a bath, “those hummingbirds have been gradually
training me for the lunatic asylum ever since their unparalleled exploits were paraded
before the world by Forest and Stream.” Again and again, false or displeasing
information about hummingbirds irritates Heade beyond good fun, in good fun and in
self-awareness he publishes his hummingbird lunacy three times. Heade’s brain was
indeed stirred by the hummingbird.
There is no doubt that Heade employed a jocular tone here, yet, because these
descriptions of himself as monomaniac were intended for publication, even if penned
lightly, they have more weight than if quoted on the fly. Description of this phrase as
‘self-diagnosis’ would requires equally light heart, for Heade does not seem to medicalize
the term, yet his self-description merits more analysis than it has received in the critical
history of Heade—for it has been cited by all but analyzed by none. Heade was ‘almost a
monomaniac’ for hummingbirds, the ‘all-absorbing hummingbird craze’ held his
attention for a long lifetime, ‘humming birds train[ ] him for the asylum,’ blinded him to
the truth of their nature, and importantly, imbued his paintings with much more than
physical description of the birds; in their uncanny, suggestive, poetry, Heade’s
hummingbird paintings paint the monomaniac, too. Partnered with the vivid and sexual
flowers, which make visible a twinned, didymus, dual-monomania, the hummingbird
paintings show a soul stirred, even disturbed, by the hummingbird. The mania for
hummingbirds, his personal lifelong absorption with them, makes Heade’s self visible,
sublimated into paintings of hummingbirds. It was impossible for Heade to achieve
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distance from hummingbirds to paint them scientifically, it is also impossible for him to
achieve the distance to take himself out of his paintings of them.

THE LANGUAGE OF BIRDS
Looking at flowers, Bataille saw through the beautiful outer petals to include the
‘sordid tuft’ left when they fall away, as well as the dirty parts comprised by the roots in
his language of flowers. Looking at Heade’s hummingbirds through the influence of
Bataille, it is clear that their tiny bodies and brilliant colors cover more realistic lives,
lives spent struggling to stay alive (hummingbirds’ tiny size and rapid metabolism means
that they are more dependent upon the availability of food than other birds, and more
sensitive to changes in temperature), bickering with competitors, and partnering only
briefly to reproduce. Their tiny size makes light of their sexual promiscuity and their
vicious tempers. Others have demonstrated their ferocity, unpredictability, unreliability:
they show themselves to be fickle friends, unlike the friends Heade paints. Heade loved
hummingbirds for their violence of affections and violence in battle—for their passions—
loved them so that he could not pull back their glittering, iridescent feathers to see the
‘base’ side of their character, though he could shoot them, dissect them, and preserve the
soulless pellets left by his taxidermist’s knife. Moreover, Heade considered
hummingbirds to be his pets. His many descriptions of them as pets depicts an odd
practice of pet-keeping, in terms of both our own and the nineteenth century’s
understanding of pet keeping, for these birds do not have a monomania for Heade,
indeed, they are usually not so much a pet as a series of itinerant guests, the friendliest
migrant each year asked to stay on a while, to be replaced the next month or next year by
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one friendlier or more determinedly hungry for sugar water.73 Heade considered
hummingbirds to be specimens, pets, and ideal painted subjects, but could not consider
them at distance.
The first language Heade’s hummingbirds speak was that of reproduction and
housekeeping. His Gems series showed reproductive pairs of hummingbirds working in
harmony to make fruitful and multiply. The later pictures of hummingbirds and orchids,
painted from approximately 1870-1904, drip with sensuality in their glistening varnished
surfaces and the suggestion of touch in their attentively painted details; the relationships
are no longer so singular. Heade polished layer on layer of suggestion over the Gems’
transparent stories, creating a more fluid system of easy and difficult relationships
through these poems of birds and bees and flowers. Heade’s hummingbirds inhabit a
world of sexuality, a world of animal sex inside a safe-zone of apparent disinterestedness
and science.
Opening her recent study of animal sex, feminist (and animal) theorist Elizabeth
Grosz questions whether animals are interested by sex as a subject. She responds to H.
Freedman’s claim that “If there's one thing that animals don't need more information on,
it's sex. That's because sex holds no mystery.”74 Grosz questions this assertion, indicating
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Heade tells and retells his practice of petkeeping, his thrill when a hummingbird individual
remembers him from year to year, the patience required to lure them to trust (start with young ones, put a
flower at the mouth of a bottle of sugar water, hang it closer and closer to you until they will come to a
bottle held in your hand; before long you can dispense with the flower.) This practice is considered in depth
in the conclusion to Wondrous Creatures.
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Freedman, H.. Sex Link. (New York: M. Evans and Company, Inc.1977), 222. Cited by
Elizabeth Grosz, Chapter 15, "Animal Sex: Libido as Desire and Death" in Sexy bodies: the Strange
Carnalities of Feminism (New York: Routledge, 1995), pp. 278-299. accessed via
http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/rt21/concepts/GROSZ.htm#100
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that animal sex may not be as clear cut as Freedman indicates, and, regardless, humans
are undoubtedly interested in the mystery of animal sex. Grosz writes:
Sex continues to obsessively fascinate human subjects, even if, as
Freedman suggests, it holds little mystery for animals. That it lacks
mystery, that sexual acts and desires are ruled by natural impulses,
impelled by instincts, part of a natural cycle of life, reproduction and
death, may not in fact be as clear-cut and uncontentious as Freedman
claims, even in the natural order. But even if it is true that sex holds no
mystery for the animal (a claim which is not in any case self-evident: what
would 'mystery' be to an animal?), it is clearly not true that sex, in animal
or human form, holds no mystery for man. Animals continue to haunt
man's imagination, compel him to seek out their habits, preferences and
cycles, and provide models and formulae by which he comes to represent
his own desires, needs and excitements. The immense popularity of nature
programmes on television, of books on various animal species, beloved or
feared, and the work of naturalists recording data for scientific study, all
testify to a pervasive fascination with the question of animal sex.75
While Heade’s hummingbird pictures did not achieve the degree of popularity that animal
sex shows on television have today, his hummingbird pictures certainly provoked and
sustained interest, and by operating in the apparently disinterested animal and plant realm
of the birds and bees, escaped interpretation. Heade, certainly, is interested in the
question of how hummingbirds do it, and bases his answers not in observation but in
expectation. He does observe a tender pair in an unnatural situation—inside his house—
until the male dashed himself to death against the window.76 In Two Fighting
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Grosz, Chapter 15, online source.
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Writing as Didymus, Heade tells an appealing and woeful story: “a few years ago I had a large
room in New York, and a florist in Astoria sent me in a paper box a female hummingbird that had been
caught in one of his hothouses. He said a pair of them came in nearly every day, and I requested him to
bring me her mate if possible. In two or three days—after the first one had become thoroughly tame—the
male bird was brought to me. I took him out of the box and held him in my hand til his mate came down
from her perch to feed. Then when I opened my hand and let him go he seemed to be in a rapture of delight.
He circled around her like a crazy lover, and as he was undoubtedly very hungry, as soon as she left the
bottle he took his dinner without the slightest hesitation and then darted up to her, and renewed his
demonstrations of affection for a long time. When I fed them, which was very often, he always waited for
her to take the lead, then followed and hovered round her till she was satisfied, and then helped himself. I
have never witnessed such gallantry and affection, and it is very difficult to change the opinion I then
conceived of him as a husband.
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Hummingbirds with Two Orchids, (figure 30) a particularly magnificent, asymmetrical
composition with each bird, bloom and bud painted with bold decisiveness, again serves
to illuminate. In this picture, the voluptuousness of the orchids, with their hollowed out
pink lips, fleshy stems, and vital petals opens the interpretation of the birds: the birds in
Heade’s painting, Two Fighting Hummingbirds with Two Orchids play a sexually
charged battle game. The sheartail plunges forward, lengthening his body into a single
thrust from the point of his tightly closed beak to the tip of his tail. The tufted coquette,
with its carefully combed crest and decorative beaded “shawl,” arches away coquettishly,
yet parts its beak and curves its tail-feathers invitingly toward the sheartail.
Again and again, Heade chooses subjects that are multiple, undecidable,
passionate, physical and sexual, and the bird is a case in point. Like the orchid, birds, in
general, have long lent their imagery to a gender-bending sexuality. Women, of course,
are chicks and birds, and pigeons, but the pigeon, like the cock, is also slang for a penis.
In German, vögeln, ‘to bird,’ essentially, is slang for copulation, just as Proust makes
‘doing a Cattleya’ mean the same. In Italian, l’uccello, bird, also means penis.77 With
Heade’s two particular painted birds in Two Fighting Hummingbirds with Two Orchids,
the male thrust comes from a bird whose pointed tail gives it its name, and while we well
know the meaning of pointed objects, tail is more often slang for the female genitalia

I was very much interested in my little pets, though I did not like the idea of keeping them
confined in a room; but the matter was soon settled, for the male bird, in his rapturous flights, dashed
himself against the window. I spent nearly a day in trying to resuscitate him, but he had evidently injured
himself internally. His mate was then turned out, and I have never since attempted to keep them in
confinement. [by what necessity, I would ask?] In fact that it was only from necessity that I did it then, for I
know that they cannot live more than two or three weeks without insect food. Here in my country home
they can be tamed with little trouble, though I am suspected by some of employing magic.” “Hummingbird
Pets” Forest and Stream, 43,7 (August 18, 1894 ) 137.
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Freud points us to l’uccello, vögeln and cites the well-known flying phalluses in Leonardo da
Vinci and a Memory of his Childhood, from Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, 11: 125.
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though, less often, for the penis. The ‘feminine,’ backwinging flirtations come from a
male bird named a coquette, a word that comes from the French word for cock, but came
to mean a female flirt, and in this case represents a tiny male bird ornamented with the
excessive decoration of a drag queen.

HEADE’S RULING AND UNRULY PASSIONS
The ruling Passion conquers Reason still
-Alexander Pope Of Use of Riches 1733

Heade chooses subjects far from humans but humming with human meanings. “In the
best Heades,” Novak writes, “there is a sense of approaching an unmasking or laying
bare. The flower paintings, particularly the magnolias and orchids, are the unlikely
avatars of the most intimate revelations of one of the 19th century's most mysterious
artists.” Avatars they may be, but the approach is slow to arrive; as the bud contains a
sense of the flower, the paintings contain a humming sense of revelation that challenges
interpretation. Heade costumes these revelations in the bodies of birds and flowers. The
hummingbird, Heade’s lifelong mania, was joined by the orchid in a dual obsession that
lasted for more than three decades of ‘strokings and touches’ of paint that describe fecund
landscapes and passionate encounters, begging knowledge of the man behind the
hummingbird mask, without describing him. Heade’s hummingbirds, fierce and tender,
pose another question, put into words long ago by American naturalist Hector St. John de
Crevecoeur (1735-1813): “Where do passions find room in so diminutive a body?”78 At
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Crevecouer’s description of the hummingbird, published the year of Heade’s death, is so
beautiful, and so captures the ideal of Heade’s boyhood observations of hummingbirds, that it merits
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every point, Heade intensifies strong feelings into the tiny and already passionate bodies;
the concentrated little birds fulfill Heade’s key expectation that humans do not always
live up to for him: that they be, and admit that they are, passionate.
Heade embraced passion, and called soulless for anyone who did not. In a nowlost personal notebook, quoted by McIntyre Heade wrote: “What absurdities and
inconsistencies we find in human nature. Every man who possesses a soul has loved
once, if not a dozen times, for passion was created with man, and is a part of his nature otherwise the story of the apple is a lie.”79 Here, Heade accuses men of the passion of
love. Elsewhere, he shows that he expected poetic feeling of his fellows, feeling deep
enough to be stirred by the hummingbird, writing: “For one in the least degree attuned to
poetic feeling. [hummingbirds] have a singularly fascinating power.”80 In both instances,
Heade implicates those without sufficient feeling, just as he held those with insufficient
hummingbird knowledge in contempt. In both cases, Heade suggests his own passionate
sensibility, and distances himself from any other not so endowed. In the first passage, he
continues, “As soon as the affectionate and sensitive part of my nature leaves me, I shall
quoting at length. “Where do passions find room in so diminutive a body? They often fight with the fury of
lions, until one of the combatants falls a sacrifice and dies. When fatigued, it has often perched within a
few feet of me, and on such favourable opportunities I have surveyed it with the most minute attention. Its
little eyes appear like diamonds, reflecting light on every side: most elegantly finished on all parts it is a
miniature work of our great parent who seems to have formed it the smallest, and at the same time the most
beautiful of the winged species. J. Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, Letters from an American Farmer, first
published 1782, prefatory note by W. P. Trent and an introduction by Ludwig Lewisohn (New York, Fox,
Duffield, 1904), 252-254.
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McIntyre, pp. 27-28. McIntyre contextualizes this quotation by writing that Heade often spoke
vehemently for his beliefs. He says that Heade here “gives vent to his feelings, in a rebuke to those who
would, from self-righteousness, deny the exercise of passion and make a virtue of self-denial, but only after
age had caught up with them and there was no longer the urge to give expression to primal instincts.” 27
McIntyre does not quote this further material, and because the notebook was seen only by his eyes, it is
unreasonable to put too much weight on his description, yet it is interesting that Heade speaks out several
times about the importance and value of powerful emotion.
80

Heade, “Monograph Notes,” quoted Chapter One, footnote 60.
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consider the poetry of my existence gone, and shall look upon life as a utilitarian,
bargain-and-trade affair; for that poetry is the only source of real happiness we have, and
I care not whether it is laughed at or acknowledged.” 81 In these instances, Heade places
very high value on poetic and emotional sensibility: the drama of the apple, which has
seeds of betrayal, intellectual desire, seduction, and affection, here joins other
sensibilities— affection, sensitivity, passion for hummingbirds—that Heade has called
for.82 Heade binds passion and poetry together in his writings and paintings, and actually
disdains those who deny similar feeling. Yet Heade does not specify the storyline,
allowing passionate love to be one of many intense emotions.
First, the matter of sexual passion, always approaching but never arrived: Heade’s
paintings of hummingbirds complicate and concatenate tender and violent love, courtly
love, brotherly love, hetero- and homo-sexual love, cross-species procreation, disdain,
and vicious fighting, all passionately felt. The meanings of these multiple passions are
complicated because they blend duplicitous emotions into one another. In the MFA
Passion Flowers and Hummingbirds, a male and female snowcap hummingbird
(Microchera albocoronata) bow to each other, prepared to dance; in Two Hummingbirds
Perched on Passion Flower Vines,83 it is two male birds in the same pose, a horned
sungem and a red-tailed comet, preparing to spar. (figures 36 and 44) In each case, one
bird perches below the other, bills approach, but never quite touch, the upper bird’s wings
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McIntyre, 28.
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Heade, who almost never engages the subject of religion, and in never uses the word ‘god,’
mentions the story of Adam and Eve at least three times, first, in the passage above, from the lost notebook,
second, describing a rattlesnake, he calls it ‘the subtlest beast in the field,’ (in quotation, I think, of Milton
in Paradise Lost,)Didymus, “The Rattlesnake as a Game Protector,” 39,19 (Nov. 10, 1892) 400.
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Stebbins, 2000, 407.
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arch back ready to flit away, identical intense gestures serve to illustrate fluidity between
passions, genders, and between human and hummingbird emotions, but he always
withholds touch—his hummingbirds engage in courtly love.
In canvas after canvas, the slender beaks of hummingbirds almost come together
to kiss, scold, or even swallow, for very often one beak opens slightly, while the other
heads for this opening, but they never touch. The birds, the viewer, the painter, are all
waiting ‘like crazy lovers’ to see the fairy birds consummate this kiss.84 Out of dozens of
pairs of birds, two pair bridge the divide, first, the Ruby Topaz, the most full of the Gems
series; a giant fruit and spent flower languish, ripe and depleted, at the bottom of the
page. (figure 6) The pair in Orchid and Hummingbirds by a Mountain Lake, too, just
manage contact, a first kiss, under the dubious chaperonage of a Cattleya. (figure 31)
The intensity of the relationships between birds comprises a large part of the
interest and the mystery of his pictures. One above, one below, one pricking, one
withdrawing, both withholding at least to some extent— for there is never any contact—
they take on a kind of pulsating intensity that reads in the same language as Temeles and
Ewald’s jewelweed: they ‘glide rhythmically back and forth along’ the viewing mind
and, ‘at the end of each glide cycle, ram’ home a vision of passion: bird passion and
Heade passion for birds and more, painted in the language of flowers and birds. Heade
chooses flowers with particularly sensual habits and appearance, and endows them with
even more bodily, sensual life than they have in the flesh. He chooses birds known for
their tempers and their intense courtship, their unadmitted-by him- changeable love, their
lives lived hot and fast.
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Didymus, Cited above, footnote 78, “Hummingbird Pets” Forest and Stream, 43,7 (August 18,
1894 ) 137.
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Looking at the paintings, Heade’s writings, and his life, one can read
ornithological narratives of passion: sexual, intellectual, and often isolating. Those
grappling with his biography have called him ‘irascible, non-joiner, difficult, etc. In the
2000 edition of his monograph, Stebbins takes back the extreme diagnosis of Heade as
irascible, isolated, non-joiner. He writes in his second, updated, monograph on Heade:
We can no longer consider him a ‘misfit’ or—given his public writings—“
a humble, shy man,’ as I once described him. Similarly, we must rethink
some of the ways this painter has been described by other scholars, who
with little evidence have surmised that he had ‘a tormented, contradictory
personality’ and ‘a drinking problem’ and that he projected in his
landscapes ‘the severe psychological tensions and depths of a man who
tagged along at the heels of the successful.85
Yet in some ways, the earlier views, based on the spirit of the pictures together with the
limited biography, have as much value, though one must temper the humility, the
drinking problem (such a specific charge demands specific evidence), and instead of
tormented and contradictory, uneasy and contradictory seem now more accurately, and
instead of ‘severe psychological tensions…’ one would write: irritable and fatigued by
various ills, including, presumably, constantly warding off of mediocre reception. But in
2000, Stebbins wrote that “we can only speculate that perhaps he was too hot tempered,
too querulous, or perhaps too shy to become well liked, or that his personality,
background, or views differed sharply from his colleagues,’”86 showing that Heade
always reveals an individuality that emerges from some degree of sharpness of temper,
that evidence in his paintings and writings supports.
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Because we know him most through letters, we know a construction he made of
himself, rather than the man we would know from period observations, personal journals,
or, in other words, the kind of peeping he performs on hummingbird families. Instead he
left paintings, poems, letters and articles that he crafted with great attention and editorial
care as is the nature of these media. And we know him through the biographical details
that do not suggest an easy or open personality (though also not a wildly oddball one as
early guessed). The paintings, as McIntyre suggests, give one a sense of storm, turmoil,
sensuality, intensity that sets his paintings apart. Written in a language of suggestion and
poetry, the paintings read multiply: fairy birds, fleshy flowers, tropical jungles, paint a
picture of a painter with singular sensitivity.
One reading of them finds in Heade’s paintings, which represent highly intense
couples in spaces saturated with reproductive potential, representations of sexual
relationships desired by their painter, who married so late. Heade’s pairings enhance the
domesticity of the narrative, making it not just domestic but procreative: bird flirting with
bird, blossom coiled about blossom, and bud with bud, indicating the reproductive work
that often busies Heade’s birds and that provide the sole occupation of the flowers. In his
pictures, his ‘dream[s] of Spring,’ the birds and flowers are busy, they make honey, they
pair, they build, they hum in colorful, procreative busi-ness. (Coleridge writes: “Nor
honey make, nor pair, nor build, nor sing”) The pairs, set in the lush productivity of the
tropics, suggest procreation and sexuality just as do the actual species shown, particularly
the tiny, vigorous hummingbird and giant, grotesque orchid. The very excess of these
paintings: too much growth, too large orchids, too small birds, weighty lush rain, and
dripping vines suggests the excesses associated with sexuality and expenditure. Heade
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avoids reality—human reality—even more comprehensively by taking away the human
body, by masking culture as nature.87 Yet Heades’ pictures have always insinuated on the
realm of human reality and human sexuality, suggested to many modern eyes.
Another reading finds that, as passionate as he appears, Heade is also traditional,
and depicts again and again his domestic myth of hummingbirds. The more moderate
Gems show settled life on the nest, with constant companionship and a more moderate
procreativity. Their repetition parallels questions about the painter’s biography: if the
depictions, and Heade’s resistance to the truth of the capricious nature of hummingbird
love, represent his own desire for a life on the nest, why doesn’t he get it? Did battle
between desire to be a devoted husband despite the evidence that paints him as migratory,
embattled, flirtatious? How do we reconcile the sparsely informed suggestions about
Heade’s young life as restless, difficult, angry (visible in his paintings, too) with his quite
settled life of older age reading natural history magazines on the piazza of his Florida
home with his wife, venting his temper through diatribes to a natural history weekly.
Another narrative finds Heade passionately engaged in debate with another man,
perhaps so passionately that he drives people away. Heade’s writings for Forest and
Stream, taken as a whole, reveal a great deal about Heade’s temper and desires. He
engages in a battle about the matter of game preserves and monopolistic ownership of
87

There are connections here to Heade’s biography, though. Church accuses Heade of flirtations
with married ladies (apparently, socially appropriate flirtations) and he enjoys the company of ladies
apparently more than that of men. Seeking to understand Heade’s position with regards to courtship,
Stebbins writes: We know that Heade pursued women and in turn was pursued by them. The existing
evidence, however, sheds no light on the details of the relationships, nor does it tell us whether his interest
in women supplies at least a partial explanation of the highly sensual, sometimes even sexual, quality of his
paintings, from the marshes to the orchids. We can say, however, that he was unusually self-aware for
someone living in the Victorian era. Stebbins writes further on this subject, Stebbins, 2000, 138-9. He gives
no clues, however, to how “we know Heade…was in turn pursued by” women. Stebbins calls Heade selfaware, calls his paintings sensual, even sexual, and ties his discontentment to the sexuality of his paintings,
underscoring Novak’s understanding of Heade as sublimating sexuality into painted birds and flowers.
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land by the wealthy classes in the pages of this journal over the entire span of time he
wrote for Forest and Stream. On another of his pet subjects, the taming of birds, he wrote
one point, “I am always delighted when I’m able to get up a little sparring for pastime
without staining the pages of Forest and Stream with blood,”88 and this practice does
seem to provide Heade one of his chief delights, for he (maniacally) pens dozens of
articles for that journal, and becomes particularly animated when addressing one of his
fellow ‘scribblers’ by name or nom de plume, raising his hackles and his superior
knowledge for the battle. In this guise, Heade looks very much like one of the two
hummingbirds in his many pairs of sparring males, jabbing and striking, though never
drawing blood.
As evidence emerges, Heade continues to appear to have been an outsider, despite
the many letters he wrote. He left evidence of few sustained relationships, other than
those through letters, until his marriage at age 64. He traveled the world, met important
people, and wished frequently for high society, but did not settle into such a society. In
short, Heade’s intense and long-term pen-friendships comprise his major sustained
relationships.89 McIntyre, who bases his interpretations more fully in the impressions of
the paintings, having had little text to go on, wrote that he found “a primeval and
impressive loneliness” in Heade’s paintings, the orchids, especially.90 And this primeval
and impressive loneliness does suggest itself in the overall sensibility of many of his
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Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “St. Augustine Tame Birds, Forest and Stream, 59, 4 (July
26, 1902), 65.
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Heade had such a relationship with Church, whose studio/apartment Heade vacated any time
Church needed it, with Bartlett, who seems to have served as a sounding board and highly useful source of
news and connections, with the Todd family, all share in their use of Heade’s casual but careful style,
mixture of business, organizing, and ribbing.
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canvases, flat, smooth windows to intense other realities, expansive, threatening skies,
landscapes peopled by birds, realities that appear as if stumbled upon, observed through a
veil of foliage, as one would sneak up on fairies to watch a separate society: their more
magical, perhaps desirable lives.91 Importantly, these windows invite us in, but always
keep us outside the frame. The loneliness is legible, too, in his constant depiction of pairs,
of powerful connections between beings: people, owls, hummingbirds, and flowers
always find their double in doubling doubting Didymus’ canvases. They find their
partner, but seldom get to kiss.
The exaggerated domesticity of Heade’s St. Augustine life follows a life lived
entirely on the wing, with travels in every direction from his childhood nest. The
particular plants he chooses illustrate this, too. Heade prefers to paint are singularly
rootless plants with hummingbirds: epiphytic orchids, parasitic, their roots spidering
dryly in air and serving more as toeholds than life source; and passionflowers, vining in
so many directions, such endless leggy stems reaching far from their tiny foothold.
Heade, rootless, traveled ceaselessly, back and forth from New England to the Southeast
to New England to Italy, France and England to the Midwest, to New England to the
Deep South to New England to South America to England to New England, to South
America to New England to South America to New England, to finally rest in the
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Karen Quinn describes this sensation of covert watching, “so that the viewer feels ‘as if the
painter had climbed into the trees to witness a scene both intimate and grand, one that is highly charged
with...great sensual and emotional power." Karen E. Quinn, "Orchids," in Theodore E. Stebbins, Jr., Martin
Johnson Heade (New Haven and London, 1999), 84. Everywhere I find Heade, I find the battle, a sparring
match like that between sheartail and coquette, about whether the sensuality is there, or whether it’s simple
observation of the natural world. In a catalogue entry for Orchid and Two Hummingbirds, 1872, Art
Historian Bruce Chambers writes: “Much has been made of the implicit sexuality of Heade’s orchid and
hummingbird paintings, yet, aside from their curvilinear parallels to human equivalents and their obvious
reference to ongoing processes of fertilization and procreation, Heade’s paintings are instead close
observations of natural forms, and thus fall within a long American tradition of realistic naturalism.
http://www.artfact.com/features/houseLot.cfm?iid=DEvvKH18
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hummingbird-, orchid- and passionflower- friendly Florida.92 Consecutively with
marrying and settling in Florida, Heade developed the magnolia series, flowers that grew
from substantial-rooted trees, weightily recumbent upon luxurious red and blue velvet,
described famously by John I.H. Baur as odalisques, by Smith as expressing ‘postcoital
dishabille.’93 Certainly, they posses a heavy relaxed fullness that the orchids— active in
the air, contriving means to attract coital visits— never convey.
The representatives of the natural world that Heade represents— hummingbirds,
orchids, passionflowers— offer alternatives to the blissful straight-ahead family life
Heade did not manage, and also open up a multiplicity of passionate narratives that, not
answering the questions, instead allow Heade to be an individual who felt passionately,
who desired, and experienced, and withheld, and otherwise engaged in a sexual life.
From the early, insistently procreative hummingbirds, he appeared to desire domestic life
on the nest. From the rootless plants, he appeared to want pleasure without ties. From
evidence of his orchid and hummingbird paintings, he wanted deep relationships with
others— men and women—people with whom to engage passionately. Double desires
from Didymus and Heade. The hummingbird paintings do, however, almost always hint
at with desired intimacy of one kind or another: so many painted pairs against the single
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Those who have thought about Heade’s life have been provoked almost as one by the
transformation that his move to Florida brought on. Heade, who had never lived a year in a single place,
who dotted several continents like a migrating hummingbird, suddenly (and it did seem sudden, even to
Church, who wrote from his gorgeous settled, though painful and ill, life at Olana, that he was shocked to
hear that Heade had moved to Florida, shocked that he’d married (who was this woman, suddenly), and
shocked that he’d bought a house) marrying a women we none of us knew building a permanent home—no
ephemeral downy nest. All this at the ripe old age of 64, when people shouldn’t be thinking of marrying
after so many years a bachelor, and certainly shouldn’t retire to Florida, why that’s what old, boring,
conservatives do, not undecidable unpredictable odd artists.
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Roberta Smith, “Nature Caressed by a Hummingbird,” New York Times, (March 13, 2000).
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painter Didymus; but the specifics of that intimacy remain on the wing, always
approaching, never arrived.
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CHAPTER FOUR
__________________________________________________________________________________

THE VISIONARY GLEAM

“So, like a forgotten fire, a childhood can always flare up again within us.” Gaston Bachelard

BIRD BOYS
Tucked amid hundreds of glowing golden, warm, bucolic marsh landscapes where
tiny, hardworking, calm figures gather salt marsh hay into great, paint-able haystacks;
amid a hundred and more jewel-toned, crystalline, magical hummingbird and orchid
paintings; amid dozens of carefully bouqueted floral still lives in costly silver and crystal
vases; and amid dozens of excessive, languid, red- and blue-velveted pale and seduced
magnolias; Heade left two, nearly identical, chill, awkward paintings of two boys, both
titled Roman Newsboys. (figure 45 and 46). From a manifold utopia, Heade twice turned
to this dyspeptic dystopia. While the marsh landscapes are warm and golden, these
pictures are a different kind of yellow. Acidic, dirty, chilled and hard. While the marshes,
tropical landscapes and still-lifes show us whole inviting worlds, the scale of the Roman
Newsboys is not a whole world but a street corner, outdoors but walled in by hard,
manmade walls, without depth or inviting dimension. Heade focuses on children one
other time, in The Swing: Children in the Woods, which stands out from the body of his
work in almost opposite position: this painting presents a small world to interpretation,

though painted in a broad sylvan wood, for it lacks the abundant suggestion of most of
his works in its sentimental simplicity. (figure 47)
Inside Heade’s blooming, seductive, exotic, glistening, rural oeuvre, the Roman
Newsboys paintings are rare birds: dark, political, and urban. His Swing: Children in the
Woods, too, just as unusual: sentimental and unary. “The Visionary Gleam” looks back
almost a century to compare Heade’s youngsters on a swing with those in Fragonard’s
1767 painting The Swing, to open the painting to additional signification. Seen as
predecessors to his hummingbird series, Heade’s three paintings of children throw the
relationship between hummingbirds and children into sharp relief, further unraveling the
suggestion of Heade’s hummingbirds, and his several special relationships to them. The
comparison opens the suggestion that hummingbirds, Heade’s special pets, provided
Heade himself an ideal and idealized access to childhood. Holding his magnifying lens to
the hummingbird, Heade toyed with scales, a game that illuminates the peculiar play of
giant and miniature—familiar tools of children’s stories— in the hummingbird paintings.
The manipulation of scales reveals the similar warping of time that such diverse thinkers
as Bachelard, Baudelaire, D.H. Lawrence, Susan Stewart, and Roberta Favis connect to
the diverse concepts of the practices of magnification, the vision of the child, and the
nature of the hummingbird. This connection in turn illuminates the lifelong aspect of
Heade’s connection to hummingbirds: hummingbird monomaniac from a child, the old
man Heade looks back on childhood through startlingly utopic and dystopic lenses, and
on hummingbirds as children, pets, and as fierce and tender. Heade, aging in the land of
flowers, described boys in bitter and glowing terms. For the magnolia-scent of his old age
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also perfumes this essay, which looks back at childhood through the wrong end of the
telescope of time.
Assessing formal connections between the paintings of children and paintings of
birds, this chapter investigates the way literature (especially poetry), nineteenth-century
ornithological practices, the phenomenology of Bachelard and psychoanalysis of Freud
all illuminate the ties between children and birds in Heade’s paintings. It considers the
way Heade escaped a dystopic, aging nation by traveling southward to a utopic, youthful
continent, in which he painted his winged pets, the hummingbird, beloved like children.
“The Visionary Gleam” locates intersections between poetic vision, birds, and
childhood in varied thinkers. Wordsworth and Baudelaire define genius through the
vision of the child. Ruskin and Wordsworth show how genius may be regained by adult
connection to wonders: poems about birds, rainbows, rainbow birds. Relying on D.H.
Lawrence, this chapter reveals how the hummingbird and Heade’s painted world shake us
into a child-like vision of the world through their telescopic reversals. Stewart and
Bachelard show how the use of such magnifying lenses, turned onto natural wonders like
the hummingbird, return us to childhood and its visionary potential for genius. In short, a
lifetime with hummingbirds seen through the close lens of a monomaniacal child gives
Heade the visionary power to create the wonder of his hummingbird series. Freud, who
saw the childish nature of dreams of flight, shows the child in the dreams Heade painted
with bejeweled landscapes.
Considering the junction between the child and the bird demonstrates Heade’s
onetime and permanent conversion of children into hummingbirds, revealing the
longevity of his vision of youth in flight, swinging between innocence and experience, a
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youth sprung into hummingbirds from the nest of childhood. Heade’s hummingbird
paintings, initiated at a time of little hope, offer alternative, hopeful wish-landscapes in
the face of a threatening political atmosphere, a view of childhood and birdhood as
pestilential and petted.

NEWS FLIES
Heade painted Roman Newsboys in two versions, one from 1848 and the other 1849.
Those few scholars who have addressed these images have dealt with their political
significance, but not their formal peculiarities. In both his catalogue raisonné and in The
Lure of Italy, for example, Stebbins sees the boys as representations of the political
climate in Italy at the time of Heade’s visit in 1848-49. He writes that in the paintings,
Heade shows clear sympathy with the Risorgimento, “just as he took the liberal side forty
years later in his articles about hunting rights and land ownership in Florida.”1 Stebbins
briefly suggests a relationship between the Roman Newsboys and the hummingbirds, in
terms of their stillness. He writes: “In Roman Newsboys he freezes the action with
immediacy, just as he would do fifteen years later in Brazil as he began his long series of
1

Stebbins, Lure of Italy: American Artists and the Italian Experience 1760-1914 (Boston:
Museum of Fine Art, 1992), 201. Stebbins summarizes the Risorgimento: “The year 1848 was marked by
both hopefulness and conflict, as the Risorgimento Movement (the ‘Reawakening’) flowered briefly, and it
seemed for a time as if Italy might be peacefully unified as a single nation. …By May 1848, the pope had
lost much of his popularity as he wavered between the unification movement and autocracy. …After a
summer of turmoil, culminating in the assassination of his minister of state, Count Rossi, the pope [Pius
IX] fled from Rome. …Heade made a replica of Roman Newsboys, which was probably executed after
July 4, 1849, when the short-lived Roman Republic was put down by French troops and the Pope was
restored to power.” (Stebbins, 1992, 201-203) Explaining further in her description of Caroline Kirkland’s
Holiday’s Abroad, Americanist Brigitte Bailey writes: “Martin Johnson Heade… depicted public
iconography from a later stage in the revolution, when Pius had fled the city and Rome had briefly become
a republic… Nevertheless, although painted in support of the risorgimento, Roman Newsboys presents an
ambiguous image of the republican press; the news in this scene is… "ephemeral" and infinitely
replaceable, perhaps not as sure a foundation for a nation-state as canonical, eternally significant icons.
Brigitte Bailey “Gender, Nation, and the Tourist Gaze in the European "Year of Revolutions": Kirkland's
Holidays Abroad American Literary History 14.1 (2002) 60-82.
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paintings of hummingbirds.”2 This project intensifies and multiplies the relationships
between the newsboys and the birds, and conveys Heade’s hummingbirds more solidly
into the realm of childhood.
In both versions of Roman Newsboys, the peculiar manner in which the two boys
are perched—one more precariously than the other—comprises the most remarkable
feature of the picture, and connects them inevitably to birds. The smaller, frailer boy on
the left stands on one foot, crane-wise, his head cocked in a bird-like gesture to his left,
while with his right hand he holds a flier out to an approaching candidate. The flier casts
a shadow upon the wall, in the shape of the pecking head and beak of a long-necked
bird—a heron, crane, or stork. The boy’s own body completes the shadow: his arm
creates the neck; his cocked knee the bird’s tail; his body comprises the just-visible body
of the shadow stork. His left wing tucked protectively behind his body, his shirt
unbuttoned to reveal a tender plenty of young flesh, one button of his high-waisted
dungarees likewise undone: the boy’s fragility and earnestness might turn saccharine in a
less peculiar picture. When the boy hands his flier to the shadowy passerby, his bird
shadow will evanesce; his winged youth fleeting, Peter Pan-wise, with the loss of his
bird-shadow.
The second boy so nearly transforms into a bird that, had Heade not frozen the
action, he would have to either take flight or topple from his perch. His precarious
physical position—describable only in bird-like terms—indicates his precarious life
position. This boy barely catches the edge of the pylon on which he alights, another flier
flutters before him. His feet dangle backwards, as a bird’s in flight. His Greek cap (which

2

Stebbins, 1992, 201.
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Stebbins describes as symbolic of the Greek cause) suggests a bird’s crest; its bill, of
course, a bill. Just at his knee, parallel to the spot where the first boy’s flier cast a bird
shadow on the wall, a graffiti bird confronts a boy with a billed cap, who tilts his cartoon
face up, mirroring the perching boy.3
Despite the absence of nature in the dirty urban environment, Heade surrounds his
bird-boys with a flock of references to birds. Stewart wrote in On Longing: “The
countryside: space ideal, space of childhood and death;”4 if this formula is accurate,
Roman Newsboys is no place for children, though their death is one of the threats
suggested by their precarious position. Unlike most of Heade’s painted spaces, blooming
and green, the newsies’ unhopeful domain is marked instead by its “denial of prospect or
vista.”5 Beginning with graffiti bird, the wall that walls the boys in flutters with many
evocations of birds. Fragments of more fliers on the wall behind the boys suggest winged
specimens in more than their name (flier). The ghost of one such previous flier flits off
darkly stage right. Above the second boy, two distinctly bird-like fragments of bills

3

William Vance calls this bird a cardinal, there because equated with the religious personage,
cardinal. Vance, William L. America's Rome. 2 vols. New Haven: Yale UP, 1989.
4

Stewart, On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1993), 1.
5

Brigitte Bailey describes this flatness in political terms. It also works against other paintings in
Heade’s oeuvre: even in his portraits he often give the relief of a window in the background to add open
space to his painting. “In Heade's image, Italian boys sell the news of the rapidly shifting events of a
modern nationalist moment. … the graffiti, posters, and other details of the painting, which document an
increasingly radical rhetoric… Missing from their meticulous reading of the painting is its denial of
prospect or of the vista. Unlike Cole's landscape or even most genre scenes, the wall behind the boys
flattens our attention into the immediate visual plane; like the news itself, this wall of posters and
caricatures denies the viewer's desire for the opening vista into an imagined landscape. The American
viewer is forced to pay attention to surfaces and to the fleeting nature of political history. Heade places the
spectator in the street, in a position similar to that of the possible buyer of the newssheet. We have no
overview or supervision here but are instead placed in the position of the consumer of news; both political
history and the marketplace define this view of Italy. This painting resists even as it comments on the
tourist gaze; like Kirkland, Heade seems temporarily to reject the totalizing vista for a visual structure that
replicates modern, republican ways of looking.” Bailey, 60-82.
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(another bird word, though bill or handbill does not come from the bill of the bird but
from ‘seal’) flutter as his companions. And just to his right, a fragmentary wing of a flier
boldly titled AVVIS. This anagram presumably stands for the Associazione Volontari
Villalba Iniziative Sociali, one of the parties in the fleeting revolution, but to birdwatching eyes, it also boldly suggests the cognate avis, which of course means bird in
Latin, no news to a bird lover like Heade, himself unique, a rara avis.
Underscored by their bird-filled world, the pair of boys reveals the fleeting nature
of the child, particularly the child before the middle of the twentieth century, when infant
mortality rates declined. As Philippe Ariès shows in Centuries of Childhood, the
precarious position of the child between life and death shaped— bird-shaped—
depictions of childhood. The bird, inhabiting a space between earth and heaven, shares
this, its native realm, with the child. These boys, with their beautiful bare chests and toes,
inhabit not the countryside but a threatened urban nest.
In the second version of Roman Newsboys, the companion flock diminishes,
though the first boy’s shadow strongly relates to a bird, and the second boy continues to
perch birdlike. Many of the additional pointers to the bird realm have disappeared. Along
with the optimism about revolutionary republicanism, other hints of companion birds
have left the nest, leaving only the vulnerable boys. Few birdlike fliers remain on the
wall, no bird graffiti, no AVVIS, prominently written. The great tailfeather shadow of a
bird flying out of the top of the first painting has disappeared entirely. The transitions
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from first painting to second, which paint even bleaker a scene, underscore the transience
of childhood.6
In Roman Newsboys, adults appear only as threatening shadows. A figure appears
from the left, presumably to take from one of the boys, and those tailfeathers are of no
childlike songbird but a threatening raptor or vulture. Adults, in short, are menacing in
their presence and absence: the shadowy character threatens and the absence of the
parents imperils too. Heade turns the adults’ backs on the boys, leaving only shadows.
The newsboy paintings anticipate the work of journalistic photographers like Lewis Hine
(1874-1940) and Jacob Riis (1849-1914), which dramatically point to the absence of
concerned adults that Heade suggests.
Heade’s boys escaped the sentimentalizing that other depictions of fettered
childhood sink into. For example, in Newsboy by John George Brown (1831-1913), we
look at a boy who pleas directly with us, seeking to engage the viewer’s sympathy.

6

As Ruskin, quoted below, describes, poets and nursery writers have done as much as anyone to
reveal the nature of birds. Threes years after Heade embarks on his hummingbird adventure, Tennyson, for
example, shows the child’s desire, seen through birds, to grow up as fast as possible.
What does little birdie say
In her nest at peep of day?
"Let me fly," says little birdie,
"Let me fly, Mother let me fly away."
Birdie, rest a little longer,
Till the little wings are stronger.
So she rests a little longer,
Then, then she flies away.
What does little baby say,
In her bed at break of day?
Baby says, like little birdie,
"Let me rise, let me rise and fly away."
Baby, sleep a little longer,
Till the little limbs are stronger.
If she sleeps a little longer,
Baby too shall fly away.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, 1867
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(figure 48) While Brown’s news almost takes off and flies like in the Heade, his boy is
firmly on the ground, round-faced and sweet despite adversity. James Henry Beard’s
(1811-1893) 1880 Street Urchins, superficially so similar, nonetheless gives the boys
dogs to love, ground to stand on, and a solid box to sit on. (figure 49) Unlike Heade, who
left this subject behind, Brown (who inhabited the Tenth Street studio building where
Heade worked on and off for many years) and Beard (later also an animal portraitist)
remained with child subjects throughout their careers. Unlike Heade, they and other
artists of children built on the pervasive conception that childhood is and should be
natural and innocent, and naturally innocent, and show how unusual Heade’s flighty,
innocently knowing, independent and lonesome newsboys are. Heade’s paintings show
boys trodden on by society, more flight ready than many of his hummingbirds; Heade’s
hybrid bird-boys in their odd poses with their surprising dishabille and flight-readiness
are so unique as to avoid cliché. Unlike Brown and Beard’s boys, whom the painters give
hope on the ground, making them sweet, making us believe they will survive, Heade’s
boys have wings, but no hope.
Fifteen years after Heade painted these boys, in 1864, he has turned his back on
children to paint his special pet, the hummingbird. In the Manoogian Tufted Coquette, for
example, Heade positions two hummingbirds on precarious perches, one above another,
both delicate, precarious, and looking together offstage to the left, rather than engaging
with each other as most of his pairs do. (figure 50) In this strange picture, the
outrageously bespangled male bird tilts, stretches its wings, and freezes perfectly still,
like the elaborately draped, precariously perched upper boy in Newsboys, who also tilts
off to the right. The smaller, less dramatic, less precarious lower bird, like the lower boy,
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is more demure, dressed in gold and greenbrown, bird and boy hold a more balanced
pose. The tiny birds perch, balance, and freeze against an endless landscape; the boys
perch, balance and freeze against a hard hopeless wall. Both pictures are unsettling, their
formal connection opens for examination the conceptual connection between childhood
and birdhood, always in flight, always fragile.
As news flies, so does childhood, so do birds, so does the child’s extra-vivid way
of seeing, and so, too, do the newsboys’ childhoods fly by, lived not in a nest feathered in
down or decorated with moss or sheeted in satin and silk: these boys perch where they
can. In Heade’s oeuvre, this rare bird—this somewhat ugly duckling— gives us insight
into his development as an artist,7 into his observations of politics and life, and, important
to this project, shows how the hummingbird paintings emerged formally from a dystopic
and suggestive vision of childhood. Heade, duplicitous on so many subjects, was
certainly so in description and depiction of children. He painted newsboys who were both
threatened and independent, troubled and able, bird and boy. Yet he also described a
bucolic childhood. Nine years later, he painted a vision of childhood with little room for
despair.

SWINGING INTO HUMMINGBIRDS, SWINGING HUMMINGBIRDS
Seemingly endlessly, Heade painted pairs of twins and pairs of opposites. From the two
gloomy images of newsboys, we turn to a singularly cheerful scene of a sugary pair of
children. Ten years after his newsboys, and five years before his flight to tropical
hummingbirds, Heade painted The Swing: Children in the Woods, 1858. En route to
7

Stebbins shows that it is one of his first endeavors to paint full portraits, combine multiple
figures, and demanding poses, making it a more challenging painting than he had tackled before.
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hummingbirds, Heade painted a picture that gives children wings, beauty, and
sentimental appeal (and thus less modern appeal—for it has attracted virtually no
attention in the history of art).8 The Swing depicts a far more conventional idea of the
child.9 In this small (11 1/2 x 15 1/4 in) painting, Heade again stops children in time and
on the wing, freezing them in his perennial paired configuration, one perched above the
other.
Considering Heade’s extensive travels in Europe, and his dismissive appraisal of
French art, which he criticized for its “suggestiveness and allusiveness,” attributes which
provide key interest to the French formula of the lovers on the swing,10 it is possible that
in painting this picture Heade was making a very subtle jab on French paintings of the
subject from the eighteenth century, for example, Jean-Honoré Fragonard’s painting by
the same name, The Swing (c. 1767). (figure 51) One of Fragonard’s most well known
paintings, The Swing was reproduced in an etching in 1782 by Nicolas Delaunay, and
widely distributed. The image represents a carefully contrived erotic ‘accident’, whereby
a young lover receives the visual thrill of peering up his flying paramour’s frothy pink
skirts; her shoe flies up to cupid, and the poor bishop who pushes her swing is none the
wiser. For several reasons, Fragonard’s image illuminates Heade’s Swing, whether Heade
saw an engraving of the work, another artists’ version of the same theme (Antoine
8

Following from Roland Barthes’ distinction in Camera Lucida between the pornographic, which
is unary, can only be interpreted in one way, and the erotic, which is fissured, multiple, and open, Heade’s
Swing to be unary: sentimental, heterosexual, squarely in its art historical place, while Roman Newsboys
provokes multiplicity: political commentary, erotic display, undecidable as to species, bitter and interesting.
9
The single commentary is that of art conservator Jim Wright, in Stebbins, 1999, who uses the
picture to analyze the relationship between Heade’s working method and Church’s, and between Heade and
the Pre-Raphaelites, esp. Ford Madox Brown and John Everette Millais. The picture was painted the year
Heade met Church, and shows his influence in the looser brushwork. Wright, in Stebbins, 1999, 174.
10

Stebbins, 2000, 36.
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Watteau painted the subject, as did Nicolas Lancret and, as Dore Ashton notes, “The
theme of the swing had a venerable history in images dating from ancient times, but it
was especially alluring for eighteenth-century artists, who, as Donald Posner has written,
saw it as representing ‘love and the rising tide of passion.’”11). Even in the unlikely case
that Heade painted in ignorance of these works, the comparison proves useful, for though
the subject is similar, the implications contrast sharply.12 The images put young people in
flight in natural settings, in the case of the French works, carefully contrived, civilized,
and park-like nature, in the case of Heade, a more ‘natural’ nature. While the French
characters play overt erotic games, Heade’s makes his couple explicitly innocent. Heade
makes the nature wild and the young people tame, reversing the French formula. Heade
did appreciate visual jest, given the evidence of his pair of paintings of The Gremlin in
the Studio in which a little flat creature cavorts beneath a carefully painted landscape,
reveling in the trouble he causes by magically enlivening the painted marshland, causing
it to spill onto the floor of the studio (figure 52); it is possible that the transformation of
the French model of the swing into his own might have added a degree of interest for
Heade. The intensely visual pleasure of Fragonard’s swing, where the young man looks
up the skirt of his flying bird, itself connects to the intensely visual practice of studying
and painting the most vivid of birds.

11

Dore Ashton, Fragonard in the Universe of Painting (Washington: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1988) 12. Ashton stresses Fragonard's remarkable use of light in the painting, which, more than any
other element, gives interest to this, one of Heade’s least successful paintings, with its unconvincing, sky,
clouds, trees and ground. The light here, and the vigorous brushwork, add interest to the scene. Fragonard’s
remarkably intense blue in the far ground works far more successfully, however, than Heade’s effort at the
same.
12

Fragonard’s The Swing is now in the Wallace Collection, London)(Nicolas Lancret’s version is
in the Victoria and Albert Museum, and Heade could have been familiar with other similar originators or
derivative examples. Lancret painted many images of young couples playing with captive birds, bringing to
bear the meaning of the captive bird as symbol of virginity, its release as symbol of virginity plucked.)
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The connection to Fragonard’s intentionally erotic picture underscores the
insistent innocence of Heade’s characters, very different from his paintings of newsboys
and of birds, which have a more convincing, complex, knowing innocence. Nonetheless,
matters of gender and eroticism slip in. Not atypically, Heade dismisses the controlling
nature of gender, and flips the roles of his two ‘lovers.’ Heade’s girl, unlike Fragonard’s
is on the ground, her pink dress is demurely tucked about her ankles, and lacks the
abundant frothy exuberance of Fragonard’s flirt. She looks directly and openly up at the
boy who swings boldly from a single rope, who turns his—closed—legs away from her.
She holds her white apron open to catch what he offers to her—what appears to be a nut
or fruit, or perhaps even a bird. The upturned hat on the ground makes a strong triangular
composition squarely in the pool of light (this painting is distinctly symmetrical, legible
(except for that offering). Heade’s encounter takes place not in a carefully contrived
natural space, a garden, but in the woods, a ‘natural’ nature, where the children can be
their natural, innocent, selves.
In The Swing, Heade further develops the vocabulary of the hummingbird series
he will embark on five years later. Here, in a pool of light in an otherwise dark, temperate
but jungle-dense forest, he gives us two children playing at being birds, painted in
hummingbird tones. The boy swings out and over the girl, spreading his wings above her.
As in many of the hummingbird pictures, the more grounded of the couple seems to
guard a nest, here, the human girl makes one of the apron in her lap, and sits in a pool of
dappled brown shadow that itself looks like a nest. The boy swings, adventuresome but
on guard, and the girl makes the home. This innocent and insistently traditional scene
gives tiny hints of what will come full bloom in the hummingbird pictures: the tension
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between innocence and knowingness in child, the feminine significance of the nest, the
insistent domesticity of forest places. Heade’s Swing cleans up the traditional subject,
putting innocent children in to the characters, making their activity natural, woodsy,
birdlike, but retains traces from Fragonard and others, who made the swing an erotic
space (for example, beneath the pair of children is an upturned hat, an eighteenth-century
emblem for virginity spent), leaving clues of coupling and reproduction not expected
between children; the copious history of French exploration of the subject—the swing
and its ‘rising tide of passion’—suggests the tide of passion to rise within child bodies
more generally.
Like any life, Heade’s may be measured in terms of successes and failures. Two
of Heade’s failures, the ornithological monograph and these genre paintings of children
(failed because abandoned) gave rise to the magnificent success, his long-term
hummingbird series (a success measurable in quality of paintings, and modern
appreciation, though more moderate in terms of earnings). As William Wordsworth
(1770-1850) wrote: “the child is father to the man;”13 here Heade’s three paintings of
children emerge as father to his mature paintings of hummingbirds.

SWINGING INTO FLIGHT
Feelings of flight serve children an appealing cocktail of fear and pleasure, feelings they
love and want to repeat again and again. Swinging, a recent study suggests, is the favorite
outdoor activity of children; swinging gives them wings, allows them closeness to birds.
Nursery rhymer, peripatetic traveler, genre-crossing Scottish writer Robert Louis

13

From 1802 poem “My Heart Leaps Up,” quoted below
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Stevenson (1850-1894), saw that children love to swing. In “The Swing,” from the 1885
A Child’s Garden of Verses, Stevenson describes the way that the swing (his in a
meadow, unlike Heade’s in the woods) gives the child capacity to repeat endlessly the
delight of flight.
The Swing
How do you like to go up in a swing,
Up in the air so blue?
Oh, I do think it the pleasantest thing
Ever a child can do!
…
Till I look down on the garden green,
Down on the roof so brown—
Up in the air I go flying again,
Up in the air and down!
Stevenson’s children come down again; Heade’s fly up and up and over the wall, out of
the city, out of the temperate woodland; Heade’s children sprout wings and fly to a
tropical life as hummingbirds. From the pair of dystopic perching children in Roman
Newsboys, Heade paints a pair of uncomplicated children in The Swing: Children in the
Woods, its major fun accessed via that singular transformation of eighteen-century erotic
swingers to becoming, innocent children on a swing. From there, he moves to
hummingbirds, which rise on a much stronger ‘tide of passion,’ swinging on undecidable
twisting multiple branches of excessive, transgressive tropical plants: plants without
proper roots, erectness, or temperance.
Stevenson showed that swinging gave children wings, access to extended worlds.
The ‘pleasantest thing’ a child could do, swinging allowed for endless repetitions of
flight: “Up in the air I go flying again/ Up in the air and down.” Freud’s description of
dreams of flight in the Interpretation of Dreams knitted together themes of flight, the
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erotics of childhood, and repetition, important themes in this chapter. Demonstrating the
peculiarly childlike aspect of dreams of flight not just in its content but also in its form,
the passage merits quoting at length. For Freud shows that children delight in the
sensations of flight, but that this sensation itself submits to gravity, for as the child
delights in flying, again and again repeating the desire, the delightful experience, its
repetition and inevitable death/end in quarreling and tears—the swing pendulums
inexorably back to from bliss to anxiety, and the anxiety recurs in dreams as often as the
pleasure, which Freud says transforms to a sexual pleasure:
… of other kinds of typical dreams, in which the dreamer finds himself
flying through the air to the accompaniment of agreeable feelings or
falling with feelings of anxiety; …[I] conclude that these dreams, too,
reproduce impressions of childhood; they relate, that is, to games
involving movement, which are extraordinarily attractive to children.
There cannot be a single uncle who has not shown a child how to fly by
rushing across the room with him in his outstretched arms, or who has not
played at letting him fall by riding him on his knee and then suddenly
stretching out his leg, or by holding him up high and then suddenly
pretending to drop him. Children are delighted by such experiences and
never tire of asking to have them repeated, especially if there is something
about them that causes a little fright or giddiness. In after years they repeat
these experiences in dreams; but in the dreams they leave out the hands
which held them up, so that they float or fall unsupported. The delight
taken by young children in games of this kind (as well as in swings and
see-saws) is well known; and when they come to see acrobatic feats in a
circus their memory of such games is revived. Hysterical attacks in boys
sometimes consist merely in reproductions of feats of this kind, carried out
with great skill. It not uncommonly happens that these games of
movement, though innocent in themselves, give rise to sexual feelings.
Childish ‘romping’… is what is being repeated in dreams of flying,
falling, giddiness and so on; while the pleasurable feelings attached to
these experiences are transformed into anxiety. But often enough, as every
mother knows, romping in children actually ends in squabbling and tears.14
14

Freud, Sigmund. Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Volume IV. Translated by
James Strachey. London: Hogarth Press, 1958. 271-272. Freud ties flight to sensuality and sexuality in each
instance: volume 5: 370, 385-6. In Leonardo da Vinci and a Memory of His Childhood, Freud indicates that
the wish to be able to fly in an early infantile wish, and equates to the longing to be capable of sexual
performance. Freud, 11: 136.
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The passage ties flying to swinging, flying and swinging to sexuality and sensuality,
flying, swinging, and sexuality to pleasure, hysterical acts in boys, and quarreling and
tears. Fragonard and Heade, in their Swings, kept the misery that can conclude such back
and forth games out of the pictures, but in the hummingbird series, Heade allows all these
associations with flight: swinging, flying, childhood, sexuality, sensuality, pleasure and
quarrelling. Freud’s description also highlights the insatiability for repetition that marks
children’s pleasure in swinging, Heade’s work, that ties flight to desires and that shows
that dreams of flight are returns to childhood. Heade’s paintings give flights of fancy with
heady dose of eroticism, but that also allow escape into a utopian realm far from the
quarrelling, tears, and disaster that contaminated Heade’s homeland with adult disaster at
just the time that Heade escaped to a new world, the tropical rainforests of Brazil.15 His
hummingbirds fly again and again, often near copies of one another, the orchids even
more repetitious, traced out from the same petals and colors.
Marxist philosopher of hope Ernst Bloch (1885-1977) criticized Freud’s
insistence on fixed drives as motivators. Nonetheless he recognized the consistent
insistence of the wish to fly. In discussion with Adorno, Bloch stated “…technological
perfection is not so complete and stupendous as one thinks. It is limited only to a very
select number of wish dreams. One could still add the very old wish to fly. If I recall
correctly, Dehmel wrote a poem concerning this in which he said, ‘and to be as free as
15

Describing the work of wings in fairy painting, and linking fairies to birds, children, and escape,
Susan Casteras wrote: “On a more psychosexual level, the inclusion of wings in Thomson’s works and in
general in the other representations discussed, reiterate the idea of flight and release, especially in Freudian
terms of children’s fantasies of escape. These are staples in fairy painting and seem to have addressed a
viewers needs or fantasies to ‘flee’ the real world—and the harsh realities of an increasing urbanization in
Great Britain—by looking at, reading about, or entering a fantasy universe. Wings also made these
creatures seem more like both angels or guardian spirits… (Casteras (writing about fairies) 138-9) 2.
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the birds’—the wish is in there, too…” 16Childhood and birdhood grant access to wider
realms than adult gravity, as Bloch readily saw.
In 1848 and 1858, Heade painted children in flight. In 1863, Heade took flight,
departing the US, and leaving the human subject behind to take flight in paintings of
hummingbirds in young, ‘unspoiled’ topical landscapes. He made up an idea of the
tropics and hummingbird life as affairs in his adult world ‘assume[d] a dark aspect,’17 as
he wrote, describing the state of the nation worn by war. Flying to the tropics at a dark
time, he painted the most bright and colorful aspect of his oeuvre, the jewel-like
hummingbirds, which as colorful as they are never unary like The Swing, for in their
endless variations, they bind tropical sunshine to an uncanny, phantasmagorical,
disturbing aspect, and to a world of poetical suggestion.
Again, Heade set out across an ocean to paint birds in September of 1863. In July
of that year, Congress had passed the Enrollment Act requiring that all men age 20-35,
and all unmarried men between 35-45, be drafted into the Union army. That summer, the
“most terrible riot took place in the nation’s largest city.” The worst insult to the poor
was that any person could buy his way out of this draft with $300 to hire a substitute,
which “lent substance to the bitter charge by workingmen that it was a rich man’s war but
a poor man’s fight.” (Ultimately, 3/4 of the draftees were substitutes.)18 In the summer of

16

Ernst Bloch, talking to Theodor Adorno, The Utopian Function of Literature, 2.

17

Heade to Bartlett, Sept. 2, 1864, quoted in Stebbins, 2000, 75.

18
Princeton Historian James M. McPherson, Introduction, to Anti-Negro Riots in the North, 1863.
(New York: Arno Press, 1969) 3-5.McPherson continues, “It will never be known how many were killed:
estimates have ranged from 74 to 1,200. Most of the dead… were white rioters who were killed by the
police or troops. But the number of black victims of the mob also was high; many other Negroes left the
city never to return; the riot intensified racial hostility in New York, hurt the Union war effort, and left
psychological scars on the city for decades.” McPherson, 5. Edward K. Spann describes the riots in detail
(93-105), and quotes Frederick Law Olmstead as saying that the “most dangerous foes of the Republic are
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1863, Heade, forty-four years old and unmarried, was painting in Boston, Lynn, and
Newburyport Massachusetts; the Civil War had marched steadily into his home state of
Pennsylvania that year; Heade sailed from New York, on September 2nd, a month and a
half after the riots.
Few aspects of humanity belong to the adult world as surely as war. Though
children play at war, and in the Civil War there were soldiers as young as nine years old,
our conception of war, the imagined battlefield pits man against man, fighting for deeply
held beliefs. Whether or not he depicted it intentionally in paint as Sarah Cash has written
in her 1995 exhibition catalogue: Ominous Hush: The Thunderstorm Paintings of Martin
Johnson Heade, he felt the agony of his country deeply.19 John Updike finds Cash’s
assessment that the thunderstorm paintings “had much to do with civil war and
reconstruction” hard to believe, writing rather callously in his critical review:
“Undoubtedly the Civil War, with its suspenseful preamble and morally compromised
aftermath, bit deeply into the national soul; millions were passionately engaged. But
Heade was sufficiently disengaged to take off for Brazil in 1863.”20 ‘Suspenseful… and
morally compromised’ provide grossly inadequate understatements toward
comprehension of the Civil War; ‘disengagement’ represents a way of reading Heade’s
departure, but an anxious mind bent on escaping engagement could apply equally, and

in New York City,” following the riots. Clearly, Heade sailed away from one of New York’s darkest
moments. Spann, Gotham at War (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources Books, 2002), 101.
19

Stebbins quotes Heade writing to Bartlett, “Affairs begin to assume a dark aspect, & almost for
the first time I’m giving way to despair.” Stebbins, 2000, 75.
20

Updike, “Heade’s Storms,” in Still Looking: Essays on American Art, (New York: Knopf,

2005), 49.
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given Heade’s few writings on the Civil War, is more appropriate.21 The context of
Heade’s departure for the tropics suggests a desired escape—a flight.
Figures of innocence and youth, birds provide a symbol of hope; permanently
fixed to their shoulders, birds wear a means of escape that gives wings to most typical
Western portrayals of the soul’s final escape: angels have a human form with bird’s
wings. Children, like birds, are both familiar and transcendent, part of our everyday, but
always in motion, always different, always in flux. Though Heade sailed to Brazil, it is a
short leap to consider of this trip as flight from the horrors of war. The war, the
‘civilized’, knowing world of the adult painter seeps into Heade’s depictions of
hummingbirds. No longer painting children swinging, or flying from their dreary posts,
Heade perches hummingbirds on forest swings, and lets them take off. Flying from a
most dystopic time, Heade creates dream landscapes where fairy-like, colorful
hummingbirds fly freely, but gloom creeps in. As with images of children, the play of
innocence and experience is everywhere.

21
Cash’s study, which reads explicit concern for the ravages of war in Heade’s moodier
thunderstorm paintings, has received mixed reviews. While Cash’s absolutist argument is impracticable,
given the paucity of evidence, her essential point is that Heade felt and depicted the extreme tension of the
time. His stormy—if rare—rhetoric combines with the fact that he paints some of his stormiest paintings
between 1859 and 1863 (the exception being the great Thunder Storm on Narragansett Bay (1868) which,
interestingly, Chicago artist Henry Darger (1892-1973) includes in one of his own great Child Civil War
scrolls) to make certain room for storms of war in Heade’s storm clouds. Again and again, denials of
meaning seem less profitable than well-measured investigations of meaning. Updike argues most
vociferously against the ideological aspects of Cash’s argument: that she saw Heade’s storms as depictions
of sermons about the Civil War. And certainly, I agree with Updike here. In arguing against Cash’s
argument, as so often happens to lesser minds than his, Updike slips into his own ideological anti-ideology,
namely, that the paintings speak simplistically of Heade’s liking for thunderstorms; there is certainly more
power here than liking. (49) Updike’s wholesale discounting of her argument serves to undermine Updike’s
legitimacy, especially when one notes that Novak calls Cash’s study “meticulous” (Novak, 1996, 14) and
Stebbins calls “thorough” (Stebbins, 2000, 25) (though he finds her description of the thunderstorms as
visual manifestations of period sermons “unconvincing” Stebbins, 2000, 27.
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‘DREAM-LIKE VIVIDNESS AND SPLENDOUR’ OF THE CHILD’S PERCEPTION
John Ruskin (1819-1900), artist, poet, critic, child- and bird- lover, was born the same
year as Heade, and celebrated exactly the sort of painting Heade made even after such
painting had gone out of fashion: throughout his life, Heade depicted closely observed
nature, carefully finished, with sparkling color and precise detail. In 1873, Ruskin turned
to the subject of birds, publishing lectures he gave at Oxford in tribute to Greek and
English birds as Love’s Meinie. In that text, Ruskin excoriates the work of English
naturalists in the project of understanding birds,22 and says that painters and monks “may
almost sum their contributions to ornithology in saying that they have plucked the wings
of birds, to make angels of men, and the claws of birds, to make devils of men.”23 Ruskin
laments here not only the absence of understanding given by artists and scholars to the
feathered realm, but also to the duplicity everywhere in our understanding of birds, whom
we characterize in beatific and base terms. Ruskin writes that it is the poets who have
done the most work in advancing the natural history of birds, and he classes with poets
“the sweet singers of the nursery, mothers and nurses,” indicating the proliferation of

22

Calling celebrated English ornithologist Thomas Bewick boorish, Ruskin continues: “Is it not [a
fact] equally strange that, master of the forests of England for a thousand years, and of its libraries for three
hundred, [the English Lord] left the natural history of birds to be written by a card-printer’s lad of
Newcastle[Bewick]? Written, and not written, for indeed we have no natural history of birds written yet.”
John Ruskin, Love’s Meinie (Kent: George Allen, 1881), 7. Heade did certainly know Ruskin’s work, as
did most American painters. Stebbins and Casteras have both demonstrated beyond doubt that Heade would
have been familiar with Ruskin.
23

“The painters and monks, the one being so greatly under the influence of the other, we may for
the present class together; and may almost sum their contributions to ornithology in saying that they have
plucked the wings from birds, to make angels of men, and the claws of birds, to make devils of men.”
Ruskin, Love’s Meinie, 14-15.
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birds in nursery rhymes—like Stevenson’s— and fairy tales.24 Ruskin ties the bird to the
child again in “Fairy-Land,” writing that the child must be “forced to develop its power
of invention, as a bird its feathers of flight:” through its imagination, the child flies,
Ruskin implies and must do so, as the bird must fly through the air.25 Like Heade, Ruskin
works between ornithology and poetry to give an introduction to the power of the bird,
and calls for further interpretation of them by natural science and art. Ruskin should have
looked at Heade’s hummingbirds, and seen what bird poetry and natural history he found
hybridized there.
Ruskin did look at Wordsworth’s poetry, and shared with Wordsworth the
appreciation for the inspirational potential of the natural world. Wordsworth’s “Ode:
Intimations of Immortality” (1802) demonstrated the complexity of childhood innocence
decades before Heade explored the matter.26 In Wordsworth’s complex construction—
one that fits more comfortably with our understandings of the magical, legendary
‘knowings’ of birds than with the idea of the child, which the popular imagination limits
by calling it innocent. The knowingness of Heade’s newsboys demonstrates negatively
24

“We have next to ask what the poets, painters, and monks have done [to advance natural history
of birds]. The poets– among whom I affectionately and reverently class the sweet singers of the nursery,
mothers and nurses– have done much; nearly all that I care for you to think of.” Ruskin, Love’s Meinie, 1415. Heade’s contemporary, fellow American naturalist John Burroughs specified the hummingbird in
nearly the same sentiment in Birds and Poets, cited in chapter one, writing that hummingbirds ‘escaped
through the finest meshes of rhyme,’ but that birds had inspired poets significantly. Burroughs, Birds and
Poets, 46.
25

Ruskin, John. “Fairy-land,” The Art of England, (Kent: George Allen:1884),120.

26

In 1843, Wordsworth added a footnote to the poem: "Nothing was more difficult for me in
childhood than to admit the notion of death as a state applicable to my own being.... with a feeling
congenial to this, I was often unable to think of external things as having external existence, and I
communed with all that I saw as something not apart from, but inherent in, my own immaterial nature.
Many times while going to school have I grasped at a wall or tree to recall myself from this abyss of
idealism to the reality. At that time I was afraid of such processes. In later periods of life I have deplored,
as we have all reason to do, a subjugation of an opposite character, and have rejoiced over the
remembrances, as is expressed in the lines--'obstinate questionings/Of sense and outward things,/Fallings
from us, vanishings" etc."
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what Wordsworth celebrates: the child is simultaneously innocent and experienced, and is
privy to a visionary knowing that adults are not. Wordsworth suggests that from the
moment we are born, we begin to lose a visionary knowing that distinguishes children:
“Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:/ The Soul that rises with us, our life's
Star,…Not in entire forgetfulness,/ And not in utter nakedness,/ But trailing clouds of
glory do we come.” Wordsworth showed that while the adult grasped worldly facts that
the child had not learned, the child had insight that began to slip away at birth, a
visionary knowledge that gave special access to understanding of the natural and spiritual
worlds. Wordsworth continues: “Whither is fled the visionary gleam?/ Where is it now,
the glory and the dream?” illustrating that the visionary knowledge of the child,
expressed through the child’s particularly original way of seeing, is as fleeting as a
visiting hummingbird. Wordsworth’s youth has access to ways of seeing that he laments
losing; Heade’s newsboys have knowledge we do not wish on children, the glory and
dream having fled them earlier than most. Envisioning rainbow birds beloved of his
childhood, Heade retains a channel of access to the visionary gleam of childhood
(flashing gorget) that Wordsworth re-captured through the vision of rainbows.27
Like Wordsworth, French poet/philosopher Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867)
understood the keen mind of the child. In “The Painter of Modern Life” (1863) he
27

Wordsworth showed how connection to nature restores one to childhood knowing innocence.
My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky.
So was it when my life began;
So is it now I am a man;
So be it when I grow old,
Or let me die!
The Child is father of the Man;
And I could wish my days to be
Bound each to each by natural piety
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defined genius as the ability to retrieve the keen freshness of observation and enthusiasm
for understanding that children bring to all things. “But genius is nothing more nor less
than childhood recovered at will- a childhood now equipped for self-expression with
manhood’s capacities and a power of analysis which enables it to order the mass of raw
material which it has involuntarily accumulated.” 28 Wordsworth, footnoting his
Intimations Ode in 1843, wrote: “To that dream-like vividness and splendour which
invest objects of sight in childhood, every one, I believe, if he would look back, could
bear testimony,” intimating Baudelaire’s more direct statement of the power of childhood
knowing. In his famous definition of poetry, that great poetry springs from childlike
intensity of experience tempered by long and deep thought, Wordsworth shares
Baudelaire’s understanding of genius as applied to poetry.29 From the two poet/thinkers’s

28

Baudelaire continues, celebrating the child’s unharnessed understanding: “The convalescent,
like the child, is possessed in the highest degree of the faculty of keenly interesting himself in things, be
they apparently of the most trivial. Let us go back, if we can, by a retrospective effort of the imagination,
towards our most youthful, our earliest, impressions, and we will recognize that they had a strange kinship
with those brightly coloured impressions which we were later to receive in the aftermath of a physical
illness, always provided that the illness had left our spiritual capacities pure and unharmed. The child sees
everything in a state of newness; he is always drunk. Nothing more resembles what we call inspiration than
the delight with which a child absorbs form and colour. I am prepared to go even further and assert that
inspiration has something in common with a convulsion, and that every sublime thought is accompanied by
a more or less violent nervous shock which has its repercussion in the very core of the brain. The man of
genius has sound nerves, while those of the child are weak. With the one, Reason has taken up a
considerable position; with the other, Sensibility is almost the whole being. But genius is nothing more nor
less than childhood recovered at will- a childhood now equipped for self-expression with manhood’s
capacities and a power of analysis which enables it to order the mass of raw material which it has
involuntarily accumulated. It is by this deep and joyful curiosity that we may explain the fixed and
animally ecstatic gaze of a child confronted with something new, whatever it be, whether a face or a
landscape, gilding, colours, shimmering stuffs, or the magic of physical beauty assisted by the cosmetic
art.” Charles Baudelaire, “Painter of Modern Life,” in The Painter of Modern Life and other Essays
(Boston: Phaidon, 1970), 7-8.
29

In the preface to his Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth wrote: “For all good poetry is the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings: and though this be true, Poems to which any value can be attached were
never produced on any variety of subjects but by a man who, being possessed of more than usual organic
sensibility, had also thought long and deeply. For our continued influxes of feeling are modified and
directed by our thoughts, which are indeed the representatives of all our past feelings; and, as by
contemplating the relation of these general representatives to each other, we discover what is really
important to men, so, by the repetition and continuance of this act, our feelings will be connected with
important subjects, till at length, if we be originally possessed of much sensibility, such habits of mind will
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definitions of artistic genius attributed child’s special vision, emerges evidence of the
genius of Heade’s paintings of hummingbirds: with adult diligence and insight, he
molded a lifetime monomania—a construction of childlike, visionary insight—into the
most spiritual of bird paintings.

HEADE’S CHILDHOOD
Heade’s hometown newspaper, the Buck’s County Intelligencer, connected
Heade’s childhood passion for birds, controlled by professional devotion, to his genius as
a bird painter. “There was a naturalness in all these school-boy efforts, in which he was
constantly exercising his uninstructed pencil, which none of his companions could
approach… one of the most perfect painters of birds and flowers that our country has
produced… Controlled by an enthusiastic devotion to his profession, by a sensitive
ambition, and a remarkable genius.” 30 Heade transforms childhood mania for
hummingbirds, with an uninstructed, natural pen (a child’s pen) into a remarkable
painted poetics of hummingbirds that retains the brilliance of childhood vision even while
preserving it in silent, tiny, vivid bodies.

be produced, that, by obeying blindly and mechanically the impulses of those habits, we shall describe
objects, and utter sentiments, of such a nature, and in such connexion with each other, that the
understanding of the Reader must necessarily be in some degree enlightened, and his affections
strengthened and purified (paragraph 6)…. I have said that poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful
feelings: it takes its origin from emotion recollected in tranquility: the emotion is contemplated till, by a
species of reaction, the tranquility gradually disappears, and an emotion, kindred to that which was before
the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actually exist in the mind” William
Wordsworth, Preface to Lyrical Ballads, paragraph 26, italics mine.
30

“A Buck’s County Artist,” Buck’s County Intelligencer, August 9, 1864 .reproduced in the files
of the Archive of American Art.
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The Buck’s County Intelligencer paints a picture of Heade’s childhood as lived
close to birds. 31 Though we know little of Heade’s own childhood, beyond the bare bones
that he was eldest of eighteen children of a gentleman farmer, Joseph Crowell Heed
(1797-1869). Heade’s mother, Sarah Johnson Heed (1793-1837) died when Martin was
seventeen, a week after bearing her ninth child; four of the children died in infancy. Her
successor, Catherine Stover Fretz 1813-77, was six years older than Martin and the
daughter of the owner of the Buck’s County Intelligencer; she bore Martin’s father nine
more children. Heade began his traveling years at least by 1843.32
Heade described his childhood in print, from his vantage point at age 68 in the
land of flowers. Heade looks back on his boyhood and paints it from two palettes: as
different as the Roman Newsboys and The Swing. Sounding once again like Mark Twain,
he exaggeratedly disparages the race of boys:
When I was a bo--. (No! I don’t mean that, for though I have seen a few
rare samples of noble, manly boys in my life, about nineteen out of ten are
the concentration of all manner of cunning and meanness. The people of
China drown the girl babies, but I’d reverse that order of things and drown
the other kind before they had time to be boys.)33
31

The Bucks County Intelligencer reflects Heade’s own recollections, “He was a slender, agile
boy, and one of his specialties, if a man may have two, was his ability to dodge any ball, though thrown by
the most expert ball player, and his other was his talent for drawing and painting. While he was but a small
boy, his taste and talent for painting were constantly exhibiting themselves; and at the public school his
birds, and especially his domestic fowls, in watercolors, were the admiration and envy of his school
fellows. There was a naturalness in all these school-boy efforts, in which he was constantly exercising his
uninstructed pencil, which none of his companions could approach.” … one of the most perfect painters of
birds and flowers that our country has produced… Controlled by an enthusiastic devotion to his profession,
by a sensitive ambition, and a remarkable genius, he succeeded so well as to receive the praise of the
Brazilian Court…” ibid.
32

Biographical information comes from Stebbins, 1975, and Stebbins, 2000, 1, with assistance,
too, from Beth Lander of the Bucks County Historical Society.
33

Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “Pennsylvania Days” Forest and Stream 38,1 (Jan. 7, 1892)
4-5. In his letter to Fredrick Church, on break-ins at Cyrus Field’s house… “As they get so many frights I
begin to think it’s the work of their rascally boys. They are equal to anything in the way of mischief…”
letter to Frederick Church, Archive of American Art. “I was one of those thoughtless and heartless things
called boys…” Didymus,“Ramrods and Birdcages” Forest and Stream, 48,18 (Oct 30, 1897), 344.
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Heade’s hyperbole is so extreme that it threatens to overwhelm his point with humor, but
his other writings, in the same playful tone, but with the same sentiment, suggest that he
does see boys as rascally. He describes English boys who rob birds’ nests and rascally
boys who break into houses in letters to Frederick Church. In the article,” Pennsylvania
Days,” he paints a friendlier picture of his own boyhood, spent in harmony with the
natural beauty along the beautiful Delaware river, and shooting its ducks.34 In his pictures
of hummingbirds, he paints both types of ‘boys’: those who tenderly offer gifts to the
beloved below, who struggle against the world of adults (the Newsboys), and, in the
fierce fighting hummingbirds making their way against the odds which their tiny bodies
equip them. (figures 54 and 55, described below) Heade had a childhood filled with birds,
with searches through the countryside and a pleasure in its wilderness that remained a
source of nostalgia throughout his life, a way to return to the ‘visionary gleam.’
Heade describes the character of hummingbirds in a late article, linking them to
children: “In disposition they are as different as children, and while all of them are
apparently very timid, that in most of them is easily overcome, and then they are very
bold and fearless.”35 In making the connection between children and hummingbirds,
Heade links the two species to pets, and in so doing makes obvious that one of the shared
features of children and pets is their diminished agency. Heade prefers his pets as tiny as
possible writing: “In fact, I do not care for any pets but birds, and the smaller they are the
better they please my fancy. My special pet is the hummingbird, and I never weary of

34

Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “Pennsylvania Days,” Forest and Stream 38, 1 (Jan. 7, 1892)

35

“Hummingbird Pets,” Forest and Stream (August 18, 1894), 187.

4-5.
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feeding and fussing with that lovely little creature…”36 Heade sets his birds to float in
settings far more utopic than those he gives his children, where plenty grows for the
plucking, his images give multiple impressions in phosphorescent, iridescent color, in the
bloom of youth.
Heade’s connection to hummingbirds was a childhood connection: monomaniac
from a child, defiant even as a child of anyone who didn’t know these birds, yet he kept
this connection throughout his long life.37 Heade shows us childhood in birds; he makes a
feathered utopia that contrasts with the American dystopia he escaped in travel to the
tropics in 1863; he demonstrates that a man who lived as a bachelor until age sixty-four
could be cast as a boy by history (irascible, erratic, wandering, peripatetic, even
irresponsible); his reflections on childhood from old age aid in the understanding of his
still, distant, hummingbird utopias. In many other representations, children and birds live
together in a shared Eden, a jolly fairyland, yet in Heade’s (post-lapsarian, post-tropical,
post-Tenth Street Studio) paintings and writings, children have fallen out of Eden,
leaving the feathered race to represent both clans in all their multiplicity. In his paintings
of hummingbirds and flowers, Heade suggested the sphere of the child without spelling it
out.

36

Humming Birds as Pets, Forest and Stream (Oct 1, 1898), 204.

37

Heade’s disrespect for others who think they know hummingbirds is a theme in his later articles,
where he writes, for example: with the natural result that what is known about them I know, and what I
don’t know about them others do—or think they do. There is probably no member of the feathered tribe,
from the dodo to the goose, that has been so thoroughly written up as the hummingbird, and probably not
one that has been honored by so much nonsense… I am somewhat puzzled as to why so many people are so
anxious to enlighten the world about things of which they are totally ignorant, but I can understand an
ambitious young lady who is anxious to see herself in print taking up a fairy-like subject which she
supposes involves some mystery. Then I can imagine her getting lost and appealing to her imagination to
help her out by supplying a lot of inconceivable nonsense—as has been the case with several articles that I
have seen. “Hummingbirds,” Forest and Stream, 63,6 (August 6, 1904), 111.
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Heade understood that the image of the bird was generally childish, his love of
hummingbirds was a child’s obsession, and yet, one he never outgrew. From the age of
forty-four to his death at eighty-four, Heade painted miniature birds, creature of his
childhood and adult monomania, and in so doing retained a link in his paintings of
childhood to his childhood on the nest. In The Poetics of Space, Bachelard showed that
the nest is predictably a place for children, writing: “in literature, the nest image is
generally childish.”38 To find a nest, he describes, “it takes us back to our childhood or,
rather, to a childhood; to the childhoods we should have had. For not many of us have
been endowed by life with the full measure of its cosmic implications.”39 Heade
concentrates the cosmic implications of life into his saturated, innocent, experienced,
uncanny and beautiful pictures on the nest.
As the most fairy-like of birds— miniature, evanescent, and adored—
hummingbirds proffer an ideal metaphor for childhood, and connect to the child far more
generally than in their substitution for children in Heade’s paintings. First, they link
through their shared connection to fairyland, a place welcoming to children, and
inhabited by creatures like hummingbirds, magical and tiny. Fairies and birds share with
children, among other aspects: a knowingness beyond that of adult humans, an access to
creative, even mad worlds of the imagination, a delight in things sparkling and tiny. In
On Longing, Stewart describes the changing relationship between the fairy and the child,
that “by the Victorian Age, the domestication of the fairy is complete and the English
38
Bachelard, Poetics of Space, 93. Bachelard also wrote that the nest was also feminine, and
sexual. Of course, the feminine and the childish are connected in many constructions, infantilizing women,
and, oddly, giving women a reduced sexuality and children an enhanced sexuality. This link via the birds
nest continues this chain of ‘reasoning.’
39

Ibid.
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fairy becomes inextricably linked to the enduring creation of the Victorian fantastic: the
fairylike child. Although the Victorian child was held to have a near-magical association
with nature… this nature is diminutive and readily transformed into culture.40 Indeed by
1884 Ruskin claims that the English should turn more attention to depictions of the child,
“about whose reality there can be no doubt’ and who are at once the most powerful of
fairies, and the most amusing, if not always the most sagacious! of animals.”41 Heade
made his children more earthly than fairy-like, but his child-like birds are inextricably
linked to the fairy. Transformations abound in the series hummingbird-fairy-fairylike
child- child, all changing places in a superficially natural space diminutive,
transformable, and carefully cultivated.
Birds, more generally, share many qualities with children. Emptied of meaning by
18th and 19th century conceptions of them, both child and bird are ready to receive
whatever meaning humans chose to stuff them with: downy feathers, blood and bones,
sugar, spice, and snails, they could carry a range of nostalgic meanings. Both are
perceived by adults as: mother-henned nestlings, ephemeral and ever-present, innocent
and knowing, fragile and resilient, they are restrained and unrestrainable, familial and
individual. We conceive them as they have access to other realms, either imagined or
real; yet we consider them limited by small minds, connected to nature yet almost
‘unnatural’ (in the birds’ case, in their ability to sing (a human trait), to fly, and in special
cases, their ability to talk; in the child’s case, in their budding ‘humanity’ whatever that
might be). In Presumed Innocence, Jean Crutchfield writes: “Throughout history, the
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antitheses of childhood innocence have been sophistication, decadence, and evil”42
antitheses shared in conceptions of birds.
For just as the bird is associated with male and female sexuality in many instances
in language, the symbolic deployment of birds is dichotomous in other areas. Literature
and lore have linked birds to both virtue and vice—like children, birds are fluid, not
hardened off into good or evil.43 In symbolic uses, birds can signify opposite sovereigns
as generosity and greed, wisdom and folly, sex, death and life everlasting.44 The modern
idea of the child is linked to the bird through their many shared features: great abundance
and omnipresence, their precarious purity, their nonsensical (to us) language and use of
song, and their access to dichotomous places—especially between innocence and
experience, goodness and depravity. The Oxford English Dictionary also lists ‘boy’ and
‘young girl’ as among the most prominent definitions of the word bird.
The connection between children and birds has existed throughout the history of
art as well. For hundreds of years in Western Art, children have been depicted close to
42
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birds or with bird features since they have been depicted. 45 In The Marble Faun, for
example, Hawthorne opens with a description of sculptures in the Capitol in Rome,
including a young girl with a dove: “a symbol of the Human Soul, with its choice of
Innocence or Evil close at hand, in the pretty figure of a child, clasping a dove to her
bosom, but assaulted by a snake.”46 The bird exposes the child’s existence in a space
between realms: childhood as a particularly fragile space could be made manageable,
slightly less terrifying, if given wings to connect the child to the winged realm of heaven.
Hummingbirds, like children, are duplicitous creatures (a feature to which Heade
is susceptible) being both magically elusive, yet technologically advanced (aeronautic
engineers have long been fascinated by their capacity to hover, as well as their dexterous
use of tiny wings).47 Like the child, hummingbirds seem too small to be sexual, yet they
are at home with orchids—the most sexual of flowers; like the child, hummingbirds both
45
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have and have not sexuality. Hummingbird courtship is wild and passionate as described
in Heade, and as described by ornithologists generally, yet the eroticism is contained by
their animal distance from us, by the prevailing nineteenth-century belief that they were
loving and devoted partners, and by the controlling language of natural history, which
describes marriage beds for flowers and hummingbird husbands, polygamy and sexuality,
covered with flower petals. These dualities speak of the shared realm of the child,
between life and death, human and not fully, individual and attached, innocent and
knowing.

BIRD CHILDREN
In their odd natural history for children, Bird Children,48 published at the start of
the twentieth century, versifier Elizabeth Gordon and illustrator M.T. Ross blend the
bodies and behaviors of birds with those of children, constructing a new understanding of
birds, which Gordon and Ross write, “are real little people” whom “you will love” (as
Heade does) “when you have come to know them.”49 Blending disciplines as they do
bodies, Gordon and Ross combine description with delight, nursery rhyme with natural
history, and avian fact with visual nonsense. Bird Children adopts the devices of the
natural history: on each white page, a single frozen species drawn from a pellet of stuffed
feathers, in watercolor. Ross’s children wear feathered costumes; inhabiting birds they
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transform them into knowable “little cousins of the field and garden.”50 (figure 53) He
chooses round rosy-cheeked infants to model for the more innocent birds (blue-bird,
goldfinch, chickadee; fairy-adolescents pose as the more provocative flamingo, peacock
and paradise bird; certain birds cannot have child inhabitants at all: the goose is always
already old, and the eagle a kingly adult. Underscoring their appeal to Heade (‘the
smaller they are the better they please my fancy’) Gordon emphasizes the hummingbird
child’s tininess:
The Hummingbird Child
“Humming Bird, the dainty thing,
Has no voice and cannot sing,
He lives daintily, and sips
Honey from the flowers’ lips”
So dainty is the hummingbird, Gordon calls them dainty twice. Combined with the
images, the story tells more: a toddling boy wears a ruby-throated costume—the ruby
throat opens up to admit his ruby-cheeked face. The little girl inhabiting the orchid whose
lips he will sip looks with decided apprehension at his pointed proboscis, her own
pinched red lips a tiny target within the orchids voluptuous ones. Unexpectedly, even
these saccharine and obviously child-directed images convey the story of the birds and
the bees, and convey them with hybrid bodies that reveal the merger of child-bird-flowerfairy in the nineteenth-century imagination.
Heade’s clichéd verse published in the Brooklyn Daily Advertiser, like Bird
Children, underscores the blending of childhood naïveté and bird and bee procreativity
that reveals the intersection between childhood innocence and adult experience, an
intersection that seeks to explain reproduction through coy metaphors, which exert an
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eroticizing evasion. Too, these metaphors impose human thoughts and feelings on animal
(and plant) species. In “My Bonnie Brunette,” Heade versified with a sentimentality that
never appeared in his paintings, describing the object of his eye: “with a delicate cheek
and a sweet cherry lip/ where a bee might in luxury linger and sip…”51 Here the bees
busy themselves in a sensual exploration of a woman’s cherry lip, As the hummingbird
boy threatens to do to the orchid girl, again imposing human physicality on the
pollination metaphor ‘the birds and the bees’ and showing overlap between human and
animal, adult and child naïveté, and exposing the sensuality of horticulture.
Gordon and Ross show the connection between birds and children playfully in
their hybrid creations. On a more serious level, natural history itself brought children
(and their mothers) close to birds.52 In the nineteenth century, interest in ornithology
peaked alongside the development of our modern conception of childhood, which the
period spent time and money distinguishing from the class of grownups in a flood of
different behaviors and products.53 The Victorian period, which worked to classify
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everything, to document, label, and publish in books, simultaneously sought to
undermine these knowings. So, as fairy historians have demonstrated via the Victorian
‘science’ of fairies, and as the blending of hummingbird and child bodies shows, the
period also featured celebration of in-between beings that cannot be classed: like the
‘Hummingbird Child’ and the real fairy, the child, that Ruskin described.

A HUMMINGBIRD WORLD, GIANT AND DIMINUTIVE
Escaping to the tropics, Heade began his series of hummingbirds painted as if
seen through windows to secret landscapes. Again and again, critics find that Heade’s
hummingbirds construct separate worlds, windows to imaginative worlds that we can
peep into, but cannot access As Smith wrote, describing the ‘boxlike space’ of Heade’s
paintings: ‘in the end the contained, finite volume…is made real.’54 In the same vein,
Stebbins wrote “Heade summarizes the tropical experience—the heat, the alluring
sensuality, the mesmerizing beauty—in compositions of modest size.”55 Most beautifully,
Novak writes, “Secret, intimate, stereoscopically detailed, they solicit the same attention
from the eye as a whisper does from the ear.”56 In other words, the sort of attention that
requires great subtlety to discover, and a magnifying lens to comprehend. Heade’s
hummingbird pictures paint scenes as if stumbled upon, fairylands discovered by the
devotee and revealed to the layperson. They portray the tropics as a paradise, a paradise
for hummingbirds with no room for humans.
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As Heade continued to develop new series of paintings, he became more and
more interested in shaping smaller, clearer spaces, as Smith suggests in the same
relatively brief and valuable review. Beginning with the illusionistic space of
Narragansett Bay, with its “suggestion of miniaturization and contrast of far and further.”
The marshlands, she writes, we see “as if through the wrong end of a telescope.” Smith’s
metaphor unlocks another way of seeing the relationship between Heade’s explorations
and the world of the child, visible in Heade’s unique explorations of scale and distance,
giant and tiny.
Smith described Heade’s landscape as looking as if it were seen through the
wrong end of a telescope; D.H. Lawrence describes the hummingbird itself with the same
metaphor in his 1923 poem “Humming Bird.” Joyce Carol Oates finds Lawrence at his
best when surprised, startled, nudged into understanding as he is by the tiny wonder—as
of course is the hummingbird’s startling way.57 Lawrence, surprised by the hummingbird,
comprehended his surprise in description of it as otherworldly, other-timely, and between
animate and inanimate, in a poem that—save the absence of flowers— shares
understanding with Heade of the primeval world of the hummingbird:
Humming-Bird
I can imagine, in some otherworld
Primeval-dumb, far back
In that most awful stillness, that only gasped and hummed,
57
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Humming-birds raced down the avenues.
Before anything had a soul,
While life was a heave of matter, half inanimate,
This little bit chipped off in brilliance
And went whizzing through the slow, vast, succulent stems.
I believe there were no flowers then,
In the world where the humming-bird flashed ahead of creation.
I believe he pierced the slow vegetable veins with his long beak.
Probably he was big
As mosses, and little lizards, they say, were once big.
Probably he was a jabbing, terrifying monster.
We look at him through the wrong end of the telescope of Time,
Luckily for us.
Lawrence saw the exaggerated lyrical potential of the hummingbird, its danger
(fortunately, he writes, it is a tiny danger) as well as the impossibility of its scale, finding
an answer to that centuries old question: “where do passions find room in such a
diminutive body?” Lawrence, author of passion, sees that in the hummingbird, passions
have been condensed over time, concentrated during this monster’s diminution from giant
to miniature. The poem shows what Heade found in the hummingbird, an intensity that
boggles our idea of scale. Different from Heade, Lawrence sets the hummingbird
whizzing among succulent stems. In Heade, the stems whiz past frozen birds. Similar to
Heade, Lawrence saw the potential for the hummingbird to be a giant.
The worlds of miniature and gigantic are dream worlds and fairy worlds. They are child
worlds. Looking at worlds out of scale, our imaginations can take flight: our bodies could
fit inside that hummingbird nest, could enter the great open mouth of the orchid to find a
taste of ambrosia, could sprout wings and fly with a mechanical, cyborg hum. In Heade’s
paintings, palm tree becomes a fairy feather duster, orchid becomes an animate monster,
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and a hummingbird zooms to freeze in the foreground, uncharacteristically still, giant,
and available to looking. To paint his hummingbirds, Heade picked up the telescope and
toyed with it, right-way-round and backwards, back and forth: a child’s game. The
imaginative scenes he paints of giant hummingbird families busily keeping house read as
fantastic dream tableaus, generalized landscapes with particularized details to act as
backdrop against which his gigantic miniature birds act out his dreams. Stewart again
illuminates, demonstrating that play with scales is child’s play:
The child continually enters here as a metaphor, perhaps not simply
because the child is in some physical sense a miniature of the adult, but
also because the world of childhood, limited in physical scope yet fantastic
in its content, presents in some ways a miniature and fictive chapter in
each life history; it is a world that is part of history, at least the history of
the individual subject, but remote from the presentness of adult life. We
imagine childhood as if it were at the other end of a tunnel- distanced,
diminutive, and clearly framed.58
We see the child, too, through the distancing and familiarizing operations of powerful
lenses. As Bachelard writes, “tiny and immense are compatible,” and they cohabit and
work together in the magnifying and miniaturizing world of the child. Giant and
miniature are tools of the sweet singers of the nursery, who tells stories of Tom Thumb
and Thumbelina, of shrinking and swelling, of Alice in Wonderland, Lilliputians,
Brobdingnags, and endless other tales of growing, shrinking, giant and dwarf. Giant and
miniature are also they realms of the botanist, as Bachelard shows, the capacity of the
hummingbird, as Lawrence describes, and certainly, endlessly repeated, the tools of
Heade, who puts to work a magical magnifying glass to let viewers watch the secret life
of hummingbirds and their flowers.
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Looking at Heade’s hummingbird paintings, we look through telescopes,
microscopes, stereo viewers, and magnifying glasses, practices that work to restore the
visionary gleam of childhood. In Two Sun Gems on a Branch, 1864-65, (figure 54),
Heade paints these Brazilian birds as if from Lawrence’s vision, they are the size of trees,
two of them can fill the sky. ‘Luckily for us,’ this jabbing, tiny monster pauses for a
kinder moment, the male’s pointed bill bows toward the female’s welcoming gesture; she
fans her tale slowly and parts her bill while he spreads his in sparkling white display.
Luckily for us, the Heliactin cornuta is actually one of the smallest hummingbirds,
without their tails, it would be smaller than the tiny Calypte helenae, the Bee
Hummingbird.59 ‘There were no flowers then;’ Heade saves them for the second series,
when he played an even more complicated game of scale. For by the time of Two
Fighting Hummingbirds with Pink Orchid (c.1875-1890), Heade gives us flowers, as well
as the ‘vast, succulent stems,’ and shows how the hummingbird can shift with the flip of
a lens from giant to tiny, and from gentle to jabbing. (figure 55) Now, the male horned
sun gem is below the other bird, this time he fans his tale in a display, not of love, but of
threat, a display made much fiercer by the ‘horns’ of his crest, a battle headdress made of
a moth, that flares red as this jabbing monster threatens his partner, a rufous-crested
coquette flown in, apparently, from the Bolivian or Peruvian lowlands for this conflict.
The battle is intense, so much so that the Cattleya labiata, for once, can look practically
demure, though she protects her twin babies devotedly while the tiny buds hide their
faces beneath her sheltering petals. Demure or not, this flower is a giantess, and serves to
shrink the hummingbirds back to miniature, despite their jabbing monstrosity. Then
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Heade reverses the lens again, painting the landscape in miniature in the ground, and the
hummingbird whizzes again to giant scale. Playing these games, Heade the adult regains
the visionary gleam of the child, and creates for our pleasure a magic world where the
hummingbird flashed ahead of creation.
The study of natural history, as Bachelard describes it, with its demand for
passionate concentration, for looking anew, is enlarged by the capacity for intensity
native to the child, and parent of the genius, as both Wordsworth and Baudelaire saw,
too. The extensive miniaturized and magnified detail that Heade accumulated into his
images ties him again to the world of the child. Bachelard writes:
The man with the magnifying glass—quite simply—bars the
every-day world. He is a fresh eye before a new object. The botanist’s
magnifying glass is youth recaptured. It gives him back the enlarging gaze
of a child. With this glass in his hand, he returns to the garden… where
children see enlarged.60
The magnifying glass animates the scientist. Heade turned on the hummingbird a dry
scientific gaze, yet when he looks at them through ‘a powerful magnifier’ he recaptured
his youthful imagination, went crazy for hummingbirds, and transformed the children of
his early paintings into pet hummingbirds.61 Close study of flowers and birds magnified
Heade’s gaze, returned him continually back to the garden. Heade looks like Bachelard’s
man with the magnifying glass: looking at the world framed by a magnifying glass,
recapturing his childhood monomania, turning hummingbirds into big, ‘jabbing,
terrifying monsters’ and ‘chipped off pieces of brilliance,’ in Lawrence’s apt, double
60
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description. ‘Luckily for us,’ he captured these visions in painted poetry, kin to
Lawrence’s.
‘Luckily for us,’ Heade applied the magnifying glass magic to his returns to the
garden, for Heade not only paints hummingbirds and orchids again and again, but he
paints the same hummingbirds and orchids again and again, not just the same species of
hummingbirds or orchids, but the same bird, the same flower, as if he has cut them out
and pasted them on, repetitions that could make for a dulled product. Stebbins, Novak,
and Foshay have shown how the precise Laelia purpurata in the St. Augustine sketch
appears in many canvases (the sketch for the Cattleya, which appears even more often,
has not been located.) In the flesh, some of Heade’s humming birds (figure 2) look as if
they have been cut out and pasted on, like decoupage, or, even more beautifully,
cloisonné, with its subtle, gold-edged relief. Yet, each time he returns to these
individuals, Heade is like Bachelard’s man with the magnifying glass, Heade ‘is a fresh
eye before a new object,’ for as often as Heade returns to identical subjects, he returns to
them with the delighting, crazed, monomaniacal eye of the child and envisions them
again anew.
Bachelard serves to explain many of the ways that Heade returns to childhood:
remaining fixed on hummingbirds, his childhood monomania, repeating the nest with its
desire for the physical pleasure of security (as Bachelard indicates), architect of miniature
worlds replete with detail— invitation to fairy wondering and wandering. Too, Heade’s
incessant travel a sort of becoming, his final settling in, as he writes, “the land of
flowers’62—a return to the garden— his inability to choose a subject (childlike
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indecision), his unwillingness to join the mainstream of artists, his delight in tiny things,
mark Heade as inside a dream of childhood. “That the world of things can open itself to
reveal a secret life…is a constant daydream that the miniature presents. This is the
daydream of the microscope: the daydream of life inside life, of significance multiplied
infinitely within significance.” 63 In Heade’s still lifes, discombobulating lenses (tools of
seeing for a young scientific age) focus on miniature lives, secret lives, gigantic lives,
bird, bee, child, fairy and flower lives lived together, and relived by Heade for his lucky
viewers to glimpse.

OLD AGE: HEADE LAMENTS THE LOSS OF WILD AMERICA
In his pictures of hummingbirds, Heade cannot escape his flair for the dramatic,
evident in the transformation of the Tenth Street Studio where he displayed his work on
his return from the tropics.64 Stebbins quotes from contemporary reviews, which describe
Heade’s decoration Church’s studio, which Heade decorates “like a recess in the
woods… arched and festooned by long palm branches’ where ‘multitudes of butterflies
from South America glitter like blue, scarlet, or green gems… and eagles’ heads and
stuffed cockatoos make it a fit surrounding to paintings of tropical luxuriance.”65 In this
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decorated studio Heade inhabits an interior dream of a tropical paradise. While in Brazil,
he had lamented to his diary:
At this time what a different scene is being enacted in New York. The
male population respectable, rascally & otherwise—is out in a body, shivering
in overcoats & gloves, or wading through the sloppy streets in rubber boots to
make their annual drinking calls on the only race of woman that ever
emanated from the hands of the creator perfectly finished in loveliness &
beauty; & this very naturally raises the question as to which is preferable—the
society of angels outside of paradise, or a Sojourn in paradise without the
angels. One might as successfully search for female loveliness in Africa as
Brasil, but it’s a consolation to know that its total absence, for a time, will
create a keener appreciation & consequent increased enjoyment of it where
the privilege comes again.66
Heade finds New York women ‘perfectly finished,’ Brazilian women not, yet his sojourn
was not without angels, for while there he painted hummingbirds, though he never
painted any of the hummingbirds named sunangel.67 Heade took flight from a war zone,
with sweltering uncomfortable social gatherings filled with his idea of beautiful flesh, in
preference of the jungle, alive with birds and flowers, but without featherless flesh to flirt
with.
Heade witnessed the transformation of the new world into the old world: the
nineteenth century inscribed the unwritten landscape of the United States—replete with
Utopic potential— with railroads, maps, land ownership, ornithological monographs, and
other understandings that transform the unknown, in-between, neutral, no-place places,
places where the anticipatory illusion can roam freely, into fixed topographies, sealed and
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settled. This transformation helps explain Heade’s devastation at the destruction of the
newness and possibility of the world he grew up in—the world of childhood, where even
the contained garden, seen through the telescopic eye of the child, bloomed with fantastic
possibility. Heade described his own childhood in terms that reveal what a hard world it
would have been to let go of, depicting his childhood, passed along the Delaware, in
natural and procreative language:
The crystal river, with its clear and pebbly shore fringed with trees from
its sources to the bay…. Then were the woods alive with partridges and
quail, and woodcock were scattered about in promiscuous multitudes
through every piece of woodland, while every foot of soil that was damp
enough for an alder bush or a willow was a breeding ground. 68
Heade passed his childhood in a young, untamed nature, where the farms had rough
edges and the land produced abundantly. The joint efforts of the brutal civil war and
domestication of the United States landscape shattered its youth, and Heade flew from
that world to a world where the hummingbird— not ladies, ‘perfectly finished’ by
hummingbirds decorating their hats— strolled down the avenues. 69 The maturation of the
nation may be described by the classic metonymic substitution of individual for nation:
the child individuates from the mother: the nation split from the motherland, the child
fights its adolescent rebellion: the terrible civil war, and grew into a participating citizen:
became fully civilized, united, powerful (our inheritance today, as single power.) In this
progression, the rusticity and possibility of youth are polished from individual, society,
68

Heade described his childhood days in Bucks county, in “nature’s beautiful arrangement
undisturbed” and deeply lamented the loss of its purity, writing that he had: “never seen a more beautiful
river than the Delaware before the march of civilization with its railroads and canals took every vestige of
its beauty away forever.” Heade watched his country growing up: a child of bucolic but highly civilized
Bucks County, Heade reveled in childhood memories of hunting (as extraordinary a sporting blend of
nature loving, nature knowing, & nature destroying as one can find) in the rural landscape “Pennsylvania
Days,” in Forest and Stream 38, I (Jan 7, 1892), 4-5.
69

Heade deplored the plume bird trade, and railed against it in several articles.
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and, of course, from the landscape itself. Though Heade spent most of his adult life in
cities, he always felt the tie to the rural life into which he had been born, and mourned its
disappearance, with almost the same number of repetitions in which he painted
hummingbirds. His sylvan paintings serve as an eloquent elegy of the disappearance of
his own youth, and that of the nation.70
Unlike his grandfather who had nine children, unlike his father, who had
eighteen, Heade had no children. Additionally, as he said, ‘I do not care for any pets but
birds.’ He fed his hummingbird children, side by side with his wife, on the veranda, and
he fed them beautiful habitats in his paintings, fussing over their iridescent feathers until
they stood proud from their canvas, microscopically studied, fed them and fussed over
them like a spoiling grandparent. Heade, the eldest of eighteen children, painted a few
children and many many pets, and gives us, in these paintings, ‘the childhoods we should
have had’ as Bachelard described them, filled with cosmic implications. Heade’s little
pets, like our idea of the child, are rascally and kind, wild and good, and, of course, are
always subject to us—we can make them any topia we want to imagine.
The hummingbird’s tiny size of course suggests the miniaturized world that
fascinates children. Their existence in a world of superlatives, too, shows how they speak
with their bodies a child’s exaggerated speech.71 Heade’s fascination with hummingbirds

70

Heade writes: “I am as old as Methuselah was at the same age, and have consequently had
opportunities for skimming off the very cream of shooting and fishing in the early days of our worn-out
country…” (emphasis mine)Didymus, “Little Sunny Spots, Forest and Stream (Dec. 21, 1895), 534. In
another article, he suggests the impossibility finding wild space in tame, grown-up England, there, even the
birds can’t be wild or find wild places. “If every bird that steals a grape or cherry now and then is doomed
to capital punishment for the slight offense, our country will soon be like England, where every boy robs
every bird’s nest that he finds…” Didymus, “Orioles and Bird Shot” 44,13 (September 28, 1895), 270.
71

“Not only are these the smallest birds in the world, but they have the fastest metabolisms of any
animal and live on a razor’s edge between starvation and vigour. Their hovering flight is the most energydemanding form of locomotion in the natural world and to fuel it they have to consume their own body
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was a multiple fascination: he studied them with the distance of an adult scientist and
with the delightful passion of a child. (Yet, as Stewart, Lawrence, and Bachelard show,
the lens of science restores the visionary vision of the child—) Perhaps this is the source
of his hummingbird genius: he brings to the study the keen eyesight and delight of
childhood, “now equipped for self-expression with manhood’s capacities and a power of
analysis” as Baudelaire, and Wordsworth before him, described it. The hummingbird
allowed Heade to connect with an ideal childhood, lived in flight (as was most of his own
life) to put on the serious empirical eyes of the scientist in minutely studying the species,
a practice which itself restored the visionary gleam of childhood vision. Heade may not
have been a genius: he does not order and organize the hummingbird information so to
give us insight into the truth of every aspect of hummingbird being, he does not transform
the ornithological or art or poetic world around him, but his poetry of hummingbirds
glimmers with a visionary gleam of genius, and his hummingbirds do flash, as if ‘ahead
of creation,’ to deliver his audience where hummingbirds have never taken them before.
Heade’s hummingbird and flower paintings are themselves possessed of the
power to transport their viewers to a different climate, where tiny things become
gigantic—viewed through the wrong end of the telescope—where couples have intense
relationships, where tiny babies sway in treetop cradles, safe in their downy coverlets,
where childhood need not be recovered as it is already there, naked and at home, and

weight in nectar every day - the equivalent of a 13-stone man downing 170 lbs of hamburger! But as well
as having the smallest nests, fastest heartbeats and fewest feathers of any bird, hummingbirds may also
have the best memories, knowing exactly how many flowers are in their territories and when they were last
visited. And Mark Cawardine also reveals that the strange evolutionary partnerships between plants and
their pollinating hummingbirds are not as straightforward as we may sometimes think.” “The Superlative
Bird,”BBC Science and Nature, May 27, 2002.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/nature_20020527.shtml
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where flowers and fruits fall from the branches, belying any implication that survival
could be a struggle.
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CONCLUSION
__________________________________________________________________________________

A FRESH EYE BEFORE A NEW OBJECT
The man with the magnifying glass—quite simply—bars the every-day world. He is a fresh eye before a
new object. The botanist’s magnifying glass is youth recaptured. It gives him back the enlarging gaze of a
child. With this glass in his hand, he returns to the garden… where children see enlarged.
--Gaston Bachelard, Poetics of Space

Heade started his career as a portrait painter. His first extant painting, Portrait of
a Young Lady, from 1839, when the artist was twenty, immediately reveals the influence
of his first teacher, Edward Hicks, in its ‘flat, but exact’ representation of the subject.
(figure 56) This influence is more legible still in the landscape, seen in miniature through
a window, which describes an alluring, sylvan, Pennsylvania landscape, where forest and
stream come together beneath a pink transitional atmosphere of dawn or dusk to
complement the interest of the young lady’s engaging face, just approaching its new
almost-adult shape. Heade scholar Theodore Stebbins notes Hicks’s influence, too,
suggesting stylistic similarities between the young lady’s face and the faces in the older
artist’s several versions of William Penn’s Treaty with the Indians, and similarities are
there, yet Hicks’s figures have a coarse, cartoonish look—an aspect not present in his
landscapes, which though flat and significantly stylized, are also elegant and evocative,
with plenty of depth for the imagination. These landscapes offer closer connection to
Heade, to that sliver of the outside world shown behind his Portrait of a Young Lady, for
example, and offer ways of seeing Heade’s landscapes, and landscape backdrops, anew.

In Peaceable Kingdom (c. 1834), Hicks, too, brings forest and stream together under his
own pink, transitional light, and gives us another striking precedent for Heade’s
hummingbirds, the sort of precedent one would expect a first mentor to leave. (figure 57)
Wondrous Creatures has kept landscapes, for the most part, just where Heade put
them, in the background. Relying on Hicks, on Heade’s marsh landscapes, and the
background landscapes of the hummingbird paintings, this conclusion shows the ways
that, even in escaping to a faraway landscape to paint birds, the peripatetic Heade
retained strong ties to his roots. The process shows that, as different as the subjects in the
different genres Heade explores appear, they enact the same gestures to tell the same
stories. Crystallizing the substitutions and transformations suggested throughout
Wondrous Creature, “A Fresh Eye” concludes that, whether painting newsboys,
haystacks, or hummingbirds, Heade’s works hum with human meaning. Considering
Heade’s sense of the hummingbird as pet underscores the literal aspect of the poetic
substitutions. Looking at the hummingbirds has made Heade’s landscapes more visible;
considering the landscapes recaps what looking at the wondrous creatures, the
hummingbirds, has accomplished. Finally, “A Fresh Eye” turns to Joseph Cornell, a ‘new
object’ who underscores the possibilities offered by the substitution of the bird, and
summarizes the evasive maneuvers the bird serves the critical gaze.
The landscape in Hicks’s Peaceable Kingdom rifts into three layers, first the far
background, which, like the portrait window in Heade’s Young Lady, paints a park-like,
but natural landscape. In the middle ground, Hicks depicted a small-sized world, where a
tiny William Penn strikes a treaty with equally small Lenape people, Native Americans
who lived along Heade’s beloved Delaware River, until Penn died and his sons obliged
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them to move. In the foreground, crowded against the picture plane, Hicks compressed
giant animals peacefully together with infants who are in far more danger of falling over
the rift into the adult world, than of being devoured by felines or gored by enormous
bovines, who treat the children and each other with equal gentleness.
Many relationships between Heade’s hummingbirds and his mentor’s peaceable
kingdoms emerge. In Hicks, animals native to various continents come together to
conference, commune, and enjoy a bucolic landscape created for their pleasure, just as
Heade brought species together from afar for shared outdoor pleasures unlikely in reality.
Male and female, from different families entirely in Hicks’s case, join harmoniously to
raise children in beneficent worlds. Hicks placed children and animals together in a world
without adult humans, showing the child’s integration with the Pennsylvania landscape,
distinct from adult matters. The sameness of child and animal point to Heade’s
transformation of fairy into hummingbird, or child into hummingbird, revealed by
Wondrous Creatures. Moreover, Hicks set children in flight; his bare-chested boy spreads
his wings to hover above lion and lamb, as Heade’s Newsboys will do fifteen years later
(figure 45). The flying child in Hicks, like the newsboys, reveals the artist’s
incompetence at conveying bodies in space, yet it also adds significantly in each case to
the interest and beauty of the works.
This Peaceable Kingdom turns the telescope round and round, as Chapter Four,
“The Visionary Gleam” revealed Heade to do in describing hummingbirds. Hicks’s scaleshifting worlds shed further light on the way Heade used humans in his other genres, as
well. Hicks shrank adults to miniature, and the natural world to a window, made for
viewing pleasure. He painted animals up close and giant, and landscapes that shrink to
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toy-sized. For beneath the surface of Hicks’s idealizing vision, the miniaturized adult
figures do not attend to the children, but work to (ultimately) separate Native Americans
from their rights, and divide the land of animals and children, in harmony with the land,
from the open landscape envisioned in the background.
Compared to approximately 120 hummingbirds, 150 other flower paintings and
265 landscapes, history preserves 56 Heade portraits/genre paintings. After his flight (by
ship) to Brazil to paint hummingbirds, Heade painted only six images overtly focused on
humans. All other figures he depicted in miniature, shrunk to hummingbird scale, while
the hummingbird zoomed, giant as a lion or an ox, to the foreground. About 120 of
Heade’s landscapes are marsh meadow landscapes, where golden hay grows lush and
ripe, and water flows slowly or waits for the tide, in a slow, golden world. When he did
not miniaturize the human figures, Heade left them out of these landscapes all together,
or replaced them with substitutes: a pair of fieldworkers become a pair of cattle, a man
and boy become a mare and foal, or a pair of cattle or oxen, or a pair of ungainly ducks.1
(figures 58-60) With each marsh, Heade described in beautiful canvases great expanses
of pleasurable loneliness. Pleasurable in part because he gives each hay stack, horse, or
human a hay stack, horse, or human twin, so that they, at least, will not be lonely.
1

It was these ducks, in Sudden Shower, Newburyport Meadow, at Yale, that showed me that the effort
Heade put into painting ducks, hummingbirds, humans greatly contrasted with the ease he seemed to find
with landscape. (figure 59) The ducks are so clumsy, against the Buck’s County Intelligencer’s claim that
he was a natural painter of birds, quoted in Chapter Four he does not prove such on inspection. Heade very
often paints the land and the things that grow from it with seeming effortlessness that one could call
natural; in his rainforests, thick clots of canopy growth give way to views of blue distant mountains and
streaked, rain-drenched skies. This is the way we would see the rainforest if we had wings, and could
perch, for a moment, in the high canopy to see the view, an imagined view through the lenses of
hummingbirds’ sparkling black eyes but near impossible to see through the thick understory verdure that
tangles the rainforest into jungle. Heade paints that landscape seamlessly, then carefully paints
hummingbirds on top of the landscape, like decals, Roberta Smith said, like cloisonné decorations, I said.
Sometimes the outline is visible where he retouched the sky around their cut-out forms. The forms of
hummingbirds are surprisingly simple, given the magical, poetic power concentrated in them, but they are
forms which Heade labored tediously to concentrate against those natural, apparently effortless,
landscapes.
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Apparently intrigued by the possibilities afforded by the telescope, Heade looked
at hummingbirds through the right end, and painted them in precise and individualistic
portraits as giants, and considered humans from the wrong, and his humans began to look
like hummingbirds, tiny and evanescent, difficult to discern in the great wet lands where
he painted them tiny, gathering hay from a landscape that offers generously the fodder to
feed the animals that in turn feed them.
In the salt marsh paintings, Heade imagined a broad sky that stretches wide and
flat across the broad horizontal plane, a long flat horizon that he emphasizes further with
low horizontal-streaking stratus clouds, and flat, horizontal stripes of thin marsh water,
water that reflects the varied colors of the sky: a grim gray thunderstorm sky in the Butler
institute’s Salt Marsh Hay, a Monet blue-pink sunrise sky in The Great Swamp, or, as in
Sunrise on the Marshes, an alluring gold-brown-pink, uniquely Heade’s shade, a hue
repeated in the hummingbirds of the same period. The water twins and mirrors the sky in
an all-over, slow, quiet unity.
In the salt marsh hay paintings, the figures are tiny; these landscapes do not
feature portraits of individuals, like the hummingbird paintings do. The figures are
clownish stereotypes: sometimes amusing— in the case of the boy and man in a john boat
who parody humans fairly generally in their rustic struggle to get afloat— and sometimes
disturbing—as in the case of the African American farmer and his son who trudge a grim
distance across an endless horizon, across a long painting even for Heade, and who are
painted with the exaggerated features with which 19th century painters often mask African
Americans into difference. Of a hunter, member of a wealthier class, Heade made a more
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individual description; the hunter appears, particularly in this context, uniquely powerful,
in charge of his destiny, classed differently, equipped with a gun.
Comparing these tiny figures in the landscapes with the giant portraits of tiny
birds underscores that practices of depiction always have the controlling maneuvers of
classification and understanding, reductive practices that provided the original intention
of Heade’s hummingbirds. While Heade typically fell on the liberal side of the political
spectrum, his image of African Americans joins with the fragments penned in his letters
and notebooks that demonstrate that practices of classification, whether directed at
hummingbirds or humans, are always exoticizing and colonizing—practices that limit
the self and the other. 2 While a comet sometimes betters a fairy in the hummingbird
pictures, and sometimes the reverse, there is no chance that this African American father
would have any chance surviving compared to the great white hunter in Marsh with a
Hunter.
These comparisons, though, are miniaturized; in the salt marsh paintings, it is the
landscape that achieves the life and individuality of the portrait. Heade touches on the
effects of light against the flat land; as often as he paints this land, he invents new aspects
to its personality, a personality told over time as the light shifts and reveals individualistic
birthmarks in the shape of: a haystack here, or there, a pair of ducks, or people, or horses

2

Heade’s comments about African Americans are of about equal tenor with this picture: he paints these
men in approximately the same context as white men in the marshes, at same scale, but these two trudge
somewhat hopelessly across what must feel like endless landscape, and the African Americans, unlike their
fishing, hay-gathering, and hunting white counterparts, don’t work. Heade disparaged the practice of
paying freed slaves for no work, and though he was certainly on the side of the north, his words for African
Americans, though gentler than many of his fellows, were not generous—like his grim words for the
uncivilized Brazilians quoted in Chapter 4, footnote 66. A relevant comparison not taken up in this
dissertation is between Dutch painters like Franz Post and Albert Eckhout and the early hummingbird
paintings of Heade, all of which mark out the distinguishing features of ‘species’ against typical landscape
backgrounds where they are found; Eckhout and Post, however, distinguish between races of humans, not
species of birds, thereby illuminating the connection and the problematics of practices of understanding.
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adding to the personality of the marsh. Few objects have as little anthropomorphic
features as salt marsh haystacks. They are vastly plump, round, enormously heavy,
limbless, elegant lumps. These forms emerge from the land to point skyward, punctuating
the seeming sparseness of the landscape with evidence that it provided the vital nutrient
for the livestock on which human productivity was entirely dependent. The salt marsh,
level and inanimate, is prominently dotted with humans in the form of prominent traces
like these. Flat horizon, flat sky and clouds, flat water, are punctuated with subtle vertical
interruptions, most of them manmade. The stacks of salt marsh hay, the wagons, the
figures, even the animals are domesticated, or there to be hunted, there because of their
value to people. As Heade gave each of his hummingbirds a mate of bird or bloom, he
partnered the hay stacks either with a twin bale, or another large relic of humanity, a
wagon or a boat, and they cross over the horizon, painted on top of an ‘original’
landscape.3

A FINAL SUBSTITUTION
In 1863, Heade sailed across the ocean to paint hummingbirds. At about the same
time, he left human subjects largely behind. From that time, landscapes, flower paintings
and hummingbirds dominated. In the landscapes, the haystacks domesticate the
landscape, just as the hummingbirds and orchids provide fairy decorativeness to the
tropical landscapes. But the tropical landscapes, made visible by comparison to the marsh
landscapes, were always fairy landscapes, with or without fairies. Chapter Two discussed
3

Often, as in the hummingbirds, the texture and even the color of the transition from landscape to
sky is evident underneath the bird, and the stacks of salt marsh hay, if they protrude above the horizon,
those transparently painted in the background reveal the slight bumps of the grasses below the horizon, and
the perfect smooth thinness of the sky above. This transparency may be a result of the aging canvases, but
does reveal Heade’s practice of adding haystacks, hummingbirds, flowers, onto largely finished landscape.
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Henry James describing the difference between Hawthorne’s ‘fairy-tale’, the Romance he
traveled to Italy to write, The Marble Faun, and his novels written at home, in stark New
England. James positions The Marble Faun at the bottom of Hawthorne’s oeuvre, writing
that it was bereft of Hawthorne’s greatest talent, that of contriving to make “the cold,
bright air of New England seem to blow through his pages.”4 Heade painted New
England salt marshes with a similarly tangible atmosphere. Even when Heade selected
Autumnal shades, he too seemed to capture bright air of New England, in the warm
solidity, space and color of the hay gathering. Heade’s tropics, as I wrote in Chapter Two,
‘experienced with the swift brevity of the tourist, have always the surplus gleam of the
new.’ That gleam differs from the one James criticizes in The Marble Faun. He
continues:
Like all of Hawthorne's things, it contains a great many light threads of
symbolism, which shimmer in the texture of the tale, but which are apt to
break and remain in our fingers if we attempt to handle them. These things
are part of Hawthorne's very manner--almost, as one might say, of his
vocabulary; they belong much more to the surface of his work than to its
stronger interest.5
In The Marble Faun, James suggests, Hawthorne foregrounds the glittering fairy threads
of symbolism, which always feature in his work, though more often with the telescope
held right-way-round to look at the fairy magic, rather than letting these threads weave
among the stronger, supporting fibers of New England reality, as he does elsewhere.
Applied to Heade, one looks at his salt marshes, and sees figures shrunk tiny through the
opposite end of the scope, woven into nature where they work diligently, like busy,
stilled hummingbirds. In the tropical paintings, the hummingbirds raced down the
4

Henry James, Nathaniel Hawthorne, 1879. http://xroads.virginia.edu/~DRBR/james_1.html

5

ibid.
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avenues into the foreground; the glittering hummingbird, like Hawthorne’s ‘light threads
of symbolism,’ comes to the fore to shimmer just on the surface of his work: he clips
them out and paints them on, again and again. The small aperture of the zoom lens
flattens the depth of field, and Heade’s tropical landscape, unlike the marsh fields, go
fuzzy: the hummingbirds, orchids, passionflowers and succulent vines glitter
dimensionally, and the landscape smudges atmospherically, not just rainy, but curtained
also by fog. In the marsh meadows, figures, haystacks, and trees in the background are
tiny, but sharply focused; Heade learned landscape first at Hicks’ side, and retained in the
marsh meadows the ‘bright air’ of his New England youth, air that does not obscure deep
focus.
Fairy threads come to the fore in Heade’s hummingbird paintings, and with these
fibers Heade established his unique and distinct three-part formula, where transgressive,
animate flowers become major, and active, actors; hummingbirds ‘chipped off in
brilliance’ to evoke complex—human—personalities, and the landscape itself, so
individualistic in the New England pictures, becomes an empty stage, a placeholder for
action with the atmosphere frozen, repeated, and always in back, not blowing brightly
through the canvases and through the described spaces as he contrived to do when he
painted his homeland.

TINY PETS TO PLEASE THE FANCY
As Wondrous Creatures has demonstrated, Heade’s relationship to hummingbirds
was a complicated one, and as such complicates his representations of them. Heade,
monomaniac on hummingbirds, who wrote that the all-consuming hummingbird craze
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affected him shortly after his entry to this breathing world, looked at hummingbirds many
ways, and captured them thus for us. He described hummingbirds for science, but the
scientist’s magnifying eye transformed him into a giddy child. He described
hummingbirds as ‘inveterate little warriors,’ devoted husbands, and, again and again in
his publications in Forest and Stream from the age of 61 to his death at 84, as his special
pets. And, in at least 120 paintings, he stroked and touched them onto his vision of the
tropical landscape, with complex characterization and evident love.
In Man and the Natural World, Keith Thomas laid out the criteria required for a
non-human creature to transcend animal status and attain that of pet: It must be invited
inside, be given a name, and, not be eaten.6 Building on Thomas’s work, Sociologist
Adrian Franklin writes that pets are also preferentially taken in as babies, and specifically
adopted by humans. Thereafter, they are kept in a childish relationship, as if it never
grows up. Franklin writes: “It certainly never assumes independence and leaves.”7 This
last characteristic dooms Heade’s hummingbirds as pets, no matter how often he
reiterates his relationship as master to the tiny bird pets.
Heade’s childhood passion for hummingbirds is a childlike passion as well:
intense, dedicated, inquisitive, exploratory, poetic and nonsensical. He describes—
assuming a scientist’s assumed distance— his act of washing out the crop of a
hummingbird he shot and skinned in Brazil to find hundreds of tiny insects (a fairy’s
dinner), but treasured his paintings of birds passionately; he would not sell his paintings

6

Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World, (New York: Pantheon, 1983), 110-116.

7

Adrian Franklin, Animals and modern cultures : a sociology of human-animal relations in
modernity. (London: Sage Publications, 1999) 87.
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of birds, he writes in his journal, for $10,000.8 In Forest and Stream, he repeats his love
for hummingbirds and for the practice of taming hummingbirds, though he seems to
acknowledge that this practice may be too childlike, or to feminine, for he eventually
assigns the pleasure in the hummingbirds to his wife: “I enclose you a photograph of my
wife’s pet hummingbird—probably the first live one ever photographed… I tame them
nearly every summer for my wife’s entertainment, though I confess to as great a
weakness for the little pets as she has.”9 His great tenderness toward his beloved creatures
feminizes Heade; he thus confesses his weakness. In his sixties, Heade kept ruby-throated
hummingbirds as pets, feeding them on sugar water, and readily shot intruders on his
pets’ territory. And all this, he writes, is for his wife’s pleasure, not his own— though he
cannot keep the pleasure out of his voice.
The enormous scale of Pet-keeping in the West “reflects the tendency of modern
men and women to withdraw into their own small family unit for their greatest emotional
satisfactions… Sterilized, isolated, and usually deprived of contact with other animals,
the pet is a creature of its owner’s way of life; and the fact that so many people feel it
necessary to maintain a dependent animal for the sake of emotional completeness tells us
something about the atomistic society in which we live…” 10 Heade felt it necessary to
keep pets, but the tiny pets he chose could not be kept, so again, Heade constructs for

8

Of course, there is a practical reason for this reluctance, Heade hoped to make his name and his
fortune with his scientific volume. Yet his tone, hyperbolic, indicates again the maniac love for the birds.
Heade, Brasil-London Journal, Jan. 11, 1864.
9

Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “A Pet Hummingbird,” Forest and Stream, 41, 7 (August 19,
1893), 141.
10

Thomas, 119.
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himself a somewhat lonely picture, despite being, by this time, joined on the veranda with
his wife, Elizabeth Smith Heade, “Bringing up Hummingbirds on the Bottle” together.11
Heade tells us that though he “was sometimes accused of magic” in taming his
special pets, his practice was actually relatively straightforward. He waited for the birds
to arrive in St. Augustine each spring, selected the friendliest bird, outfitted a bottle of
sugar water with an alluring blossom and lured him ever closer until he could hold the
bottle in his hand, and even bring it into the house. He named one individual at least with
the unimaginative moniker “Ruby,” and was not above shooting other birds that invaded
his pet’s territory, for if a more aggressive bird came along, the bond would be broken
between Heade and his tiny friend. Heade’s pet hummingbirds meet the major criteria,
but one: they cannot be persuaded to stay through the year—but ‘assume independence
and leave.’ Nonetheless, Heade proudly proclaims that on occasion, a favorite bird
remembers him, and rapidly resumes trust on its return to Florida in spring. 12
Childless and older, Heade fits the class of person that sociologists proclaim are
vulnerable to the allure of pets, which “offer companionship for the lonely, prolonged life
expectancy for the sick and therapy for the unhappy. Pets are acquired to become
substitutes for a number of human relationships: to replace deceased partners; in place of
children loved ones, and friends…”13 In Forest and Stream, the thin, curmudgeonly,
dubious, sparring Heade puffs with pride and swells with sentiment when he turns to his
special pets.

11

Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) “Bringing Up Hummingbirds on the Bottle,” Forest and
Stream, 55, 1 (July 7, 1900), 5.
12
Didymus (Martin Johnson Heade) publishes ten articles on hummingbirds as pets in the last
twenty years of his life.
13

Franklin, 84
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One can glimpse Heade’s daily life with hummingbirds in an 1890’s photograph
of Heade on his St. Augustine piazza his wife and a hummingbird that he has magically
tamed. (figure 61) Heade and his wife sit on their piazza, in their his and hers wicker
chairs, she holding a bottle of simple sugar water tied with a ribbon from which a ruby
throated hummingbird, Heade’s first and last favorite little pet, feeds. Heade himself
holds a newspaper. Though my magnifying glass will not reveal for certain whether the
journal in his hand is Forest and Stream, if it is, it is one of two shots of Heade, among
only six known photos of him, where he holds this paper that so often bore his own
words. In the photograph, Heade turns his back to us, the brim of his hat obscuring with
shadow any glimpse of his face, which turns toward his beloved little pet, suspended in
air.
Heade had a personal relationship with hummingbird as individuals, childlike
pets; he lamented the ‘fledgling’ independence that took them northward to nest or
southward to winter. It is easy to deploy the cliché that Heade’s hummingbirds were his
children, and the hummingbirds— living, stuffed and painted— probably did fulfill some
of the same roles as a child, fed, adored, and nursed by him. With hummingbird children,
Heade always painted pretty pictures. Interestingly, his pictures of childhood were far
more complicated, and carry with them suggestions, that Heade would not want children
because they are unutterably troublesome (he can’t even pen the word boy), or, quite the
opposite, that he must create views of them as troublesome because he does not have any
but wants to suppress that desire. As with many questions in Heade, these remain open,
and as so often with Heade, his storyline is complex enough to be interesting, complex
enough to be realistic.
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REPRESENTING ANIMALS
The childless old man Heade sat on the piazza, patiently luring a hummingbird pet
ever closer until it would feed from his hand, slowly dispensing of intermediaries: first he
hung a bottle with a flower over its spout from a branch, then held it in his hand, then
shed the alluring blossom until it was as if he fed them from his own body. He rapidly
grew impatient with any interloper that interrupted his relationship, and shot intruders to
his pets’ territory, retaining his nestling as long as possible. Wondrous Creatures
demonstrated that Heade could not succeed as a natural history painter because he could
not subscribe to the necrology the field necessitated, but in fact his relationship to
hummingbird death, too, may have been more complicated than that.
By way of describing the modern distance from animals, and from animal
meaning, Berger demonstrates that the French zoologist Buffon employed simultaneously
what he describes as the machine-like practices of science even while retaining a
tenderness toward his subjects. Though Berger’s case has provoked controversy, and in
this case, many contemporary scientists would argue rightfully that they manage the same
dualism, Berger’s larger point, that by the nineteenth century, animals are placed at a
distance from humans in daily life and in our understanding of taxonomy. He writes:
by comparison and despite the model of the machine, the animal seems to
him to enjoy a kind of innocence. The animal has been emptied of
experience and secrets, and this new invented "innocence" begins to
provoke in man a kind of nostalgia. For the first time, animals are placed
in a receding past.14

14

John Berger, “Why Look at Animals?” from About Looking (New York: Pantheon, 1980)
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Other materials of Wondrous Creatures suffered the same fate. Bataille demonstrated that
usage of flowers as metaphor became increasingly nostalgic, empty, and innocent—its
sexual center plucked out, and James Kincaid has shown that children, too, were made
innocent and empty at least by the nineteenth century.15 In this conception of the animal
as altered to serve only human necessity, taken from Berger, the fairy comes back into
play, for the fairy manages a knowing innocence, and revealed Heade’s hummingbird’s
capacity for the same more complicated subjectivity. Here, the uncanny returns to view,
for the hummingbird’s secrecy, acquired by its tininess, its rapidity, its evanescence
(fragility) its ability to turn on and off its magical iridescence, gives it an uncanny power
of secrecy and unknowability, and prevents it from emptying into innocence even while
Heade stuffs it with his own intentions, classifications and understandings, born of a
lifetime mania. This power protects the bird from the status of pet, too: Heade could not
capture a hummingbird; he could not know its secrets.
All of these features differentiate the hummingbird as a special being. Distinct
from humans and human society, denizen of wild tropical forests, separate from human,
symbolic thinking but nonetheless not capable of being subject to humans as part-time
pet. Heade’s sensitivity to the hummingbird’s power invests his pictures with some of the
power of the hummingbird but, of course, when he paints hummingbirds, he is always
painting people too.
By making his subjects—hummingbirds and flowers most particularly, but also
the workers of the salt marsh, the children on the swing, and to lesser degree the (more
complicated, and therefore full ) newsboys—subject to his own will, Heade employed his
15

James Kincaid, Child Loving (New York: Routledge, 1994), for example.
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own, unique practices of necrology. For his characters serve his own story (as indeed,
most representations do, yet in the case of these realistic paintings of animals, the fiction
is disguised by the feathers) and therefore the paintings kill the hummingbird. The death
at stake here is of any essential connection to the hummingbird as its own creature,
Heade’s colonizing practices separated it from its soul and transformed it into spectacle.
Yet that is not all Heade does, for like Buffon, he employed various tools in his
understanding of hummingbirds and, as Chapter Three, “The Birds and the Bees,” made
clear, Heade’s monomania for hummingbirds manufactured a multiple relationship with
them: Heade studied them as a scientist, fed them as a father, followed them over fields
throughout his life, and, as a fast-moving, passionately loving and arguing friend, as a
loner and an intimate of others, and peripatetic traveler, he lived a life like theirs, and
thus invested them with individualistic and connected meaning, learning about them and
learning from them.
REVELING IN THE DETAILS OF THE BACKYARD
Like Heade, American collagist and creator of habitats for children and birds,
Joseph Cornell (1903-1972), loved birds over a lifetime; he turned to the bird again and
again, as if, through their images, he was able to put on ‘the enlarging gaze of the child,’
to “revel in the details of the backyard.” 16 His films, collages and absorbing, manipulate-

16

A short selection of writings, culled from but a few representative pages of Cornell’s diaries
collected in Joseph Cornell’s Theater of the Mind, shows his preoccupation with birds, children, gardens,
theatrically separate spaces. “Flicker in morning seen thru opera glasses * feeling especially occasionally
with a maximum of spiritual satisfaction with occurrences of the common round. Reveling in the details of
the backyard become a kind of theatre with the appearance of the flicker. Budding scraggly quince tree
flicker in turned ground searching with beak.” (142)(italics mine). “On the downtown Madison Ave. bus a
girl about eight years of age got on and gradually moved to back and sat down on a side seat. Plain black
dress flowered trimming white thin strip around nexk and down centre of dress. She had a book under her
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able boxes show understanding of the shared spaces of birds and children, and brilliantly
illuminate the interchangeability of child and bird, equally immune to interpretation. 17
In the sensitive hands of cultural theorist and Americanist Michael Moon,
Cornell’s ability to slip through the ‘fine mesh’ of criticism (as Burroughs showed the
hummingbird slipped through the mesh of rhyme) come to light. Assessing the way
critics have avoided any depth of meaning in assessment of Cornell, Moon’s words
illuminate Heade, too. Moon writes, “most commentators on Cornell’s work…have
uncharacteristically spoken with almost one voice in praise of its allegedly ‘innocent’ and
‘enchanting’ qualities.”18 Moon summarizes the critical response to Cornell, which
“emphasize its alleged austerity, its silence, the meticulous precision of its gestures, and
the ineluctability and otherworldliness of its effects,” which miss not only the play

arm, “Little Women” and traveling alone. Alert, quiet, assured and modest (brown hair, a countenance not
pronouncedly pretty but of a manner always evoking a sadness that one will only see her for a moment of
so and then never again.) (A beautiful innocence.)(143) Cornell’s little girl, described with the attention to
detail of the natural history study, is as ephemeral as childhood, as a bird on the wing, and is innocent. “to
this was added the feeling of summers past and also a recreation– in the sharp call of the bob whites (like a
whip-crack) in the meadows– followed bob white into lower branches of a tree in the meadows– apple
tree– bypassed him without knowing bob whites could get off the ground that high– watched for a long
time blackbirds in mid-air, alighting on bending stalks or reeds, etc.– sense of enjoyment watching the birds
recreated and evoking first days of GC44– very strong the reaction this afternoon to birds…” Cornell,
Theater of the Mind: Selected Diaries, Letters, and Files, Mary Ann Caws, ed, (New York: Thames and
Hudson, 2000), 145.
17

In many aspects, Cornell and Heade share spaces too, though their differences, of course, are as
many. Joseph Cornell, just one year before Heade died, also defied categorization as an artist; he paints a
new kind of the tiny, child, fairy, bird, ballet, sylph woodland wonderland realm, collaging birds, fairies,
children, flowers, butterflies into worlds that we see through windows. Like Heade, Joseph Cornell loved
birds, unlike Heade, he also showed his love of children abundantly and throughout his life. Cornell’s
obsession with birds, butterflies, flowers, weather, delicious food, his love and hate of travel, his long
bachelorhood filled with relationships and isolation tie him to Heade, as do his processes of collecting,
rearranging, collaging, revising and repeating. Like Heade, Cornell played dual roles as both intimate with
the art world: friends with Ernst, Duchamp, Motherwell, etc, exhibitor at well-known New York galleries;
and abiding outsider: his works not surrealist, expressionist, minimalist, etc., but inhabiting their own
realm. Cornell’s bird boxes, like and unlike Heade’s birdspaces, create environments for birds, calling into
question our idea of the natural habitat.
18

Michael Moon, A Small Boy and Others, Durham: Duke University Press, 33
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evident in Cornell, but the worlds of suggestion.19 New York Times Art Critic Smith
connects Heade’s work to Cornell’s, in her review of the Heade retrospective of 19992000. Smith both opens useful questions and problematically emphasizes innocence:
But it's clear that he tended, with each new motif, toward
contraction, elimination and control. In the end the contained, finite
volume…is made real. Between the adored exotic birds, the boxlike
space and the prevailing aura of innocence and obsession, you may leave
this show feeling that you have met the Joseph Cornell of the 19th
century.20
The aura of innocence and obsession is of course precisely the space of overlap between
the child and the bird in Heade and Cornell; Moon suggests that Cornell’s desire, which
fogs together innocence and obsession, multiplies to such an extent that it becomes
almost invisible, which it certainly does in Heade. “A Fresh Eye” sees that Heade and
Cornell slipped together through the meshes of criticism, in Heade’s case, not austerity,
silence, and precision, but realism, silence and precision defined the early critical
response, while the equally evasive poetic, spiritual, and suggestive have defined the
second wave of Heade criticism, neither of which allows meaning to exist in the
hummingbirds. “A Fresh Eye” sees that bird feathers proved a secure disguise, a place
where ‘passions find room.’
In her remarkable study of childhood in Cornell’s films in The Untutored Eye,
Marjorie Keller explores how in his films, “a child becomes a bird or butterfly,” “a girl
and a dwarf or boys and pigeons are equally small,” “children, birds, and butterflies are
interchangeable,” in short, “Cornell is obsessed with the unity of small flying creatures

19

Moon 135.

20

From Roberta Smith, “Nature Caressed by a hummingbird,” New York Times, (March 13, 2000).
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and children throughout all of his work.”21 Keller points out the connection between
children and birds in her two-page spread of bird stills (cage birds), beautifully captioned.
First, pigeons fly through the air, and “decorate the statue” in the Park, that magic
territory the statue shares with birds and children. Then, “Boys fly through the frame.”
And Cornell’s running boys do move across the ground like a flock of starlings moves
through the air, watching each other, dashing forward, bending the flock, leaning into the
wind. “In their grouping and their elegant, almost choreographed, movement, they are
birdlike.”22 The movement between bird and child are evident in Cornell’s 1860 collage,
Observations on a Satellite I, wherein he placed his bell-jar against a clear blue sky, and
filled the jar with a dense foggy atmosphere to reflect the sparkling satellite in its dome.
(figure 62) Cornell’s jar captures a child, not just any child but a paper doll cutout of the
Infanta as painted in Velasquez’ storied Las Meninas, preserving Velasquez’s
preservation of her. In Cornell’s work, she is not accompanied by her nursemaids but by
a hummingbird, surprisingly plump, winging up nonetheless to escape gravity and,
presumably, the jar. The tiny bird lifts, like a soul, from where the Infanta’s own angel
wings would have grown from her body, casting no shadow like the Princess’ earthly
form. Cornell’s hummingbird reels (if heavily) toward remoter atmospheres, marked here
by the jewel-faceted satellite, an appropriate stand-in for the heavens of this gem of the
natural world.

21
a child becomes a bird or butterfly,” (111), “a girl and a dwarf or boys and pigeons are equally
small,” (114), “children, birds, and butterflies are interchangeable,” (131), in short, “Cornell is obsessed
with the unity of small flying creatures and children throughout all of his work.” Marjorie Keller, The
Untutored Eye: Childhood in the Films of Cocteau, Cornell, and Brakhage, (Rutherford, N.J.: Fairleigh
Dickinson University Press), 135.
22

Keller, 134.
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Like Cornell’s substitutions (a child becomes a bird or a butterfly, a princess’s
soul becomes a hummingbird), Heade’s children transformed into hummingbirds, and as
such are far more adept than his paintings of children in poetically layering depiction of
humanity, especially the duplicity of childhood, but also relationships, intensities, and
character. Unlike Cornell, Heade (for once) is not obsessed with these substitutions,
indeed in Heade it is a transformation that happens once and for all, abandoning the
perching and nesting children in his Roman Newsboys and The Swing, Heade flips the
telescope around once, and children become giant portraits of tiny birds and people
shrink to bird-size in his landscapes, and so they remain, children fledged and adults
shrunk to hummingbird proportions.
In the second series of hummingbirds, as described in the introduction to
Wondrous Creatures, ‘Heade comprehended greater narrative variety, for while he
painted eighteen more mated pairs, he also caught eighteen couple of males, twenty-nine
bachelor males, two single females, three paintings of hummingbird threesomes and that
magnificent eccentric with ten hummingbirds.’ Adding up the little birds, one finds that,
second to mated pairs, which refused to admit other narratives in the first series, Heade
painted more pictures of bachelor males than any other. In many of these images, the
phantasmagoria, the uncanny, the mystery subsides for a moment, to allow a bird pause
on a tropical swing, unaccustomedly (for Heade paintings and for hummingbirds) calm.
In Heliodore’s Woodstar and a Pink Orchid (1875-90) for example, Heade paints a
particularly small bird with two tiny petals of iridescent pink falling from his chin,
awaiting the clearing sky. (figure 63) A bud has spent its energy below him, another is in
full season, and the little woodstar lifts his chin at the exact angle of the folded orchid-
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bud umbrella over his head, not yet born. Here Heade seems to have captured nature as a
harmonious system, with a quiet bird as part of it. Heade has settled into his self as a
painter, and paints many stories with hummingbirds. This time, the twinning, again, is
multiply legible: the little bird pairs a while with each stage of blossom in turn on this
lavender clock face in the quiet, and for once rainless, rainforest, and would have turned
its brilliant iridescent chin to twin a while with Heade, painting in a quiet studio.
In conclusion, it is useful to turn again to the landscape beginnings. Edward Hicks
painted his peaceable scenes with transitional skies, pinking into a new time of day.
Heade learned from this, and seemed to have striven to exceed Hicks by packing his skies
with more changes than just that between hours. Heade stuffs his skies with information;
his landscapes seldom feature thunderstorm, clear blue sky, impending or waning rain, or
transition to evening, but instead combinedmany of these—a gray cloud crowded sky
gives way to a circle of blue, a stripe of streaking rain, and the rich golden light of late
afternoon.
Wondrous Creatures has argued that Heade engaged in substitutions and
transformations, and looking closely at these processes, also comprehended by the poetic
terms metonymy and metaphor, the wonder of them is that they, too, manage to stuff
surplus material into deceptively small frames. Metaphor and metonymy contain the
materials of both terms of the equation, the original substance and the new. Thus, just as
Heade had multiple relationships to hummingbirds: they were his childhood companion
in the Pennsylvania countryside, the subject of his scientific endeavor, the subject of well
over a hundred paintings, and the tiny special pet of his old age; his hummingbird
paintings contain wonder from subjects he left behind or painted alongside his
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hummingbirds. Thus the hummingbirds can be spiritual ornithology and naturalistic
fantasy, landscape, portrait, and still life, they can speak of fairy painting, relate to PreRaphaelite painting, and to the workings of Hudson River artists. Embracing other
materials, especially the nests, orchids and passionflowers, Heade transfers narrative
material between the subjects, showing the reproductive world that hummingbirds,
orchids, and people inhabit. His hummingbirds encompass Heade’s vision of childhood,
humanity, and the actualities of hummingbird being.
One could have guessed that a lifetime almost-monomaniac for hummingbirds
would allow his subject to be many things. Living alongside them as he did from
childhood to old age, Heade had several relationships with hummingbirds. Berger
explains that “Animals offer man a companionship which is different from any offered by
human exchange. Different because it is a companionship offered to the loneliness of
man as a species.”23 Heade, of course, struck many as lonely, but his intimacy with
hummingbirds lasted throughout his life and colored his pictures in calm, tenderness,
fierceness, and, above all, in passion. A bachelor hummingbird, dressed to the nines in
glittering pink, and pausing serenely above a tropical mountain lake, contains worlds of
description beyond species features. Hummingbirds painted, stuffed, or real may have
given Heade comfort and companionship; he gives us paintings of hummingbirds to be
companions to us as a species, serving us a similarly wide range of nectar.

23

John Berger, “Why Look at Animals,” in About Looking (New York: Pantheon, 1980), 4.
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Figure 1
Hummingbird and Nasturtium, 1862
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Figure 2
Orchid with Two Hummingbirds, 1871.
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Figure 3
Edward Hicks, Peaceable Kingdom, 1848
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Figure 4
Edmund Dulac, Entomologistʼs Dream, 1909.
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Figure 5
Four Gems of Brazil, 1864-5 Manoogian Collection
Black-Eared Fairy, White-Vented Violet Ear, Ruby
Throated of America, Blue Morpho Butterﬂy
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Figure 6.
Ruby-Topaz, c.1864-65
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Figure 7.
Four Ruby-throated hummingbirds (Archilochus colubris) Marc Catesby, Ruby Throat,
1731, John James Audubon, Rubythroated Humming-Bird with Coral Honeysuckle
c.1825, , John Gould, Ruby-throat and Martin Johnson Heade, Ruby-Throat of North
America, 1865
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Figure 8.
Ruby-Throat of North America, 1865
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Figure 9
Marc Catesby, Blew Jay, 1731
from the Natural history of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahamas, 1731.
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Figure 10
John James Audubon, Ruby-throated Humming-Bird, c.1825
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Figure 11
Gould/Richter, Lazuline Sabre-wing, Campylopterus lazulus, portrayed
with Cattleya guttata
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In this story, hummingbirds meet, ﬂirt, get to
know each other
(Hooded Visorbearer)

...build a nest and congratulate one another
with a kiss...
(ruby topaz)

...tend their eggs...
(frilled coquette)

...and swell with pride at what they have
done, helping each other to raise baby
twins
(fork-tailed woodnymph)

...protect and are protected...
(crimson topaz)

Figure 12.
A hummingbird fairy tale, told with Gems of Brazil, 1864-65
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Figure 13
Fork-Tailed Woodnymph,1864-65
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Figure 14
John Everette Millais, Ruling Passion, 1885
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Figure 15
Anonymous photographs of Heade returning on his bicycle from painting the marshes, feeding hummingbirds from a tiny bottle with his wife,
and painting en plein air, St. Augustine , c. 1890
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Figure 16
John Woodhouse Audubon and Victor Gifford Audubon, John James
Audubon, 1841
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Figure 17
Amethyst Woodstar, 1864-65
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Figure 18
Cattleya Orchid with Three Brazilian Hummingbirds, 1871
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Figure 19
Mark Robinson, Confusing Fall Warbler, detail, 2005.
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Figure 20
Tropical Landscape with Ten Hummingbirds, 1870
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Figure 20
Tropical Landscape with Ten Hummingbirds, 1870

Figure 21
Philip Reinagle, Hummingbirds, 1786

Figure 22
Philip Reinagle, A Secretary Bird, Nicobar Pigeon and Other Birds in a Tropical forest,
c.1800
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Figure 23
Brad Durham, Veil, 2005
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Figure 24
Jacqueline Bishop, Bird Sanctuary2004
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Figure 25
David Kroll, Blue Vase and Oranges, 2005
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above, Figure 26 Heade in an Anonymous 1860 photo
below, Figure 4, Dulacʼs Entomologist
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Figure 27
Hummingbirds Perched near Passion Flowers, c. 1870-1883
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Figure 28
John Anster Fitzgerald, Who Killed Cock Robin, 1860,
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Figure 29
Two Fighting Hummingbirds with Two Orchids, 1875
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Figure 30
John Anster Fitzgerald, The Chase of the White Mice, 1864,
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Figure 31
Orchid and Hummingbirds by a Mountain Lake, 1875-1890,
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Figure 32.
Orchid and Two Hummingbirds, 1872
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Figure 33
John Anster Fitzgerald, Birdsʼ Nest, n.d. 1850-1870
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Figure 34
Study of an Orchid, 1872
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Figure 35
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, Incredulity of St. Thomas, 1601-1602.
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Figure 36
Passion Flowers and Hummingbirds, 1870-1883
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Figure 37
Passionﬂower study, St. Augustine Historical Society
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Figure 38
White Orchid and Hummingbird , 1875-90
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Figure 39
Orchids, Passionﬂowers, and a Hummingbird, 1875-1890
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Figure 40
Philip H. Gosse, scarlet anemone,
Sagartia liguarta, 1860, Actinologia
Britannica:

Figure 20
Tropical Landscape with
Ten Hummingbirds,detail
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Figure 41
Ruby-Throated Hummingbird, 1864-5
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Figure 42
Two Hummingbirds with their Young, 1864-5
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Figure 43
Anonymous, photos of a hummingbird nest
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Figure 44
Two Hummingbirds Perched on Passion Flower Vines, 1870-83
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Figure 45
Roman Newsboys, 1848,
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Figure 46
Roman Newsboys, 1849
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Figure 47
The Swing, Children in the Woods, 1858
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Figure 48
John George Brown, Newsboy, c. 1880
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Figure 49
James Henry Beard, Street Urchins,1880
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Figure 50
Tufted Coquette, 1864-6

Figure 45
Roman Newsboys, 1848
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Figure 51
Jean-Honoré Fragonard,
The Swing, 1767

Figure 47
The Swing, Children in
the Woods, 1858
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Figure 52
Gremlin in the Studio II, c. 1871-75
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Figure 53
M.T. Ross. Hummingbird Children,
from Ruth Gordon, Bird Children, NY: Derrydale Books, 2000.
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Figure 54
Two Sun Gems on a Branch, 1864-6
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Figure 55
Two Fighting Hummingbirds with Pink Orchid
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Figure 56
Portrait of a Young Lady, 1839
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Figure 57
Edward Hicks, Peaceable Kingdom, 1834
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Figure 58
Sunrise on the Marshes, 1863
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Figure 59
Sudden Shower, Newburyport, 1866-76
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Figure 60
A man and a boy become a pair of ducks, a pair of cattle, a mare and a colt...
Mare and Colt in a Marsh, 1862-63
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Figure 61
Heade and Elizabeth Smith Heade on the piazza of their St. Augustine
home. She holds a bottle from which a male rubythroat feeds.
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Figure 62
Joseph Cornell, Untitled (Apollinaris) 1953
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Figure 63
Heliodoreʼs Woodstar with a Pink Orchid, 1875-1890
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APPENDIX
Articles by Martin Johnson Heade from Forest and Stream cited or consulted for
Wondrous Creatures. All articles published under the pen name Didymus.
“Didymus Recants,” 20, 23 (July 5, 1883), 445
“Florida Hummingbirds,” 36, 23 (June 25, 1891), 455
“Pennsylvania Days” 38, 1 (Jan. 7, 1892) 4-5
"Taming Hummingbirds,” 38, 15 (April 14, 1892), 348
“Lordly Female,” 38, 20 (April 28, 1892), 395
“Birds and Bonnets,” 39,2 (July 14, 1892)
“The Rattlesnake as a Game Protector,” 39,19 (Nov. 10, 1892) 400
“Some Feathered Scalawags,” 40, 20 (May 19, 1893), 425
“Didymus and his Nightmare,” 40, 22 (June 1, 1893), 471
“A Pet Hummingbird” 41,7 (Aug. 19, 1893) 141
“Hummingbird Pets,” 43,7, Aug 18, 1894) 137.
“St. Augustine Song Birds,” 43, 10 (Sept. 8, 1894), 202
“St. Augustine Barren Grounds,” 44, 5 (Feb. 16, 1895), 127
“Orioles and Bird Shot,” 44, 13 (Sept. 28, 1895), 270
“Shooting for Records,” 45, 15 (Oct. 12, 1895), 318
“Little Sunny Spots,” (Dec. 21, 1895), 534
“Hummingbirds in the Window,” 47, 19 (Nov 7, 1896), 365
“Florida Plume Birds,” 48, 16 (Apr. 17, 1897), 304
“More Hummingbird Phantasies,” 48, 21(May 22, 1897) 405
“Ramrods and Birdcages” 48,18 (Oct 30, 1897), 344

“The Preserve Question,” 49, 26 (Dec. 25, 1897), 511
“Ransacker’s Bees,” 51, 5 (July 30, 1898), 84
“Humming Birds as Pets,” 51, 14 (Oct 1, 1898), 204
“Exterminatory Peregrinations,” 52, 23 (June 10, 1899), 445-446
“Exterminatory Peregrinations,” 52, 25 (June 24, 1899), 485
“On the Chagres River,” 53, 13 (Sept, 23, 1899), 244
“Bringing Up Hummingbirds on the Bottle,” 55, 1 (July 7, 1900), 5
“Big Game vs. Birds,” 58, 26 (June 28, 1902), 508
“St. Augustine Tame Birds, 59, 4 (July 26, 1902), 65.
“The Doubting Didymus,” 60, 1 (Jan. 3, 1903), 6
“Didymus vs. Day,” 60, 9 (Feb. 28, 1903), 173
“Game Parks Again,” 60, 14 (Apr. 4, 1903), 268
“The Game Park Question,” 60, 18 (May 2, 1903), 348
“Fences in the Adirondacks,” 61, 1 (July 4, 1903), 7
“Opposed to Preserves,” 61, 21 (Nov. 21, 1903), 404
“Game Preserves,” 61, 22 (Nov. 28, 1903), 422
“The Webb Preserve,” 62, 3 (Jan. 16, 1904), 48
“Hummingbirds” 63, 6 (Aug 6. 1904), 111.
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